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This dissertation brings the Ancient Near Eastern practice of the wheel, hanging, 

impaling, placarding, and crucifixion (WHIPC) into the scholarship of crucifixion, which has 

been too dominated by the Greek and Roman practice. WHIPC can be defined as the exposure of 

a body via affixing, by any means, to a structure, wooden or otherwise, for public display 

(Chapter 2). Linguistic analysis of relevant sources in several languages (including Egyptian 

hieroglyphics, Sumerian, Hebrew, Hittite, Old Persian, all phases of ancient Greek, and Latin) 

shows that because of imprecise terminology, any realistic definition of WHIPC must be broad 

(Chapter 3). Using methodologies and interdisciplinary approaches drawn from art history, 

archaeology, linguistic analysis, and digital humanities, this work analyzes scattered but 

abundant evidence to piece together theories about who was crucified, when, how, where, and 

why. The dissertation proves that WHIPC records, written and visual, were kept for three 

primary functions: to advertise power, to punish and deter, and to perform magical rituals or 

fulfill religious obligations. Manifestations of these three functions come through WHIPC in 

mythology (see especially Chapter 4), trophies (Chapter 5), spectacles, propaganda, political 

commentary, executions, corrective torture, behavior modification or prevention, donative 

sacrifices, scapegoat offerings, curses, and healing rituals. WHIPC also served as a mode of 

human and animal sacrifice (Chapter 6). Regarding the treatment of the body, several examples 

reveal cultural contexts for nudity and bone-breaking, which often accompanied WHIPC 

(Chapter 7). In the frequent instances where burial was forbidden a second penalty, played out in 

the afterlife, was intended. Contrary to some modern assertions, implementation of crucifixion 

was not limited by gender or status (Chapter 8).  WHIPC often occurred along roads or on hills 



 

and mountains, or in in liminal spaces such as doorways, cliffs, city gates, and city walls 

(Chapter 9). From the Sumerians to the Romans, exposing and displaying the bodies consistently 

functioned as a display of power, punishment and prevention of undesirable behavior, and held 

religious and magical significance. Exposure punishments have been pervasive and global since 

the beginning of recorded time, and indeed, this treatment of the body is still practiced today. It 

seems no culture has escaped this form of physical abuse.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORIOGRAPHY 

What is known about crucifixion in the early civilizations that practiced it? Who carried 

out crucifixions and related punishments? Who were the victims of exposure punishments? How 

and why were these punishments implemented? When did the spectacles of crucifixion happen? 

The answers to these questions have been assumed, answered vaguely, left unanswered, or 

answered incorrectly. The wheel, hanging,1 impaling, placarding, and crucifying (WHIPC) 

occurred consistently throughout the history of the Bronze and Iron Ages of the Mediterranean 

world. Annals, tomb and temple relief sculpture, biographies, and graffiti provide examples of 

WHIPC throughout the cultures of the Ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome, such as the 

following well-known examples. 

If a woman bring about the death of her husband for the sake of another man, they shall 
put her on a stake.2  

-Hammurapi, Old Babylonia, eighteenth century, BCE.  
 
A trophy along the length of the great gate I erected: the rebellious nobles who had 
revolted against me and whose skins I had stripped off, I made into a trophy: some in the 
middle of the pile I left to decay; some on the top of the pile on stakes I crucified; some 
by the side of the pile I placed in order on stakes; many within view of my land  I flayed; 
their skins on the walls I arranged; of the officers of the King's officer [sic], rebels, the 
limbs I cut off; I brought Ahiyababa to Nineveh; I flayed him and fixed his skin to the 
wall...3  

-Assurnasirpal, Assyria, r. 883/4 to 859 BCE 

                                                 
1 Throughout the document, I am using the term “hang” in the broadest possible sense. I do not mean the person was 
swinging by a noose on a gallows. Sometimes the individual was hanged by the arms or legs. They were in some 
way suspended.  
2 Hammurapi’s Code 153, Trans. King.  
3 Annals of Assurnasirpal, 1.89-94 Trans. Rodwell; Wilson, Epiphanius and Leonidas Le Cenci Hamilton, 
Babylonian and Assyrian Literature, 166 - 175.  
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Figure 1: “Stone panel from the Central Palace of King Tiglath-pileser III” Assyrian 
executions from 730-727 BCE. A similar depiction of chest impalement can be seen in the 
Sennacherib’s Nineveh Palace reliefs on the Layard plates, Plate 21, Slab 7.4 

He hanged the king of Ai on a tree until evening; and at sunset Joshua gave command 
and they took his body down from the tree and threw it at the entrance of the city gate, 
and raised over it a great heap of stones that stands to this day…. So afterward Joshua 
struck them [those who hanged Ai] and put them to death, and he hanged them on five 
trees; and they hung on the trees until evening.5  

-Hebrew Bible, written between 586 and 539 BCE. 

And we are witnesses of all things which he did both in the land of the Jews, and in 
Jerusalem; whom they slew and hanged on a tree... And when they had fulfilled all that 
was written of him [Jesus], they took him down from the tree, and laid him in a 
sepulcher.6  

-New Testament, written in the first century CE. 
 

                                                 
4 Reproductions of the relief from Sennacherib’s Nineveh Palace can be found in Uehlinger, “Clio in a World of 
Pictures,” 228-231. “Stone panel from the Central Palace of King Tiglath-pileser III.” The Central Palace was 
located at Kalhu. The vanquished people, around 730-727 BCE, are unknown. See 
UCL.ac.uk/sargon/essentials/kings/tiglatpileseriii/. Copyrights and terms of image use are here:  
http://www.britishmuseum.org/join_in/using_digital_images/using_digital_images.aspx?image=ps098844.jpg and 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/join_in/using_digital_images/using_digital_images.aspx?asset_id=359774&objectId
=369052&partId=1. 
5 Joshua 8:29; 10:26, NAS. 
6 Acts 10:39; 13:29, KJV. 
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Figure 2: First to third-century CE graffito of Alexamenos.7  

Divided into ten chapters, this dissertation first introduces exposure punishments through 

a historiographical discussion, debates on definitions of crucifixion, and exploration of 

etymology of WHIPC terms. Next, the purpose of WHIPC is addressed. Finally, themes we will 

see emerge in WHIPC include gender, status, treatment of the body, and the importance of 

WHIPC location. The appendix provides the some of the raw data from my digital scholarship 

including N-GRAMs,8 and linguistic and syntactical analysis through data aggregation, as well 

as the index.   

                                                 
7 Famous graffito from Rome near the Palatine Hill. This carving is generally considered slander against Christians 
as it depicts how Jesus “hanged on a tree,” but the person carving it added the head of a donkey on the crucified man 
with the inscription “Alexamenos worships his god.” The graffito date ranges from first to third century CE. See 
also Clarke, The Houses of Roman Italy, 104. This is an image I sketched from the graffito. A photo of the this 
graffito can be found in the public domain. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexorig.jpg.    
8 The N-GRAMs utilized in this dissertation are created through Python. The N-GRAM is a calculation of frequency 
and sequence for the variable, N. In this case, the dissertation specifically looks at the syntax for WHIPC terms, thus 
N equals a WHIPC term. 
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Modern scholars have exhausted the topic of Jesus’ crucifixion theologically and 

artistically. As scholarship on spectacles, like gladiatorial games and arena executions, grows, 

the historical scholarship on ancient executions also increases.  However, the area of public 

crucifixion for entertainment at spectacles has only recently been considered by John G. Cook, 

Donald Kyle, and Kathleen Coleman.9 The topic of exposure punishment through crucifixion is 

fairly neglected in Ancient Near East history outside of Palestine. In the Roman world, the topic 

is just recently receiving scholarship outside of theological works. These uninvestigated areas of 

crucifixion are a gaping hole in current historiography. 

Of the few works on the history of crucifixion and exposure punishments most are 

religiously motivated and cleave to one specific crucifixion, the execution of Jesus. There is 

currently only one other work that discusses the practice of crucifixion in the Ancient Near East 

(ANE) or the early Greek world in any detail. Chapman and Schnabel’s sourcebook, discussed 

below, gives multiple accounts, but does not pull out cross cultural themes or discuss etymology 

or religious elements of WHICP in the ANE.10 Roman crucifixion and exposure punishments, 

largely neglected by historians, finds discussion mainly in the field of theology. A section in 

Danielle Allen’s The World of Prometheus: The Politics of Punishing in Democratic Athens and 

John G. Cook’s recent book Crucifixion in the Mediterranean World represent exceptions to the 

Christocentric tendency. While Allen’s work considers punishments in classical Athens, Cook 

covers sources related to crucifixion in Roman, late Greek, and Hebrew sources. Otherwise, 

current scholarship on crucifixion centers on the Passion of Christ. The ancient Egyptians, 

Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, and Greeks all practiced crucifixion. WHIPC transpired in 

                                                 
9 Cook, “Crucifixion as Spectacle in Roman Campania,” 68-100. Kyle, Sports and Spectacles. Coleman, “Fatal 
Charades.” 
10 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion of Jesus: Texts and Commentary.   
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some of the earliest Greek myths and is even depicted in Egyptian and Assyrian relief art. 

Crucifixion served as a punishment for women who practice abortion in the Code of Assura, and 

the Behistun Inscription, by Darius I, boasts about the use of crucifixion.11 So too, the Hebrew 

Bible includes references to such executions. To prove the need for further historical treatment of 

crucifixion and exposure punishments, this chapter elaborates on the historiographical trends and 

methodological approaches in the current scholarship of crucifixion. 

Though focused on the Passion, various approaches written on crucifixion and impaling 

exist. Even the approaches that do not stem from a theological discipline, such as medical and 

linguistic works, concern the crucifixion of Jesus. The most important modern authors on the 

history of crucifixion are Martin Hengel, Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, John Granger Cook, and David 

W. Chapman, all of whom have significant theological training.12  Martin Hengel produced the 

first seminal work in the field, Crucifixion in the Ancient World and the Folly of the Message of 

the Cross, originally published in German in 1976. After serving in the German army during 

World War II, Hengel became ordained as a Lutheran minister. His research centers around the 

Second Temple period of Judaism. From 1992 until his death in 2009 Hengel was an emeritus 

professor at the University of Tübingen. Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, a German Protestant theologian 

and emeritus professor at Ludwig Maximilians-Universität München, published the next 

foundational text on crucifixion in 1978 as a response to Hengel’s crucifixion work by diving 

into the linguistics of crucifixion terminology.13  

                                                 
11 Code of Assura, I. 52.  Behistun Inscription 2.13-14; 3.8, 15.  
12 The works of each are described throughout this chapter.  
13 Kuhn, “Zum Gekreuzigten von Giv’at ha-Mivtar. Korrektur eines Versehens,” 118-222. Kuhn, “Der Gekreuzigte 
von Giv’at ha-Mivtar: Bilanz einer Entdeckung,” 303-334. 
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Following the debates between Kuhn and Hengel, John Granger Cook, a professor of 

Religion at LaGrange College, a Methodist school in Georgia, U.S.A., has offered several 

important works on the topic of crucifixion and exposure punishments. In 2008, Cook published 

“Envisioning Crucifixion: Light from Several Inscriptions and the Palatine Graffito,” dedicated 

to Martin Hengel. His most recent book, Crucifixion in the Mediterranean World, provides a 

sourcebook and historical analysis of Greco-Roman crucifixion accounts. He untangles 

terminology and topics related to crucifixion, scrutinizing primary texts to portray the history of 

crucifixion in the Greco-Roman context. His work is part of a Mohr Siebeck series 

Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament. The series includes Gunnar 

Samuelsson’s misleading work, Crucifixion in Antiquity, and David Chapman’s recent 

publication Ancient Jewish and Christion Perceptions on Crucifixion. Samuelsson uses a 

linguistic approach, but has several misguided conclusions I will correct in future chapters. 

Chapman’s book considers the way Jews and Christians in the Roman Empire responded to 

crucifixion. Chapman focused on the Hebrew Bible and Josephus’s accounts of crucifixion by 

revealing the position Jews and Christians took regarding the execution and exposure method of 

crucifixion. Like Cook and Samuelsson, Chapman devotes a section of his work to the linguistic 

difficulties of the Greek, Roman, and Hebrew terms related to crucifixion. My etymological 

research adds to their extensive syntactical arguments by introducing additional Mediterranean 

languages such as Linear B, Egyptian, and Akkadian. 

There are seven methods that have been employed to study crucifixion which fall into 

two categories: anthropological and historical. Anthropological approaches include theology, art, 

archaeology, and forensic science. The three historical processes of research develop into 

sourcebooks, linguistic analysis, and political science or legal interpretation. Many authors 
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utilize cross-disciplinary means by employing more than one of these methods. My dissertation 

adds an eighth technique, digital humanities. I have collected a database of written cases of 

WHIPC utilizing English translation, original text, semantic variance, circumstances of the 

event, the status of the victim, geography, date, location, gender, and the crimes associated with 

the punishment. I have run computer code over the collection producing statistical analysis of the 

occasions of WHIPC. The results of this process have shaped the content for each chapter, but 

the raw data and Voyant Tool extracts are presented in tables in the Appendix.   

 

Anthropology 

Theological 

The anthropological works on WHIPC use theology, art history, archaeology, and 

forensic science. Because crucifixion is both a topic of history and religion, theology has been 

introduced as a methodological approach. One would be hard pressed to find Greek or Roman 

historians who mention crucifixion without citing Martin Hengel’s Crucifixion in the Ancient 

World and the Folly of the Message of the Cross. While not comprehensive, Hengel’s work 

became the first modern and scholarly publication on crucifixion. Hengel attempted to prove the 

degrading and shameful death the cross provided as one of the vilest form of execution the 

Romans could conceive.14 His intention to prove this “folly of the cross,” laid the foundation for 

his theory that crucifixion formed an essential aspect as the type of death that Jesus must die to 

bring salvation. Hengel’s seminal work on crucifixion was soteriological.  

For forty years, Hengel’s thin book stood as the ultimate authority on ancient crucifixion. 

He primarily utilized Roman sources with a few Greek works ranging from archaic to Hellenistic 

                                                 
14 Hengel, Crucifixion, xi. 
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time periods. Though his footnotes and source citations are plentiful, he does not consider 

variations across time or culture from archaic Greek to late antiquity. He does not provide a full 

picture of the history of crucifixion. His work ends with late Roman Empire with a brief mention 

of Isidore of Seville, 560-636 CE.  

Martin Hengel included a four-page chapter on the mythological execution of 

Prometheus, which he calls the earliest example of crucifixion.15 The earliest account of 

Prometheus, from Hesiod, dates to the eighth century BCE. It is not the first crucifixion or 

WHIPC account. In this study I include accounts from New Kingdom Egypt and Sumer. He 

comes to the topic of crucifixion and the Promethean execution from a Christological angle 

considering the Promethean myths holistically instead of chronologically. This approach may be 

appropriate for his goal of explaining some historic context on the crucifixion of Jesus, but it 

does not shed enough light on the practice of crucifixion in the ancient world. The Promethean 

myths and depictions provide some essential insight into the practice of early crucifixion that 

Hengel did not confront. I discuss these in Chapter 4. Hengel described the process of crucifixion 

in order to demonstrate that Jesus’s death was a shameful way to die, and that it was necessary 

that crucifixion was implemented. 

By reopening Hengel’s seminal work, Cook, in “Envisioning Crucifixion: Light from 

Several Inscriptions and the Palatine Graffito,” added to the theological approach to WHIPC. 

Cook purposefully emphasized inscriptions that help to explain the execution of Jesus.16 He 

provided thought-provoking details on Roman crucifixion, such as an inscription outlining rules 

on commissioning crucifixion of one’s disobedient slaves, and methods of torture in which 

                                                 
15 Hengel, Crucifixion, 11-14. 
16 Cook, J. G., “Envisioning Crucifixion,” 264. 
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crucifixion victims became human candles, covered in papyri and pitch, and set on fire.17 He 

revealed examples of crucifixion unrelated to the Passion, like the senatorial decree of governor 

Piso’s execution sentence.18 He concludes this article by calling for additional research on 

crucifixion that builds on Hengel and Kuhn.19  Cook’s purpose in another article, “Crucifixion 

and Burial,” is also theologically centered. While he looks at the big picture of crucifixion and 

burial in the Greco-Roman culture, his article stresses the plausibility of the Biblical passage 

Mark 15:43, Joseph of Arimathaea’s request to bury the body of Jesus.20 

 

Art History 

The next approach to studying WHIPC under the heading of anthropology is through art. 

The field of religious and Passion art is extensive, and outside the scope of my research to cover 

exhaustively. Relevant to this dissertation, there have been three important works on iconic 

depictions of crucifixion, one by Joseph Hoppenot, another by Mitchell Merback, and most 

recently, a work by Robin Jensen. Hoppenot’s Le crucifix dans l'histoire et dans l'art, dans l'âme 

des saints et dans notre vie, published in 1902, centers on the Passion. Beyond the insufficiencies 

of any important work that come through age, the work remains a staple for religious art. 

Hoppenot focused on iconographic representation of Jesus more than the history of crucifixion 

itself.21  

Merback’s 1999 book, The Thief, the Cross and the Wheel: Pain and the Spectacle of 

                                                 
17 Cook, J. G., “Envisioning Crucifixion,” 265-269. 
18 Cook, J. G., “Envisioning Crucifixion,” 273. 
19 Cook, J. G., “Envisioning Crucifixion,” 285. 
20 Cook, J. G., “Crucifixion and Burial,” 193.  
21 Hoppenot, Le crucifix dans l'histoire. 
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Punishment in Medieval and Renaissance Europe, shows “the artistic development of 

Calvary.”22 His work begins with late antiquity images of the cross and continues through the 

Renaissance. Iconic depictions of crosses began around the fifth century, after the practice of 

traditional crucifixion developed conceptually and practically vanished in actual implementation. 

Merback spans from the fifth century CE to the Renaissance, and is highly cited, but has focused 

on later iconography instead of the practice of crucifixion itself, neglecting the few cross 

representations before the fifth century.  

After Merback, a few important articles on depictions of the Passion have emerged. In 

2010, Allyson Everingham Sheckler and Mary Joan Winn Leith published “The Crucifixion 

Conundrum and the Santa Sabina Doors,” on a fifth-century crucifixion image on a door panel of 

Santa Sabina on the Aventine Hill in Rome, supposedly the first and oldest extant depiction of 

Christ’s crucifixion, with the exception of an amulet of the Passion from the second or third 

century.23 Dina Tumminello, in 2003, investigated early seventh-century pilgrim amulets from 

Palestine in comparison to the fifth-century Santa Sabina doors.24 Sheckler and Leith use images 

that may possibly pre-date the fifth-century wooden panel image. The image of Jesus with two 

criminals on the Santa Sabina doors shows the men on structures more closely resembling 

gibbets than crosses. The structures also look like tombs depicted in Carolingian crucifix scenes 

(see Figure 5) more than they resemble crosses.25  

                                                 
22 Merback, The Thief, the Cross and the Wheel, 21. 
23 Sheckler and Leith, “The Crucifixion Conundrum and the Santa Sabina Doors,” 103. See also Kotansky R.D. 
“The Magic ‘Crucifixion Gem’ in the British Museum.” 
24 Tumminello, La Crocifissione del portale di S. Sabina e le origini dell' iconologia della crocifissione.  
25 Stanley Ferber reveals new and unprecedented themes present in the depictions of the crucifixion of Jesus in the 
Carolingian period. As the terminology of the Passion evolved in late antiquity, so too did its imagery. Ferber, 
“Crucifixion Iconography,” 323-334. 
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Figure 3: Panel I, “The Crucifixion,” of the Doors of Santa Sabina, Rome26 

 
The panel in Figure 3, according to common consensus, depicts Jesus crucified.27 

Contrary to consensus, I do not believe the Santa Sabina door panel is a Passion work. There are 

several reasons I think this is not a Passion scene, and this example of the general 

misinterpretation of ancient crucifixion needs to be corrected. First, the imprints of the nails in 

Jesus’s hands are shown. Second, there is a window above the left supposed-gibbet, probably 

indicating it was a tomb. Make-shift Roman gallows do not have windows. Third, another panel 

reveals an angel showing Jesus’s empty tomb with a structure almost identical to the supposed-

gibbet including a small window, shown in Figure 4. Fourth, Jesus’s right hand is not attached to 

the crossbar or beam of the structure in Figure 3. Finally, the debated gibbet, or what I believe is 

the tomb of Jesus, on these doors looks remarkably similar to tombs in ivory plaques from 

Carolingian Passion art shown in Figure 5.  

Art historians tend not to approach subjects in the same manner as historians. The focus 

                                                 
26 Image from https://cyberdisciple.wordpress.com/2011/09/11/carved-doors-of-santa-sabina-rome/.  
27 Delbrueck, “Notes on the Wooden Doors of Santa Sabina,” 139-145. Figure 3 and 4 use Delbrueck’s panel 
numbers and titles. 
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of this dissertation is less about the artistic style of WHIPC executions and more about the 

purpose of depicting a crucified or WHIPC victim, which is addressed more completely in 

Chapter 4. While the Santa Sabina doors may have been carved in the fifth century, they are not 

characteristics of Roman WHIPC scenes or traditional Passion scenes.28 The door panel is a 

typical example of WHIPC being misunderstood.  

 
Figure 4: Panel J, “The Two Women and the Angel at the Tomb,” of the Doors of Santa 
Sabina, Rome.29  
 

  
Figure 5: “Crucifixion,” upper cover, Munich, Staatsbibl.30 
                                                 
28 For more non-Christian Roman images of WHIPC see Cook, CMW, 454-462. 
29 Image from https://www.pinterest.com/pin/386394843009919298/.  
30 Image from Ferber, “Crucifixion Iconography,” n.p, Figure 1.   
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The most recent and comprehensive work on Passion art comes from Robin Jensen’s The 

Cross: History, Art, and Controversy, 2017. Jensen begins with a brief history of crucifixion and 

then tracks the evolution of the iconography of the cross and its symbolic importance to the 

Christian faith beginning with New Testament writing. The field of art history, in reference to 

WHIPC, centers around the Passion of Christ. 

 

Archaeology 

Of the anthropological approaches (theology, art history, archaeology, and forensic 

science), archaeology is more directly related to finding the purpose and getting to the root of 

WHIPC themes. In relation to WHIPC, archaeological studies have offered a few primary 

insights: the graffiti of Alexamenos worshiping a crucified ass-man and that of the Alkimila on a 

cross, the bones of eighty chained men seemingly exposed or crucified in Phaleron outside of 

Athens, of a crucified foot belonging to Jehohanan, the supposed bones of Saint Peter, and the 

most well-known (and controversial) physical evidence of a crucified victim, the Shroud of 

Turin. With the exception of the Greek human remains, all of the physical relates to WHIPC in 

the Roman World. 

The Alexamenos graffito (Figure 2), from Rome near the Palatine Hill, is generally 

considered slander against Christians as it indicates Alexamenos is worshipping his god, a 

crucified man with the head of an ass. The date attributed to this graffito ranges from the first to 

third century CE.31 Like the graffito of Alexamenos, Alkimila, shown in Figure 6, is on a cross 

type structure with a vertical post and a horizontal crossbeam. They both have supporting 

                                                 
31 Clarke, The Houses of Roman Italy, 104. 
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structures for their feet, or perhaps nailed feet, and they were both carved under the Roman 

Empire. This does not mean that the Roman Empire had a standard method for crucifixion, but 

the graffiti artists etched a specific appearance of crucifixion. While graffiti can be fun, images 

in the ancient world had supernatural meaning and purpose. In the case of the Alkimila, her name 

was etched carefully above her arm showing a clear curse or negative wish for Alkimila. 

Whether she was already crucified when her name was etched or not, the proximity of the name 

and image was intentional. Had she already faced torture and execution, the carver may have 

named and scratched the crucified image to prevent a peaceful afterlife for Alkimila.  

 
Figure 6: Alkimila on a cross from a first century taberna.32 

 
In addition to graffiti, Cook discusses vases and lamps which depict artistically-stylized 

punishments in the arena or from myth. Joseph Hoppenot and Mitchell Merback avoided these 

entirely, but Cook recently addressed the images found in the Roman Empire.33  There are two 

                                                 
32 I have traced this image. For a photo of the graffito, see Cook, “Crucifixion as Spectacle in Roman Campania,” 
94. 
33 Cook, “Crucifixion as Spectacle in Roman Campania,” 68-100. 
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excavations in which crucified victims themselves were found. The most studied remains come 

from the tomb of a man, Jehohanan (Yehohanan), found in Israel at Givcat ha-Mivtar; the fact 

that a nail with wood is still attached to his foot has attracted a new method of approaching the 

topic of crucifixion, archaeology. 

Zais’s publications on the excavated foot build on Kuhn’s archeological work.34 

Depending on the type of crucifixion employed it could cause death by forcing the individual to 

an immobile state and causing a long, slow death over several days from exposure or by 

scavenger animals. Zias and Sekeles argue that Jehohanan died from asphyxiation within a few 

hours as the victim’s arms were tied to a crossbar. Zias argued that the Roman crossbeam caused 

death to occur more quickly than impaling because of asphyxiation.35 Asphyxiation as a cause of 

death from crucifixion is highly debated. I have not come across a single textual example that 

substantiates this, and it cannot be determined by the skeletal remains of Jehohanan. I suggest 

several possible causes of death in Chapter 7.   

Through the evidence of Jehohanan’s foot alone, Zias and Sekeles offer pure conjecture 

regarding his cause of death through asphyxiation because of a cross bar. There is no actual 

evidence that a crossbar was used in the display of his body. The types of exposure executions 

that fall under the category of crucifixion are many and are not limited to those involving a 

crossbeam or death by asphyxiation. Death by exposure and by wild animal attacks while affixed 

                                                 
34 Kuhn, “Zum Gekreuzigten von Giv’at ha-Mivtar: Korrektur eines Versehens,” 118-222. 
35 Zias and Sekeles, “The Crucified Man from Givcat ha-Mivtar: A Reappraisal,” 190. Suffocation is said to take 
approximately five minutes to an hour according to Zias, “Current Archaeological Research in Israel: Death and 
Disease in Ancient Israel,” 154-155. This cannot be the only form of crucifixion experienced because accounts in 
Josephus (The Life of Flavius Josephus, 421-422) and in Herodotus (Histories, 7.194.1-2) indicate crucifixion 
victims were taken down after being erected for some time. Some victims survived crucifixion and recovered while 
others did not. Zias and Sekeles suggested that crucifixion deaths were a result of asphyxiation in which the manner 
of attachment to the patibulum (crossbar) caused the diaphragm muscles to fail. Zias and Sekeles’s other article with 
the same title, “The Crucified Man from Giv'at Ha-Mivtar: A Reappraisal.” Israel Exploration Journal 35, no. 1 
(1985): 26. 
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to a stake were also a form of crucifixion that can be demonstrated based on the syntax and 

terminology used in Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Assyrian languages.  

The two Roman graffito and the foot of Jehohanan show consistency in traditional 

WHIPC. However, the individuals found at Phaleron show variation. While extensive 

archaeological research has been done on the crucified man at Givcat ha-Mivtar, the remains of 

the individuals of Phaleron, found near Athens in 1915, have enjoyed little academic attention.36 

Archaeologists have concluded that these seventeen people were executed under Draconian law 

by being fixed to boards with chains attached in five places, the neck, the arms at the sides, and 

legs, a punishment called placarding [ἀποτυμπανίζω], though there can be variations in 

placarding. The victim can be attached to the board by ropes or nails.37  

A hundred years after the discovery of these seventeen placarded men, another eighty 

chained and exposed men were found in southern Athens, at the Phaleron necropolis. These 

eighty have been dated to the seventh century BCE. The archaeological director, Stella 

Chryssoulaki, and the Central Archaeological Council are still investigating this find, which may 

be connected to Cylon’s attempted takeover of Athens in 632 BCE. These young men’s hands 

were chained, but unlike WHIPC, they were lined up and laying on their backs or stomachs. 

They were not posted up-right for display, rather, they were found on the edge of a cemetery.38 

More importantly, and very abnormally for WHIPC, these men were buried. Thirty-six of them 

were buried while still bound in iron handcuffs.  

                                                 
36 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 200; Cook, Crucifixion in the Mediterranean World (CMW), 14; Hengel, 
Crucifixion, 70.  
37 Eidinow, Envy, Poison, and Death, 241. 
38 N.a., “Ancient Mass Grave Discovered Near Athens,” n.p.  http://www.archaeology.org/news/4384-160415-
athens-mass-grave.  
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Figure 7: Eighty seventh-century men buried at Falyron Delta in South Athens.39 

 

 
Figure 8: Eighty mass-executed seventh-century BCE young men near Athens40 

Other archaeological investigations of WHIPC have centered on the Christian tradition. 

By Christian tradition, Romans crucified Saint Peter on an upside-down cross. Peter’s bones, per 

Catholic tradition, have been preserved in the Vatican. Several studies have investigated these 

                                                 
39 Image from: https://phys.org/news/2016-04-ancient-mass-graves-greece.html.  
40 Image from n.a. “Ancient execution: 80 shackled skeletons found in Greek cemetery” n.p. 
https://www.rt.com/news/354373-ancient-skeletons-greece-cemetery/.  
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bones. The most crucial parts of the bones, those with crucifixion evidence, have either decayed 

or were destroyed in the process of crucifixion. With the absence of the bones traditionally 

relevant to WHIPC, these human remains do not communicate additional details about Roman 

crucifixion.41 The supposed bones of Saint Peter are problematic, and bring us no closer to 

understanding the practice or purpose of WHIPC.  

 

Forensic and Medical 

The final anthropological approach to increasing the modern understanding of the ancient 

practice of crucifixion is through forensic analysis. Traditional crucifixion typically involved a 

slow and torturous form of death, but the cause(s) of death, discussed in Chapter 7, is relatively 

unknown.42 Zias neared forensic discussion in his discourse on asphyxiation, but to this point 

only one medical examiner has discussed ancient crucifixion. 

Frederick T. Zugibe, MD has approached the topic from a forensic and medical 

standpoint with his experience as the chief medical examiner on death cases in Rockland County, 

New York. Unfortunately, Zugibe seems to have a strong agenda to prove the New Testament 

account of Jesus’s death, much of his work is not credible. This is evident in his arguments on 

hematidrosis, the rare human condition of sweating blood, and the Shroud of Turin. I include 

Zugibe in my historiography because he is one of the only authors to contribute to the 

historiography of crucifixion through medicine, but his interpretations cannot be supported and 

his focus does not deviate from The Crucifixion. In 2006 a short article was produced by M. W. 

Maslen and P. D. Mitchell on potential medical causes of death with crucifixion. The most useful 

                                                 
41 See: Walsh, The Bones of St. Peter; Guarducci, The Tomb of Saint Peter; Guarducci, The Tradition of Peter.  
42 Kronenwetter, Capital Punishment, 172. 
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information in their short article is their bibliography, but they relied on some of the medical 

examinations by Zugibe.    

Having addressed the various anthropological approaches to crucifixion (theological 

studies, artistic depictions, archaeological analysis), I now turn to the historical methods of 

addressing exposure punishment. These historical approaches range from law and spectacles in 

the ancient world to linguistic examination and the sourcebook method. As scholarly attention 

remains over-focused on the Passion, the ample ancient sources on exposure that pre-date the 

Romans need more attention.  

 

History 

Sourcebook 

The groundwork of historic research is the collection and analysis of primary sources. 

John Granger Cook recently produced the most important and useful sourcebook for crucifixion 

in the Greco-Roman world, Crucifixion in the Mediterranean World, which offers source 

analysis and summary. The sourcebook approach lays the foundation for further research by 

providing a thorough framework of ancient sources that mention the topic. One virtue of 

sourcebooks is that they help introduce novice readers to the primary sources on a topic, and the 

best of their kind also provide a scholarly apparatus that advances historical understanding 

among specialists. For the topic of crucifixion, J.G. Cook’s is one of three such sourcebooks.  

David W. Chapman and Eckhard J. Schnabel also published a crucifixion sourcebook in 2015 as 

part of the same collection, Wissenshaftlich Untersuchungen zum Neuen Testament. Chapman 

and Eckhard’s sourcebook is focused on the trial of Jesus, but it also discusses a broad range of 

Roman, Ancient Near East, and Greek primary sources on crucifixion and legal proceedings.  
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The first of the sourcebooks has not been translated from the original Latin in which it 

was first written in the sixteenth century by Justus Lipsius. Lipsius lived from 1547 to 1606 and 

wrote a detailed work on the history of crucifixion, De Cruce.43 He cannot serve as a reliable 

primary or secondary source, but his work collected several images and a plethora of primary 

sources. Lipsius’s manuscript is overwhelmingly more comprehensive than the most cited 

modern sources, Hengel and Merback. It would be unwise to use his conclusions, but his primary 

source citations remain extremely useful. For example, Cook noticed Lipsius cited a Christian 

author, Lactantius (230-320 CE), who commented that Jesus’s execution method involved 

spikes.44 Both Hengel and Kuhn did not use Lactantius though he was writing while the practice 

of crucifixion was still in use and could have provided valuable insight on the nature of 

crucifixion as an execution or torture process. 

Of the more modern sourcebooks, Cook’s 2013 article on crucifixion remains pivotal to 

the topic. He provided a thirty-two-page set of sources on examples of Roman crucifixion in 

“Roman Crucifixions: From the Second Punic War to Constantine,” but does not offer 

interpretation or conclusions. Cook’s 2013 article was the first of its kind in the field in over four 

hundred years.45 The article is not comprehensive, omitting additional primary source examples 

available, but brick-by-brick, Cook has now constructed a solid foundation with Crucifixion in 

the Mediterranean World. It is free from religious bias, unlike Justus Lipsius, and organized 

chronologically with primary quotations in both English and their Greek or Latin original form. 

Cook provides additional linguistic analysis on the citations and detailed citations. 

 

                                                 
43 Lipsius, De Crvce libri tres, ad sacram profanámque historiam utiles.  
44 Cook, J. G., “Envisioning Crucifixion,” 272. 
45 Cook, J. G. “Roman Crucifixions,” 1-32. 
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Linguistic 

Cook, Samuelsson, and Chapman, the three currently active scholars on crucifixion, have 

all tackled the linguistic differentiation or use of language in crucifixion or other exposure 

punishments. They build on Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn’s several works on WHIPC. Kuhn responded 

to Hengel’s foundation. Cook directly worked with Hengel, pushing the study to its limit, but not 

without Kuhn’s most influential work on crucifixion, “Die Kreuzesstrafe während der frühen 

Kaiserzeit: Ihre Wirklichkeit und Wertung in der Umwelt des Urchristentums.”46 Kuhn’s work 

begins by introducing the first documented accounts of the execution of Jesus, then  moves to 

issues of crucifixion terminology. He then looks at crucifixions in Palestine in the first fifty years 

of the Common Era. His addition to the linguistics of crucifixion is limited geographically and 

by his use of only three primary sources (Josephus, Philo, and the New Testament). He next 

turns his attention to non-Christians who were victims of WHIPC, but only dedicates four pages 

to WHIPC of Roman citizens, largely focused on Palestine. He considers the gravity of the 

punishment of WHIPC including scourging and hanging. He concludes his work by discussing 

the stigma of shame and damnation associated with death on the cross, in response to Hengel’s 

Crucifixion and the Folly of the Message of the Cross. 

Another addition to the linguistic and etymological study of crucifixion, by Danielle S. 

Allen, contributes uniquely to the historiography of crucifixion. She breaks tradition with 

previous studies by avoiding the Roman practice and explaining a specific type of exposure 

punishment practiced in classical Athens. In The World of Prometheus, published in 2000, she 

covers a variety of topics related to crucifixion including the transition in society from vendetta 

to state punishment, punishments described in mythology, the range of punishments used in 

                                                 
46 Kuhn, “Die Kreuzesstrafe während der frühen Kaiserzeit.” 
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Athens, and changes in methods of punishment in the fifth century. Methodologically, Allen uses 

several approaches, but she is most focused on linguistic analysis of the political system. 

Educated as a classicist and a political scientist, Allen compares Plato’s association between 

punishment and justice to Foucault’s social groups with a shared class order.47  

On the topic of crucifixion, Allen provides a description of the punishment of placarding, 

ἀποτυμπανίζω, being put on a wooden plank by being hanged, fastened, or bound.48 This could 

be through ropes, nails, or iron clamps around the neck, hands, and feet. There is additional 

emphasis placed on the exposure and disposal of the body in this type of exposure punishment.49 

She provides several primary source examples of these executions in political texts, history, 

myth, and literature.50 She further discusses changes in terminology and practices associated with 

Athenian execution from the seventh through fourth centuries BCE with the increased use of 

prison and efforts to reform, as well as differences in social status and gender.51  

Legal studies on execution, as well as historic investigation of the ancient world, cannot 

be done without focusing on language and terminology. The ambiguities in the Greek, Hebrew, 

Old Persian, Akkadian, and Latin terms for crucifixion are vast. A few modern scholars on 

crucifixion, Ford, Chapman, and Hengel, proposed a generic understanding of the term 

“crucifixion” because the ancients themselves supposedly made no distinction. I agree that the 

definition needs to be broad and open. While sometimes the primary sources describe or depict 

exact WHIPC methods, their terminology is often too vague to specify what exact WHIPC 

                                                 
47 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 281. 
48 Cook, CMW, 13-15 provides a section on ἀποτυμπανίζω.  
49 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 219. 
50 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 200-202. 
51 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 215, 222-223. 
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method they used. In ancient WHIPC terminology there is no distinction between execution or 

display methods. Only on rare occasion were the details of the WHIPC method specified. The 

commonality between impaling, hanging, and crucifixion is that the bodies were displayed, and 

usually forbidden burial.52 The problem comes into play with our specific modern English 

definitions: hanging as opposed to suspension, the wheel as opposed to a stake, impalement or a 

cross. We have unique terms for each of these while the ancient sources did not. They state, 

“upon wood” or “on a stake” or “on a tree.” Chapter 2 goes more into detail on definitions of 

crucifixion and Chapter 3 explains the syntax, synchronization, and etymological evolution of 

WHIPC in the Ancient Near East and Greco-Roman worlds.  

 

Political Science 

While she discusses changes in terminology and practice, Allen’s work is primarily about 

legal and penal procedures in classical Athens. Donald Kyle, of the University of Texas at 

Arlington, has produced one of the most well-respected works on Greco-Roman spectacles.53 

While his work certainly contributes to the understanding of the extravagant events of the Roman 

Empire, when addressing the topic of crucifixion, he, like most scholars, relies on the ground laid 

by Hengel and has not delved into the topic himself. Kyle discusses the executions in the Roman 

spectacles involving beasts and crucifixion, but does not detail the punishment itself.  

Kyle and Cook are the first to study crucifixion as an entertainment spectacle. Cook 

encompassed some arena victims, bound to stakes and mauled by animals, in the definition of 

crucifixion. Kyle explains the Roman schedule for these public executions.54 Yet, neither Cook, 

                                                 
52 Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome, 169. 
53 Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome, 169. 
54 Cook, J.G., “Crucifixion as Spectacle in Roman Campania,” 68-100. 
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nor any of the other scholars has outlined all the possible modes of death in WHIPC, nor do they 

synthesize the reasons or purpose of WHIPC. Again, the WHIPC victim may be dead or alive. 

Live victims may only be tortured, or they may be left for dead. They may die through 

dehydration, being mauled to death, decapitated, bleeding to death, being beaten to death, or 

eaten by birds of prey or by other wild animals.  

Joel Marcus takes his idea of crucifixion to an extreme political interpretation. In 2006 he 

postulated that the iconography of crucifixion changed the brutal and torturous method of death 

to a stylized holy and royal form of death. He explains that this transition sprang from the need 

of the masses to topple the social status, thus employing a Marxist interpretation of class 

struggle. Marcus is missing several key points on the iconographical development as well as the 

religious changes that took place in the fourth century CE. Marcus believes the population’s 

perception of WHIPC changed from one of dishonor to glory.55 It may be fair to suggest public 

deaths, as a whole, were glorified in the Christian community with the rise of martyr veneration, 

not unique to crucifixion.  

Indeed, the successful movement of Christianity may have correlated with social class 

upheaval, but Marcus’s article eschews a precise approach for studying crucifixion itself. 

Instead, he constructed the practice and interpretation of crucifixion to address a social debate. 

He argues, with little to no primary source examples of WHIPC outside of the Jesus case study, 

that crucifixion was used to bring those executed to the lowest social status. There are three 

problems with Marcus’s conclusion. First his chronology is incorrect. Roman crucifixion was 

used for people of lower status before the transition to the Empire, but as the Roman state 

                                                 
55 Marcus, “Crucifixion as Parodic Exaltation,” 77. 
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became more power-grasping, emperors and governors began implementing crucifixion on 

higher-status victims, sometimes even senators, discussed in Chapter 8.  

Second, the growing power of the military and inclusion of lower-classes into the military 

was a more probable culprit of the social transition presented by Marcus. Finally, the military of 

the Roman Empire was from a lower and even semi-foreign class. These non-citizens (prior to 

the Edict of Caracalla or Constitutio Antoniniana in 212 CE) were the very people who had been 

subject to WHIPC themselves, but they were often the implementers of WHIPC. Despite his 

inaccuracies, Marcus is not off-base in viewing crucifixion as a low status and degrading form of 

death in the Roman Republic. The senatorial class was appalled at the first-century emperors 

such as Tiberius and Caligula executing elites via WHIPC.56 Crucifixion was always an insult. It 

remained a horrible way to die and may not have naturally decreased as a punishment in the third 

and fourth centuries. Certainly suspension, a type of Roman crucifixion as defined by Seneca, 

continued long after Constantine, for all class levels, and it remained degrading as a result of the 

public mockery and shame, if for no other reason. Like Allen, Marcus introduced Foucault into 

the discussion of crucifixion. Marcus uses crucifixion as an example of Michel Foucault's idea of 

fitting executions, or “penal liturgy,” where the punishment must fit the crime.57 The ancient 

cultures discussed in this dissertation were keen on fitting the crime to the punishment and 

setting the location of the punishment to fit the crime as well. Locations of WHIPC is addressed 

in Chapter 13.  

 

                                                 
56 See Suetonius and Tacitus Annales on extensive treason executions of the elite. Additionally, Nero was threatened 
with crucifixion (cruci fixisset) as was Cn. Piso: see The Senatus Consultum de cn. Pisone Patre.  
57 Marcus, “Crucifixion as Parodic Exaltation,” 79. Note Marcus’s footnote: “Michel Foucault, Discipline and 
Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Pantheon, 1977), 35, 43, 47.” 
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Digital Humanities 

A broad and flexible definition of digital humanities is essential for a field that is ever 

growing and shifting. Digital Scholarship is simply scholarship, academic research or knowledge 

building, with a digital capacity. Digital humanities refers to a field of digitizing scholarship, or 

the method by which a scholarly goal is achieved. The field or method requires technology, 

meaning it is non-analog, in its broadest sense, though the idea and advancement of technology 

itself grows and changes frequently. In digital scholarship, the scholar employs technology to 

meet academic goals. Digital scholarship may meet an academic goal by answering a specific 

research question (method) or build a framework for future researchers (field).  

Computers can count and sift through large quantities of information and break that 

information into manageable chunks for individuals to research. Specific to this dissertation, part 

of the methodology incorporated included countless manual hours of searching through the 

primary source documents for punishments and execution and grueling hours of translation and 

synthesizing the text in a format readable by the computers, ones and zeros, or in this case, 

Python. The sources found were transcribed by hand eliminating roughly thirty-three percent of 

inaccuracies seen when optical character recognition (OCR) systems scanned the text. 

A spreadsheet with primary texts was converted into tab delaminated .txt format that text 

mining code could sift. A variety of methods including word frequencies and term contexts (N-

GRAMS) show patterns about gender, status, and body treatment of the victim. From these 

textual organizations, I analyzed a wide variety of terms and qualities. Graphs, maps, and charts 

visualize and contextualize WHIPC in an approachable format. 

With the use of word frequency, a common tendency is to assume correlation, 

importance, and causality where, in fact, it may not exist. Words out of context do not have 
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meaning. The N-GRAMS allowed for larger scrutiny of the text than a mere concordance or 

word count. Clearly, advances in digital humanities have opened new possibilities for text 

analysis. With the use of word frequencies, N-GRAMS, mapping, and human scrutiny this 

project puts accurate data (approving or denying) behind previous assumptions about WHIPC. 

 

Wig-Wam, the New Historical Approach 

Like Cook and Allen, the dissertation is an historical approach using linguistics, legal 

texts, and archaeology. While linguistics play an important role in my investigation of the topic, I 

use a wigwam of historical approaches including comparative history, military history, 

numismatics, epigraphy, legal texts, mythology, fiction, poetry, political history, quantitative 

history, digital humanities, revisionism, and social history: “each pole would fall down by itself, 

but together the poles stand up, by leaning on each other; they point roughly in the same 

direction, and circumscribe ‘truth.’”58 

  

                                                 
58 Hopkins, Conquerors and Slaves, 20. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEFINITIONS 

While my dissertation focuses on a wide range of exposure punishments, the definition of 

crucifixion must be clear. I define ancient crucifixion as an exposure of a body via affixing, by 

any means, to a structure for public display. Crucifixion scholars take either the traditional 

definition of being tied or nailed to a cross, or a broader definition of the term “crucifixion” to 

include hanging, impaling, and traditional crucifixion. Because of historiographical precedent, 

my dissertation specifically handles all modes of torture possibly incorporated in the definition 

of crucifixion, that is, the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and crucifying (WHIPC). 

The difference between using a cross, an “X”, or adding a few extra beams to make an 

“X” into a wheel is miniscule. Or, if one man hangs another on a stake without a crossbeam, 

does that change the classification of the punishment? These nuances were irrelevant for the pre-

Christian Mediterranean. Distinctions in the affixing methods, if the punisher nailed, roped, or 

chained the unfortunate being to the structure, went unnoticed or unmentioned by the ancient 

cultures. They seem to disregard and even exchange the punisher’s implementation of a wooden 

beam, a metal pole, flat board, a tree, a stone wall or a traditional cross. The punishers still 

displayed the living (or dead) body of the victim (human or animal). Sometimes they removed 

the victim and sometimes not. Sometimes the victim’s bones were broken or his or her body was 

dismembered. So, then, what if the displayer posted the person or animal without its skin? If only 

the skin got displayed without the bones and muscles the people of the Mediterranean may have 

described it, but they did not use unique language for each type of corpse display. Can we 

consider these forms of crucifixion? According to the modern English definition, all of these 

punishments are not considered crucifixion. In modern English, traditional crucifixion requires a 
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cross. However, the ancient world combined and interchanged terminology for these brutal 

exhibits.  

The ancient world had no shortage of ideas in their creative displays of human and 

animal parts. The pre-Christian Mediterranean cultures used terms for hanging, impaling, and 

crucifixion without distinction for this vast array of corpse and body part placement. No current 

debates exist on the definitions for the wheel, hanging, impaling, or placarding for the Ancient 

Near East (ANE), yet, debates on the definition of crucifixion began in the first century CE.  

Therefore, I have supplied my definition of crucifixion with an eye to these other punishments 

and attention to previous scholars. To begin, I look at late and modern scholars’ definitions, 

namely, Jerome, Justus Lipsius, Hengel, Kuhn, Samuelsson, Chapman, and Cook.  

 

My Definition 

Because the modern world drastically distinguishes between hanging, impaling, and 

crucifixion, we long to implant nuances in the ancient terms, where, in fact, they are absent. I am 

using the definition of crucifixion in a broader sense as Hengel and Chapman have done, but I 

use “WHIPC” when ambiguity in the primary sources exists. All WHIPC is an exposure display 

of a body via affixing, by any means, to a structure for public display. If the ancients did not 

draw a distinction and used WHIPC terms interchangeably, then we also should not project 

misleading specific terms on their texts. Retrofitting the Semitic, Greek, or Roman texts, much 

less the images and texts from the earlier ANE cultures, into the distinctions introduced in the 

fifth through eighth centuries CE in Latin, distorts the intended content of the primary text. 

Again, my exploration of exposure execution of the Ancient World also extends to the wheel and 

placarding in addition to hanging, impaling, and crucifixion.  
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The necessity of a broad definition resulting from term ambiguity aptly extends to ANE 

cultures. The ability to translate cuneiform came from deciphering the Behistun Inscription 

written in Old Persian, Babylonian and Elamite. The cuneiform decipherer, Rawlinson, deduced 

cuneiform decipherment from the Indo-European Old Persian. The Behistun Inscription provides 

the only Old Persian references to corpses displayed on stakes. In three pre-Greco-Roman 

languages, the inscription served as the key to unlock the cuneiform terminology. Rawlinson, 

and the later translator Tolman both tentatively translated the crucifixion statements. While 

Rawlinson and Tolman translated as “crucified” and “put on a cross” they admit hesitance as 

they approximated the literal translation “I made him upon a stake.” Tolman’s inclusion of the 

term “cross” stretches the translation past reasonable interpretation.59 The Old Persian ambiguity 

became linked to specific cuneiform symbols.  I will dedicate more time to this inscription in the 

“Etymology” chapter, but it serves as an example here for the necessity of a loose definition of 

crucifixion, and also the necessity of the acronym WHIPC when studying exposure punishment 

in the ANE cultures. 

 

Jerome 

The English term crucifixion came directly from the Ecclesiastical Latin crucifigo. Crux 

means a cross and figere is Latin for to fix, to bind, or to attach something. While this seems 

straightforward, it is not. Even the Latin crux referred to a stake or pole, a tree frame, or wooden 

instrument of execution. One of the earliest Roman sources to use the term crux was Plautus, in 

the second or third century BCE. Throughout the Roman Empire the compound word was not 

                                                 
59 Tolman, The Cuneiform Inscriptions on the Monuments of the Achaemenides. See also Col 2.13-14; 3.8, translated 
and transcribed in Tolman, Ancient Persian Lexicon and Texts, see page 15 footnotes on the translation “cross” over 
“impale.” Rawlinson, “The Persian Cuneiform Inscription at Behistun, i-lxxi, 1-265, 268-349; see page 225 for the 
debate on the crucifixion translation. 
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used. Instead, cruci figo would suffice, but often these two terms were not side-by-side in text. 

Also, the person could be fixed on something besides a cross. And crosses could be used without 

the term figo. The Latin compound term was specifically and directly introduced by Jerome. 

When he translated the Old and New Testaments into Latin he specifically created the compound 

term to reference Jesus’s execution, but not the execution of the other criminals next to him or 

any other deaths upon stakes or trees mentioned in the Old or New Testaments.60 

In the late Republic and Early Empire, when we have written sources there were different 

terms for hanging (suspendere) and crucifixion. However, crucifixion and impaling were not 

differentiated. Roman authors, like Seneca, used a broad definition of WHIPC lumping 

suspension into the mix. As stated by Seneca the Younger:  

I see before me crosses not all alike but differently made for different people. 
Video istic cruces non unius quidem generis sed altiter ab aliis fabricates:  
 
Some hang a man head downwards some force a stick upwards through his groin  
capite quidam conversos in terram suspendere alii per obscena stipitemegerunt, 
 
some stretch out his arms on a horizontal bar. 
alii bracchia patibulo exlicuerunt.61  
 
I see cords, I see scourges and instruments of torture for each limb and each joint.  
video fidiculas, video verbra, et membris singulis articulis singular nocuerunt 
machinamenta.62  

                                                 
60 Detailed in depth below. 
61 The translator Aubrey Stewart uses “forked gibbet” for patibulo. “Horizontal bar” is my translation. It makes 
sense in contexts of arms being stretched across the bar.  
62 Some editors place a period here, unlike Stewart. Seneca, Ad Marciam 6.20.3. Seneca again uses fidicula in 
conjunction with crucifixion in De Ira 3.3.6. Ne quem fallat tamquam aliquo tempore, aliquo loco 
profutura,ostendenda est rabies eius effrenata et attonita apparatusque illireddendus est suus, eculei et fidiculae et 
ergastula et cruces etcircumdati defossis corporibus ignes et cadavera quoque trahensuncus, varia vinculorum 
genera, varia poenarum, lacerationes membrorum, inscriptiones frontis et bestiarum immaniumcaveae—inter haec 
instrumenta collocetur ira dirum quiddam atquehorridum stridens, omnibus per quae furit taetrior. “Lest it should 
delude any one into thinking that on certain occasions and in certain positions it may be useful, we must show its 
unbridled and frenzied madness, we must restore to it its attributes, the rack, the cord, the dungeon, and the cross, 
the fires lighted round men's buried bodies, the hook that drags both living men and corpses, the different kinds of 
fetters, and of punishments, the mutilations of limbs, the branding of the forehead, the dens of savage beasts. Anger 
should be represented as standing among these her instruments, growling in an ominous and terrible fashion, herself 
more shocking than any of the means by which she gives vent to her fury.” For additional uses of fidicula see also 
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When Jerome translated the Vulgate, during late fourth to early fifth century, he was meticulous 

and deliberate while working with the New Testament. For Hebrew Bible references, when Jerome 

likely consulted the Septuagint, he confronted the Hebrew term talah, a generic word for hang, 

impale, or crucify, and he read σταυρόω or άνασταυρόω in Greek (both generic terms for hanging, 

impaling, or crucifying). For all of these Old Testament cases, Jerome chose the Latin patibulum.   

The term patibulum is absent from the Vulgate New Testament. For New Testament references to 

Christ's crucifixion, most of which also use σταυρός or άνασταυρόω, Jerome used the new term 

crucifigo. The crux now represented an idea greater than the earlier Latin texts where it could be 

generically translated as any type of torture involving wood. Before this transition crucio could 

simply refer to generic torture, torture on a rack or even mental torture. References of Christ's 

crucifixion outside of the gospels Jerome typically translated suspendent in ligno, hanging on a 

dead tree or beam.  

 

Justus Lipsius 

Justus Lipsius, of the sixteenth century CE, equated several Greek terms to the idea of 

crucifixion including σταυρός, άνασταυρόω, σκόλοψ, άνασκολοπίζειν, προσηλοΰν, κρεμάω or 

κρεμάννυμι, and άνακρεμαν, as did the Greek sources he used. Lipsius describes several versions 

of crucifixion that have now become standard in the discussion of crucifixion styles. He explains 

the crux simplex, a simple beam (“|”) on which a crucifier tied or impaled a victim. The crux 

compacta uses a cross beam to make a standard cross (“t” or “X”). Lipsius attempted to ascertain 

                                                 
Suetonius, Tiberius, 62.2 – Tiberius tortured people by throwing them off cliffs, beating them, binding their private 
parts so as to prevent urination, and fidicula; Suetonius, Caligula, 33. Pliny, NH 16.91; Valerius Maximus, Facta et 
Dicta Memorabilia, 3.3 use fidicula with other forms of torture. 
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the meaning of the patibulum (–) and the furca (“Y” or “V”),63 terms with which Hengel, 

Samuelsson, Chapman and Cook also grapple.64  

 

Hengel’s Definition 

Hengel, the leading authority on crucifixion until the twenty-first century, avoids giving a 

direct description for crucifixion, though he does use σκολοπίζω and άνασταυρόω for both 

crucifixion or impaling. He includes other forms of execution and exposure punishments in his 

broad and unspoken definition of crucifixion. His inclusion ranged from impaling to being 

chained to a mountain or rock, because he included Prometheus’s mythological punishment as a 

form of crucifixion torture. Depending on the ancient account of the Prometheus myth, 

sometimes Prometheus was chained to a rock and sometimes a pillar. The ancient Greek authors 

include the act of nailing, but semantically the nails pierced the pillar and not Prometheus 

himself. The Promethean myth is addressed at greater length in Chapter 4.   

 

Kuhn 

Kuhn clearly proposes a crucifixion definition in a direct response to Hengel’s broad 

interpretation by narrowing the term “crucifixion” to specific criteria; suspension, intended long 

and grueling execution, and the use of a beam, with or without a cross bar (|, T, t, or X).65 Kuhn’s 

                                                 
63 The patibulum will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, it is usually correct to translate it as “crossbar.” The 
furca is not fully discussed later. Cook’s CMW has an excellent section on the term, 37-45. The furca was a forked 
shape torture device, possibly shaped like a Y or V. Sometimes the device was used as a humiliating punishment 
that did not end in death, other times the restraining device was used in capital punishment. The punished simply 
carried the yoke-type device around their neck through their community or while they were working. 
64 Lipsius, De Crvce libri tres, ad sacram profanámque historiam utiles. 
65 Kuhn, “Die Kreuzesstrafe während der frühen Kaiserzeit: ihre Wirklichkeit und Wertung in der Umwelt des 
Urchristentums,” 679. 
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limited characterization contradicts the syntax of the ancient Greeks and Romans who used the 

words in a comprehensive sense. The death did not have to be grueling and there did not have to 

include death at all. The postmortem display on a cross is excluded from Kuhn’s definition. 

Should a person be considered executed by crucifixion if he or she remained exposed for weeks 

or months, but died through flesh-pecking buzzards? Ancient terminology included both 

scenarios. A dead body displayed or a living boding later removed and surviving were still 

considered crucified. The ancients did not use different terms for the dead and living. Therefore, 

Kuhn’s definition cannot be used.  

 

Samuelsson’s Definition 

Samuelsson concludes, “in the English-speaking world a crucifixion is an execution 

performed by attaching a victim to a cross.” 66 He calls Kuhn’s definition and the standard 

English explanation the “traditional view.” 67 I will also use the phrase “traditional crucifixion” to 

refer to the modern English definition of execution on a cross. Samuelsson uses the traditional 

view of crucifixion in his investigation and specifically excluded impaling even though the exact 

same term, the Greek term σταυρός, was used for impaling, suspension, and traditional 

crucifixion at least from the fifth century BCE to the fourth century CE. Samuelsson asserts, 

“‘impaling’ in the present investigation – ought to be excluded from the label ‘crucifixion.’” He 

defines crucifixion as an “attempted or completed execution by suspension, in which the victim 

was nailed or tied with his limbs to a vertical execution tool, usually a pole, with or without 

crossbeam, and thereby publicly displayed, in order to be subjected to an extended, painful death 

                                                 
66 Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 27-28. 
67 Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 27-28. It may be interesting to note the similarities between Samuelsson’s 
argument and Eisler’s argument in “Flavius Josephus on Jesus Called the Christ,” 1-60, 30.  
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struggle.”68 Samuelsson’s definition is inaccurate for the ancient world and too anachronistic for 

the purpose of ANE discourse in this dissertation. 

 Samuelsson further criticized Hengel’s translation of the Greek terms as “crucifixion” in 

texts that pre-date Jesus of Nazareth’s crucifixion. “Is it possible at all to talk of crucifixion as a 

distinct entity in the ancient Greek texts prior to the crucifixion of Jesus?”69 Part of Samuelsson’s 

point is correct. Prior to Jerome, the compound term “cross-fix” or crucifixion was not used. 

Therefore, perhaps everything before Jerome, including the death of Jesus, can be handled 

without distinction. However, John G. Cook points out the term patibulum, as a crossbar, 

sometimes makes a linguistic distinction in the Roman world, though the conclusion is not 

without concern.70 Furthermore, the grotesque corpse displays and torturous deaths, by 

Samuelsson’s own definition, “execution by suspension, in which the victim is nailed or tied 

with his limbs to a vertical execution tool, usually a pole, with or without crossbeam, and thereby 

publicly displayed,” were not distinguished by a cross. The compound word was newly applied 

by the Christian Latin speakers. By Samuelsson’s own definition it is both possible and 

necessary to talk about crux-figere and crucifixion prior to Jerome. Therefore, it is possible to 

use the generic crucifixion term, as well as the idea of traditional crucifixion for torture prior to 

the first century CE.  

To further emphasized the inaccuracy of Samuelsson’s definition, Greeks and Romans 

made statues and images of crucifixion in addition to their written descriptions. For example, 

Marsyas became a criminal offering to Apollo. The community hanged Marsyas on a tree 

because of a song he composed to a fertility mother goddess. Romans recreated the Greek myth 

                                                 
68 Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 29. 
69 Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 18. 
70 Note Jerome’s choice use of the term in the “Latin” section of Chapter 3. 
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in coin and stone.71 This corpse’s position on the tree in this sculpture resembles WHIPC images. 

Replicas of Marsyas’s supposed execution show him centered on a tree trunk suspended by 

ropes, not hanged from a hefty branch or suspended on gallows. 

 
Figure 9: "Punishment of Marsyas" was carved in the first or second century CE as a 
duplicate of an earlier Hellenistic original.72 

 
The punishment of Marsyas by Apollo was carved as early as the third century BCE. 

Another Roman copy of this statue found in Tarsus is at the Istanbul Archaeological Museum. A 

copy of the third-century original was found in Rome, now at the Capitoline Museum. And a 

second-century CE version was found in Thasos, now in the Archaeological Museum of Thasos. 

There was no shortage of images of the musician Marsyas’s execution. Coins from 82 BCE 

                                                 
71 For the tale of Marsyas see also Plato, Republic, 3.399; Plato, Euthydemus, 285; Ovid, Metamorphoses, 6.382.      
72  Roman work of the first to second century CE, a copy of a Hellenistic piece from the third to first century BCE. 
Louvre Museum, Inv. No. MR 267 / Ma 542, find image and details on the piece at the Louvre here: 
http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/torment-marsyas. Image from 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=7256.  
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depict Marsyas’s punishment as well, though in the denarius Marsyas is near the pillar, not fixed 

to it.73  The multiple renderings of Marsyas’s death provide a popular artistic rendition of 

Samuelsson’s definition of traditional crucifixion, predating Jesus of Nazareth’s death.  

 

Chapman’s Definition 

 Utilizing Hengel’s loose interpretation of crucifixion, as opposed to Samuelsson’s 

“traditional crucifixion,” Chapman supplies a six-point definition of crucifixion utilizing the 

debates of the previous authors.  Point one: Latin and Greek terms used for crucifixion need to be 

understood generally and include a variety of methods. Second, the Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic 

sources do not employ one specific term for crucifixion, specifically on a cross. The terminology 

does not lack versatility. His third point emphasizes the terms used in Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and 

Aramaic do not exactly overlap. Each of the terms from each of the languages has its own 

semantic spread. Fourth, each of these languages uses more than one specific term to imply 

crucifixion. Fifth, Chapman explains that even though more than one term exists to communicate 

crucifixion and though the terms used can mean suspension outside of crucifixion, that does not 

limit the four languages in their ability to communicate “traditional crucifixion.” Chapman states 

“Just because a single term does not exist for a certain concept, does not mean that a collection 

of terms cannot convey that concept.”74 Finally, Chapman exposes the heart of his definition in 

point six: Ancient crucifixion must be studied with caution because the terminology correctly 

translates to crucifixion, impalement, and suspension for both living and dead bodies.75 

                                                 
73 For an image of the coin see Classical Numismatic Group, Inc. 
https://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=131421.  
74 Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian Perceptions of Crucifixion, 30-32, quote from page 31. 
75 Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian Perceptions of Crucifixion, 32. 
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Cook’s Definition  

Cook defines crucifixion with a balance between the modern English traditional idea and 

Hengel and Chapman’s broader idea, stating “execution by suspension is acceptable as long as 

one excludes impalement or hanging.”76 Cook qualifies this definition by noting the rarity of 

impalement in Rome, but that the Greek term for crux (σταυρός - “a stake”) could mean both 

crucifixion or impalement. He applies his definition to the Roman world from the Punic Wars to 

Constantine.77  

Cook reaffirms that Greek texts prior to the Roman period cannot exclude impaling as the 

intended meaning for the term. Cook excludes the practice of hanging by the neck from his study 

in Roman crucifixion, citing extensive precedent that the Romans did not execute via neck 

hanging, though hanging people by other body parts happened.78 I cannot, however, exclude 

hanging by the neck from my research as Ancient Near East, Greek and Roman cultures 

practiced hanging and impaling through the neck and other body parts without clear distinction 

in terminology. For example, Egyptians decapitated prisoners who were noosed at the neck, and 

Assyrian reliefs show corpses suspended by the neck via a stake, instead of a noose. To reiterate, 

I am looking at the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and crucifixion exposures that 

occurred on both living and dead bodies. Therefore, executed Romans who were thrown or 

dragged down the Gemonian stairs and posthumously abused qualify for my investigation in 

type, if late chronologically. The Gemonian victims did not experience suspension through 

                                                 
76 Cook, CMW, 2-3.  
77 Cook, CMW, 2-3. 
78 Cook, CMW, 3-4. I have found possible exceptions to Cook’s theory, but my purpose is to focus on ANE and pre-
Hellenistic WHIPC. Lucian, Pharsalia 6.507; Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 35.2; Livy, 1.26, 1.28; Tacitus, 
Annals, 15.57; Vergil, Aeneid 12.593 a noose on a beam. 
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traditional hanging, but their deaths exemplify a relevant sort of exposure for my study.79 Death 

through suspension was not unknown entirely as self-noosing was a preferred method of suicide, 

especially for women, among the Greeks.80  

 

WHIPC Definition Conclusion 

From Paulus and Jerome’s intentional redefinition of Latin terms for crucifixion to Justus 

Lipsius’s early modern re-expansion of WHIPC terminology, the idea of crucifixion became 

debated after the execution of Jesus and the rise of Christianity. Modern scholars debate the 

Greek, Latin, and Hebrew WHIPC passages, continuing the search for truth behind this practice. 

Based on the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew use of terminology and, more importantly to my 

research, the Ancient Near Eastern terms, I must implement a loose definition for crucifixion. All 

WHIPC is an exposure of a body via affixing, by any means, to a structure for public display. To 

further investigate the practice, Chapter 3 continues into the WHIPC etymology of pre-Christian 

cultures of the Mediterranean world.   

                                                 
79 Cook, CMW, 4. 
80 For more occasions of noosing of self and others around the neck see Aristophanes, Frogs 122; Apollodorus, 
Epitome E.5; Library, 3.5; Diodorus Siculus, Library 12.17-18; Euripides, Alcestis 226; Andromache, 808, 841, 957; 
Helen 115, 330, 666; Hippolytus 764-776; Ion, 1061; Orestes, 931, 1018; Homer, Od. 22.5-6; Diogenes Laetius, 
Lives of Eminent Philosophers 8.2 (74); Lucian, Pharsalia 6.507; Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 35.2; Livy, 1.26; 
1.28. Vergil, Aeneid 12.593 (a noose on a beam); Tacitus, Annals, 15.57; For hands in a noose see Euripides, 
Andromache 545. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ETYMOLOGY  

The complete vocabulary of a language may indeed be looked upon as a 
complex inventory of all the ideas, interests, and occupations that take up 
the attention of the community. 

Edward Sapir  
 

While extensive examination exists on the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew terminology for the 

wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and crucifying (WHIPC), especially in the last five years, 

no one has elaborated on the Ancient Near East and Bronze Age etymology of WHIPC. 

Chapman and Schnabel’s recent work has elaborated slightly on the ANE linguistics. This 

chapter illuminates WHIPC terminology in Akkadian, Neo-Assyrian, Hittite, Linear B, Homeric 

Greek, and Old Persian, noting possible cultural and linguistic influences. Aside from discussing 

origins and connections between WHIPC terminology, I have noticed a few common themes. 

There is a trend to create compound words for WHIPC. While the Greeks and Mesopotamian 

cultures start with phrases like “put upon wood,” they tend to progress toward compound words 

like “upon-wood.” I show that the Greeks begin to use ἀνασταυρόω, the Christian Romans 

change cruci figo to crucifigo, and the Persians combine uzmayapiaty. I also put forth a common 

theme between patibulum (Latin) pa-ke-te-re (Linear B) suggesting the terms derived from the 

Proto-Indo-European (PIE) pa- prefix combined with a term for wood. Instead of a strict 

chronological organization of the WHIPC terminology, I have organized the sections based on 

potential similarity in terminology and syntax. This chapter necessarily addresses nine areas of 

WHIPC etymology: 

1. The Indo-European sta- root 

2. The Indo-European and Hittite term for “hang,” kank  

3. The archaic Greek WHIPC terminology used by Homer and Hesiod 
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4. The ina- and ana- prefix as it becomes a compound word with stake and pole, 
especially with Greek terms like Greek terms κρεμάω and σκόλοψ 

5. The Egyptian hieroglyph relevant to hanging and impaling 

6. The Linear B use of pa-ke-te-re in Mycenaean texts 

7. The Latin use of patibulum and the change of definition over time and religious 
influence 

8. The Old Persian use of uzmayapiaty in the Behistun Inscription and its significance 
for the later Semitic cuneiform translations 

9. The gradual transition in the Hebrew use of WHIPC terms through the Neo-
Babylonian captivity through the Roman period 

 
The etymology covered in this chapter is by no means a comprehensive examination of all 

WHIPC terms, which would require a separate book-length study, but a treatment of some of the 

most important terms associated with the practice of WHIPC. This chapter lays out the most 

essential etymological points to support a thorough historical analysis of early WHIPC.  I have 

noted common themes and connections in my linguistic analysis.  

Previous scholarship has foisted several overstatements and overly generalized ideas 

about WHIPC that persist, but are yet unverified. For example, Beth Berkowitz, an early rabbinic 

scholar, argues that the Romans introduced the Jews to crucifixion as she compares Roman 

crucifixion with rabbinic procedures.81 This is not true. Berkowitz argues, through rabbinic 

discourse, that the Jewish experience of Roman execution influenced their own executions. The 

problem with Berkowitz’s hypothesis is that the Jews experienced WHIPC long before they met 

the Romans. Josephus uses crucifixion terms when discussing Greek rule over Judea. The Jews 

had, in fact, encountered and mourned their WHIPC executed leaders and peers much earlier in 

their experience under New Kingdom and Late Period Egyptian, Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian, 

                                                 
81 Berkowitz, Execution and Invention. 
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Persian, and Greek rulers whose empires extended into the Levant. Yet, more importantly, the 

Jews incorporated WHIPC into their own legal process long before Pompey participated in their 

civil war.82  

Samuelsson applied a linguistic method in his work concluding that crucifixion was 

limited in time and place to Jesus’s execution. This incorrect claim comes about because of 

Samuelsson’s tendentious handling of important terms such as σταυρόω, ἀνασταυρόω, and 

κρεμάσαντες ἐπὶ ξύλου, which are all used interchangeably by the primary sources.83  The reality 

is that σταυρόω was used over a hundred times in non-Christian Greek texts.84 Σταυρόω means 

to stake. When applied to people it is a vague form of torture that includes various methods and 

causes of death including asphyxiation, dehydration, starvation, mauling by wild beasts, being 

eaten alive by birds of prey, impaling, strangulation, and bleeding to death –all very exciting 

death spectacles for the ancient world.85  

 

The Indo-European sta- Root 

The first known Indo-European speakers to enter the Mediterranean world were the 

Hittites. Migrating from the north, they brought horses and spoked wheels to the Mesopotamian 

                                                 
82 Gen. 40:18-23; 2 Sam. 4:8-12; Ezra 6:8-13. 
83 For example, κρεμάσαντες ἐπὶ ξύλου from Acts 5:30 and Paul’s letters typically use the same terms; σταυρόω is 
used forty-three times in the New Testament: Matt. 20:19, 23:34, 26:2, 27:22-38, 28:5; Mark 15:13-27, 16:6; Luke 
23:21-33; 24:7, 27:20; John 19:6-41; Acts 2:36, 4:10; 1 Cor. 1:13-23, 2:2-8; 2 Cor. 13:4; Gal. 3:1. 5:24, 6:14; and 
Rev. 11:8. The most common New Testament term relating to Jesus’s death is σταυρόω, but, as seen in the 
quotations introducing Chapter 1, it is used interchangeably with κρεμάσαντες ἐπὶ ξύλου, like Herodotus’s Persian 
victim in Histories, 4.43.2-7. This is not to mention σταυρός (typically “stake”) is used for the all references to the 
cross in the New Testament. Only attested five times in the New Testament, ἀνασταυρόω was used interchangeably 
with σταυρόω and κρεμάσαντες ἐπὶ ξύλου by the New Testament authors. The Testimonium Flavianum has σταυρῷ 
referencing Jesus’s execution, Josephus, Antiquities 18.3.3; Plutarch uses κρεμάω and ἀνασταυρόω interchangeably.  
84 A simple search in Perseus Tufts database reveals this:  
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/wordfreq?lang=greek&lookup=stauro%2Fw.  
85 The causes of death are treated more completely in Chapter 7. 
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cultures, while the Mesopotamian world, in turn, introduced the Hittites to cuneiform writing. 

Both the Hittite term for “hang” and “stand” are an h2e-conjugation. Traditional Hittite grammar 

has two conjugations -mi and -ḫi. Jasanoff proposed a third conjugation, the - h2e. The subscript 

“2” represents the pronunciation of the ḫ. Because there were two or three ways to pronounce the 

“h” transliteration in Hittite; the pronunciation of the resurrected dead language is debated. The 

h1 sound has a glottal stop, like the English "hand." H2 signifies a laryngeal pronunciation, 

possibly pronounced as the Arabic ħ or English “x.” H3 was likely a rounded labialized sound.86  

The h2e specifically refers to the sound of the word. First person, present active indicative verbs 

ending in h2e conjugate uniquely. This fact forms the foundation for Jasanoff’s third conjugation 

theory.  

The significance of the h2e-conjugation in Hittite is that the conjugation can be directly 

traced to the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) languages. That means both “hang” and “stand” belong 

to the third conjugation of Proto-Indo-European (PIE) languages, at least in the theory proposed 

by Jasanoff. That does not mean the PIE cultures punished via WHIPC, but that hanging and 

standing were common behaviors. Importantly here, this means both “hang” and “stand” are old 

words in the Hittite language, pre-dating their southward migration, that is before 2000 BCE, 

most likely earlier. This PIE conjugation suggests the terms are not part of the language 

evolution that occurred during the Hittite settlement in Anatolia.87  The implication of Hittite 

“hang” and “stand” belonging to PIE conjunctions is that the concept and action of these words 

were used and defined prior Semitic contact, prior to migration, and prior to writing. 

The PIE stem sta- or steh- means “to stand” or “erect,” forming the origin of σταυρόω. 

                                                 
86 For pronunciation of ḫ see: Whitehead, The Sound of Indo-European, 55; Kimball and Slocum, Hittite Online, 1.5. 
87 Jasanoff, “The position of the ḫi-conjugation,” 79–90; Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb, 130-131.  
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The root is used in Hittite sti-th2 and tiit(a)88
 and stauroun (crucify, impale, or stake) in Greek. 

Sta is most evident with the English “stand,” “statute,” “stake,” and “standard” but it is also 

replicated in the other Indo-European languages: Indo-Iranian tisthati, Vedic stha, Latin sisto and 

sto, Irish sissedar, Greek ἵστημι, to set-up or arrange.89  

 

The PIE and Hittite kank/hang and arnu-  

The Hittite verb form for “hang” is kanki when transitive (that is, when it takes a direct 

object), and gangattari when intransitive.90 The Hittite term for “hang” has clear follow-through 

into English. For example, the Hittite kanken, kenki, kank, konk compares to the Old German 

hanhan, the Gothic intransitive hahan,91 and English “hang” and “hung.” The Hittite root 

changes as it conjugates into kankanzi, gank, and gangant (kanki -transitive, ganattari -

intransitive). 92 The Greek κρεμ- and Latin suspendere seem entirely unrelated to the Hittite, 

though the Vedic is closer to the Hittite with sankate,93 which is also comparable to the Proto-

Indo-European (PIE) salka for “pole” or “gallows.”94 The pre-existence of the term does not 

necessarily mean kanken referred only to hanging bodies, but rather the act of hanging items in 

                                                 
88 Jasanoff. Hittite and the Indo-European Verb, 130-131. 
89 See http://www.myetymology.com/proto-indo-european/st%C4%81-.html and http://starling.rinet.ru/cgi-
bin/etymology.cgi?single=1&basename=/data/ie/piet&text_number=+969&root=config for Indo-European and 
proto-Indo-European dictionaries. This stem is consistent in Latin, Greek, and Old Indian as well as modern 
languages such as German and French. Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 465. Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-
European Verb, 186.   
90 Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb, 130-131. 
91 A Gothic Etymological Dictionary suggests the Gothic root hramjan, for crucify, has no connection to the κρεμ 
root for hang; however, it shows the connection of crucifixion with the other forms of WHIPC including Indo-
European derivatives such as wheel breaks, hanging, and hooks. Lehmann, Hewitt, and Feist, A Gothic Etymological 
Dictionary, 191. 
92Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb,130-131.  
93Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb,72-74.  
94 Anthony, The Horse, the Wheel, and Language, 95. 
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general.  

Jasanoff suggests Hittite alone, of the PIE languages, retained the full conjugation 

paradigm of the h2e-congugation used with kenk (perfect konk).95 He has flushed out a new 

category of Hittite conjugation based on kenk, the h2e-conjugation. The h2e-conjugation 

encompasses verbs that show motion, violence, and vigor. Jasanoff suggests they must have had 

a fitting origin, but resigns himself to the impossibility of grasping it.96 Few examples remain for 

Hittites hanging people, but they use kenk for sacrificial animals displayed above altars, on 

stakes, or spears.97  

Another relevant Hittite term, arnu- is inconsistently represented by ANE scholars. 

Westbrook explains that arnu- had previously been established as crux, Latin “cross or beam” 

though other scholars, such as Hoffner and Haase translate it as “bring for burial” or “produce.”98 

Puhvel broadly defined arnu- as an action verb meaning to move along, go, stir, raise, stand up, 

transport, remove, deport, or prop up. When not used as a verb Puhvel suggests the definitions 

bridge, embankment, crossbeam, pole, and mast, based on analysis of the Indo-European root 

rem, rest or support.99 The highly-debated phrase, only attested once, containing arnu- relates to 

a person who has deliberately struck and killed someone. The killer must offer four or two heads 

(slaves), depending on the status of the victim. He must also “arnu the corpse.”100 The context 

remains too ambiguous to assume the killer enacts WHIPC on the body of the innocent victim, 

                                                 
95Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb, 73-74.  
96Jasanoff, Hittite and the Indo-European Verb, 76, 131.  
97 Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 254-255; Bryce, The Kingdom of the Hittites, 98. 
98 Westbrook, A History of Ancient Near Eastern Law, 645. 
99 Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 127, 161-162.  
100 Westbrook, A History of Ancient Near Eastern Law, 644. 
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especially in a society with religious taboos about the unburied.101  

 

WHIPC Terms in Homer and Hesiod 

There are three significant accounts of WHIPC in mythology, circa eighth-century BCE, 

relevant to WHIPC etymology. One is from Hesiod and two are from Homer. In these stories, 

Zeus punishes Prometheus, Zeus disciplines Hera, and Odysseus takes vengeance upon his 

wife’s suitors. Hesiod provided the earliest available Promethean execution myth. Zeus punished 

Prometheus for giving fire to humans. Zeus has Prometheus bound and bids a bird of prey to 

banquet on Prometheus’s innards daily. Every night the immortal’s liver regenerates offering an 

infinite feast for the fowl.  

Hesiod’s Theogony explained, δῆσε δ᾽ ἀλυκτοπέδῃσι Προμηθέα ποικιλόβουλον δεσμοῖς 

ἀργαλέοισι μέσον διὰ κίον᾽ ἐλάσσας, “He bound wily Prometheus with painful interlocking 

chains driven through the pillar center.”102 First, Hesiod has Prometheus bound by two forms of 

bonds: ἀλυκτοπέδῃσι, in feminine dative plural, and ἀργαλέοισι δεσμοῖς in masculine dative 

plural. The verb, δῆσε, from δέω, “bind,” clearly acts on crafty Prometheus. The aorist active 

participle, ἐλάσσας, “drive” brings ambiguity to the clause.103 Instead of “on a stake, pillar, or 

peg” Prometheus was doubly bound through (διὰ) the pillar (κίων). Most later accounts use 

“upon stake,” not “through stake.” The question becomes what is being driven? Were the chains 

driven “through the pillar [acc.] center [acc.]” or was “the middle” [acc.], presumably of 

                                                 
101 Discussed below. 
102Hesiod, Theogony, 521-522. My translation. Hugh G. Evelyn-White translated “and ready-witted Prometheus he 
bound with inextricable bonds, cruel chains, and drove a shaft through his middle.” Most translates, “And with 
painful fetters he bound shifty-planning Prometheus, with distressful bonds, driving them through the middle of a 
pillar.”  
103 The account describes binding and driving but derivatives from Linear B pa-ke-te-re were avoided. 
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Prometheus’s body, as Evelyn-White vaguely translated, “driven through with the pillar or shaft” 

Feasibly, “through the pillar [acc.] the middle [acc.] [of the chains] was driven.”  If μέσον is not 

descriptive of the pillar, κίων, then it should receive the action, “driving the middle through the 

pillar,” but does this refer to the middle of Prometheus or the middle of the chains?  

Aeschylus’s fifth-century account suggests an item was driven through the middle of 

Prometheus’s chest while Hesiod remained ambiguous and the sixth and seventh-century vases 

depict nothing of the sort.  Hesiod and the pottery indicated that Prometheus was bound through 

bands, not affixed via impaling. He was affixed to a κίων (pillar) and exposed. The translation 

“chains driven through the pillar center” also better fits with the earliest vase depictions of bound 

Prometheus. Hesiod did not use the ana-compound words described in the following section; he 

also did not specify Prometheus’s posture as straight or standing, but, Aeschylus uses the sta- 

root to do so. Aeschylus uses ὀρθοστάδην which includes the στά Indo-European root for 

“stand” and “erect.” This is a compound word from ὀρθος meaning “straight standing” and 

στάδην meaning “standing posture.” The clamps were put tightly on his wrists. Instead of 

Hesiod’s ἀλυκτοπέδῃσι and ἀργαλέοισι δεσμοῖς, Hephaestus uses a horse’s bridle chain or curb-

chain, ψάλια, removing any slack that led to Prometheus potentially freeing himself.104 

Prometheus was chained to the rock faced cliff.105 Aeschylus had Prometheus in a stiff standing 

position chained to a cliff, not a pillar, and impaled through the chest. 

Prometheus’s execution plays a significant role in this dissertation as a case study for the 

change in Greco-Roman WHIPC as the execution and terminology regarding Prometheus 

gradually change over time. The above description shows the transition of terminology and 

                                                 
104 Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 54-59. 
105 Note the vase depictions show binding ropes instead of chains. 
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process between Hesiod’s ninth to eighth-century compositions and Aeschylus’s fifth century 

presentations of Prometheus’s punishment. The account also shows the importance of the sta- 

root in WHIPC. 

The second Homer-Hesiod example comes from the Iliad. Zeus threatened Hera with a 

WHIPC punishment he had previously used, hanging her from the sky with unbreakable bonds 

and anvils. “Do you not remember how once upon a time I had you hanged [ἐκρέμω]? I fastened 

two anvils on to your feet, and bound your hands in a chain of gold which none might break, and 

you hung in mid-air among the clouds.”106  

The third archaic Greek example comes from the end of Homer’s Odyssey. Odysseus 

orders his son and a faithful comrade to punish the most offensive suitor, Melanthius, the 

goatherd, “bend behind him his feet and his arms above him, and throw him into the store-room, 

and bind [ἐκδῆσαι] his back behind boards [σανίδας]; then make a twined rope tight on his body, 

and drag him up the pillar [κίων], until you take him near the weight-bearing beams [δοκοῖσιν], 

so he may remain alive, and suffer grievous torment.”107 While the traditional ἀποτυμπανίζω, 

κρεμάω, and σταυρόω were not used, Melanthius suffered WHIPC in all senses. He was bound 

to a board as in placarding, according to Aristophanes’s definition, and held by ropes to the pillar 

fully on display and later dismembered, a common practice with WHIPC.108  

Samuelsson rightly points out that the terminology of Melanthius’s punishment does not 

match traditional crucifixion terminology for classical and koinê Greek, but binding to a pillar to 

beat a victim should not be excluded from the study of WHIPC.109 Ancient Egyptian relief art 

                                                 
106 Iliad 15.15-24.  ἦ οὐ μέμνῃ ὅτε τ᾽ ἐκρέμω ὑψόθεν, ἐκ δὲ ποδοῖιν ἄκμονας ἧκα δύω, περὶ χερσὶ δὲ δεσμὸν ἴηλα 
χρύσεον ἄρρηκτον; σὺ δ᾽ ἐν αἰθέρι καὶ νεφέλῃσιν ἐκρέμω. Greek from Monro and Allen. Trans. Butler.  
107 Homer, Od. 22.170-177, translation mine. 
108 Aristophanes, Plutus, 476. 
109 Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 39-40. 
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shows criminals or POWs bound or held to pillars and stakes as they are beaten.110  However, 

like Prometheus, Melanthius was fixed to a pillar, κίων (not trees or poles) and bound in order to 

suffer, for the purpose of exposure display. The sufferer experienced intentional public 

humiliation. After ordering his female slaves into the house to clean the blood and bodies of the 

executed suitors, Odysseus commanded Telemachus to kill the disloyal women. He then led 

Melanthius outside and fed his nose, ears, hands, feet, and other parts to the dogs.111  

Hesiod's Theogony shows WHIPC with interlocking chains through a pillar, instead of 

upon a pillar or stake. Homer's Iliad uses the Greek WHIPC term κρεμ- for Hera, while she 

would have been suspended and stretched by the anvils on her feet. Homer did not name a 

structure upon which Zeus bound her, only that anvils were attached. The Odyssey shows a 

collection of WHIPC punishment terms enacted on Melanthius. All three accounts use binding 

terms, but Melanthius and Prometheus were fixed to pillars. Further, while not using the Greek 

term for placarding, Melanthius’s punishment on the beam was a description of placarding. 

Later, he was also dismembered, a practice common to WHIPC. With both Prometheus and 

Melanthius, public humiliation played a role in the WHIPC as I show in Chapter 7.112  

 

The Ina- and Ana- Prefix Compounding and  
Greek Stakes, Poles, and Suspension 

 
Typically, Greek terminology expresses WHIPC in three ways: “to hang” (κρεμάω), “to 

stake,” (σταυρóω), or “to pole” (σκολοπίζω); each of these expressions can take the prefix ἀνα-, 

                                                 
110 Mastaba of Mereruka, 2340 BCE, and the pharaoh Djoser (also called Sekhemkhet), 2649-2643 BCE, smiting 
scene shows him smiting a man held to a stake or perhaps driving the staff or stake through him in the Relief in the 
Wadi Maghara. 
111 Homer, Od. 22.470-479. 
112 These exposure punishments were brutal and public. They were used as a method to shame and curtail the 
behavior of the people who looked on the victim. The issue of shame will be revisited in Chapter 7. 
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which often means “upon.” Those are the most literal and basic translations. There is overlap and 

variance. Classical Greek authors used the six variations interchangeably. For example, 

Herodotus tells of a man tortured, but not killed, in such a way as both upon-staked and upon-

hanged.113 So too, the Septuagint translates the hanging of Haman as both “hanged” upon a tree 

and “staked,” not using the compound words, but equating hanging upon a tree and being 

staked.114 In Old Persian, Darius applied the compound term uzmayapatiy (through-stake) in a 

swaggering tone regarding regicide of rebellious claimants to power.115 The Bronze Age cultures 

do not seem to use a compound prefix-noun or prefix-verb to describe the WHIPC executions 

like the Iron Age cultures do, suggesting this trend evolved later.   

In the Neo-Assyrian period (911 to 612 BCE), the Neo-Assyrian prepositions ana and ina 

“to,” “about,” “on,” “in,” or “of” began merging.  Significant grammatical changes occurred in 

the Neo-Assyrian from the preceding Old (2025-1378 BCE) and Middle Assyrian (1392-936 

BCE) periods. Most of the ANE examples of WHIPC occur in the Neo-Assyrian period. The 

multi-lingual domain of the Neo-Assyrians included Aramaic, Assyrian, and Babylonian 

speakers,116 not to mention further territories such as Libyan controlled Egypt. The cultural 

interconnectedness becomes evident in the Neo-Assyrian language through phonological 

alteration (changing vowel sounds and inflection), morphological change (variance in word 

formation and declension), and syntactical differences in word order changes.117 The Neo- 

Assyrian meaning of ina and ana start to blur.118 

                                                 
113 Herodotus, Histories, 6.29.1-6.30.1 and 7.194.1-2, described below.  
114 Septuagint, Esther 7:9-10, discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
115 Discussed in more detail below, Darius uses the term in the Behistun Inscription. See also Cook, CMW, 313. 
116 Luukko, Grammatical Variation in Neo-Assyrian, 187-188. 
117 Luukko, Grammatical Variation in Neo-Assyrian, 187-190. 
118 Luukko, Grammatical Variation in Neo-Assyrian, 115, 118, 173-174, 189. 
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The Iron Age Greeks also used the prefix ἀνα. The use of ἀνα in Greek may have been 

influenced by Semitic empires of the Mesopotamian in the Iron Age. I do not have enough 

evidence to show that the Greeks and Assyrians shared this term. I simply find it interesting that 

the identical phonetic combination has a similar meaning and both were used in the context of 

WHIPC, put upon or through wood or put upon a stake. While there may not have been direct 

contact between the Assyrians and the Greeks, the Phoenicians served as a commercial contact 

between both parties. While the Assyrians and Greeks were rising from the ashes of the Bronze 

Age collapse the Phoenicians were colonizing the Mediterranean, a practice the Greeks quickly 

learned.  

The first known use of ἀνα meaning “on, upon, or through” used in a compound word in 

Greek is by Homer; in the early or mid-eighth century. The Mycenaeans did not record the 

prefix. ἀνα as a standalone term was used as “up” in Linear B, but it was not a prefix for 

compound terms in Linear B texts. A- and an- in Linear B, as a prefix, meant “not” or “without.” 

The Linear B used a separate character for “a,”  forming ἀνα with the syllabic symbols “a” and 

“na,” .  

In Neo-Assyrian, Homeric, and classical Greek ἀνα came to mean both “through” and 

“upon.” The scope of Linear B texts is so limited that it is impossible to state for certain that the 

compound prefix entered Greek in the post-Mycenaean Dark Ages. It can only be noted that the 

compound term does not show-up in the preserved writing of the Mycenaean period (Bronze Age 

Greece, circa 1450-1200 BCE).  The Hittite example of hanging does not use a compound term 

with a prefix like ana. However, the contemporary Bronze Age Code of Hammurapi utilizes the 
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preposition ina with impaling, but not as a compound term.119 Therefore the Bronze Age terms 

for hanging upon beams or stakes used two separate terms, but the early texts of the Iron Age 

form a compound word for the practice. This may suggest the increased use of WHIPC in the age 

of empires the emerged in the first millennium BCE. 

 While the Greeks began to use compound WHIPC terms, the terms were used widely, 

and not only for WHIPC cases. Homer used ἀνακρεμασθέντος, “hung-upon,” for placing a cloak 

on a peg.120 However, Homer also used this term in the slaughter of animals for a feast, hanging 

an instrument on a peg, and hanging armor in the temple of Apollo.121 Hippocrates used κρεμ- as 

part of a medical process to reset out-of-socket joints, explaining step-by-step procedures on how 

to hang the joint properly.122   

 More in connection to WHIPC, Aristophanes, also in the mid-fifth to mid-fourth century, 

comically used κρεμάω in Frogs 122, clarifying the fastest road to Hades is by hanging oneself 

with a cord and a stool. Aristophanes describes κρεμ-, without the ἀνα prefix, as strangulation 

                                                 
119 Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 212 & 213. Hammurapi’s Code 153: “bina gašišim.” Gašišu means 
“pole or stake” Muss-Arnolt, A Concise Dictionary of the Assyrian Languages, 234-235 uses only the translation 
“pole,” but the 1999 version of the Harper translation and transliteration of Hammurapi’s Code translates as a stake 
or a pole. Harper, The Code of Hammurapi, 161. Another Old Babylonian magic tablet, “the Marduk-Ea 
Incantation,” includes the term to curse a demon-witch while reversing a spell against a god-king. The tablet breaks 
off on the line that use the term, so it is unclear if the witch was to be impaled. Myhrman translates “May that 
witch’s… [broken text]… like a pole.” Since Myhrman’s publication in 1911 other versions of this text have been 
found. Specifically, multiple versions from the Hittite capital, Hattusa. The new texts allow for an accurate 
translation “May they dig as with a stake at that witch, at her flesh.” ši-ir-a-ni-ša ki-ma ga-ši-ši-im ka-ša-ap-tu2 šu-a-
ti [l]i-iḫ-ru-u2.  Viano, The Reception of Sumerian Literature…, 231. A later statement requests that the sorceress’s 
breasts be cut off, a punishment Herodotus mentions, Hdt. 4-202.1. For the Old Babylonian, see “An Incantation 
Against the Female Demon Lilitum,” in Myhrman, Babylonian Hymns and Prayers, 56-59. Hugo Winckler, in his 
commentary on Hammurapi’s Code 153, insists that the traditional idea of crucifixion was not yet practiced and that 
based on neo-Assyrian images (carved over a thousand years after the Old Babylonian texts were written) the 
victims were put on poles or stakes by the neck. Winckler, Die Gesetze Hammurapis in Umschrift und Übersetzung, 
44. 
120 Homer, Odyssey, 1.440. 
121 Odyssey 8.46; 8.105; Iliad 7.80-84. 
122 Hippocrates, De Articulis, 70. 
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and a noose.123 However, like his earlier usage in Frogs, in Wasps, Aristophanes employed the 

non-compound term twice for suicide.124 Also in Frogs, another character wants his slave 

tortured to extract a confession and κρεμάω, with flaying and binding to a ladder, are on the table 

as a viable method of suspension that did not end in death.125 Perhaps the slave’s torture through 

suspension was not via the neck, or he was suspended gently by the neck with some stabilizer to 

prevent full strangulation. In Thesmophoriazusae Aristophanes referenced a character strung up 

[κρεμάω] as a dinner for the crows, who has suffered for an extended period of time in chains.126 

The character for the crows and the slave were suspended, though perhaps not by the neck. Also, 

ropes were not required when κρεμάω was used. Aristophanes shows that κρεμ- was still used as 

a WHIPC execution, or torture, without using ἀνα.   

 

Egyptian Hieroglyphs 

The Egyptians used “upon wood” five known times.127 The first use is in the seventeenth 

century BCE by Sobkotep II. The Ikayta Stela under Akhenaten records putting Nubians on 

stakes. Seti I used it in the thirteenth century in the Nauri Decree as a legal punishment. Seti I’s 

grandson, Pharaoh Merneptah, used staking in the Merneptah Stela, thirteenth century, as a 

punishment for the Kushite rebels. Finally, in the twelfth century, Ramesses IX threatened those 

who did not keep their oaths with staking, recorded in the Abbot Papyrus. In all of these 

occasions, except for the Merneptah Stela, the exact method of putting the body upon a stake or 

                                                 
123 Herodotus, Histories, 7.194.1-2; Aristophanes, Frogs, 116-123. 
124 Aristophanes, Wasps 295-300. 
125 Aristophanes, Frogs, 615-620. 
126 Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazusae, 1026-28; cf. 1052-55. 
127 Muhlestein, Violence in the Service of Order, 54. 
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branch is not clarified. With ḥr-tp ḫt, the Merneptah Stela provides a determinative (ḫt), or more 

specifically, a glyph showing a person literally on a stake. The first character shows two heads 

over a branch indicating they show the proposition “upon.” 

 
Figure 10: Merneptah Stela, WHIPC hieroglyphs. 

The added determinative in the Merneptah Stela, ḫt, the unmistakable symbol of a stake 

piercing the gut of the punished person, while his arms and legs dangle on either side of the 

penetrating implement. After discovering the decisive glyph in the Merneptah Stela many 

Egyptologists, such as Tyldesley and Muhlestein, concluded that impalement through the gut 

epitomized the standard method of Egyptian ḥr-tp ḫt.128 On the contrary, it seems more probable 

that the glyph was inserted to show an abnormality, not a standard. The symbol and WHIPC 

style is, frankly, not substantiated with any other remaining text or images from the Egypt.  

 

Linear B 

The contemporaries of New Kingdom Egypt, the Hittites and Mycenaeans left little 

written record of WHIPC. Linear B, the Mycenaean Greek script, does not use a compound term 

in the surviving records for upon/through a stake. Interestingly, the Linear B term for “stake,” 

                                                 
128 Muhlestein, Violence in the Service of Order, 54. Tyldesley, Judgement of the Pharaoh.  
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paketere, is found in banquet and dedication lists along with animals and other food items, not in 

legal texts. In this section I propose three origin theories for this Linear B term. The already-

established Greek derivative, πηκτός, has more to do with fastening and binding, but at least 

securing, like our modern derivative “pact” from the Latin pactum.  On the other hand, πηκτός is 

“stuck, fixed, caged,” but can also mean “planted.” Hesiod and Homer use the term in passages 

that mention woodworking.129 Used three times, once by Hesiod and twice by Homer, the old 

Homeric term thrice referred to the joint of a plough.  It may be interesting to note the 

phonological similarity between paketere’s closest ancestor, πηκτός, and ἀπάγχω. The latter 

means to strangle, throttle, choke or hang. Homer wrote ἀπάγχω when referring to a dog pinning 

and choking a fawn.130 Josephus used ἀπάγχω in conjunction with WHIPC.131  

There may be an additional connection between the paketere and WHIPC if paketere 

related to a plough. The Hittite Law Code 121 states “If some free man steals a plow, and its 

owner finds it, he shall put [(the offender's) neck] upon the .... and [he shall be put to death] by 

the oxen. So, they proceeded formerly. But now he shall pay 6 shekels of silver.”  There is a 

Hittite magical text that involves one being harnessed with a yoke and the neck is put in place 

and then released. The ritual released sin without the participant losing their head.132 

                                                 
129 “For they are better than oxen to draw through deep fallow land the jointed plough,” αἱ γάρ τε βοῶν 
προφερέστεραί εἰσιν ἑλκέμεναι νειοῖο βαθείης πηκτὸν ἄροτρον: Il. 10.353 (Murray trans.) Next, Od. 13.32 reads, ὡς 
δ᾽ ὅτ᾽ ἀνὴρ δόρποιο λιλαίεται, ᾧ τε πανῆμαρ νειὸν ἀν᾽ ἕλκητον βόε οἴνοπε πηκτὸν ἄροτρον, “for whom all day long 
a yoke of wine-dark oxen has drawn the jointed plough through fallow land” (Butler trans., as revised by Power and 
Nagy.) Hesiod Works & Days 433 states, πονησάμενος κατὰ οἶκον, αὐτόγυον καὶ πηκτόν: “Get two ploughs ready 
and work on them at home, one all of a piece, and the other jointed.” Trans. Evelyn-White. 
130 Odyssey 19.230. 
131 ἀπῆγχον ἐκ τῶν τραχήλων αὐτοὺς τῶν ἀνεσταυρωμένων γονέων ἀπαρτῶντες. Josephus, Antiquitates Judaicae, 
12.256. Passage discussed below.  
132 CTH 433.6 quoted in Collins, “Women in Hittite Ritual,” 261.  
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Furthermore, there may be an association through the Hittite statute 121’s decapitation by the 

plough and Hittite Law Code 197 and 198.  

If a man seizes a woman in the mountains (and rapes her) it is the man's offense, but if he 
seizes her in her house, it is the woman's offense: the woman shall die. If the woman's 
husband discovers them in the act, he may kill them without committing a crime. If he 
brings them to the palace gate (i.e., the royal court) and says: My wife shall not die, he 
can spare his wife's life, but he must also spare the lover and “clothe his head” If he says 
both of them shall die, they shall “roll the wheel.” The king may have them killed or he 
may spare them. (Hoffner translation). 
 

“Rolling the wheel” is ambiguous. It seems that the use of the wheel is a statement of judgment 

or punishment per the above Hittite code, Hittite code section 49, and its similar use in Proverbs 

20:26.133 If the Hittite Code, sections 121 and 198, were using the same form of execution, it is 

possible it was through a wheel rolling over the necks of the accused.134 Even if “rolling the 

wheel” was a figure of speech, it still associates the wheel with execution. Additionally, the Code 

of Hammurapi (eighteenth century BCE) called for female adulterers, intent on murdering their 

husbands, to be killed through WHIPC.135  

The reconstruction of the Linear B paketere may not need to be strictly translated as 

“stake.” In the dedication texts of the Mycenaean world, the animals may not have been 

                                                 
133 Snell, “The Wheel in Proverbs XX 26,” 503-505. Was the wheel rolled over their heads decapitating them? Does 
this refer to an ordeal in which justice was served by the gods controlling the wheel’s outcome like a roulette wheel 
or wheel of fortune? Does the wheel refer to a transfer of decision making from the cuckold husband to the king? 
The answer “rolling the wheel” is unclear.  
134 It may be interesting to note PIE background on the significance of the wheel. PIE development of the term 
“wheel” and associated words such as “axel” and “thill” share stems in all Indo-European languages, suggesting that 
the wheel was invented by 4000 BCE before the full dispersion of the original Indo-Europeans. Wheeled technology 
did not reach the Mesopotamian counterparts until at least half a millennium later. An early Indo-European culture 
in southeastern Europe used wagons and wheels in a religious sense in the third millennium: the Yamnaya of the 
Pontic-Caspian steppes buried wagons, carts and the wheels with their venerated dead. By the time the culture 
appears in the Danube valley, their funeral rituals included placing wheels at the corners of their burial pits. These 
wheels were constructed with two or three beams in an ex-cross shape. Later examples from around 2000 BCE show 
similar burials with spoked wheels, a chariot, and weapons in Krivoe (Kryve) Ozero in southern Ukraine. See 
Anthony, The Horse, the Wheel, and Language, 63-66, 312, 399, 465. 
135 Code of Hammurapi, 153. While this may seem distant to the Hittites, it was the Hittites who probably sacked 
Old Babylonia (1595 BCE). The Hittites did absorb ANE culture. It is possible the Hammurapi’s code influenced 
the Hittite practice in this matter. 
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presented on a spit-stake; perhaps, instead of “stake” paketere meant a jointed piece of wood. 

The last part of paketere, tere, is the first part of a Minoan and Mycenaean word for a 

Mediterranean tree, terebinth. Pa- is a frequent syllable in Indo-European words suggesting 

instrument or cause.136 However, the PIE root pag- or pak-usually referred to fixing or 

fastening.137 A Gothic Etymological Dictionary, while not mentioning paketere, made an 

interesting observation about the “pa,” “k” and “r” combination, noting that the Greek κρεμ- root 

connected to the PIE sker and ker. This PIE root played out in Lithuanian karti, for hang-up, and 

pa-kore meaning gallows. The Latvian pakars is a hook used in hanging things.138 Like the 

fastening and binding in Greek πακτόω, hjarri is “hinge” in Old Italian, likely deriving from the 

same PIE stem. 

As mentioned, I propose three potential origins to paketere. The closest relative to 

paketere may not be the Greek paktos, but may, in fact, come from the New Kingdom Egypt use 

of WHIPC. In the series of Egyptian examples of WHIPC mentioned above, we see the use of 

two words, “upon” and “stake.” The hieroglyph shows two heads on lines, simply forming the 

term ḥr-tp, translated “upon” followed by the bilateral term for wood (ḫt, or kht, khet- ḫt). In the 

Merneptah Stele this was shown with a man on a stake, but in the case of a Third Intermediate 

period document from Pharaoh Sobkotep II, ḫt or khet is shown as a tree branch above a semi-

circle and a straight vertical line. The center root of the Mycenaean term for stake, paketere, ket, 

is identical to the New Kingdom Egypt term for stake, khet. It is unlikely that two cultures had 

not had frequent contact.139 Mycenaeans were merchants and military mercenaries throughout 

                                                 
136 Gonda, Selected Studies: Indo-European Linguistics, 48, 65-69, 254, 292.  
137 Sukac, Introduction to Proto-Indo-European and Balto-Slavic Accentology, 81-82. 
138 Lehmann, Hewitt, and Feist. A Gothic Etymological Dictionary, 191. 
139 A fragment of papyrus shows New Kingdom Egyptians fighting with a foreign people who appear to be Greek 
mercenaries. Schofield and Parkinson, “Of Helmets and Heretics,” 157-70. Tel Dan in the Levant has revealed 
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the Mediterranean. While they were in contact, I must admit that details on linguistic exchange is 

scant if present. 

The ending of paketere is odd for a Greek term. There is not a traditional -re ending. 

What may be occurring with the term is pa-khet-ter. The ending is most probably -tér 

(−τήρ, genitive -τήρος), a third declension ending. The form is seen when added to a verb in 

order to create an agent noun in the masculine as in δίδωμι to δωτήρ (give and giver).140 Thus 

paketere may indeed be the translated as the “purposeful stake instrument.”  

This etymological conclusion would not be unique to Mycenaean Greek. Another Indo-

European term compounded with pa- followed by a wooden instrument is the Latin patibulum. 

The Latin tībŭlus is pine wood. Pa-tibulus could have originated as the instrumental of pine 

wood. Perhaps, however, patiubulum is a play on words for patulus or patere, Latin for “spread 

out,” or “open wide,” a term used as early as Varro in the first century BCE.141 Undoubtedly, the 

term patibulum implied a horizontal position. This does not exclude pa-ketere and pa-tibulus 

from being similarly utilized in a horizontal position. Paketere was used exclusively in Linear B 

to reference banquet animals, which were likely spitted. While there are no cases in which the 

Latin, patibulum, was used for roasting animals, it was used as an instrumental stick in vineyards 

and pottery (discussed below). 

                                                 
several Mycenaean graves and other Mycenaean trade objects showing that Greeks were living in the Levant during 
New Kingdom rule there, Biran, “Tel Dan,” 26-51. Mycenaean trade goods were found in Egypt, and likewise, New 
Kingdom Egyptian wares were found in the Aegean: Bard, Encyclopedia of the Archaeology of Ancient Egypt, 119. 
See also Kelder, “Royal Gift Exchange between Mycenae and Egypt: Olives as "Greeting Gifts" in the Late Bronze 
Age Eastern Mediterranean,” 339-52. By the Twenty-sixth Dynasty, seventh-century BCE, Egypt was certainly 
using mercenaries from Egypt and the Levant. Trundle, Greek Mercenaries: From the Late Archaic Period to 
Alexander.  
140 Smyth, “Part III: formation of Words,” 839. 
141 Varro, 116 BC – 27 BCE.  Varro, Lingua Latina, 5.161. Cook mentions patibulum is from patere in CMW, 16-17 
which is from ThLL X/1.706.48-49.  
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In addition to the khet-theory, I must acknowledge two other theories for paketere 

derivatives. Perhaps it is related to the Scythian pata [πατὰ], to kill. Herodotus is the only author 

to offer this Scythian vocabulary, indicating “for in Scythian a man is ‘oior’ and to kill is 

‘pata.’”142 Herodotus could be providing a play on words for in the statement τὸ δὲ πατὰ 

κτείνειν, for pata ktei sounds like the Linear B, pa-ke-te, if the Mycenaean word was still in use. 

In this hypothesis pa- is added to the Greek verb κτείνω, to kill, translating then as an instrument 

of killing. However, I believe the khet-theory to be more plausible. The Mycenaeans were in 

direct contact with New Kingdom Egypt, whereas Scythians are not seen in Anatolia until the 

Iron Age (roughly the ninth century).  The third theory for etymological shared background with 

the Linear B paketere is from the Hittite GIŠ pakkuššuwar which was a wooden tool to crack 

grains.143 

 

Latin  

The patibulum is directly linked to WHIPC. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Jerome used 

patibulum for Old Testament WHIPC accounts, nine times, but not New Testament WHIPC 

occurrences. He created the term crucifigo which he included in both the Old and New 

Testaments.144 Modern scholars generally accept the term patibulum as a crossbar.145 If this is the 

case, Jerome should have used patibulum in the New Testament when speaking of Roman-ruled 

Judea.  

                                                 
142 Herodotus, 4.110. Trans. Godley. 
143 For the Hittite, see KBo 10.45.3.36-38. The suggestion that the Hittite could have influenced the Mycenaean 
language or that they had a common PIE term is mine.  
144 Discussed below, see Vulgate 2 Samuel 21:6, 9, and 13. 
145 Cook’s definition of a patibulum is a crossbar. CMW, 15-34; Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian 
Perceptions of Crucifixion, 8-9. 
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Here are the nine times Jerome translated patibulum. Deuteronomy 21:22 is a WHIPC 

account discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. In Esther 2:23 Jerome has two men 

hanged on a patibulum where the Hebrew was ‘ets and the Septuagint omitted the term “tree.” 

What is odd about Jerome’s translation to patibulum in Esther 2:23, for talah ‘ets, is that when 

talah ‘ets appears in Esther 7:10, Jerome qualified it with suspension: suspensus est itaque Aman 

in patibulo. Again, in Esther 9:13 Jerome clarified, in patibulis suspendantur. He employed a 

similar translation for talah ‘ets as suspension from a patibulum in Joshua 10:25-26. Perhaps a 

better question is why did he not qualify the patibulum with suspension in Esther 2:33. 

Jerome further applied a term for suspension on a patibulum to describe the execution in 

Numbers 25:4. Instead of talah ‘ets, another Hebrew word for hanging appears, yâqaʻ. The latter 

of the Hebrew terms is debated varying in definition from a display of a body with broken limbs, 

some form of impalement or suspension, or an ambiguous form of execution involving 

dislocation. It seems consistent that the bodies were displayed when the term yâqaʻ was used.146 

Jerome added the patibulum when no wood or beam was included in the Hebrew. The Septuagint 

does not even include hanging the heads of the dissenters at all, instead it used παραδειγματίζω, 

to shame or make an example of, the disobedient.147 Jerome does not generally translate yâqaʻ as 

suspension from a patibulum as he did in Numbers. In 2 Samuel 21:6, 9, and 13, for yâqaʻ he put 

crucifigamus, crucifixerun, and adfixi fuerant. In so doing, he interchanged patibulum and his 

new word, crux-figere. Interestingly, in Esther 6:3 Jerome uses adfigi with patibulo. Mordechai 

confronted potential fixation (figere) upon (ad) the patibulum. Therefore, the patibulum does not 

                                                 
146 Chapman offers a four-page discourse on this term, so I will not go into great detail here. Chapman, Ancient 
Jewish and Christian Perceptions of Crucifixion, 27-30. The Strong’s Concordance defines yâqaʻ as to dislocate, 
alienate, or hang, similar to the way Hippocrates used κρεμ-. 
147 λαβὲ πάντας τοὺς ἀρχηγοὺς τοῦ λαοῦ καὶ παραδειγμάτισον αὐτοὺς κυρίῳ. 
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necessarily mean a crossbar, for Jerome, because the book of Esther described the execution 

instrument, the ‘ets, as a beam.148 In at least this Esther case, Jerome translated patibulum when 

he did not intend to communicate a crossbar. 

There are several instances when Jerome clearly connects suspension on a patibulum with 

death on a traditional cross, but the greatest question is, why did Jerome avoid the word for 

Jesus’s death if it was understood as a crossbar? What distinction was he trying to make in the 

terminology?  Especially John 19:17, when Jesus carries part, or all, of the cross to the 

crucifixion sight, patibulum, if it truly meant “crossbar” to Jerome, would have been the most 

appropriate term. Alas, Jerome wrote baiulans sibi crucem. Long standing debates suggest it is 

because Jesus carried the full cross (both stake [stipes] and crossbar [patibulum or crux].149 Like 

Jerome, Tertullian also avoided the patibulum for Jesus. On the contrary, Ambrose states: 

Christus sibi patibulum portauit crucis, “Christ himself carried the patibulum of the cross.”150 

Tertullian and Jerome’s avoidance of the term seems to support the idea that Jesus carried both 

the patibulum and the stipes, because in other cases, Jerome directly equated the patibulum to the 

cross in Genesis 40:19, 22:  

Post quos auferet Pharao caput tuum ac suspendet te in cruce et lacerabunt volucres carnes 
tuas ...alterum suspendit in patibulo ut coniectoris veritas probaretur. 
 
After this Pharaoh will take your head off and suspend you on a cross and vultures will 
tear your flesh …he hanged on a patibulum as it was demonstrated a interpretation.151 

                                                 
148 The Esther passage is discussed in greater detail below. 
149 Most of these arguments include analysis of the Shroud of Turin, but do not mention Jerome. See Glory, “Did 
Jesus Carry the Cross or the patibulum?” here http://www.acheiropoietos.info/proceedings/GloriWeb.pdf.  
150 Translation mine. On Tertullian and Ambrose see Cook, CMW, 27, cf. 28-32. 
151 The English translation above is my translation of Jerome’s Latin. American Standard Version English 
translations here is utilizing multiple manuscripts and is not based on the Vulgate. Notice here the ASV says “hang 
you on a tree” not “suspend you from a cross” as Jerome translated. ASV: “‘Within three more days, Pharaoh will 
lift up your head from off you, and will hang you on a tree; and the birds will eat your flesh from off you.’ …  but he 
hanged the chief baker, as Joseph had interpreted to them.” Vulgate translations from Jerome. Vulgate Bible. Bible 
Foundation and On-Line Book Initiative. ftp.std.com/obi/Religion/Vulgate and "Esther (Esther) 7 (VUL) - intravit 
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Jerome defined the crux as the patibulum again in Letter 107 (Ad Laetam): vexilla militum crucis 

insignia sunt, regum purpuras et ardentes diadematum gemmas patibuli salutaris pictura 

condecorat. “The army standards bear the emblem of the cross [crux]. The purple robes of kings 

and the jewels that sparkle on their diadems are adorned with the gibbet [patibulum] sign that has 

brought to us salvation.”152 A third example of Jerome equating the suspension on the patibulum 

with crucifixion occurs in Joshua 8:29:  

regem quoque eius suspendit in patibulo usque ad vesperum 
The king of Ai he hanged on a crossbar until the evening 
 
 et solis occasum praecepitque;  
and at the going down of the sun Joshua commanded  
 
et deposuerunt cadaver eius de cruce proieceruntque  
and they took his body down from the stake,  
 
To show the post-Christian transition of the term patibulum and the continuation of WHIPC 

into the Medieval Period, I will briefly describe Christian examples, though they are generally 

outside of the focus of this dissertation. Then I will look at some pre-Christian examples. A fourth-

century author, Sextus Aurelius Victor, wrote under Emperor Julian. He indicated in De 

Caesaribus,  

Finally, Constantine received all his enemies with honour …he was also the first to 
abolish the long-established and utterly frightful punishment of the [patibula] and the 
breaking of legs [cruribus].153  
 

                                                 
itaque rex et Aman." Blue Letter Bible. Accessed 27 Apr. 2017, 
https://www.blueletterbible.org/vul/est/7/1/s_433001.  
152 Gibbet is an inaccurate translation for patibulum. I have retained “gibbet” in subsequent translations of Latin 
texts to highlight to the reader how consistently the translations have skewed modern understanding of crucifixion in 
the Roman World. Patibulum was usually a horizontal beam. Gibbets usually have horizontal beams, but they imply 
hanging a person by the neck with a noose, which was not connotated by patibulum. Jerome Ep. 107, Ad Laetam, 
adapted from Select Letters, trans. Wright, Loeb.  
153 Aurelius Victor, De Caesaribus, 41.4. Denique Constantinus cunctos hostes honore ac fortunis manentibus texit 
recepitque, eo pius, ut etiam vetus teterrimumque supplicium patibulorum et cruribus suffringendis primus 
removerit,” Aurelius Victor, De Caesaribus, 41.4. Trans. Bird. 
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It is possible that Sextus Aurelius Victor associated the patibulum with bone crushing on the 

wheel. The medieval church and modern scholars interpret Sextus Aurelius’s statement as a 

confirmation that Constantine ended crucifixion.  

Isidore of Seville wrote three centuries later. Having never seen a crucifixion, but 

possibly using Placidus’s glossary as a source, he defined a difference between suspension, the 

patibulum, and fixing to a cross:  

There are various possible means of execution; among them the cross [crux], or 
patibulum, on which men who are hanged are tormented [cruciare] or suffer whence 
these take their names. The patibulum is commonly called the fork [furca], as if it were 
“supporting the head” for hanging on the gibbet causes death by strangling [Suspensum 
enim et strangulatum ex eo exanimat; a better translation here might be “suspension or 
strangulation from the patibulum causes death”]; but the patibulum is a lesser punishment 
than the cross [sed patibula minor poena quam crucis]. The patibulum immediately kills 
those who are hanged on it, but the cross torments those subfixos for a long time [crux 
autem subfixos diu cruciat].154  

Almost certainly, traditional crucifixion was not occurring in the sixth century, though Gregory 

of Tours mentions impaling and hanging.155 In the Salian Frankish Codes, slaves accused of theft 

were tortured via stretching on the rack and given 120 lashes. If they confessed they were 

executed.156 Punishments were given to those who removed executed bodies from the gibbet or 

gallows.157 Isidore of Seville’s use of the term patibulum contradict previous authors on the 

                                                 
154 Isidore of Seville, The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, 5.27.33-34. Cook, CMW, 43. See also, Lindsay, Isidore 
of Seville: The Etymologies. Placidus Codicis Parisini, Corpus glossariorm latinorum (CGIL), 130. The presumption 
that Isidore of Seville used Placidus comes from Kaster, Guardians of Language, 341-342. The theory of Placidus’s 
influence on Isidore of Seville appears to come from Mountford, The Paris “Placidus,” 34-36, 47-49. However, 
Mountford suggests Isidore may have been written before Placidus, or that they may have shared a common source. 
Mountford does admit that the Placidus portions (as opposed to the portions of the code that are non-Placidus) were 
not written after 700 CE. 
155 Gregory of Tours, see book 9, Sichar’s murder. Note also frequent hanging in the Burgundian and Frankish law 
codes.  
156 Pactus Legis Salicae XL.1-5; Drew, The Laws of the Salian Franks, 102. 
157 The gibbet has a different meaning, at times, than the gallows. Rivers has translated this term barco as simply 
“the gallows,” Drew as “a gibbet.” Pactus Legis Salicae XLI.11a; Drew, The Laws of the Salian Franks, 105; 
Rivers, Laws of the Salian and Ripuarian Franks, 87. Gibbet is the English term used most frequently as a 
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subtle differences of crucifixion types. More importantly, he has drawn a distinction between the 

cross and the patibulum. He composed these definitions after crucifixion was illegal, or at least 

unpracticed, the terminology became confusing and changed, perhaps as a result of Jerome not 

using the term for Jesus. Scholars such as Cook, Mountford, and Guy Serbat note that by the 

time of Isidore of Seville (560-636 CE), the term patibulum was confused with furca. Most 

scholars do not note the Codex Sangallensis 912, which dates to the late seventh or early eighth 

century CE. This glossary defines the patibulum as “crucis passio.”158 Written well after Isidore 

of Seville, there was no issue with continuing to exchange the term patibulum for crux in this 

document. 

 In consideration of pre-Christian employment of patibulum, a correlation between 

patibulum and the cruce was made by Pliny the Elder in Natural Histories. King Pyrrhus’s 

ambassador indicated harsh tasting wine was produced from a vine “that hangs on a very high 

crux” (pendere in tam alta cruce).159 In book seventeen Pliny expounds, “A farmer at Novara ... 

twines the main branches round forked props [patibula] set in the ground.”160 Tertullian 

associated the stake and cross with the patibulum at a point where mass crucifixion was in play. 

However, he also used the term patibulum for a structure on which clay idols were dried, not a 

WHIPC method.161  

Pliny the Elder and Tertullian associated the cross and the patibulum. Seneca the 

                                                 
translation for patibulum, though perhaps “crossbar” may be more appropriate for patibulum. I am unsure what the 
Frankish and Burgundian terms were, or if hanging or crucifixion should be inferred.  
158 Warren, “On Latin Glossaries, with Especial Reference to the Codex Sangallensis 912,” 126, 173. 
159 Pliny the Elder, NH, 14.3.4.  
160 Pliny the Elder NH 17.212, Rackham’s Loeb translation. For additional discussion on this phrase see Cook, 
CMW, 19-20. Likewise, Cato mentioned the use of the patibulum as a tool in cultivating vineyards, though he does 
not explain how the tool was used: On Agriculture 26.   
161 Tertullian, Apologeticum, 12.1-5.  
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Younger, in a sarcastic statement about the uselessness of prayer, also directly equates the crux 

with being suspended from a patibulum.162  But Seneca also defines the patibulum as a device for 

spreading apart the arms; he categorized it as only one type of crux, though he seemed to be 

referencing crux as an instrument of torture, not specifically a “t” shaped apparatus of death.163 

Yet even earlier, Plautus (c. 254–184 BCE) in the Braggart Soldier, clarified that the execution 

on a patibulum required the victim’s arms to be stretched: “I believe you’ll have to die that way 

outside the Gate, with your hands spread apart, when you’re on the gibbet [patibulum];”164 

Like Jerome’s Esther case, there are other examples when patibulum did not mean 

“crossbar.” A very clear description of this comes in Cicero’s second oration against Verres 

“Was the statue of Marcellus to serve you for a pillory [patibulo] for the clients of the 

Marcelli?”165 While Cicero’s words are vague and broadly translated, as “whipping block” and 

“pillary”166 he is pointing to a specific image of a statue for patibulum. He literally asks if the 

statue should be used as a patibulum. He is not suggesting a crossbar be added to the statue, but 

                                                 
162 Quod miserrimum erat, si incidisset, optatur et tamquam vita petitur supplici mora. Contemptissimum putarem, 
si vivere vellet usque ad crucem:' Tu vero " inquit, " me debilites licet, dum spiritus in corpore fracto et inutili 
maneat. Depraves licet, dum monstroso et distorto temporis aliquid accedat. Suffigas Meet et acutam sessuro 
crucem subdas." Est tanti vulnus suum premere et patibulo pendere districtum, dum differat id, quod est in malis 
optimum, supplicii finem? Est tanti habere animam, ut agam? Seneca,  Letter 101.12.10-11, trans. Gummere. Note 
also, Tacitus used the term without describing it or associating it with the crux. Tac. Hist. 4.3; Tac. Ann. 1.61. 
163 Seneca, De Consolatione ad Marciam, 6.20.3, trans. Basore. 
164 Plautus, Miles Gloriosus line 359-360. credo ego istoc exemplo tibi esse pereundum extra portam, dispessis 
manibus, patibulum quom habebis de Melo’s Loeb translation.  This statement was later quoted in Aulus Gellius’s 
(c. 125 – after 180 CE) Attic Nights, 15.15. 
165 Tibi Marcelli statua pro patibulo in clientes Marcellorum fuit? Cic. Ver. 2.4.90. Younge translation. Note the 
early statement in 2.4.87 for context. “What torture he suffered when he was bound naked in the open air, in the rain 
and in the cold, must be manifest to everybody. Nor did he put an end to this insult and barbarity, till the people and 
the whole multitude, moved by the atrocity of his conduct and by pity for his victim, compelled the senate by their 
outcries to promise him that statue of Mercury. They cried out that the immortal gods themselves would avenge the 
act, and that in the meantime it was not fit that an innocent man should be murdered. Then the senate comes to him 
in a body, and promises him the statue. And so Sopater is taken down scarcely alive from the statue of Marcellus, to 
which he had almost become frozen. I cannot adequately accuse that man if I were to wish to do so; it requires not 
only genius, but an extraordinary amount of skill.” 
166 “Would you use the statue of a Marcellus as a whipping-block for the loyal dependents of his family?” trans. 
Greenwood. 
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rather the statue itself should have been used, perhaps, as an instrument for stretching out the 

clients of Marcellus.167 This written account of the patibulum is quite different than the others. It 

would be odd for a crossbar to be added to a statue. If the statue was in the likeness of Poseidon, 

as Plutarch mentioned, there was probably a forked trident, bringing a WHIPC symbol into the 

context of Cicero’s imagery.  Furthermore, Cicero was likely making a play on words with 

Marsyas’s statue (Figure 9), where Marsyas was hanged on the forked branches of the tree. A 

painting of Marsyas’s execution was on display in the Concordia Temple in Rome.168 Cicero was 

familiar with this temple because he delivered his fourth Catiline Oration there where he argued 

against praetor elect, Julius Caesar, in favor of capital punishment for the conspirators, a choice 

he would later come to regret when he himself was dismembered and displayed on the Rostra 

with an impaled tongue.169  

 

Old Persian 

Old Persian, another Indo-European language, follows the examples of the Neo-

Assyrians, Neo-Babylonians, and Greeks. Achaemenid Persians receive the greatest credit for 

devising crucifixion and introducing it to the Western world, though it is now evident that 

crucifixion, impaling, hanging, and other exposure punishments existed in the ancient world 

                                                 
167 The temple was originally built in 167 BCE. Cicero’s speech, In Verrem, would have been delivered in 70 BCE, 
and the Cataline Orations in 63 BCE. The temple was rebuilt in 7-10 CE, so the image could have been added in a 
reference to the Cataline Conspiracy: Pliny Nat. Hist. 35.66.  Marcellus’s statue, unlike the statue of Marsyas, was 
made in the likeness of Poseidon according to Plutarch Marcellus 30.5. For more information on Marcellus see 
Rives, “Marcellus and the Syracusans,” 32-35.  
168 Pliny Nat. Hist 5.106; 35.66. See also Niżyńska, “Marsyas's Howl,” 151-69.  
169 In his Catiline Orations Cicero used general terms for death and capital punishment. Cicero’s death and display: 
Cassius Dio 47.8.4 and Plutarch, Cicero, 49. In another Roman event of WHIPC, a woman guilty of murder has her 
doctor crucified [in crucem] after first having his tongue cut out to prevent him from spuing her guilt in his final 
hours: Cicero, Pro Cluentio, 187; Cook, CMW, 170-171.   
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prior to the Persian dominance.170 Despite gaining the reputation as the earliest crucifiers, outside 

of Greek sources, the Persians record their practice of WHIPC, uzmayapatiy, only in the 

Behistun Inscription. The Behistun Inscription, carved in Old Persian with translations in Elamite 

and in Neo-Babylonian, on the Behistun Mountain was produced in the lifetime of Darius the 

Great between 522-486 B.C.E. describing his military conquests. Among the conquests, Darius 

implemented uzmayapatiy seven times.  

 [another king] was kept bound at my palace entrance, all the people saw him. Afterwards 
I uzmayapatiy him at Arbela.171 … a town by name Uvadaicaya, in Persia--there I 
uzmayapatiy. 172 …afterwards I sent forth my army in pursuit; Phraortes seized was led to 
me; I cut off (his) nose and ears and tongue, and I put out his eyes; he was held bound at 
my court; all the people saw him; afterwards I uzmayapatiy at Ecbatana. … and seized 
Cia(n)takhma … afterwards I cut off his nose and ears, and put out his eyes; he was held 
bound at my court; all the people saw him; afterwards I uzmayapatiy in Arbela. … 
Afterwards—there (is) a town in Persia Uvadaicaya by name—here, that Vahyazdata and 
what men were his foremost allies, them I put uzmayapatiy … then that Arkha, who 
called himself Nebuchadnezzar, and the men who [were his foremost allies they seized 
and bound]; [this Arkha] and what men were his foremost allies uzmayapatiy at Babylon. 
…He was kept bound at my palace entrance, all the people saw him. Afterward I 
uzmayapatiy him at Ecbatana; and the men who were his foremost followers, those at 
Ecbatana within the fortress I (flayed and) hung out (their hides, stuffed with straw).173  
 

Inscriptions of Behistun Mountain use a more specific term for WHIPC. Darius utilized a 

compound word from the preposition patiy, “during, throughout, at, too” and the noun uzma, 

“stake, pile.”174 Uzmayapatiy when used together with akunavam, “to make or do,” is translated 

as “crucified,” or literally “I made them through a stake.”175 Logically, then, Skjærvø translates 

                                                 
170 Hengel, Crucifixion, 21-22; Genesis 40:19-20; Numbers 25:4-13; Deuteronomy 21:22; Joshua 8:29, 10:26; 2 
Samuel 4:12-5:1, 21:9-10.  
171 DB 2.78-91. 
172 DB 3.43-52. 
173 DB 3.83-92. 
174 Col 2.13-14; 3.8, 15 translated and transcribed in Tolman, Ancient Persian Lexicon and Texts. See Tolman’s 
footnotes on page 15 regarding the translation “cross” over “impale.” 
175 See “Old Persian: Master Glossary” by Jonathan Slocum and Scott L. Harvey here 
http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/eieol/opeol-MG-X.html. See also an online version here:  
https://archive.org/stream/cu31924026893150#page/n33/mode/2up.  
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uzmayapatiy as “impale.”176 On the contrary, Rawlinson, credited for first deciphering the 

inscription, noted “The translation which I have given of crucifixum [sic] is undoubted; for the 

Babylonian text employs the usual Semitic term for ‘a cross;’ but I am quite unable to trace the 

Persian etymology.”177 But, to what Semitic term for “cross” is Rawlinson referring? Unlike the 

Hebrew terms used at this period were yâqaʻ and talah in reference to hanging, and ‘ets for wood 

or beam, Rawlinson seems to be referring to the Babylonian version of the text stating, ina 

zaqipi.178 Zaqipi which was used multiple times in Assyrian inscriptions, see Chapter 5.  

Nonetheless, concerning the etymology of the Persian, perhaps a more linguistically 

sound approach is to notice a consistent trend with three Indo-European languages, Old Persian, 

Linear B, and Latin, instead of Semitic, to combine pa- (like the Hittite pia-) with a term that 

means wood. Then, like the Linear B pa-khet-ter and Latin pa-tibulus. patiy-uzma would 

translate “by instrument of wood, or through wood.”  A comparable Hittite term is more 

challenging to find. As a lost language, reconstructed through syllabic translation and 

decipherment using regional Semitic languages, Hittite is still evasive. The Hittite cuneiform for 

“wood” or “tree” is the Sumerogram, GIŠ. The phonetic pronunciation for forest in Hittite is 

dārū.179   

Darius’s predilection to uzmayapatiy was recorded by the biased Greek historian 

Herodotus as well. The Persians were using uzmayapatiy against those they conquered and on 

those who rebelled. This punishment was in play for rebellious kings during the Ionians Greek 

                                                 
176 Skjærvø, An Introduction to Old Persian, 164.  
177 Rawlinson, “On the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia,” iv. 
178 For the Babylonian transliteration of the Behistun Inscription see Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and 
Crucifixion, 379-380. 
179“Hittite: Base for Dictionary,” in Hittite Online from UT Austin Linguistic Research Center 
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/eieol_base_form_dictionary/hitol/11 copyright 2017. The website is based on Julius 
Pokorny’s Indogermanisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch. 
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rebellion that started the Greco-Persian War. One of Darius’s commanders, whom he had hanged 

on a stake, he took down before he expired. Herodotus describes the commander’s punishment as 

both ἀνεσταύρωσε and ἀνακρεμασθέντος. Herodotus used two compound terms with ana 

prefixes, not the Greek διά (“through,” the equivalent to Old Persian patiy). He used both the 

stσταύρ- and κρεμ- roots.180 Given the challenge one might encounter while un-impaling a 

victim, this commander was probably externally affixed or hanged, not necessarily by the neck, 

upon a stake by Darius I, as opposed to impaled or run-through with a stake. It is also almost 

impossible to survive strangulation via the neck. This means, like the koinê Greek used for 

Jesus’s death, both stσταύρ- and κρεμ- were interchangeably used for tortures that were not 

impalement, but clearly involved suspension or affixing on a stake, not strangulation. In Hittite, 

like Greek and some Semitic languages, stake, peg, and nail can be the same word: tarma. While 

Hittite tarma is stake or nail ambiguously, they use a separate and specific word for “hang,” 

unlike the Greek, but similar to Jerome using suspendit and patibulum or crux together.181   

While the function of this etymology chapter is to focus on the Bronze Age and ANE 

Iron Age, potential Persian-Hebrew and Greek interaction must also be assessed. The term 

ἀνασταυρόω, first seen in Greek writing through Herodotus, contrasts older Greek texts such as 

the Odyssey and Works and Days which describe variations in WHIPC. Thucydides, (late fifth 

century BCE) used ἀνασταυρόω for crucifixion and uses σταυρόω as stakes set up as protective 

fort boundaries. The compound term “upon a stake” mirrors the Persian terminology used by 

Darius I in the Behistun inscription.  Based on the temporal usage of many of the crucifixion 

terms in the text, it seems more probable that some of the terms were exchanged culturally.   

                                                 
180 Herodotus, Histories, 6.29.1-6.30.1; 7.194.1-2. Here Herodotus uses ἀνασταυρόω. Darius gave his head a proper 
burial.   
181 Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 376. 
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Hebrew WHIPC: Changes in Writing and Practice 

Herodotus delivered the first surviving Greek account of the ἀνα- compound terms for 

WHIPC. Like Herodotus, the Hebrew Bible describes WHIPC under the Persians. Ezra promoted 

the rebuilding of the second temple, under the Achaemenid Persian Empire, stating, “Also I have 

made a decree, that whosoever shall alter this word, let timber be pulled down from his house, 

and being set up, let him be hanged thereon.”182 

The way the Jewish population described the WHIPC tortures in their texts is different 

after Greek and Roman interaction, but Persian influence cannot be traced. The descriptions 

become more explicit after Greek influence and even more graphic after Roman rule. One 

example of this more acute accounting can be observed in Josephus’s retelling of certain Old 

Testament deaths.183 For an example, differences emerge in a simple comparison of the WHIPC 

examples from the Maccabean Revolt,184 as told in the Maccabees account and Josephus’s 

retelling of the event. Pre-Roman Maccabees’ account of the Greek forced assimilation, 

forbidding circumcision, and daily sacrifices states: 

Women who had had their children circumcised were put to death according to the edict 
with their babies hung [κρεμάω] round their necks, and the members of their household 
and those who had performed the circumcision were executed with them. Yet there were 
many in Israel who stood firm and found the courage to refuse unclean food. They chose 
death rather than contamination by such fare or profanation of the holy covenant, and 
they were executed.185 

Josephus retells the history:  

                                                 
182 Ezra 6:8-13. The Bible statement on Persian punishment was not unique. The Neo-Assyrians had a similar 
punishment for men late for military service. The Old Babylonian code put robbers to death at the house, but the 
robbers were buried and subjected to WHIPC, Hammurapi's Code 21. 
183 Josephus was a first-century CE Jewish commander in the First Jewish War against the Romans. He defected to 
the Romans and wrote the history of the war.  
184 The Maccabean Revolt was the Jewish revolt against Greek rule (167-160 BCE), retold as the origin of 
Hanukkah. The Jews successfully gained independence until the Roman conquest.  
185 1 Maccabees 1:60-63. 
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They every day underwent great miseries and bitter torments; for they were whipped with 
rods, and their bodies were torn to pieces, and were crucified [ἀνεσταυροῦντο, literally 
upon a stake, which is the New Testament term used for Christ’s crucifixion], while they 
were still alive, and breathed. They also strangled those women and their sons whom they 
had circumcised, as the king had appointed, hanging [ἀπῆγχον, choking, hanging, 
throttling] their sons about their necks as they were upon the stakes [ἀνεσταυρωμένων]. 
And if there were any sacred book of the law found, it was destroyed, and those with 
whom they were found miserably perished also.186 

Josephus provided a more gruesome description of the executions. He clearly underlined the 

ardent Jews were put on stakes while they were alive. He refined the ambiguous Maccabees 

account of women with their sons choked around their necks, explaining the women were 

strangled and crucified with infant necklaces. Perhaps after seeing so much carnage (he saw five 

hundred people crucified per day in the Jewish War)187 he and his audience were more willing to 

talk about the atrocities in the Roman period. A second possibility for adapting the Maccabees 

account may be that Josephus was attempting to gain empathy. A third possibility is that he was 

drawing a delicate parallel between the Jewish success in overthrowing the Greeks and their 

current situation with the Romans. While it is possible Josephus recounted the episode from an 

oral tradition, it is much more probable that he utilized written accounts and creative innovation. 

For whatever reason, the retelling of the account changed to fit the current context; perhaps the 

execution practices themselves had altered, but this cannot be determined for sure. In any case, 

Josephus favored using the ἀνα- plus σταυρ- compound for hanging or when retelling the 

Hebrew talah with ‘ets, as seen in the Esther passage below, see footnote. 

The Hebrew text of Esther states “Have a beam [ֵעץ,`ets, literally a tree, stake, or beam] 

fifty cubits high made and in the morning ask the king to have Mordecai hanged [ָּתָלה talah] on 

it… So they hanged talah Haman on the `ets which he had prepared for Mordecai, and the king’s 

                                                 
186 Josephus, AJ, 12.256. 
187 Josephus, BJ, 5.446-451. 
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anger subsided.”188 All three accounts of WHIPC from the Book of Esther (5:14; 7:9-10, written 

probably ca. 331 BCE) mention the term ‘ets, meaning beam, tree, or stake, but often translated 

as into English as “gallows.” However, ‘ets was simpler than the early modern concept of 

hanging gallows.189 Haman constructed the ‘ets, hanging device, therefore the translation “tree” 

may be eliminated through syntax.  He used a beam or stake. The second-century BCE 

Septuagint, however translated talah, especially in the passage 7:9-10, with both κρεμάω and 

σταυρόω!  

And Zosara his wife and his friends said to him, Let there be a gallows [ξύλον, literally 
“beam” or “timber”] made for thee of fifty cubits, and in the morning do thou speak to 
the king, and let Mardochaeus be hanged on the gallows [κρεμασθήτω Μαρδοχαῖος ἐπὶ 
τοῦ ξύλου]: but do thou go in to the feast with the king, and be merry. And the saying 
pleased Aman, and the gallows [ξύλον] was prepared. …And Bugathan, one of the 
chamberlains, said to the king, Behold, Aman has also prepared a gallows [ξύλον] for 
Mardochaeus, who spoke concerning the king, and a gallows of fifty cubits high has been 
set up in the premises of Aman. And the king said, Let him be hanged [σταυρωθήτω, a 
better translation would be “staked”] thereon. So Aman was hanged [ἐκρεμάσθη] on the 
gallows [ξύλον] that had been prepared for Mardochaeus: and then the king’s wrath was 
appeased.190 
 

The Septuagint above included σταυρ-, κρεμά-, ξύλον to describe the instruments of death. 

Josephus used only σταυρ- and κρεμά-.  In reference to the eunuchs who faced WHIPC in 

Esther, with the Hebrew still using talah and ‘ets, Josephus wrote about the passage only using 

                                                 
188 “Mordecai, by the means of Esther, made the conspirators known to the king. This troubled the king; but he 
discovered the truth, and hanged the eunuchs upon a cross.” Μαρδοχαῖος δὲ διὰ τῆς Ἐσθήρας φανεροὺς ἐποίησε τῷ 
βασιλεῖ τοὺς ἐπιβουλεύοντας. ταραχθεὶς δὲ ὁ βασιλεὺς τἀληθὲς ἐξεῦρεν καὶ τοὺς μὲν εὐνούχους ἀνεσταύρωσεν. 
Josephus, AJ, 11.207-208.    
189 Esther 7:9-10. “Haman added, ‘Even Queen Esther let no one come with the king to the banquet she prepared but 
myself. And tomorrow also I am invited by her together with the king. Yet all this does me no good, so long as I see 
Mor'decai the Jew sitting at the king's gate.’  Then his wife Zeresh and all his friends said to him, ‘Let a ‘ets fifty 
cubits high [about seventy-five feet] be made, and in the morning tell the king to have Mor'decai talah upon it; then 
go merrily with the king to the dinner.’ This counsel pleased Haman, and he had the ‘ets made. …Haman had just 
entered the outer court of the king's palace to speak to the king about having Mor'decai talah on the ‘ets that he had 
prepared for him. …‘Moreover, the ‘ets which Haman has prepared for Mor'decai, whose word saved the king, is 
standing in Haman's house, fifty cubits high.’ And the king said, ‘talah him on that.’ So they talah Haman on the 
‘ets which he had prepared for Mor'decai. Then the anger of the king abated.” 
190 Esther 5:14; 7:9-10. 
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ἀνασταυρόω, adding the compound term. The Septuagint uses ἐκρέμασεν αὐτούς and Jerome 

translated this as uterque eorum in patibulo.191 For the eunuchs, the Septuagint and the Vulgate 

do not mention upon what the victims were hanged; they do not translate ‘ets. With ἀνασταυρόω, 

Josephus did not need to include a separate word for the beam or hanging; the word implies the 

victims were upon stakes. The Septuagint authors had the compound WHIPC terms at their 

disposal, but they did not use them for the passage. 

One may observe another example of the evolution of hanging terminology changing in 

the eight to first centuries BCE with a slight alteration of the Deuteronomy 21:22 in the Temple 

Scroll as compared to the canonized version. The Temple Scroll is one of the writings from the 

Dead Sea Scrolls by a community living in Qumran. Surviving on nineteen strips of parchment, 

the text includes a significant portion of Hebrew Bible passages, but it also contains original 

content as well. Literary analysis of the text suggests no Greek influence, which may suggest a 

pre-Hasmonean date, but because of the content in the scrolls, specifically arguing between 

legitimate high priests, a more probable estimate of the composition is 125 to 100 BCE. In both 

the canonized Deuteronomy text and the Temple Scroll the Hebrew terms for hanging, 

impalement, or crucifixion, ָּתָלה (talah), “to hang,” occurs in Deuteronomy 21:22-23.192 The 

                                                 
191 Eunuchs in Josephus only get ἀνεσταύρω. Josephus, AJ, 11.207-208. The Septuagint used ἐκρέμασεν, the 
Hebrew has talah and 'ets. Esther 2:23. 
192 Gesenius, et al., “talah,” Genenius's Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon, 760-761. Genesis 40:19, Esther 5:14, and 7:10 
make reference to Egyptian and Persian use of impaling or crucifixion respectively. “Within three more days 
Pharaoh will lift up your head from you and will hang you on a tree, and the birds will eat your flesh off you.” 
Genesis 40:19. Old Hebrew terminology made no distinction between hanging, crucifixion, or impalement. All of 
these forms of execution displayed the body. For modern scholarship on this problem see Baumgarten, “Does tlh in 
the Temple Scroll Refer to Crucifixion?” and Baumgarten and Berkowitz, “Decapitation and the Discourse of 
Antisyncretism in the Babylonian Talmud.” Both of these authors are looking at later periods after Greek and 
Roman cultures influenced the Levant. However, there may have been influence earlier under the Persians and 
Assyrians. Temple Scroll 64.6-15. See also: J. Maier, The Temple Scroll an Introduction, Translation & 
Commentary, and D. D. Swanson, The Temple Scroll and the Bible. 
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canonized passage approximately dated somewhere between the eighth and fourth centuries BCE 

(with possible alterations along the road to canonization)193 reads,  

And if a man has committed a crime punishable by death and he is put to death, and you 
hang [talah, Septuagint κρεμάσητε, Vulgate adpensus fuerit] him on a tree [’ets, 
Septuagint ἐπὶ ξύλου, Vulgate in patibulo, but the following line used lignum], his body 
shall not remain all night upon the tree, but you shall bury him the same day, for a hanged 
man is accursed by God; you shall not defile your land which the LORD your God gives 
you for an inheritance.194  
 
The Mishna, a rabbinic digest on law in the Hebrew Bible, while it was written ca. 200 

CE, well into the Roman period, preserves traditions from the Second Temple Period. The 

Mishna is in line with the canonized passage regarding postmortem display, but is more specific 

about the execution and the display. The Mishna’s elaboration on the postmortem display is not 

unfounded, as the preceding verses of the Hebrew Bible mention stoning disobedient people. The 

more detailed death account indicates a strong third-century Roman perspective on death. Seeing 

WHIPC carnage became normal as criminals were hoisted up and mutilated during public 

spectacles and were left to rot and be eaten by wild birds as they were guarded by Roman 

soldiers around the city. The Mishna’s specific clarification of execution happening prior to the 

display of the body may be a political statement against the Roman Empire’s mass WHIPC 

executions.195 Like the Christian alteration of WHIPC terminology, the Jewish population under 

Rome may have felt pressure to clarify their stance on WHIPC. 

The Aramaic Targum paraphrase of Deuteronomy 21:22-23 and on Ruth 1:17 indicate 

                                                 
193 Cook, CMW, 316-328. 
194 Deuteronomy 21:22-23 RSV. Septuagint: ἐὰν δὲ γένηται ἔν τινι ἁμαρτία κρίμα θανάτου καὶ ἀποθάνῃ καὶ 
κρεμάσητε αὐτὸν ἐπὶ ξύλου. 
195 Berkowitz notes Jews did not attend the arena executions, because they were martyrs in them. Berkowitz, 
Execution and Invention, 156. However, though this is probably just an anti-Semitic trope, the Christian martyr text 
of Polycarp portrays Jews cheering for the death of the Christian saints.  
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hanging on a tree as a form of execution and as a postmortem corpse display.196 The two-fold 

purpose of hanging, impaling, or crucifying can also be seen in early Greek texts. What makes 

the etymological transformation of Hebrew WHIPC terms even more fascinating in the Roman 

period is the comparison of Philo to the Septuagint.197 

Philo, a Jewish author from Alexandria, Egypt, in the first century CE, also uses a new 

WHIPC term when commenting on the aforementioned Deuteronomy passage. Unlike talah 

from the Hebrew Bible, or the perfectly acceptable κρεμάω term used in the Septuagint itself, 

accessible to Philo, Philo sifted through these available terms and discarded both κρεμάω and 

σταυρόω to use άνασκολοπίζω.198 It is evident that άνασκολοπίζω could be used interchangeably 

with σταυρ-, κρέμ- and talah; but it has a slightly broader meaning in that it can mean “hanged,” 

“suspended” “put upon a stake a pole,” or even “crucified,” as in Chapman’s translation. Philo’s 

reference to this verse shows the Jewish understanding of the passage to mean WHIPC in the 

Roman period. Philo quotes Deuteronomy in a slightly different way by applying it directly to 

the death penalty, not simply a corpse display as the canonized passage reads.  

He [the lawgiver] ordained besides another punishment, commanding those who took 
human life to be crucified [άνασκολοπίζω]. And, after ordering this, He hastens again to 
his philanthropy, being subdued toward those who had worked savage acts; and He says, 
“Do not let the sun set upon those who have been crucified [άνασκολοπίζω], but let them 
be concealed in the earth, having been taken down before sunset.”199 
 

Well before Philo interchanged the Greek κρεμάω and άνασκολοπίζω Herodotus equated 

                                                 
196 Targum to Ruth 1:17 includes stoning, burning, death by the sword, and hanging on a tree. Clarke, Ernest G., and 
Paul Virgil McCracken Flesher. Targum and Scripture, 231-90. Cook, CMW, 328. 
197 Septuagint for Deuteronomy 21:22-23. 
198 PIE is salka or ghalgho “pole” or “gallows,” “long pole.” Anthony, David. W. The Horse, the Wheel, and 
Language. 63-66.  
199 Philo, De specialibus legibus 3.151-152, Greek and translation from Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian 
Perceptions of Crucifixion, 132-133. 
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άνασκολοπίζω and ἀνασταυρόω. 200 From the fifth century BCE to the first century CE, these 

three Greek WHIPC terms, along with talah and ‘ets, were used without specific distinction. 

Greco-Roman influence in the Levant and Egypt changed Jewish descriptions of exposure 

executions. They became more gruesome, more descriptive, and more articulate. This increased 

vividness and specificity, however, does not mean that the Greeks or Romans introduced the 

Jews to crucifixion. On the contrary, the Jews recorded punishments of pulling beams from one’s 

house and staking upon them a man guilty of breaking the Persian edict to help rebuild the 

Jewish temple.201 It does not seem as though the practice of WHIPC changed, except for a 

possible increase or decrease in implementation depending on the time and culture, but rather the 

terminology evolved.  

  

                                                 
200 Herodotus, Histories, 4.43.2-7. 
201 Ezra 6:8-13. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECORDING WHIPC THROUGH DEPICTIONS AND INSCRIPTIONS 

This chapter looks at the records of the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and 

crucifying (WHIPC) and their purpose including visual and written remains.202 I have 

determined that all events of WHIPC from the cultures included in this study fall into eleven 

general, and interrelated categories in written and visual records. The first purpose of WHIPC 

record comes from those showing success in war by creating graphic military trophies through 

WHIPC. The second reason for WHIPC is the entertainment and spectacle value of public 

executions. For instance, WHIPC was used in Roman amphitheaters and other performing 

centers as a show. Third and fourth, propaganda and political commentary commending or 

condemning the use of WHIPC play a role in written or visual records. Fifth, WHIPC simply 

acted as an execution method. This punitive or corrective motive is the most familiar one to us 

today, and could target not just one victim, but serve as a means of mollifying victims of crime 

or correcting an entire community, thus creating the sixth reason. Seventh, WHIPC in writing 

and image worked as a preventative measure against crime. Eighth, the victims occasionally 

served as an offering to the gods, in some sort of human, or animal, donative sacrifice. Using 

WHIPC as a scapegoat method, a means to purify or sanctify something polluted, makes up the 

ninth reason for WHIPC. The tenth and eleventh reasons, WHIPC worked to curse and to heal 

both in life and in the afterlife. These reasons for recording WHIPC group into three categories: 

showing power, punishing wrong doers, or religious and magical intentions.  

                                                 
202 Much of the Greek WHIPC imagery included in this chapter is covered in Monique Halm-Tisserant’s Réalités et 
imaginaire des supplices en Grèce ancienne, which I was unable to include in this study.  
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Figure 11: Three primary functions of WHIPC and their sub-categories. 

 
A current anti-Rankean trend in scholarship creates models to understand, simplify, and 

teach both religion and history. While each record of WHIPC is unique, using the three-category 

model can be helpful in understanding the exposure methods. The creation of a model can create 

shortcomings in scholarship or cause one to overlook changes in each occasion. For example, 

instead of approaching the myth, time periods, or topics open-mindedly researchers approach 

their scholarship in search of a model or with a preconceived notion that obfuscates the truth.203 I 

have attempted to notice similarities in the records of WHIPC through the model, but have also 

tried to give the details concerning each individual event to avoid over-generalizing. The creation 

of models spurs argument and debate. In Ranke’s words, “Our glance must indeed be always 

fixed on the universal, but from false premises only false conclusions can be drawn. Critical 

enquiry and intelligent generalization are mutually indispensable.”204  

Most written accounts of WHIPC in the Ancient Near East (ANE) remain in annals, 

monuments, literature, and legal texts. Rare examples exist in letters or personal documents. 

Annalistic texts first appear in the end of the late second millennium from the court of Tiglath-

                                                 
203 Note the Semiotic models of Charles Segal, Proppian’s approach to generalizing and categorizing plots in 
mythology, the Jungian and Kerényian archetypes, etiological models, the 813 mythemes of Lévi-Strauss, and 
Dumézil’s king-warrior-priest system of proto-Indo-European and Indo-European cultures. See also Graf’s 
discussion on these models in Greek Mythology, 30-56. 
204 Ranke, Universal History, xiii. 
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pileser I. The annals describe the positive accomplishments of the kings, primarily in battle, 

through divine intervention.205 Mordechai Cogan, emeritus professor of Assyrian and Jewish 

historian at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, categorized the typical section of Assyrian 

annals with the following formula: (1) an invocation to the gods, (2) introduction of the emperor 

with his various designations and divine appointment, (3) the king’s military success, (4) the 

reason for the inscription, and (5) thanksgiving and blessings to the god(s).206 The emperor had 

the annals edited every few years to add successive battles. In the editorial process, previous 

itineraries and spoil counts found themselves altered with abbreviated or summarized accounts. 

By the sixth century BCE, the chronological year-by-year model of annalistic writing began to 

wane.207  

Official scribes, in other words, royal scribes of the ANE, differed from personal scribes, 

or private scribes for the masses. Less experienced private scribes used language in a less 

meticulous and standardized way.208 Personal letters reveal more about the language of the 

average resident of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, but no published letters contain WHIPC accounts, 

perhaps because monuments and tombs have a longer survival rate than clay tablets. Thus, the 

survival rate of royal accounts of WHIPC has remained while any account by the average ANE 

resident no longer exists, if it ever did. As a result, the study of ANE WHIPC primarily derives 

from the royal WHIPC implementers and not the victims or the loved ones of the victims.  

What does the medium of the elite say about the recording, purpose, and perception of 

WHIPC in the ANE? Giacomo Cavillier proposed that part of war-making includes justification 

                                                 
205 Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 2-3. 
206 Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 3-4. 
207 Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 4-5. 
208 Luukko, Grammatical Variation in Neo-Assyrian, 7-10. 
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and propaganda for the event.209 The idea of justification plays out in monuments, annals, and 

even funerary monuments and temples. The regal records portray WHIPC as necessary and 

heroic. Darius specifically delineated the purpose of his monument as a means to solidify and 

prove his power: 

Now let what has been done by me convince you. For the sake of the people, do not 
conceal it. If you do not conceal this edict but if you publish it to the world, then may 
Ahuramazda be your friend, may your family be numerous, and may you live long. If you 
conceal this edict and do not publish it to the world, may Ahuramazda slay you and may 
your house cease.210 
 

Darius, delighted he had the kings he had conquered crucified or impaled, wanted the world to 

know it. While the onlooker of the Behistun Inscription could not read the text from the road 

near Mount Behistun, the relief of Darius’s train of captives captivated the passerby. 

Furthermore, Darius I commissioned copies of the inscription for distribution throughout his 

kingdom.211 The monument inspired fear and submission during his rule. Darius I usurped the 

Persian throne, an event he justified in the introduction to the mountain’s text. Darius I found it 

necessary to legitimize his rule. While Darius infused the text with WHIPC anecdotes, the relief 

does not depict the punishment. The image does, however, mirror earlier Mesopotamian and 

Egyptian smiting scenes.212  

Another example of recording WHIPC accounts in annals comes from the book of Esther. 

The book offers an account of the struggle between Haman and Mordecai for the Persian king’s 

favor. One of the three hanging accounts in Esther emphasized a WHIPC event becoming a 

permanent record in the king’s annals:  

                                                 
209 Cavillier, “Ramesses III’s Wars and Triumphs,” 23.  
210 DB Col. 4. 60-61. 
211 Waters, Ancient Persia, 59. 
212 Waters, Ancient Persia, 73-74. 
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And in those days, as Mor'decai was sitting at the king's gate, Bigthan and Teresh, two of 
the king's eunuchs, who guarded the threshold, became angry and sought to lay hands on 
King Ahasu-e'rus. And this came to the knowledge of Mor'decai, and he told it to Queen 
Esther, and Esther told the king in the name of Mor'decai. When the affair was 
investigated and found to be so, the men were both hanged [talah] on the gallows [‘ets]. 
And it was recorded in the Book of the Chronicles in the presence of the king.213 
 

But why did the author of Esther also wish to record the WHIPC accounts in Esther? The 

Hebrew Bible uniquely records, through written record, many WHIPC events from a non-legal 

and non-royal perspective. When not dealing with their own law, and under the rule of the 

Persians, the WHIPC accounts of the Bible make statements of their own race’s favor with the 

ruling empire. Esther purposefully portrayed the Jews as favored subjects of the Persians. Ezra’s 

mention of WHIPC specifically states the Persian Empire proclaimed punishment for anyone 

who obstructed the reconstruction of the Second Temple.214  

The limited surviving records of ANE WHIPC, primarily produced by the government in 

law, annals, and monuments, skews the perspective of the purpose of WHIPC. These records do 

not reveal the opinions of the general population toward WHIPC. Law codes infrequently 

mention WHIPC. The Code of Hammurapi and the Hittite Law Code typically assign death for 

crimes through an unspecified form of execution. Examples of WHIPC in ANE laws include 

female adulterers punished on stakes in the Code of Hammurapi. Also, Hammurapi had robbers 

hanged at the house they dishonored.215 Assyrian law prescribed impalement or crucifixion for 

women who cause abortions.216 The Hebrew Bible mandates hanging as an execution method for 

                                                 
213 Esther 2:16-23. 
214 Ezra 6:8-13. 
215 Code of Hammurapi, 21, 153.  
216 Neo-Assyrian Code I.52 
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capital law breakers.217 Egyptian edicts of the New Kingdom and Late Period show being put on 

a stake as the traditional punishment for breaking an oath against the Pharaoh.218 

Regal records of WHIPC present the accounts with a clear agenda of legitimizing the 

ruling dynasty and justifying such brutality against rebels, criminals, and prisoners of war. The 

remainder of this chapter looks at both written and visual accounts of WHIPC in history, 

biographies, annals, laws, monuments, mythology, temples, tombs, palaces, monuments, statues, 

pottery, and graffiti. Visual depictions of WHIPC have survived in five categories, public and 

private buildings, monuments, statues, pottery, and graffiti. The three functional categories of 

exemplifying power, punishment (or negative reinforcement), and religious piety remain in play 

in visual depictions.  

Christoph Uehlinger addresses the purpose of visual depictions in Assyrian palaces, 

stating: 

The most elementary insight, in my opinion, is that they represent an ancient Assyrian 
interpretation of the events at least as authoritative as annals and other monumental 
inscriptions. As such, they deserve the same serious interest and study as the texts. Their 
pictorial discourse may be subjected to a similar kind of rhetorical and ideological 
analysis as the inscriptions. The historical information contained in and retrievable from 
the reliefs may concern all three of Braudel’s levels of history, including events, social 
history (histoire conjoncturelle) and longue durée (much of which is actually geography), 
although they certainly operate best on the first and second levels.219  
 

Monumental artwork also provides a practical purpose in religious rituals to create a sacred space 

for holy ceremonies.220 The images invoked the presence of the gods and turned away evil 

spirits. To inhabitants of the ancient world, images held the power of sympathetic magic.221 

                                                 
217 Deuteronomy 21:22. 
218 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 340-345. 
219 Uehlinger, “Clio in a World of Pictures --another Look at the Lachish Reliefs,” 277-278. 
220 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 98. 
221 Sir James Frazer produced the most authoritative but contentious definition of sympathetic magic in the third 
chapter of The Golden Bough. “Homoeopathic magic is founded on the association of ideas by similarity: contagious 
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Sympathetic magic represents the probable purpose behind the Roman graffiti of WHIPC like 

binding and the use of nails in Roman curse tablets.222 Images and items had power to heal and 

curse. It is possible that the Roman graffiti images of Alkimila was used as a curse against her.223 

Personal items like pottery showing scenes of WHIPC told legendary stories, and served as 

souvenirs for a play or other public event the pot owner attended. 

WHIPC depictions in tombs and temples invoke healing and resurrecting powers. ANE 

cultures viewed images with power just as the Romans did. Pictographs could, through 

sympathetic magic, cause harm to the deceased. The Egyptians inscribed their tombs with 

positive and negative confessions to protect and revive the deceased.224 The Egyptians utilized 

representative magic through putting writing, statues and statuettes, and carved and painted 

images in graves. The Egyptians employed damnatio memoriae to erase permanently and to 

                                                 
magic is founded on the association of ideas by contiguity. Homoeopathic magic commits the mistake of assuming 
that things which resemble each other are the same: contagious magic commits the mistake of assuming that things 
which have once been in contact with each other are always in contact. ...Both branches of magic, the homoeopathic 
and the contagious, may conveniently be comprehended under the general name of Sympathetic Magic, since both 
assume that things act on each other at a distance through a secret sympathy.” Golden Bough, 3.1.2. 
222 Driving a peg or nail to a wall or other object, such as tent pegs to the ground, ritually symbolized ownership. 
Pegs may have also symbolized strength and leadership in addition to ownership. Consequently, slaves were 
punished by driving a peg through their mouth, perhaps a submission symbol of ownership. So too, in order to 
reclaim a runaway slave, one could insert a pomegranate peg to the mouth of a runaway figurine in a form of 
sympathetic magic. Biggs, et al., The Assyrian Dictionary, 298, See E. Ebeling, Literarisch Keilschrifttexte aus 
Assur LKA) 135:8.  The Hebrew Bible provides an example of killing by nailing a peg through a skull in Judges 
5:26-27 (630-539 BCE) “She put her hand to the tent peg and her right hand to the workmen's mallet; she struck 
Sis'era [an enemy commander] a blow, she crushed his head, she shattered and pierced his temple. He sank, he fell, 
he lay still at her feet; at her feet he sank, he fell; where he sank, there he fell dead.” A passage from Isaiah 22:15-
25, written approximately 710 to 689 BCE states, “I will thrust you from your office, and you will be cast down 
from your station. In that day I will call my servant …And I will place on his shoulder the key of the house of 
David… And I will fasten him like a peg in a sure place, and he will become a throne of honor to his father's house. 
And they will hang on him the whole weight of his father's house, the offspring and issue, every small vessel, from 
the cups to all the flagons. In that day, says the LORD of hosts, the peg that was fastened in a sure place will give 
way; and it will be cut down and fall, and the burden that was upon it will be cut off, for the LORD has spoken.’” 
The use of fetters and nailing prisoners of war may have been a symbolic and real act of ownership. 
223  Figure 6. 
224 “Never was I beaten in the presence of any official since my birth; never did I take the property of any man by 
violence.” The Mortuary Inscription of Nezemib, Cairo, 1732 in Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 125. 
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curse deceased rulers, like Hatshepsut. Statuettes of servants accompanied burials to serve the 

pharaohs in the Underworld.  Assyrians believed in the animistic influence of pictures or replicas 

as well. Images caused action. A visual representation could cause life or death, resurrection or 

paralysis.225 By the principle of sympathetic magic, WHIPC images in ancient tombs played a 

significant role. 

WHIPC images on pottery and in graffiti had a fourth purpose, in addition to the three 

functional categories. Pottery served as form of commemoration of myth in theater, games, 

festivals, and other spectacles. Pottery and graffiti included representations outside of the 

aristocracy, as opposed to monumental art. While rulers utilized tombs, temples, and pottery for 

propaganda, to show power, and to control behavior, pottery was also an item of mass use to 

commemorate religious and social spectacles.  

Ninth-century CE iconodule arguments can apply to the use of images in the ancient 

world. Images themselves had power. Images in Christian churches taught the experiences of 

saints to the illiterate public. The principle of communicating historic events and religious stories 

to an uneducated population through images in pottery, temple walls, and even floor mosaics 

likely motivated the introduction of WHIPC images in public and private buildings. As 

Alessandra Gilibert, archaeologist specializing in the Levant at the University of Ca’ Foscari in 

Venice, observed in her analysis of Assyrian palace reliefs, “Monumental art prompts the 

viewers to remember, re-experience, and re-imagine the depicted acts, particularly when the 

spatial settings were the same as or comparable to those of the original events.”226 In addition to 

telling stories of caution, WHIPC images brought healing and apotropaic magic as well as 

                                                 
225 Bahrani, Zainab. “The King’s Head,” 117-118.  
226 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 98. 
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cursing. Noticing WHIPC in ancient mythology provides an example to observe change in the 

punishment over time through both written and visual depictions of the same event. 

 

Mythology  

To begin the investigation of the purpose of WHIPC in written records I will first look at 

mythology. One can observe three primary purposes for including WHIPC in mythology. First, 

the act of WHIPC shows power and dominion of human over human, or more commonly, a deity 

over another deity, demigods, or human. Thespian representations of the myths exemplify the 

portrayal of WHIPC. The second goal for WHIPC in myth justifies or invalidates the use of 

WHIPC as a punishment method. Pure religious and moral values represent the final reason for 

including WHIPC in mythology. Examples of WHIPC in myth include Archaic Greek Odysseus 

with the suitors and Zeus’s implementation on Hera, Prometheus, Ixion and Tityos. Ancient Near 

Eastern examples include Ishtar hanging a corpse in the Underworld, Seth locking Osiris in a 

chest and Osiris growing into a tree, and Humbaba regretting he did not kill and hang Gilgamesh 

at the branches of the forest’s entrance.227   

Unlike the modern connotation of mythology as a fable, the early Greeks linked myths, at 

least linguistically, to authoritative speeches.228 Myths provided entertainment, satire, cathartic 

release, reinterpretation of history, explanation of origin, reinforcement and interpretation of 

morals or religion, and avenues of national pride and propaganda.229 As the myth spread to later 

generations or new cultures the purpose changed. In other words, myths evolve over time and 

                                                 
227 The Epic of Gilgamesh 5.6.10-30; Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld 164-189. Pinch, Handbook of Egyptian 
Mythology, 76-85, 127. 
228 Dougherty, Prometheus, 12. 
229 Vernant, J.P. “The Reason of Myth,” 11. Graf indicates myths reflect the human response to their environment 
and to a way to explain nature. Graf, Greek Mythology, 152-153.  
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sociopolitical circumstances. The function of individual myths changes with each retelling of the 

story, as the reinterpreting population repurposes the original myth. Myths must evolve to remain 

culturally relevant and therefore their role in society changes.230 The revision can change the 

myth from an etiological function to one of pure entertainment, or even political satire. To 

ascertain the full meaning of a myth in individual revisions over time, the historic contexts and 

linguistic style must receive attention. To illustrate this, I will elaborate on four case studies of 

the mythological characters most relevant to our study of WHIPC; Prometheus, Ixion, Tityos, 

and Marsyas. First, however, some background factors in the best ways to approach Greek myths 

are addressed. 

 

Using Greek Myth in Historical Inquiry  

Carol Dougherty indicated the purpose of myth, specifically the Prometheus myth, was to 

retell a story everyone already knew in a new and inventive way.231 Therefore, utilizing a 

chronological and micro-analytical approach becomes indispensable because the idiosyncratic 

retelling held its own significant purpose specifically relevant to the culture, narrator, and 

audience. The whole corpus of renditions does not equate to an individual version.232 Rather, 

each version provides insight on the time and place in which the version was produced. 

Given the purpose of WHIPC in myth, the modern reasons for studying myth, and the 

background of drastic sociopolitical changes that occurred from Bronze Age Greece to classical 

Greece, the case study of Prometheus’s punishment clearly reveals the need to view the myth 

versions separately and with a unique purpose for each retelling of Prometheus’ punishment.  

                                                 
230 Graf, Greek Mythology, 3, 24. 
231 Her approach is to piece together a coherent myth of Prometheus. Dougherty, Prometheus, 10. 
232 Dougherty, Prometheus, 11. 
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The sociopolitical background holds essential keys to unlock the purpose of WHIPC in 

mythology. By viewing all versions of the Prometheus story as a whole, or single entity, the 

individual writers’ modifications to produce a contemporary message vanish.233 While an all-

encompassing approach assists in interpreting the myth, it also imposes anachronistic ideas on 

earlier accounts thus muddling their meaning.  

The myth explains the culture and the culture and history in turn illuminate the myth. The 

individual version of the myth created and used for each culture and generation should receive 

study alongside that culture. By ignoring the specific details in language and changes in the 

retelling, the purpose of the myth becomes distorted.234 Fritz Graf noted that the historical 

approach to mythology gains facts from the myth such as information on problems such as the 

Dorian invasion or Schliemann’s use of Homer’s epics to find Troy.235 Historians can and should 

approach myths both globally, chronologically, and micro-analytically. Graf cautions against 

reducing myth to only their historicity because it eliminates too much of the author’s intent and 

the receiving culture’s interpretation, but without the cultural and historical context the full 

meaning also perishes.236 The myth, when broken down into minute details, loses the essential 

whole. However, when researchers view a collection of reinventions of the myth together, the 

individual cultural aspects and the historicity of the myth disintegrates. Whether or not the story 

or events actually happened becomes irrelevant because the way the mythographer tells the story 

                                                 
233 “Each time the Prometheus myth is told, …the specific historical circumstances give it a very different kind of 
reality.” Dougherty, Prometheus, 14. 
234 For example, the Argives’ retelling of the Prometheus’s gift of fire. They did not accept the Hesiodic tradition 
that Prometheus stole fire. Gulick. “The Attic Prometheus,” 104. See also Van der Ben, “Aeschylus Prometheus, 
109,” 182-183 on Aeschylus’s terminology regarding the ambiguity for “hunt” or “steal.” 
235 Graf, Greek Mythology, 30, 121-141.  
236 Graf, Greek Mythology, 30-31. 
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reveals behavioral responses, cultural, political, moral, social, and religious identities, as well as 

changes in the core elements from previous versions of the myth.  

With a millennium and a half to change and interact with other cultures, Greek religions 

lacked uniformity. By the end of the Greek Dark Ages the polis existed in rudimentary form.  In 

the late ninth to early eighth century, Greek material goods penetrated further into the 

Mediterranean.237 In the eighth-century “Greek Renaissance,” Homer and Hesiod produced the 

first Greek epic poetry. Urbanization increased six-fold in the eighth century.238 Prior to the 

eighth century, Greek religions and cults remained largely localized. Herodotus credited Hesiod 

with the standardization of Greek myth.239   

Religious and political practices evolved from the Bronze Age to the Classical period. 

The changes in religion often mirrored political transitions. Myths evolved and emerged as 

political debate, especially in fifth- and fourth-century Athens.240 Allen indicates the Platonic 

paradigm shift with Socrates and Plato questioning the system of punishment. The political 

questioning pervades even mythology as evident from Aeschylus’s to Plato’s version of 

Prometheus’s chastisement. Essentially, Aeschylus and Plato challenged the political system. 

Aeschylus brutally described the unfair punishment, but Plato went further by providing an 

alternative, rehabilitation.  

The philosophers succeeded. Their ideas changed both religious concepts and Athenian 

execution practices.241 Xenophanes, (b. circa 570 BCE) overtly stated, “Both Homer and Hesiod 

                                                 
237 Dickinson, The Aegean from Bronze Age to Iron Age, 217. 
238 Murray, Early Greece, 64-65. 
239 Herodotus, Histories, 2.53. 
240 Graf, Greek Mythology, 178-179. Allen, The World of Prometheus, 27, 36. 
241 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 246-276. 
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have attributed to the gods all things that are shameful and a reproach among mankind: theft, 

adultery, and mutual deception.”242 Xenophanes found the anthropomorphic form of the gods 

offensive.243 Myths validated and explained current affairs. Religious cults evolved and new 

beliefs emerged, and this theme plays out with WHIPC in mythology.244 

 

Prometheus 

The case study of Prometheus’s punishment shows the necessity of the incremental 

chronological approach in order to consider contemporary influences on the population for 

whom the myth was meant, as the current trend in the study of mythology is global, meaning all 

of the versions of the myth are looked at as a whole. The problem is that the torture or WHIPC of 

Prometheus changed in each retelling. The Promethean myths and depictions provide essential 

insight into the practice of early crucifixion. The legal and political transition in Athens directly 

influenced the punishment of Prometheus depicted in mythology. In the century following 

Hesiod’s composition of the Prometheus myth, Athens moved from customary law of blood-

feuds and vendettas to written law. The process of written law began in 621-620 BCE with 

Draco. His laws made a distinction between murder and accidental homicide, though both 

received punishments. The Draconian Code mandated executions, even for minor crimes.245  His 

codes were still based on the blood-feud system. In 594 BCE, Solon modified the prosecution 

                                                 
242 Xenophanes wrote in the mid-sixth to mid-fifth century BCE. Graf, Greek Mythology, 178-179. Xenophanes Fr 
21.11-12. See also Freeman and Diels. Ancilla to the Pre-Socratic Philosophers. 
243 Menace, Three Traditions of Greek Political Thought, 71. Xenophanes, Fr 14, 23. 
244 Davies, Democracy and Classical Greece, 151-153, 155-157, 159, 166-173. 
245 Plutarch, Life of Solon, 17. 
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system except in the case of homicide.246 Solon revolutionized the political system, but 

aristocratic feuds and territorial factions still existed.247 At times the line between Athenian 

democracy, oligarchy, and tyranny blurred. In social reforms wealth continued to demarcate 

class distinctions.248   

Athens’s increase in building works and festivals, like the construction of the Parthenon 

and the introduction of the Dionysian festival where Aeschylus’s Prometheus trilogy debuted, 

often acted as disguises for Athenian tyranny or aristocratic oppression.249 Nonetheless, Solon’s 

code remained until the end of the fifth century.  Subsequent requests for social reforms surfaced 

after Solon’s law, such as requests for debt cancelation and land redistribution.250 After Solon, 

ideas of justice and freedom permeated Athenian literature and historiography. Yet, Solon’s 

reforms themselves covering criminal, political, moral, familial, land holding, commercial, and 

religious matters, revolutionized Athens.251 Politics and religion merged in the minds of the 

ancients. The high court tried both religious crimes and murder cases.  

In fifth-century Athens, education increased leading to a mass realization of the elite 

power concentration. Educating a larger group of the population led to class struggles and 

reforms. Oligarchy trended towards democracy with consequenct political commotion in Athens 

                                                 
246 Murray, Early Greece, 181-182, 198. See Allen, The World f Prometheus, on the use of anger in punishment, 50-
72. For pity in trials see Athenaeus, Deipnosophists, 13.59. Aristotle, Athenian Constitution,7.1-2. Plutarch, Solon, 
21. 
247 Murray, Early Greece, 269. 
248 Jones, Nicholas F., “Review of Athens and Sparta: constructing Greek Political and Social History from 478 
B.C., by Anton Powell,” Journal of Social History 26, no. 2 (1992): 411. Powell, Athens and Sparta, 80-81. 
Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, 4.1-5.2, 7.3-4, 26.1. 
249 Murray indicates trade was successful in Corinth because of the tyrants. Murray has overstated the importance 
and power of the tyrants. It is possible that tyrants gained increasing power gradually and did not seize it abruptly. 
However, Powell makes a similar argument about tyranny and fiscal prosperity.  Murray, Early Greece, 150; Sealey, 
“Review of Early Greece by Oswyn Murray,” 168; Powell, Early Greece, 64-65, 80-81. 
250 Murray, Early Greece, 184, 189. Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, 6.1-4. 
251 Murray, Early Greece, 192, 197-198. 
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in 460s BCE.252 In 462 a law passed regarding the Areopagus site indicating the court could only 

judge cases of religious violation and murder.253 The sociopolitical situation in Athens focused 

on trial cases for murder, financial maladministration, and punishments.254 Classical Athens 

focused more on the idea of law and punishment in general. Clear trends emerged with 

democratic rule and justice in punishment handed out by the judicial sector. For example, 

hemlock, a less brutal form of punishment than execution by exposure, was introduced in the 

fifth and fourth centuries. Also, the torture of citizens became illegal in the fifth century and 

prison was substituted as a punishment in the fourth century.255  

Hesiod’s early Prometheus myths provide two of the oldest examples of Greek exposure 

executions, and was probably written around 700 BCE. 256 The portion of the Prometheus myth 

dealing with punishment in the accounts of Aeschylus and Plato directly reflects the changes 

Athens faced in the perception of tyranny and punishment. In each of the accounts the 

implementation and discourse about the punishment changes as a reflection of the representative 

authority. The three cases of the Prometheus myth tell of rebellion against the ruling authority, 

                                                 
252 Davies, Democracy and Classical Greece, 99-100, 104-105, 151. The exile of Themistocles and later Cimon, and 
Naxos’s and Thasos’s attempts to leave the Delian League. 
253 Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, 5.65. Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, 3.1-7.2; 25.1-26.1; 27.1; 35.2; 57.2-3. 
Four years later Aeschylus set the trial of Orestes at the Areopagus rock.  
254 Davies, Democracy and Classical Greece, 51, 53-54, 56-57, 62-63. For additional information on homicide trials 
see also David D. Phillips “Trauma ek pronoias in Athenian Law,” 74-105. 
255 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 211, 227, 234. 
256 Hesiod, Works and Days, 42-90 and Theogony, 520. In an argument for chronology I must speak to the 
authenticity debate of Hesiod. While there is not room in this note for a full debate, it is evident that Hesiod’s work 
was written by or before 650 BCE. I base this claim on several factors, including fragment 347 of Alcaeus of the 
seventh century. Alcaeus used almost identical language. Valid arguments exist on both sides of the authenticity 
debate. See also Gerber, A Companion to the Greek Lyric Poets, 142. Furthermore, Glenn W. Most points out 
similarities between Homeric and Hesiodic works, placing both authors in the late eighth to early seventh centuries. 
The similarities probably derived from a shared oral tradition. Most, “Introduction” Hesiod: Theogony; Works and 
Days; Testimonia. The work of the fifth century BCE poet Bacchylides specifically mentions Hesiod, “A Boeotian 
man, Hesiod, attendant of the sweet Muses, said this: ‘He whom the gods honor has a good name among men as 
well.’” Bacchylides, Epinicians 5.190. Note also footnote 22 of Beall’s “Hesiod’s Treatise on Justice: ‘Works and 
Days’ 109-380,” 165.  
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Zeus, and his responses to the disobedience. Hesiod explained the punishments of each of the 

rebellious Titans, not just Prometheus. In the fifth century, Aeschylus wrote on other murder 

trials and family blood-feuds. In the following century Plato extended his commentary to the 

political system of order and advocates rehabilitative punishments instead of execution. In other 

words, Athenian re-telling of the Promethean myth reflected the political history given above. 

In the Theogony, Hesiod explained Prometheus’s punishment: “δῆσε δ᾽ ἀλυκτοπέδῃσι 

Προμηθέα ποικιλόβουλον δεσμοῖς ἀργαλέοισι μέσον διὰ κίον᾽ ἐλάσσας,” which Hugh G. 

Evelyn-White translated “and ready-witted Prometheus he bound with inextricable bonds, cruel 

chains, and drove a shaft through his middle.”257 The previous chapter described the binding and 

translation debate of Prometheus’s punishment, concluding with the following translation: “He 

bound wily Prometheus with painful interlocking chains driven through the pillar center.” 258 

Because of the ambiguity of Hesiod’s composition dates, pinpointing the sociopolitical 

environment in which he wrote presents a challenge. Religious and political writing flourished 

along with the arts as did a growing sense of nationalism and polis-centric identity. Comparing 

Hesiod’s account to the following chronological written and visual depictions of Prometheus’s 

punishments provides a deeper understanding of the transition in WHIPC. 

From ca. 650 to 500 no written accounts of the Prometheus punishment survive. During 

the one-hundred-fifty-year period surviving pottery depictions of Prometheus’s punishment 

increase. Thought not all Athenian, the chronologically presented above images, 

PROMETHEUS I-IV, were all painted after Hesiod’s account. PROMETHEUS I dates from 630 

                                                 
257 Hesiod, Theogony, 520. Trans. Evelyn-White.  
258 The translation above is my own. See also: Hesiod, Hesiod: Theogony; Works and Days; Testimonia. Trans. 
Most. Hesiod, Theogony, 615. Hesiod. The Homeric Hymns and Homerica. Trans. Evelyn-White. Aeschylus’s fifth-
century account, explains an item was driven through Prometheus’s chest while the sixth and seventh-century vases 
depict nothing of the sort. 
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to 575 BCE, thus created at some point between the Draconian period and Solon’s reforms. The 

image shows Prometheus’s liberation from punishment. Prometheus images II, III, and IV date to 

the mid-sixth century BCE.259 In PROMETHEUS II he was wrapped or bound to himself, but 

not necessarily to the stair-structure upon which he sits; the other three depictions tied 

Prometheus to a post. Unlike the other three images, the second depiction visualizes no violence. 

There is some debate that PROMETHEUS II is even Prometheus at all. Some accounts recognize 

this Laconian cup as a depiction of Zeus with his eagle. It does not show movement or 

interaction between the bird of prey and Prometheus. It is, in fact, unique compared to other 

images of Prometheus. I cannot solve this debate. I do not think the cup represents Prometheus, 

but I will still discuss it here. While both images III and IV indicate blood falling from 

Prometheus, image III has the eagle physically engaging Prometheus’s chest.260 

 
Figure 12: National Museum in Athens, dated from 625 to 575 BCE.261 [PROMETHEUS I]  
 

                                                 
259 See also, the punishment of Limia depicted on a vase dated in the sixth century. She is tied to a stake and being 
whipped: http://www.agefotostock.com/en/Stock-Images/Rights-Managed/DAE-11165108. 
260 Herodotus 1.59.6-1.62.4 Trans. A. D. Godley. An additional interesting change from the first and second red and 
black representations of Prometheus to the third is that his beard is shaved.  
261 http://www.theoi.com/Gallery/T21.5.html.  
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Figure 13: Laconian, ca. 560-550 BCE held at The Louvre.262 [PROMETHEUS II] 

 

 
Figure 14: Musei Vaticani, in Vatican City. Dated to 550-530 BCE. Laconian cup showing 
Atlas and Prometheus, cropped to show only Prometheus here. 263 [PROMETHEUS III]  

 

                                                 
262 http://www.theoi.com/Gallery/T21.3.html.  

263 For image see http://www.theoi.com/Gallery/T20.1C.html. See also Dougherty, Prometheus, 16. 
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Figure 15: PROMETHEUS IV. The Louvre holds this cup. Excavated in Athens, the cup 
dates to approximately 500 BCE.264  

 
The paintings of both PROMETHEUS II and III dried during the prevalence of the 

Athenian tyrant Peisistratos, r. 561-527 BCE, in Athens, though the production of 

PROMETHEUS II came during Peisistratos’s second exile. Peisistratos was a constitutionally 

conscious tyrant, who invested in renovations of Athens and supported a flourishing of the 

arts.265 The Athenians eventually expelled him, but later reaccepted him. However, 

PROMETHEUS II and III are Laconian. At the time of their production, the Spartans were 

already using the two-king system. Prominent Spartan kings of this time, such as Anaxandridas 

II and Ariston, were intent on eliminating tyrannies in other parts of Greece.266 A papyrus 

fragment indicates Anaxandridas was a general who fought Greek tyrants even before he became 

king.267  Anaxandridas II specifically advocated for longer trial deliberation on capital cases and, 

                                                 
264 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Herakles_Prometheus_Louvre_MNE1309.jpg.  
265 Herodotus, Histories, 1.59; Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, 16. 
266 Clevenger, Greek Mythic History, n.p. year 527 BCE. 
267 Fine, The Ancient Greeks, 122-123. 
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with some compromise, took the counsel of his Ephors and elders.268 The fourth depiction again 

shows Prometheus being freed but does not show the arrows striking the bird as in 

PROMETHEUS I. Around the date given for PROMETHEUS IV, Cleisthenes increased 

democracy in Athens and, if one believes  a text attributed to Aristotle, implemented ostracism as 

a democratic reform in Athens.269 

Without written and specific evidence, one cannot assume myth reinterpretation 

happened based on political rule in each of the images. Imprecision in the pottery dating and a 

lack of further material evidence prevent reliable substantiation to the claim. Furthermore, 

historians debate the dates for the written accounts of Prometheus. But from Hesiod’s account of 

Prometheus’s punishment to Aeschylus’s, one can observe patterns of socio-political change and 

a necessity to reinterpret the punishment scene. 

Aeschylus’s account of Prometheus comes by way of a trilogy: Prometheus Fire-Bringer, 

Prometheus Bound, and Prometheus Unbound, more than two hundred years after the last 

written account by Hesiod, who had Prometheus affixed to a pillar.270 Aeschylus wrote the 

Prometheus plays after the Greco-Persian Wars, as early as 479 BCE, though most likely before 

455 BCE.271 Dougherty believes the Prometheus myth gained a more personal meaning in 

Athens after the Persian War, suggesting the performance of Aeschylus’s account of Prometheus 

and the play Persians, the telling of the Persian’s defeat, occurred together at the Dionysian 

                                                 
268 Plutarch, Apophthegmata Laconica, 10 (Anaxandridas); Herodotus 5.40. 
269 Aristotle, Athenian Constitution, 22.1-8. 
270Aeschylus’s authorship is widely debated. The less contentious date plays a more important role here. Hugh 
Lloyd-Jones. “Zeus, Prometheus, and Greek Ethics,” Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 101, (2003): 55. 
Kerényi, Prometheus: Archetypal Image of Human Existence, 65. On the order of the plays note West’s reprisal of 
Pohlenz’s argument in West, “The Prometheus Trilogy,” 131.  
271 West posits a strong argument for 440 BCE. West, “The Prometheus Trilogy,” 130. Dougherty firmly places 
Aeschylus’s Prometheus plays in the 470s, Prometheus, 60-61. Mitchell argued the impossibility of recovering exact 
dates. Mitchell, “Greeks, Barbarians and Aeschylus’ “Suppliants,” 211. 
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festival.272 Athens saw a rise in the cult of Prometheus celebrated in torch and fire rituals. Of 

course, Greek fire ceremonies predated written record of Prometheus, but as Prometheus’s status 

improved he became increasingly involved in the fire cults.273 Prometheus gained a central role 

in the torch race during the fifth century.274 The torch races continued for at least five centuries, 

probably closer to seven or eight. In the second century CE, Pausanius told of the fire races to the 

altar of Prometheus at the Academy.275  

In Aeschylus’s Prometheus Bound, the first few lines of the work change Prometheus’s 

punishment site to a “rocky cleft” as opposed to the pillar seen in most previous images and in 

Hesiod’s account. “Hephaestus, yours is the charge to observe the mandates laid upon you by the 

Father—to clamp this miscreant upon the high craggy rocks in shackles of binding adamant that 

cannot be broken.”276 The craggy rock represented the Areopagus referred to in Aeschylus’s 

Eumenides.277 In the Eumenides, the third play of the Oresteia trilogy, he referenced a real and 

specific place, not a mere craggy rock at some unspecified location. At the Areopagus, Athenians 

tried homicide and other religious crimes, and gave sacrifices to Ares. There, according to 

Aeschylus, Athena provided citizens with the right to “sit in judgment at this first trial for 

bloodshed.”278 She councils her citizens neither to support nor to respect anarchy or tyranny. 

                                                 
272 Dougherty, Prometheus, 63-64. Graf provides the year 472 BCE for Aschylus’s Persians in Greek Mythology, 
142. 
273 See Walter Burkert on fire rituals, Greek Religion, 60-64.  
274 Dougherty, Prometheus, 53, 55, 61. 
275 Pausanias, Descriptions of Greece, 1.30.2. “In the Academy is an altar to Prometheus, and from it they run to the 
city carrying burning torches. The contest is while running to keep the torch still alight; if the torch of the first 
runner goes out, he has no longer any claim to victory, but the second runner has. If his torch also goes out, then the 
third man is the victor. If all the torches go out, no one is left to be winner.” Jones’ Loeb trans. 
276Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 1-5, 15. Trans. Smyth.  
277 First-century BCE authors such as Cicero and Strabo place Prometheus’s exposure in the Caucasus; see West, 
“The Prometheus Trilogy,” 134-135. Aeschylus, Eumenides, 680-710. 
278 Aeschylus, Eumenides, 681-82, Trans. Smyth, Loeb. 
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Aeschylus produced Oresteia shortly after the laws changed for murder trials in the 

Areopagus.279 The trilogy of Oresteia tells of Agamemnon’s assassination by his wife 

Clytaemnestra, her murder by her son Orestes, and Orestes’s trial. The tug-of-war between 

vendetta and legal trials of homicide, told through Aeschylus’s myth revisions, epitomizes the 

theme of his plays. Aeschylus moved Prometheus’s torture location to a craggy rock instead of a 

pillar to highlight justice in capital punishment trials. The Athenian Areopagus, the trial center, 

was introduced to the punishment scene. 

Aeschylus kept Hesiod’s term for binding, δῆσαι, from δέω, but in Aeschylus’s account 

Zeus has sent Hephaestus to bind Prometheus.280 Aeschylus specifies Prometheus’ posture in 

contrast to the posture seen in the seventh and sixth-century vases where Prometheus has bent 

knees. Aeschylus indicated Prometheus “must stand sentinel, erect, sleepless, your knee 

unbent.”281 Aeschylus used ὀρθοστάδην which includes the Indo-European sta- root for “stand” 

and “erect.” ὀρθοστάδην comes from ὀρθος meaning “straight” and στάδην for “standing 

posture.” In the Prometheus punishment depictions prior to Aeschylus’s account Prometheus has 

bent knees, depicted in images PROMETHEUS I-IV. 

Aeschylus has the clamps placed tightly on Prometheus’s wrists, instead of Hesiod’s 

interlocking chains. Hephaestus used a horse’s bridle chain or curb-chain, ψάλια, removing any 

slack for Prometheus potentially to free himself.282 Prometheus was chained to the rock-faced 

cliff.283 Prometheus’s chains were stretched tightly, his limbs were affixed to the rock with metal 

                                                 
279 See also Podlecki, The Political Background of Aeschylean Tragedy, viii, 97, 128.  
280 Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 15-16. There is some debate if Aeschylus wrote Prometheus Bound and 
Prometheus Unbound. It is possible they were written by his son Euphorion. Trans. Sommerstein. Aeschylus, 111. 
281 Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 30-34. 
282 Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 54-59. 
283 Note the vase depictions show binding ropes instead of chains. 
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fetters, and he had a steel wedge hammered through his chest.284 None of the available depictions 

of Prometheus in the seventh to sixth centuries show a punctured chest, though impaling through 

the chest remains a valid interpretation of Hesiod’s syntax.  

Power: Now drive [πασσάλευ᾽, “to nail” as opposed to Hesiod’s ἐλαύνω] the adamantine 
[ἀδαμαντίνου, “metal”] wedge's [σφηνὸς, “a wedge instrument of torture”] stubborn edge 
straight through his chest [στέρνων, “the chest or heart”] with your full force. 

Hephaestus: Alas, Prometheus, I groan for your sufferings. … 

Hephaestus: You see a spectacle grievous for eyes to behold. 

Power: I see this man getting his deserts. Come, cast the girths [μασχαλιστῆρας, “the 
strap used in horse yokes”] about his sides. …  

Power: Indeed, I'll order you, yes and more—I'll hound you on. Get down below, and 
ring [κίρκωσον, “fix or attach with rings or hoops”] his legs [σκέλη] by force.…  

Power: Now hammer [θεῖνε] the piercing fetters with your full force; for the appraiser of 
our work is severe.  

…Hephaestus: Let us be gone, since he has got the fetters on his limbs.285 
 

In lines 64-79, the torture increases and Aeschylus offers a description of the WHIPC. 

Aeschylus’s new account explains why WHIPC appears in his myths. The answer for Aeschylus 

was in part spectacle through theater, according to his Hephaestus character, but just punishment 

according to Power. In addition to entertainment and punishment, as his characters explain, 

Aeschylus utilized the play to show his political stance on exposure punishments through the 

location at the craggy rock, through the character Power overseeing the implementation of 

punishment, and by emphasizing the deliverance of justice with the cruel acts.  

Unfortunately, the other two plays of Aeschylus’ Prometheus trilogy do not survive 

intact. Only one irrelevant fragment has survived from Prometheus the Fire-Bringer. Eleven 

                                                 
284 Homer used κρεμάω in the sense of “to hang” or to be in suspense to describe how Zeus punished Hera. “Do you 
not remember how once upon a time I had you hanged [κρεμάω]? I fastened two anvils on to your feet, and bound 
your hands in a chain of gold which none might break, and you hung in mid-air among the clouds.” Iliad 15.15-24. 
Aeschylus’s descriptions of Prometheus’s punishment mirrors Homer’s description. While this term was available 
for Hesiod, Aeschylus, and Plato to use, they did not. 
285 Aeschylus. Prometheus Bound, 64-79. Trans. Smyth, Loeb. 
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fragments survived from Prometheus Unbound. In fragment 107 Prometheus describes his own 

torture:286 

…see bound to rugged cliffs a prisoner… Jupiter, Saturn’s son, thus nailed me here 
…These wedges he by cruel art pinned in and burst my limbs, and by his skill, poor 
wretch, pierced through, I make this Furies’ fort my home. More, each third fatal day 
Jove’s minister, in gloomy flight swoops here with talons bent, and tears me piecemeal 
for a savage feast. Then crammed with liver fat and gorged in full pours forth an echoing 
scream and soaring up… When liver gnawn is swollen and grown afresh, greedy he then 
comes back to hideous meal. Thus nourish I this guard of my sad torture which mars my 
living frame with endless woe. For, as ye see, bound in the chains of Jove I cannot keep 
that fell bird from my breast. Reft of myself I wait the torturing hour looking for end of 
ill in hoping death. …This dolorous doom is fastened on my body… 287 
 

The torture scene displaying and describing WHIPC acted as both entertainment for the audience 

and a statement on the unjust and overly brutal punishment of the tyrant ruler, Zeus. Along with 

the Prometheus trilogy, the Oresteia trilogy by Aeschylus also carried strong overtones and 

messages of crime and punishment.288 The Oresteia trilogy covered the blood-feud between 

Agamemnon and Clytemnestra for the sacrifice of their daughter, and their son’s vengeance. 

Aeschylus has retold both Hesiod’s Prometheus punishment and Homer’s Agamemnon-

Clytemnestra event not just as a written version of oral tradition, like Hesiod and Homer, but for 

theatric display showing and describing the brutal punishment and injustice in detail. The topics 

of crime and punishment, murder, and execution weighed heavily on the forefront of his mind 

and the minds of his audience. The laws had recently changed but still underwent debate. 

                                                 
286 Fragment 107 of Prometheus Unbound was preserved in Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations 2.10. 23-25; 2.14-15; 
and Nonius Marcellus, Compediosa Doctrina 17.9M.  
287 The fragment is not included in Alan H. Sommerstein, Loeb translation of Aeschylus fragments, but it was 
included in the 1930 Loeb translation by Herbert Weir Smyth. The fragment remains only by way of Cicero in 
Tusculan Disputations 2.10.23-25, so here I have used the 2015 Loeb translation of Cicero by King. It is fascinating 
that Cicero, reused the Prometheus myth regarding enduring suffering. He quoted Aeschylus around twenty years 
after he pleaded that Gaius Rabirius not be subjected to the arbor infelix (see Chapter 6 for my analysis of Pro 
Rabirio). I wonder how much Cicero altered the passage to fit his own socio-political agenda. One of Cicero’s 
characters even admits in the line following the supposed quote that the play was unfamiliar.  
288 Graf, Greek Mythology, 157-159. 
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Aeschylus’s Prometheus embraced the role of rebel and liberator of mankind from tyranny—at 

least that is a reasonable interpretation based on what survives of that trilogy.289 Aeschylus’s 

audience knew the traditional punishment of Prometheus as told by Hesiod, but his audience also 

knew the tyrants of Athens and Naxos. They knew of Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos. The 

audience understood unjust suffering and Aeschylus’s play apparently glorified the rebellion 

against tyranny.290 Aeschylus utilized mythical WHIPC to question the power and rule of brutal 

capital punishment and the limitless power of tyrants.  

Danielle Allen cautions against reading Aeschylus as a simple transition from pre-

Areopagite to post-Areopagite judicial procedures. The Athenian political system did not 

undergo a smooth transition. Prior to the political reform, judges and litigation limited the role of 

vendettas, even in Draco and Solon’s systems. After the reforms, personal involvement in 

punishment and the role of anger and other emotions in trials continued within the political 

system of punishments.291 In Hesiod’s account of the punishment of Prometheus, Zeus delivers 

the punishment directly to Prometheus while in Aeschylus he sends Hephaestus. With the 

introduction of Hephaestus and Power, Aeschylus introduced an additional displacement from 

the ruler or victim and the criminal. This transition happened as the Greeks were moving away 

from the vendetta system.  

From the mid-fifth century to the beginning of the fourth century, capital punishment and 

torture held the Athenians’ attention. Citizen torture ceased by the end of the fifth century and 

capital punishment transitioned from torture and exposure punishments to poison. Plato wrote 

                                                 
289 Dougherty, Prometheus, 65.  
290 Grene, “Prometheus Bound,” 26. 
291 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 21. 
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the last surviving work on Prometheus prior to the Hellenistic age.292 While Plato did not spell 

out details for the punishment of Prometheus, he included Prometheus’s torture in his discourse 

on capital punishments. Plato relates his topic to the polis using Prometheus’s gift of fire as an 

introduction to human civilization and political organization. Instead of discussing Prometheus’s 

exposure punishment, he invents a trial for Prometheus on the charge of theft.293 “Prometheus, 

through Epimetheus's fault, later on (the story goes) stood his trial for theft.”294 The trial offered 

a necessary and deliberate sociopolitical addition to the myth. 

According to Plato, after the introduction of fire, man acquired knowledge and greater 

skills such as medical and technological advances. For Plato, Zeus focused on bringing order to 

the city more than exacting revenge on Prometheus, “let all have their share: for cities cannot be 

formed if only a few have a share of these as of other arts.”295 Zeus was not behaving as a typical 

tyrant. Plato further explained:  

No one punishes a wrong-doer from the mere contemplation or on account of his wrong-
doing, unless one takes unreasoning vengeance like a wild beast. But he who undertakes 
to punish with reason does not avenge himself for the past offence, since he cannot make 
what was done as though it had not come to pass; he looks rather to the future, and aims 
at preventing that particular person and others who see him punished from doing wrong 
again.296 
 

Plato intentionally used Prometheus, or Forethought, as his name translates, to prove his political 

ideas of forward thinking. Plato omitted the torture of Prometheus, specifically introduced a trial 

(as opposed to Aeschylus insinuating it through location), explained a restructuring of civil order 

through Zeus, and suggested the amelioration of the sentences of execution and exile in the case 

                                                 
292 Plato lived approximately 428 to 347 BCE. 
293 Plato, Protagoras, 320d-328d. Trans. W.R.M. Lamb. 
294 Plato, Protagoras, 321e-322a.  
295 Plato, Protagoras, 322d. 
296 Plato, Protagoras, 324a-b. 
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of ignorance.297 Plato advocates rehabilitation but also explains the importance of seeing the 

wrong-doer punished so as to prevent others from misbehaving out of ignorance.298 

Plato interprets the myth politically and polis-centric.299 Plato’s account emphasizes the 

political trend toward consistent shared rule especially where WHIPC punishment occurred. The 

story of Prometheus demanded a reinterpretation to fit the current sociopolitical environment. 

Reinterpretation consistently happens in both religion and politics. By the third written, or at 

least surviving, account of Prometheus’s punishment he finally received a trial. Plato advocated 

for rehabilitation instead of WHIPC, or the poison that took the life of his mentor, Socrates in 

399 BCE.  

Plato’s Laws shows a clear political agenda advocating rehabilitation of transgressors 

with an effort to restore the criminal to useful and productive membership in society.300 Plato 

reinterpreted the myth intentionally to fit his agenda. Plato specifically referenced Hesiod 

regarding man’s punishment of toil in order to argue his position for a restorative law. Hesiod’s 

interpretation of justice contradicted Plato’s in that, for Hesiod, the will of the gods prevailed and 

Zeus himself maintained justice. Hesiod incorporated the idea of revenge with Zeus punishing 

Prometheus.301  

In the pre-Hellenistic versions of the Prometheus myth the purpose and function undergo 

drastic changes. One must always consider who wrote the myth and why. The corpus of Plato’s 

writing, and the writing of the many philosophers who followed him, show in themselves a 

                                                 
297 Plato, Protagoras, 324d-325b. 
298 Plato, Protagoras, 324a-b. 
299 Dougherty, Prometheus, 65. 
300 Pangle, “Moral and Criminal Responsibility in Plato’s Laws,” 457, 462. 
301 Pangle, “Moral and Criminal Responsibility in Plato’s Laws,” 462; Hesiod, Works and Days, 287-288; Plato, 
Laws, 4.718e. 
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cultural change in religious and political ideas. The original myth cannot continue to work in the 

new society without modification.  

To the point of modification, Plato reworked the myth of Prometheus and Aeschylus 

retold not only the Prometheus myth of punishment but also the murder of Agamemnon. 

Agamemnon’s story overflows with revenge and murder while Zeus’s punishment for 

Prometheus was in vengeful anger. Aeschylus reinterpreted the tales with the new law in mind –

homicides must go to trial.302 Allen shows the transition in Athens from revenge homicide to 

punishment via political authority and later trial by jury.303 Each version holds its own 

individual, specific and unique testimony appropriate to the culture.304  Hesiod’s purpose shows 

more of an explanation of origin and provides cultural identity. In his work, justice included 

brutal vendetta torture. On the other hand, Aeschylus and Plato retell the myth to highlight 

injustice and consider the use of capital punishment and trials. The case study of Prometheus’s 

punishment from Hesiod to Plato brings to light that in three to four hundred years, just in the 

context of Athens, the purpose of WHIPC in the Prometheus myth changed to suit the society’s 

needs.  

A fourth-century BCE image of Prometheus’s release (PROMETHEUS V) in black and 

red pottery, a type of pottery found only as an elite grave good, portrays Prometheus bound in a 

manner more representative of written accounts of Zeus hanging Hera than the written or 

                                                 
302 Eumenides 475, 690-98 discusses the vengeance method in contrast to the law code. Pangle, “Moral and Criminal 
Responsibility in Plato’s Laws,” 465. 
303 Allen, The World of Prometheus, 18-38.  
304 It is no coincidence that the retelling of the revolutionary Prometheus stories which involve overthrowing a 
tyrant, or the current political power, increased in the Augustan period in Rome, as did the punishment of 
crucifixion. Daugherty, Prometheus, 19-21. Saffle, Liszt and the Birth of Modern Europe Music As a Mirror of 
Religious, Political, Cultural, and Aesthetic Transformations, 189. Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective 
Unconscious, 236. 
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previous pottery images of Prometheus. He was bound with his legs straight together and his 

arms stretched apart as if on a patibulum. Perhaps the squiggly lines around Prometheus 

represent the Areopagus. Between two and three hundred years before the crucifixion of Jesus, 

Prometheus, in PROMETHEUS V, appears remarkably like the Passion scenes.  

 
Figure 16: PROMETHEUS V, The vase, “Apulischer Kelchkrater.”305 

                                                 
305 Held at the State Museum of Berlin (Antikensammlung der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin), inventory no. 1969.9. 
Image from the Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek. http://www.smb-
digital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=676974. The image is licensed as 
a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike. For more information on this artifact see Taplin, 
Pots & Plays, 80-82.   
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Prometheus was given clothes. He does not appear stiff and unbent, but rather relaxed. 

He does not appear tortured or starving to death. The grave goods representation may, instead, 

offer a glimpse of liberation and escape from Tartarus or perhaps even an escape from tyranny, 

or perhaps the deceased simply had a favorite myth. Maybe the family of the deceased used their 

Prometheus vessel simply because it showcased the best pottery they owned. Most importantly, 

regarding Prometheus’s WHIPC, his representation has changed from previous images. The 

Corinthian Wars and Alexander’s conquest overwhelm other events of the fourth century, though 

no signs of violence, war, or oppression emerge from the artwork on the vessel. 

PROMETHEUS VI, from the Temple of Aphrodite, from the first century BCE to first 

century CE, shows Prometheus’s punishment and his liberation from the cliff. PROMETHEUS 

VI, carved during the Roman period in which Jesus was crucified, in contrast to PROMETHEUS 

V, has little similarity to the execution descriptions of Jesus. The dead eagle hangs to the left of 

Prometheus, almost as his replacement. It appears lifeless. In the process of liberation, 

Prometheus’s portrait shows him in fetters, bound to the rock, not stairs or a post, unlike the 

other four known and earlier images of his punishment. His unbound legs hang straightly. As in 

PROMETHEUS I and III, the punisher removed Prometheus’s clothes.  Both visual and written 

accounts of Prometheus change over time to accommodate the sociocultural context. WHIPC in 

myth is fluid. 
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Figure 17: PROMETHEUS VI, Aphrodisias Museum, Turkey from the Temple of 
Aphrodite.306 

 

Ixion 

Another Greek mythological figure experienced WHIPC at the hands of Zeus, his own 

father (or stepfather). The Titan Ixion, newly married, did not pay his father-in-law the bride’s 

price. His new kinsman stole Ixion’s horses to pay the bride’s price. In response, Ixion killed his 

father-in-law. The method of the murder remains unclear. One account indicates he set his 

father-in-law on fire in a bed, while Pherekydes has Ixion throw his father-in-law in a pit. One of 

                                                 
306 Image from wiki commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Afrodi6.jpg. The relief is held at 
Aphrodisias Museum, Turkey. See also http://www.aphrodisias.com/listingview.php?listingID=10 for information 
on the Aphrodisias Museum and the Temple of Aphrodite.  
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the images below shows Ixion stabbing the father-in-law. Zeus pardons Ixion from the blood-

guilt of murder. 

The new groom, Ixion, also tried to woo Hera. Zeus, knowing the situation, made an 

image of Hera composed of storm clouds, to catch Ixion.307 Fooled by the representation, Ixion 

ejaculated in the ephemeral effigy, spawning a centaur species, the Ixionidae. Zeus brought 

justice through punishing Ixion via attaching him to a wheel. Some accounts indicate the wheel 

was on fire to match the flames Ixion set on his father-in-law. Pindar’s Second Pythian Ode 

suggests a feathered wheel.308 Ixion’s crimes posed a greater affront to Zeus than Prometheus’s 

gift of fire to mankind, since he attempted to make Zeus a cuckold. In any event, the exposure 

punishments of Prometheus and Ixion remain similar. Like Prometheus’s myth, Ixion’s 

punishment also gets retold and revised to suit the socio-cultural purpose of the period. Revisions 

in Ixion’s punishment span from Homer to Aeschylus and through the Roman period, though we 

do not have a full record of these accounts. For example, Ixion was mentioned by name in 

Homer’s Iliad, but his story was not told. This reveals that his myth was known at the time of 

Homer. Pindar (early/mid fifth century BCE) explained the purpose of Ixion’s WHIPC, 

He [Ixion] learned a clear lesson. For although he received a sweet life among the 
gracious children of Cronus, he did not abide his prosperity for long, when in his 
madness of spirit he desired Hera, who was allotted to the joyful bed of Zeus. But his 
arrogance drove him to extreme delusion; and soon the man suffered a suitable exquisite 
punishment. Both of his crimes brought him toil in the end. First, he was the hero who, 
not without guile, was the first to stain mortal men with kindred blood; second, in the vast 
recesses of the bridal chamber he once made an attempt on the wife of Zeus. A man must 
always measure all things according to his own place. Unnatural lust throws men into 
dense trouble; it befell even him, since the man in his ignorance chased a sweet fake and 
lay with a cloud, for its form was like the supreme celestial goddess, the daughter of 
Cronus. The hands of Zeus set it as a trap for him, a beautiful misery. Ixion brought upon 

                                                 
307 Ovid, Fasti, Book 3, March 23. 
308 Pindar, Pythian 2.20-25. 
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himself the four-spoked fetter, his own ruin. He fell into inescapable bonds, and received 
the message that warns the whole world.309  
 

Pindar explained how the haughtiness of not knowing one’s proper place, unnatural lust, and 

shedding kindred blood deserve “suitable exquisite punishment” in “beautiful misery.” Pindar 

agreed with the harsh WHIPC punishment as both correction and prevention. While more pottery 

showing the punishment of Ixion survived, written accounts of Ixion have disappeared. We know 

the citations of the Ixion accounts that are now lost: Aeschylus, Women of Perrhaebia and 

Eumenides; Euripides (480–406 BCE) wrote of Ixion in Callistratus which is only known 

because it was listed as a production; and Timasitheos have disappeared. Timasitheos left only a 

title, dating to the mid-200s CE.310 Plutarch made an important off-handed comment about 

Euripides’s Ixion, however.  

But they (i.e. the poets) also provide lessons from the actions themselves (that they 
portray). Thus Euripides is said to have answered those who criticized his Ixion for being 
impious and impure by saying ‘But I did not bring him off the stage before I had nailed 
[προσηλῶσαι’] him to the wheel.’311 

Plutarch’s remark reveals that plays were infused with social object lessons on behavior. It 

shows that the audience did not always agree with the playwright’s reinterpretation of the myth. 

Furthermore, Plutarch noted that Ixion was nailed pinned, or fixed, not tied or chained, to the 

wheel, not unlike a traditional crucifixion if a four-spoked wheel was at play.  

Visual representations of Ixion, like Prometheus, change as well. Some accounts indicate 

his wheel was the sun, while others represent him chained to a literal wagon wheel. Though the 

                                                 
309 Pindar, Pythian, 2.25-44, Trans. Svarlien.  
310 Aeschylus’s Attributed fragment 183 in the 2015 Loeb edition translated by Alan H Sommerstein, also cited as 
Aeschylus, Eumenides 441 and 717-718. There are three surviving quotes of Aeschylus on Ixion in Pindar Pythian 
2.21-48 and Diodorus Siculus 4.69.3-5. See Collard and Cropp’s commentary on Ixion in the Loeb Euripides, 
Fragments.  
311 Plutarch, Moralia 19d-e, Loeb translation from Euripides, Fragments. Trans. Collard and Cropp.  
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Greeks used eight-spoked wheels, generally, in red and black pottery ware, the artists stylized 

wheels with four spokes. Perhaps Pindar’s statemen of Ixion bound to a “four-spoked fetter,” τὸν 

δὲ τετράκναμον ἔπραξε δεσμόν derived from pottery images.312  A temple from Pompeii contains 

a relief of Ixion, in which the wheel has two horizontal bars instead of spokes. This atypical 

wheel literally could not engage in the normal functions of a wheel on a cart or chariot; without 

spokes the wheel would not maintain the proper supporting strength. The wheel in the Pompeii 

depiction was designed exclusively for public punishment.   

 
Figure 18: Frieze from a Doric Temple in Pompeii, first century CE. Pompeii 7.7.29 
currently stored in the Forum Granary Store.313 

The earliest accounts of Ixion come from pottery, not written sources. The “Cup of Ixion” 

portrays nude Ixion bound to a wingless four-spoked wheel. The wheel has no garland, no 

feathers, and no flames. Naked Ixion remained bound by ties, probably made of leather. The 

                                                 
312 Pindar, Pythian, 2.20; Pindar dates to the fifth century BCE. 
313 From http://www.pompeiiinpictures.eu/r7/7%2007%2029%20p3.htm. The frieze has no other items found near it 
to shed light on the image, aside from a few irrelevant votive offerings. Dobbins and Foss, The World of Pompeii, 
78. 
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punisher attached Ixion’s right leg and arm to the same spoke while he fixed Ixion’s left arm and 

knee to separate spokes. One spoke sits behind his back, but his torso and neck do not appear 

fixed to the wheel.  

 
Figure 19: The “Cup of Ixion.” Approximately 500 BCE.314 
 

 
Figure 20: The kantharos is held at the British Museum, no. 1865,0103.23, and was 
excavated in Naples, 470-480 BCE.315 
                                                 
314 Image from http://www.maicar.com/GML/000Iconography/Ixion/slides/5728.html. The cup is held at Musée 
d'Art et d'Histoire, Geneva, item number 5728. 
315 Image and British Museum curator comments (drawn on below) from 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?assetId=112925001&objec
tId=461485&partId=1.     
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The kantharos pictured above shows Ixion in preparation to receive his punishment. Hera 

sits on a throne and Athena holds the wheel while Ares and Hermes hold naked Ixion. The four-

spoked wheel also has wings, like the Etruscan mirror illustrated below. The British Museum 

curator suggests the Ixion on the altar represented Zeus’s purification of Ixion’s earlier 

punishment, killing his own father-in-law, while the back of the kantharos represents Ixion’s 

punishment for the attempted seduction of Hera. The opposite side of the pot shows Ixion on a 

sacrificial altar, captured by the Furies, in the form of a serpent. The captive, likely Ixion, leans 

over an altar previously sprinkled with blood. Zeus hides behind the tree near the altar, in a 

posture symbolic of purification. I suggest the altar scene symbolized Ixion’s eternal punishment 

as a sacrifice cleansing the blood-guilt of parricide.   

In Figure 21, the Etruscan depiction, Ixion has both arms and wings. The wings, in 

Etruscan art, identify Ixion as a daemon, god, or demigod. His right leg is bent instead of 

straightened across one of the spokes of the wheel. His thighs are bound to spokes and his right 

ankle is bound to a spoke separate from the spoke of his right thigh. The bottom portion of his 

left leg is missing because of the mirror’s decomposition. 

Again, in the Etruscan depiction, like the others, Ixion has no clothing. The mirror 

suggests humiliation, yet the graphic image was carved on a mirror, probably displayed in the 

house, and then the image of the exposed Titan became a grave good. Instead of flames, a 

garland surrounds the wheel. His right wrist and elbow are tied to a spoke, while his left arm is 

bound only at the elbow. In the Etruscan mirror, Ixion is portrayed nude in humiliation, and yet a 

garland, often associated with glorious victory decoratively surround the WHIPC victim. Unlike 

Prometheus, who heroically gifted man with fire, imagining Ixion as a heroic or noble soul 

presents a challenge. Zeus justly punished Ixion’s bad behavior. Why then should Ixion images 
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reside in temples and on mirrors? The image glorifies the power and evenhandedness of Zeus to 

punish the unjust. Perhaps the mirror reminded the user of Zeus’s implementation of justice. 

 
Figure 21: Etruscan mirror of Ixion held at the British Museum from the mid-fifth century 
BCE.316 

 

                                                 
316 I have sketched the image above to help with visibility. The photo of the mirror is from 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details/collection_image_gallery.aspx?
partid=1&assetid=1032978001&objectid=1646988. 
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Figure 22a and 22b: The amphora, dated at approximately 330 BCE, is held at Staatliche 
Museen zu Berlin, item no. F 3023.317 

The fourth-century Ixion amphora pictured above shows a double-wheel, with faintly 

visible spokes, on fire. Cords bind Ixion to the wheel. Neither Ixion nor his wheel possess wings, 

though the gods enforcing his punishment have wings. The amphora introduced a new element to 

Ixion’s punishment, the burning wheel.  

                                                 
317 Copyright information for the photo is as follows: Antikensammlung der Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin - 
Preußischer Kulturbesitz. The photographer was Jürgen Liepe. Image and museum information available here: 
http://www.smb-
digital.de/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/moduleContextFunctionBar.viewType&sp=10&sp=Sco
llection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=1&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=0&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=SdetailView. 
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Figure 23a and 23b: Amphora with the myth of Ixion found in Campania, southern Italy, 
350 to 300 BCE.318 

 
Another amphora (shown above) shows a very similar image of Ixion on the wheel. The 

wheel has turned forty-five degrees clockwise. The artist painted flames on the outside edge of 

the wheel. The visibility of the four spokes of the wheel have begun to fade, but remain 

recognizable in both of the amphora paintings. In both depictions, Ixion’s legs are fixed to two 

adjacent spokes while his arms are attached to the wheel but not connected or aligned with the 

two spokes on either side of his head. The fifth-century depictions had presented Ixion with his 

                                                 
318 Held in Сapua at the Museo Provinciale Campano. Full amphora image from 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=6520. Close up of Ixion on the wheel from 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artwork/ceramics/ital/c0014.jpg.  
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limbs bent. The depictions from the fourth century BCE to the first century CE show Ixion with 

his arms and legs stretched apart with presumably no ability for him to bend his limbs. Figure 26, 

from the second century CE, shows, again, bent limbs. Comparably, sixth-century images of 

Prometheus’s punishment illustrate him with bent legs, but later authors and first-century 

depictions represent him with straight legs.  

The legs, straight or bent, play a significant role in current debates on Greco-Roman 

crucifixion. Some have argued that the posture of traditional crucifixion required nails through 

the feet to keep the posture straight, while others suggest a bar was used so the tortured person 

could raise themselves to breathe causing the process of asphyxiation to be prolonged. I address 

the cause of death in Chapter 7. My purpose in pointing out the position of the legs is to 

challenge the assumption that all crucifixions looked the same. In the case of both Prometheus 

and Ixion their form of WHIPC punishment was inconsistently reimagined. Though they were 

mythical accounts, there was some reflection of the contemporaneous execution methods 

imbedded in the scenes. The inconsistency of representations therefore proves the inconsistency 

in the actual practice.  

A first-century CE fresco (below, Figure 24) of Ixion on the wheel survived in Pompeii. 

In the fresco, Hermes, with the caduceus, accompanies tortured Ixion.319  The wheel in the fresco 

has more than four spokes, including one under Ixion’s head. Misalignment of the other spokes 

with his limbs shows Ixion’s arms stretched across to the rim of the wheel. A heavily damaged 

statue of Ixion, not pictured, shows more than four spokes on his partially preserved wheel. One 

spoke descends below his spread-apart legs, visible from the front of the statue. The back of the 

statue has preserved the center joint showing nine other spokes existed in the non-fragmented 

                                                 
319 The caduceus is discussed in more detail later in the chapter. 
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statue.320 Interestingly, the fresco of Ixion came from the same time and place as the Ixion image 

from the Doric Temple, Figure 18, with the wheel that had two horizonal beams instead of 

spokes. 

 
Figure 24: The first-century CE fresco resides at the House of the Vettii in Pompeii.321 

 
A relief sculpture of Ixion on the wheel, from the first or second century CE, portrays 

Ixion on a six-spoked wheel without flames (Figure 25). He is tied to the wheel, but his right leg 

is fully aligned with a spoke. His arms cross the beams nearly perpendicularly. His left leg 

bisects a triangle formed by the spokes. The punishers secured him to the outer edge of the circle 

instead of the spokes, though no bonds clearly appear in the damaged carving. 

 

                                                 
320 The statue “Ixion” at Museo Archeologico dei Campi Flegrei dates to the early second century CE. An image of 
the front of the statue exists on the Online Database of Ancient Art here 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=6523. The back of the statue is here: 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=6524.  
321 The image, “Punishment of Ixion,” came from the Online Database of Ancient Art here: 
http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=1322. The fresco resides at the House of the Vettii in Pompeii. 
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Figure 25: First or second century CE marble relief, kept at the Archaeological Museum of 
Side, in Turkey.322 

 

 
Figure 26: Second-century CE sarcophagus of Ixion, held at the Vatican Museum.323 

                                                 
322 Open source image from https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fil:Museum_side_punishment_ixion.JPG. 
323 Open source image found at http://www.ancient.eu/image/6370/. The Sarcophagus resides at the Vatican 
Museum in Rome.  
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A similar image on a sarcophagus from the second century CE (above) shows Ixion with 

an unusual seven-spoked wheel, also not aflame. In the second-century sarcophagus, Ixion is 

accompanied with a few other punished Titans, yet missing Prometheus. Ixion’s arms are 

wrapped around the spokes, and his legs are bent. The many representations of Ixion show 

variation not consistent with a change over time, but rather wide variety in the implementation of 

the wheel. Some of the images show him bound to the wheel with ropes while Plutarch’s account 

had him nailed. A further question that must be raised with Figure 26 and the Etruscan mirror, 

Figure 21. Why would images of tortured gods in Tartarus adorn sarcophagi and serve as grave 

goods? Tartarus, and the people tortured there, represent the eternal fates people sought to avoid. 

The images of Prometheus and Ixion in temples and tombs may have served an apotropaic 

purpose, or as a warning to prevent behavior leading to such punishments. I will unravel the 

connection between WHIPC images and graves and WHIPC as apotropaic magic later in this 

chapter and in Chapter 5. 

 

Tityos 

The giant Tityos, another mythological Greek character, experienced WHIPC. His eternal 

punishment took place in Tartarus. Zeus, the punisher, has Tityos laid out across nine plots of 

land because, at Hera’s request, he attempted to rape Leto, one of Zeus’s lovers.324  Like 

Prometheus, birds of prey torture him, devouring his innards. Homer first described Tityos’s 

punishment through Odysseus, in his chthonic journey: “I saw Tityos too, son of the mighty 

Goddess Earth—sprawling there on the ground, spread over nine acres.”325 Though Tityos 

                                                 
324 Homer, Odyssey 11.576-81. 
325 Homer, Odyssey 6.576-81. Trans. Robert Fagles. Apollodorus retold the myth, “When Latona came to Pytho, 
Tityus beheld her, and overpowered by lust drew her to him. But she called her children to her aid, and they shot 
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suffered the humiliation of WHIPC, he still received worship, with shrines dedicated to him. 

Though eternally undergoing WHIPC, he still accepted prayers and gifts. In some way, the gods 

undergoing or having experienced WHIPC had the ability to help the living and the dead. 

Because the gods can return favors to their followers, the followers placed WHIPC scenes in 

both temples and tombs.  

Pausanias, a second-century CE author, described an image of Tityos in a painting by 

Polygnotus, which he viewed in Delphi, a religious and urban center. Pausanias described the 

image of Tityos, visited in Tartarus by Odysseus and his crew. In the painting, Polygnotus 

presented Tityos as a phantom over the earth. His full physical form wasted away because of 

continual torture, explains Pausanias, it appeared mutilated and indistinct.326  Temple paintings 

of WHIPC serve the second functional element, punishment. The mythical punishment is shown 

to prevent the passersby from committing the negative WHIPC-worthy behavior.327 Remaining 

pottery images of Tityos do not show him stretched across the land or being consumed by birds, 

but rather they show Apollo capturing him.328 The Tityos images, like Prometheus and Ixion, 

reveal the power of Zeus as the enforcer of justice. The pictures of punishment act to thwart 

negative behavior and prove the consistency of Zeus’s evenhandedness. They show restoration 

                                                 
him down with their arrows. And he is punished even after death; for vultures eat his heart in Hades.” Apollodorus, 
The Library, 1.4.1. Trans. James George Frazer. The Library was traditionally attributed to Apollodorus of Athens, 
second-century BCE poet. However, the actual author is Pseudo-Apollodorus, but The Library is still traditionally 
cited as Apollodorus’s work. 
326 Pausanias, Descriptions of Greece, 10.29.3. Trans. Jones. 
327Stieber, Euripides and the Language of Craft, 210-211. 
328 Note the fifth-century BCE red-figure plate with Tytyos’s capture at the Staatliche Antikensammlungen museum. 
The image can be found online here: http://www.theoi.com/Gigante/GiganteTityos.html. The Louvre holds three 
other fifth-century and sixth-century vessels showing Tytyos’s capture. Images can be found in wikicommons here 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Apollo_Tityos_Leto_Louvre_G375.jpg and here 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tityos_Leto_Louvre_G42.jpg. An image of the third vessel here: 
http://www.theoi.com/Gigante/GiganteTityos.html. Another fifth-century depiction of Tityos’s capture can be found 
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, photo available in wikicommons here: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Apollo_Tityos_Met_08.258.21.jpg. 
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and liberty from injustice. All three functional elements play a role in the depictions of 

mythological WHIPC accounts. 

The purpose of Polygnotus’s Hades painting was clearly the prevention of sin. Whether 

Polygnotus intended his work as a form of Marxist population control or for purely religious 

reasons, to save his fellow man and teach a lesson of behavior, remains unknown. Pausanias 

described many of Polygnotus’s other paintings, almost exclusively of mythical tales, not just the 

murals at Delphi. Like the Second Sophistic authors of his period, Polygnotus sometimes 

introduced new characters or altered the version of the myth. Pausanias revealed the changes to 

his readers.329 Polygnotus made one such change with Tityos making him waste away into a 

phantom, while other tortured people in Hades he kept in their physical forms. What was 

Polygnotus’s motivation for changing the eternal WHIPC punishment to a ghost in the 

Underworld? His artistic recreation of the myth resulted from the popular second-century belief 

that people subjected to exposure punishments, especially mutilation, like those eaten by birds of 

prey, did not reach Hades. Instead, they wandered the earth as tormented and tormenting spirits. 

As with the gradual changes introduced to Prometheus’s WHIPC, Tityos’s punishment changed 

as well. In the later version, the contemporary fear of WHIPC victims losing not only their life 

but also their afterlife emerged in the brush strokes.  

 

Marsyas 

After mentioning Tityos’s punishment and capture, in the next line Pseudo-Apollodorus 

told of the punishment of Marsyas in his encyclopedic work on mythology called The Library. 

“Apollo turned his lyre upside down in the competition and bade Marsyas do the same. But 

                                                 
329 Stieber, Euripides and the Language of Craft, 210-211. 
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Marsyas could not, so Apollo was judged the victor and dispatched Marsyas by hanging him on a 

tall pine tree and stripping off his skin.”330 The mythographer continues writing about the gods 

punishing one another, not always through WHIPC. Like many second-century CE Second 

Sophists, Pseudo-Apollodorus revised traditional Greek myths through altering genealogies and 

restructuring the purpose of the legends.331  Marsyas’s represented image is different from the 

myth. In the myth Apollo both flays and hangs him. His statue shows a non-dismembered and 

non-flayed corpse in perfect Greek-body form. Some versions of the myth keep his skin on 

display, hung, at a sacred cave near the river Marsyas. The skin stirred when music played. 

Marsyas’s image is a reminder to obey and honor the gods, specifically Apollo.332 Like 

Zeus, Apollo had punished his enemies, Tityos and Marsyas, with WHIPC. Writing about the 

WHIPC of Marsyas reveals a purpose greater than obedience to the gods. As seen in Chapter 3, 

Cicero used the image to deliberate on the use and types of capital punishment in the Roman 

political system, just as Plato had done with dialogue about Prometheus’s WHIPC.  

Plato used Marsyas's tale more often than the Prometheus's. When Plato wrote of 

Marsyas, he drew on the WHIPC account as an analogy. In philosophical debate, Ctesippus tells 

Socrates he metaphorically offers himself to be flayed and his skin made into a shape of virtue, 

                                                 
330 Apollodorus, The Library, 1.4.2. Trans. James George Frazer. Notice the variation from the previous account of 
Gaius Julius Hyginus (64 BCE-17 CE), a Latin author and former slave of Augustus. The second-century account of 
Apollodurus does not attribute the flaying to the Scythians. “[Minerva] threw away the pipes and vowed that 
whoever picked them up would be punished severely. Marsyas, a shepherd, son of Oeagrus, one of the satyrs, found 
them, and by practicing assiduously kept making sweeter sounds day by day, so that he challenged Apollo to play 
the lyre in a contest with him. When Apollo came there, they took the Muses as judges. Marsyas was departing as 
victor, when Apollo turned his lyre upside down, and played the same tune – a thing which Marsyas couldn’t do 
with the pipes. And so Apollo defeated Marsyas, bound him to a tree, and turned him over to a Scythian who 
stripped his skin off him limb by limb. He gave the rest of his body for burial to his pupil Olympus. From his blood 
the river Marsyas took its name.” Hyginus, Fabulae 165. Trans. Mary Amelia Grant.  
331 Kenens, “The Sources of Ps.-Apollodorus's Library: A Case-Study,” 129-146. 
332 See Figure 9 in Chapter 2. 
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in contrast to Marsyas's hide appearing like a wine-skin.333 Plato essentially described the earlier 

period of history with a system of custom derived from patriarchal and uncivilized laws. While 

Plato did not elaborate on the WHIPC account of Marsyas, in the Republic, he introduced an 

argument about removing unnecessary features of society, including musical artistry, from the 

polis.334  He suggested removing the flutes and flute makers as a way to prefer Apollo's music to 

Marsyas's. The flute makers inserted statuettes of the gods within the instruments.335 Playing the 

flute arouses and beckons the gods. Marsyas, according to Socrates, gave the laws for flute-

playing. Socrates’s statement valued Marsyas over Apollo.336 In Symposium, Plato's speaker, 

Alcibiades, complimented Socrates by comparing his orations to the irresistible piping of 

Marsyas.337 In each of the accounts of Marsyas, Plato spoke of him favorably and as a victim, not 

a criminal. Though flayed and hanged he was praised for his godlike craft and his punishment 

was portrayed as an antiquated and uncivilized form of punishment. Plato and Cicero used 

Marsyas’s WHIPC as a political statement regarding corporal punishment and the death 

sentence. Mythology was fluid and used for different purposes. The interpretations show WHIPC 

changed overtime and, therefore, the use of myth that included WHIPC changed as well. 

 

Public and Private Buildings: Temples, Tombs, and Citadels 

In addition to mythological WHIPC presented in monuments and tombs, rulers preserved 

actual events of WHIPC in temples and citadels in both written and visual form. In fixed images, 

                                                 
333 Plato, Euthydemus. 285. 
334 Plato, Laws 3.677d-680a. 
335 Plato, Republic 3.399e. 
336 Plato, Minos, 318b. 
337 Plato, Symposium, 215b-216a. 
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the purpose of WHIPC does not alter with time. The annals and biographies may have been 

changed by later generations, but we are lucky enough to have original accounts to investigate 

the intended purpose. Assyrian rulers decorated their palace with success stories of their military 

campaigns, Julius Caesar published books, and Romans also commissioned columns, arches, and 

coins. New Kingdom Egyptian kings portrayed military success with WHIPC scenes in their 

victory stelae, tombs, the palaces for their afterlife.  

Akhenaten had a victory stele erected boasting about the 145 live captives he put on 

wood.338 Merenptah, another New Kingdom pharaoh, has all of the enemy survivors of the battle 

against Nubia put to the stake.339 Ramesses III’s tomb depicts the war and triumph at Medinet 

Habu. Cavillier suggests the purpose was “planned for an impressive exploitation of the king’s 

military power with particular reference to the Migdol as the fortified gate of a castle, a structure 

capable both of assembling royal propaganda and providing a real defensive purpose.”340 In other 

words, monumental representation of state-sanctioned WHIPC propagated the power and 

stability of the regime. The more violent texts correlate to documents released by kings who 

assumed the throne in irregular or illegitimate manners. It became necessary to secure and 

legitimize their claim to the throne. Tadmor, one of the leading Israeli Assyriologists of the 

twentieth century, argued biographies and monuments portraying annals developed later in the 

kings’ reigns as they began establishing their validity for their own successors. Tadmor 

suggested the royal biographies, including those heavily infused with WHIPC accounts, acted as 

apology literature for establishing legitimate succession.341 

                                                 
338 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 332. 
339 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 335. 
340 Cavillier, “Ramesses III’s Wars and Triumphs,” 27. 
341 Tadmor “Autobiographical Apology in the Royal Assyrian Literature,” 36-57. 
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Part of the justification for war carnage involved the king’s obedience to the command of 

the gods to enter war.342 For example, in The Exploits of Ninurta, an ANE god, gave a 

description of brutality against a rebellious people:  

In his battle he smote the Mountains with a cudgel. The Car-ur made the storm-wind rise 
to heaven, scattering the people; …The destructive mace set fire to the Mountains, the 
murderous weapon smashed skulls with its painful teeth, the club which tears out entrails 
gnashed its teeth. The lance was stuck into the ground and the crevasses filled with blood. 
In the rebel lands dogs licked it up like milk. The enemy rose up, crying to wife and 
child, ‘You did not lift your arms in prayer to Lord Ninurta.’ The weapon covered the 
Mountains with dust, but did not shake the heart of the Asag. The Car-ur threw its arms 
around the neck of the Lord.343  
 

The overt use of gory imagery displays the will of the gods. The king did not commit the 

atrocities, nor did his soldiers. The gods willed and justified the brutality. Another example 

comes from the divinely ordained conquest of Nineveh by Shamshî-Adad (Samsî-Addu, c. 1815-

1775 BCE).344   

The destruction of the enemy by the will of the gods is not unique or unfounded. The 

ancient cultures included in this dissertation did not conduct war, individual battles, or campaign 

strategies without affirmative sacrifices, extispicies, and favorable omens to previse their success 

and the confirm the will of the gods. The idea of a divinely orchestrated world with the success 

of kings and kingdoms in the hands of the god(s) did not originate with Christians. The Ancient 

Near Eastern cultures infused their historical texts with divine intervention. God(s) chose the 

                                                 
342 Cavillier, “Ramesses III’s Wars and Triumphs,” 31. 
343 The Exploits of Ninurta, 251-264, Translation from http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section1/tr162.htm. The text is 
dated somewhere between the Ur III dynasty (earliest) to the Old Babylonian period.   
344 “The oracle reading that I have done here have been very favourable. They yielded a presage of glory. This is 
what they say about this enemy: ‘You will not meet with failure.’ …Get your troops [into formation]: you do [not] 
risk falling into an ambush.” Quoted by Ziegler, “The Conquest of Nineveh and the Kingdom of Nurrugûm by 
Samsî-Addu,” 25. The statement is also quoted here: Ziegler, “The Conquest of the Holy City of Nineveh and the 
Kingdom of Nurrugum by Samsî-Addu,” 19-26, 25. See also the French translation here: D. Charpin & N. Ziegler, 
“Florilegium marianum V. Mari et le Proche-Orient à l’époque amorrite: essai d’histoire politique,” 101. 
Florilegium marianum V is abbreviated FM V. Primary source is also cited as: 1 ARM I 60 (LAPO 17 672). 
Archives royales de Mari is abreviated ARM. 
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kings. The king’s rule remained stable based on his and his priests’ ability to interpret and 

correctly follow the will of the gods.  The Neo-Assyrian king Sennacherib has his annals begin 

with “The god Assur, the great mountain, has entrusted a kingship without rival to me.”345 King 

Esarhaddon explained that his predecessor, king Sennacherib’s conquest of Babylon (689 BCE) 

happened because Sargon II, former king of Babylon, offended the god Marduk and thus the god 

abandoned the city. 346 The pursuit and execution of the Elamite king, Teumman, and his son, by 

the army of the Assyrian king, Assurbanipal,347 occurred “with the encouragement of Assur and 

Ishtar.”348 Commemoration of the WHIPC event in Assurbanipal ’s palace also emphasizes the 

all-powerful quality of the king.349 The seventh campaign against the Elamites did not happen 

without a series of omens; a lunar eclipse, a dream from Ishtar, and Marduk assisted 

Assurbanipal  in the battle itself.350 A final example of WHIPC recorded in monuments, seen 

previously in Chapter 3, through divine direction comes from Darius I:  

Ahuramazda brought me help; by the grace of Ahuramazda did my army utterly 
overthrow that rebel host. ...Then I sent an army in pursuit. Phraortes was taken and 
brought unto me. I cut off his nose, his ears, and his tongue, and I put out one eye, and he 
was kept in fetters at my palace entrance, and all the people beheld him. Then did I 
crucify him in Ecbatana; and the men who were his foremost followers, those at Ecbatana 
within the fortress, I flayed and hung out their hides, stuffed with straw.351  
 

                                                 
345 Oriental Prism Inscription 1.1-11, Weaver, “The 'sin of Sargon' and Esarhaddon's Reconsception of 
Sennacherib,” 61-63. 
346 Ibid. 
347 Also seen Ashurbanipal. 
348 Watanabe, “The ‘Continuous Style’ in the Narrative Scheme of Assurbanipal’s Reliefs,” 109. Southwest Palace 
of Nineveh, Room 33, slab 3.  
349 Ataç, “Visual Formula and Meaning in Neo-Assyrian Relief Sculpture,” 69-101, 77. 
350 Bahrani, “The King’s Head,” 117. Micale, and Nadali “The Shape of Sennacherib’s Camps: strategic Functions 
and Ideological Space,” 165-166. 
351 Behistun Inscription, Col 2. 31-32. Translated in L. W. King, R. Campbell Thompson, and E. A. Wallis Budge. 
The Sculptures and Inscription of Darius the Great On the Rock of Behistûn in Persia. 
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Darius justified his rule and harsh treatment of rebels through the grace of the highest Persian 

god, Ahuramazda.  

 

Ramesses II and Ramesses III 

Placing the responsibility of war, and WHIPC deaths in the war, on divine commission 

occurred not only with the Egyptians, Assyrians, and Persians, but also with the Israelites, the 

Babylonians, the Greeks, and the Romans.352 For cultures believing in an afterlife, logic dictates 

reporting one’s obedience to the gods in the burial chamber reminds the gods of the deceased’s 

good works, even though the obedience included executing enemies through WHIPC and 

eliminating (or at least the likelihood of negatively affecting) the enemies’ afterlives because of 

the WHIPC. While increasing his favor with the gods in his afterlife may have played a role in 

Ramesses III’s reason for depicting his obedience to the gods through plastering WHIPC images 

in his tomb, obedience, or religious intentions, cannot constitute the full reason for his graphic 

depictions. The monumental mortuary temples, constructed throughout the life of the pharaoh, 

enchanted the onlooker. With enormous carvings of propaganda stories of victory against many 

kingdoms under his rule, Ramesses III’s temple cult depicted royal captives with cords around 

their necks and arms, ready for slavery or some form of WHIPC. Others, in the line of captives 

paraded to the pharaoh, lost their heads before him. Similar depictions exist in Ramesses II’s 

tombs and temples.  

                                                 
352 Examples of a few divine interventions in war across the listed cultures: Exodus 17:16; Deuteronomy 13, 20, and 
31; 1 Samuel 15, Jeremiah 21; documented in Zimri-Lim’s letters from the Mari Palace (he consulted his wife 
regarding oracles of Hammurapi’s campaign against him, but the oracle incorrectly confirmed Zimri-Lim’s success 
over Hammurapi; letters can be found in Van de Mieroop,  King Hammurapi of Babylon: A Biography, 74; 
Herodotus 1.55, 7.140; Xenophon Anabasis 3.1.5–7;  Livy 22.57 and 25.1; Diodorus Siculus, World History, 19.90-
93. See also Mary Beard’s article “Cicero's 'Response of the Haruspices' and the Voice of the Gods.”  
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The Abu Simbel temple constructed for Ramesses II shows prisoners held by the neck on 

a massive outer wall.353 In his Abydos temple he had a similar image of the prisoners painted 

with cords binding their arms and necks. The method and stance of the bound prisoners is 

identical. The foreign captives show the might and the extent of Ramesses II’s domain.  The 

sarcophagus of Ramesses III finishes the punishment of the prisoners. The cord holder yanked 

the necks of the captives, forcing the prisoners to their backs. In the same scene, an official 

separated the heads from the bodies of the prisoners. 

The prisoners of war were not suspended through hanging. They formed a procession, led 

by their necks. Bound with cords, the Egyptian official severed their heads from their bodies. 

The horizontal force used to pull the prisoners to their backs is enough to break their necks. Yet, 

horizontal force, by one man, could not decapitate them. Dragging by the neck holds common 

features with traditional hanging. In traditional hanging, sometimes the victim’s head detaches 

from the body with cord strangulation when the horizontal force of the rope tension and potential 

kinetic energy of the body is transferred to vertical force. A decapitation incident during hanging 

occurred most recently in the case of Sadaam Hussein’s brother, Barzan Ibrahim al-Tikriti, 

whose head was torn off because of the noose’s tension and vertical force.354 In the sarcophagus 

of Ramesses III, a display of two different forms of execution appears: horizontal hanging and 

decapitation. 

                                                 
353 Kamil, Aswan and Abu Simbel, 115-124. 
354 McElroy, Damien and David Blair, “Outrage as Saddam's Half-brother is Decapitated at his Hanging,” The 
Telegraph, January 16, 2007. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/1539673/Outrage-as-Saddams-half-
brother-is-decapitated-at-his-hanging.html.  
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Figure 27: Ramesses II's temple, Abu Simbel , showing foreign prisoners bound before the 
pharaoh.355 

 
Figure 28: From the Abydos Temple of Ramsesses II.356 
                                                 
355 Photo found here: https://ancientegyptianhistory.wordpress.com/2013/12/22/captives-from-abu-simbel/.  
356 From Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Name-Keftiu-at-Abydos-Ramses-
Temple.jpg.  
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Figure 29: From Ramesses III’s sarcophagus kept at the Louvre.357 

 
Ramesses III’s tomb illustrates many war victories with dictation from the gods 

themselves justifying the war and executions. Ramesses III dedicated the captives to the gods, a 

possible form of human sacrifice, depicting the event on the north wall of his mortuary temple.358 

The tombs were forms of temples where the living made libations and other sacrifices for the 

dead. The pharaohs were living gods worshiped in life and death. They awaited their union with 

Osiris and Ra in their afterlife. The tombs were used to propagate the power of the pharaoh in his 

life and his death. The Egyptians believed the writing and images in the tomb kept the spirit of 

the deceased alive through the living’s memory. The images and words held power. Erasing the 

words and visual images of the pharaoh, damnatio memoriae, eliminated his existence. The 

annals, tombs and temple accounts presented and preserved the power of the king. His actions 

became eternal once the transcriber engraved them. 

 

Osiris, the Djed, and the Caduceus 

New Kingdom Egypt included another WHIPC symbol in graves. In addition to WHIPC 

captives, a healing symbol of Osiris enters the tombs. The relevant myth is as follows: The god 

                                                 
357 Images here:  http://www.scherminator.com/france/paris/egypt/egypt.html from 
https://c1.staticflickr.com/4/3665/10148168755_f59040ed2d_b.jpg. 
358 Cavillier, “Ramesses III’s Wars and Triumphs at Medinet Habu,” 34. 
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Set tricked his brother, Osiris, lord of the Underworld, into fitting in a coffin or chest. Set locked 

the casket and threw it into the Nile. The box banked. From it, a tree budded. The tree 

encompassed the sarcophagus of Osiris. A Phoenician king of Byblos cut the tree and placed it as 

a palace pillar. Osiris’s sister-wife, Isis, retrieved the post of her beloved. The coffin, in the 

shape and size of Osiris’s spine, formed a tree-spine symbol called the djed. 359 Essentially 

countless, the WHIPC djed symbol pervades New Kingdom burials. Mummies wore necklace 

amulets of the djed. The Book of the Dead offers a spell, spoken over the amulet, to revive the 

use of the mummy’s spine.360 As early as the sixteenth century BCE Osiris became a crucified 

and resurrected god.   

 
Figure 30: Amulet of djed.361 

The new stylized image of the djed gets painted on the sarcophagi themselves. Note the 

                                                 
359 Cohen and Kangas address the similarities and differences between the djed sacred beam and the Assyrian sacred 
tree concluding the veneration of these trees evolved separately. New Kingdom Egypt associated the djed symbol of 
stability, originally connected the god Ptah, with Osiris. It is in New Kingdom Egypt that the myth of Osiris evolved 
to include the djed-spine. Cohen and Kangas, Assyrian Reliefs from the Palace of Ashurnasirpal II, 169-172. See 
also: Najovits, Egypt, Trunk of the Tree: A Modern Survey of an Ancient Land; Hodel-Hoenes, Life and Death in 
Ancient Egypt: Scenes from Private Tombs in New Kingdom Thebes; Pinch, Handbook of Egyptian Mythology, 76-
85, 127. 
360 Pinch, Egyptian Mythology, 128. “Formula for a djed-pillar of gold / Raise yourself Osiris, to place yourself on 
your side, so that I may place water under you I have brought you a djed-pillar of gold so that you may rejoice by it. 
Words spoken over a djed-pillar of gold strung on a fibre of sycamore and placed at the neck of the blessed dead on 
the day of burial.” Book of the Dead 155, spell is from the papyrus Book of the Dead of Nu, British Museum (EA 
10477). Translation from University College London, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-
static/digitalegypt/literature/religious/bd155.html.  
361 Image from Vazquez Hoys, Arcana mágica, 197.  
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two pharaoh-cobras surrounding the pharaoh-djed on the twenty-sixth dynasty coffin below. 

While the cobra is significant in Egyptian religion in its own right, I want to point out the cobras’ 

association with the djed symbol. The djed encompasses rebirth and healing. A healing spell 

used in the Hebrew Bible associates the two stake-and-snake icons as well. When fiery snakes, 

sent by God, bit the Israelites in the desert, Moses raised a standard [נֵס nes (the Strong’s has 

nec), LXX σημείου] with a brass serpent on the pole to heal the plagued via a gaze.362 The 

Israelites probably wrote the Moses account in the seventh to sixth century, around the same time 

the Egyptians made the sarcophagus pictured below.  

 
Figure 31: Late Period, seventh to sixth century BCE.363 
                                                 
362 Numbers 21:4-9. NRSV, LXX, Westminster Leningrad Codex (WLC), and Strong's H5251. Vulgate: “posuit pro 
signo.” The icon was later destroyed by Hezekiah as it was associated with Ishtar. “He removed the high places and 
broke down the sacred pillars and cut down the Asherah. He also broke in pieces the bronze serpent that Moses had 
made, for until those days the sons of Israel burned incense to it; and it was called Nehushtan.” 2 Kings 18:4. 
363Twenty-sixth dynasty sarcophagus  https://www.virtual-egyptian-
museum.org/Collection/FullVisit/Collection.FullVisit-FR.html. While these snakes represent the “two ladies,” the 
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Figure 32: Roman coin of 259-268 CE, showing Hermes with the caduceus.364 
 

 
Figure 33: Coin of Elagabalus, in the San Francisco State University Museum Collection, 
showing Hermes on the reverse holding the caduceus symbol. 365 

 
The Greek god Hermes also acquired a similar staff as a symbol of healing, called the 

κηρύκειον, or caduceus in Latin, a rod with two snakes wrapped around it. The caduceus, like 

the djed, became stylized. The djed, a post with four horizontal lines represented Osiris’s 

                                                 
symbols of unified upper and lower Egypt, they are also representative of the pharaoh’s domain, its welfare, and 
security. 
364 Image from http://www.forumancientcoins.com/moonmoth/coins/postumus_015.html.  
365 Image from https://diva.sfsu.edu/collections/sfsum/bundles/220163. Item: “Elagabalus/Hermes Coin (2.17).” The 
caduceus-holding Hermes on coins and other structures is not unique to these emperors. The icon was prevalent in 
both the Greek and Roman world. For example, in the second century CE Septimius Severus featured the image on 
his coins, as had Thracian coins of the fifth century BCE. See 
http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/thrace/ainos/i.html for images of the Thracian coins.  
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vertebra, but the serpents surround the image instead of wrapping around it in the above 

sarcophagus. The Greek, and later Roman, god of healing and medicinal arts, Asclepius, used a 

caduceus symbol of a rod with a serpent, called the Rod of Asclepius. The Indian king Ashoka of 

the Mauryan Empire (third to second century BCE) also used the caduceus symbol on coins. The 

first known representation of the caduceus occurred in Sumer. Ningishzida, “lord of the good 

tree,” a god who journeyed to the underworld, was symbolized by two snakes on a pole, Figure 

34.366  

 
Figure 34: Libation Vase of Gudea, Louvre. From Lagash ca. 2150.367 

 
Either the cultures adopted each other’s medical practices involving the healing 

properties of the snakes on a pole, or they independently concluded that snakes on poles were 

restorative, an odd deduction to attribute to a deadly animal. The Egyptians used images of 

protective snakes in the Underworld journey in the early Middle Kingdom if not sooner.368  

The earliest Mesopotamian literature links snakes with Ishtar and Ningishzida as deities 

who journeyed in the underworld.369 Associating snakes with healing took a further supposition, 

                                                 
366 Ninjiczida's Journey to the Netherworld, translation from The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature, 
http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section1/tr173.htm. Stephenson, The Serpent Column, 63.  
367 Image from King, Leonard W. A History of Sumer and Akkad, 76. 
368 Snakes as protectors in the Amduat is general knowledge, but for more information, see Joshua Roberson, “The 
Early History of ‘New Kingdom’ Netherworld Iconography.” 
369 See Ninjiczida's Journey to the Netherworld. 
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one that followed a logical process when sympathetic magic was understood as a reality. I can 

admit that the ancient worlds could have independently concluded that snakes were of the 

underworld and provided protection or healing. However, representing snakes on poles, 

especially two intertwined serpents was probably not independently derived.  

The pole-dancing snakes represented healing. Osiris as a victim of WHIPC also 

represented curative and rebirthing power in the New Kingdom Egypt. The WHIPC images 

emitted sympathetic and supernatural effects. In the case of the djed, the image functioned 

outside of the first two Marxist reasons of a gasconade of power and behavioral control 

(disobedience prevention). Any individual could acquire the figure, making the caduceus and 

djed both religious and personal. Furthermore, the purpose of the Osiris myth changed in the 

New Kingdom, by adding the djed icon, to meet a spiritual need of the people. 

WHIPC depictions of a religious nature are dichotomous, even within the same culture. 

On the one hand WHIPC images represent a strong and clear message that rulers’ WHIPC 

victims faced eternal damnation and total annihilation at the command of the gods. On the other 

hand, WHIPC overcomers, like Osiris, Prometheus, Jesus, and much later, Oden, offer eternal 

life and health, so that even death, exposure, or dismemberment cannot hinder life after death, 

something to which the Christian martyrs clung. All in all, we have seen WHIPC preserved in 

writing and images serves three functional purposes; power, punishment and prevention, and 

religion. The functional purposes will be evident in the following chapter which shows the use of 

WHIPC on humans in military scenarios and the use of WHIPC victims and icons as apotropaic 

magic in war. 
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CHAPTER 5 

WHIPC AS MILITARY TROPHIES  

Using the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and crucifying (WHIPC) in war showed 

power, punished rebels, and prevented the cacoëthes of future revolts. One way leaders 

accomplished the display of power and instigation of fear was through creating trophies out of 

the bodies of their war enemies and executing living prisoners of war on stakes. WHIPC not only 

punished, but invoked fear in both enemies and potential insurgences. I will demonstrate that the 

ANE, Greeks, and Romans used corpses as make-shift trophies at the point of military victory, in 

defeated cities, and in the victors’ celebrations. The battle-winners stacked heaps of bodies and 

placed some soldiers on stakes around the walls of the sieged cities. In this chapter, I will show 

that the Greeks and Egyptians recounted posting-up bodies on their boats as they sailed back 

from their campaign so they could display the defeated. The convoys carried the crucified cargo 

to a central site for a conquest celebration. This chapter considers human trophies of WHIPC 

through human bodies serving as the trophies themselves, bodies used in military triumphs, 

examples of parts of the body forming trophies, namely the head, hands, and skin. The chapter 

further looks at representations of staked humans through hanging armor trophies such as the 

Greek and Roman tropaeum and associated terminology, as well as sympathetic magic. The 

Greek and Roman trophy of armor on a cross will be scrutinized specifically. The idea of 

sympathetic magic, specifically apotropaic qualities, in the use of human trophies will be 

considered. Through this investigation, who made the human trophies and who turned into 

human trophies will become clear. The chapter further covers the purpose of making human and 

human-like trophies along with the place and time victory icons were made. Again, in this 

chapter, topics are covered thematically instead of chronologically. 
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Bodies and Body Parts as Trophies 

Part of portraying power and petrifying one’s enemy by fear included WHIPC of the 

warriors captured in battle. The Assyrians took men, women, children, and animals as prisoners, 

but they usually only displayed the enemy fighters through WHIPC. Assyrians provide written 

accounts of the WHIPC of both living and dead soldiers. Assyrian emperor Assurnasirpal II, r. 

883-859 BCE,  was one of the most brutal impalers, yet only a small percentage of the people he 

executed were impaled.  He practiced live impaling on less than five percent of the 460 soldiers 

in the first mentioned siege.370 Unlike many ancient Mediterranean cultures, the Assyrians show 

exactly how the bodies were posted around the city.371 The enemy soldiers were most commonly 

impaled through the chest or neck.  

 
Figure 35: Depiction of men stripped naked and impaled during the Assyrian siege of the 
Judean city of Lachish, commanded by the Assyrian king, Sennacherib, in 701 BCE.372 
                                                 
370 Annals of Assurnasirpal 33-110. 
371 Figure 1 from Chapter 1 shows Assyrians impaling men through their chests. 
372 Image from Amin, “Siege of Lachish Reliefs at the British Museum,” http://etc.ancient.eu/photos/siege-lachish-
reliefs-british-museum/.  For more on Tel Lachish see Ussishkin, “The 'Lachish Reliefs' and the City of Lachish,” 
174-195. 
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They were posted on walls, gates, and erected in body piles. The Assyrians mastered 

psychological warfare, chronicling with vivid examples of brutality for over five hundred years: 

1030-1019 BCE, Shalmaneser II, 
“… the children of 'Surri together with the soldiers, the rebels, (whom) they had taken 
they delivered to me. I fixed those soldiers on stakes.”373 
 

883 to 859 BCE r., Assurnasirpal II,  
“…I impaled (them) on stakes placed around their own cities.”374 
“…some upon the pillar on stakes I impaled, and others I fixed to stakes round about the 
pillar; many within the border of my own land I flayed, and I spread their skins upon the 
walls; and I cut off the limbs of the high officers, and the high royal officers who had 
rebelled.”375 
“…I impaled 700 men on stakes in front of their city gate.”376 
“…Around his city, I impaled men alive on stakes.”377 
“600 of their warriors I put to the sword and decapitated; 400 I took alive; 3,000 captives 
I brought forth; …I sent; heaps of the heads close by his great gate I piled; the living 
soldiers I put on stakes at the gates of the town; … soldiers alive I caught; some I impaled 
on stakes; of others the eyes I put out: the remainder I carried off to Assur….378” 

 
745–727 BCE r., Tiglath-Pileser III 

“I impaled …their king, before the gate of his city and exposed him to the gaze of his 
countrymen.”379 

 
705-681 BCE, Sennacherib’s first campaign 

“…the fighting men of the foe who had been captured, those who had not submitted to 
my yoke, I slew by the sword and bound on stakes.”380   
 “…the warriors of Hirimme, wicked enemies, I cut down with the sword. No one 
escaped. Their corpses I hung on stakes, surrounding the city (with them).”381  

 
 
                                                 
373 The Black Obelisk Inscription of Shalmaneser II, Face D, base, lines 153-154. For more on the Black Obelisk, 
see Larsen, The Conquest of Assyria,115-120. 
374 Annals of Assurnasirpal 3.84 (also known as AKA 372 iii 84). AKA is the abbreviated form of L. W. King, The 
Annals of the Kings of Assyria, I (London 1902). Transliteration: ina ziqipi ina … alanisunu u-za-qip.  
375 Annals of Assurnasirpal 1.91-92. AKA 285 I 91. annute ina muhhi isite ina GIS zi-qi-be usalbi.  
376 Annals of Assurnasirpal 2.109. AKA 336 ii 109. 700 sabe ina put abullisunu ana GIS zi-qi-pi uzaqqip. 
377 AKA 380 3.112. sabe baltute ina battubatte sa alisu ana GIS za-qi-pi uzaqqipi.  
378  Annals of Assurnasirpal, Column 3.105-3.113. Dates to 883-859 BCE.  
379 [ana GIS za-qi-pi useli]. Quoted from May and Steinert, The Fabric of Cities, 102.  
380 Smith, The First Campaign of Sennacherib. Lines 61-62.  
381 The Annals of Sennacherib 1.57-60. Luckenbill, The Annals of Sennacherib, 23-27. Sennacherib ruled from 705–
681 BCE. 
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668-627 BCE, Assurbanipal ’s first campaign against Egypt. 
“…Their corpses they hung up on stakes. [With their] skins [which] they stripped off 
they covered the wall of the city.”382 
 “Afterwards, all the kings whom I had appointed sinned against my loyalty oath… My 
officials heard about these matters; they seized their mounted messengers with their 
messages and learned about their seditious activities. They seized these kings and put 
their hands and feet in iron fetters and cuffs. … No one among them escaped. They hung 
their corpses from stakes; they flayed their skin and covered the city wall with them.”383 
 

The above Assyrian accounts of in-battle trophies through WHIPC use a specific formula. They 

include zaqīpu, “to erect, set up,” or “impale” with the preposition ina or ana for “upon,” and 

GIS, the Sumerian symbol for wood. Literally, then, the fighting men were erected upon wood. 

In addition to full body displays, sometimes body parts were taken as trophies, 

mementoes, or magical trinkets. Exposed bodies, or pre-buried corpses, whether subject to 

WHIPC or not, were often guarded to prevent dismemberment. Assyrians kept fingers of corpses 

for magic.384 The second-century Numidian novelist under the Roman Empire, Apuleius, tells of 

witches using pieces from the deceased to work spells.385 WHIPC bodies and relics specifically 

held magical power. Pliny the Elder mentioned the curative powers of cross fragments.386 The 

Mishnah debates a healing spell that used a crucifixion nail.387 An excellent article just came out 

this year explaining the magical gem with one of the first images of Jesus crucified.388 The idea 

                                                 
382 Ashurbanipal, the First Egyptian Campaign in Rollsiegel (aka VR): A. Moortgat, Vorderasiatische Rollsiegel 
(Berlin 1940; 1966; 1988).  V R 1.52-2.27. 
383 Assurbanipal regarding rebel leaders, 667 BCE. Assurbanipal, “The Campaigns to Egypt -Edition A,” Col 
1.118.2 4 in Cogan, Mordechai. The Raging Torrent Historical Inscriptions, 151-152. 
384 Labat TDP 192.38 from Gelb, Landsberger, and Oppenheim, “ubanu” in The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental 
Institute, 4.  
385 Apuleius, Metamorphosis, 2. 21. See also Gollnick, The Religious Dreamworld of Apuleius' Metamorphoses: 
Recovering a Forgotten Hermeneutic. 

386 Pliny, NH, 28.46. 
387 Šabb. 6.10; Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian Perceptions, 182. 
388 The gem, second to third century CE, includes an inscription and a picture of the crucified Jesus. The writing 
used a sequence of magical sounds repeated in other magic and curse texts. Kotansky, “The Magic ‘Crucifixion 
Gem’ in the British Museum,” 632, 638.  
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of body parts of the deceased maintaining power pervaded Europe through the medieval 

period.389 Furthermore, dried bones could be used for oracles or games, such as the Roman 

children’s game Knucklebones, with adult variations employed to predict the future.390 The 

Egyptians were famous for collecting the hands of their foe, though they were not alone. The 

Israelites and Romans also provide examples, discussed below.  

 

Heads 

One of the more well-known accounts of hanging heads on trees as a victory trophy was 

commemorated by the Assyrian king Assurbanipal  in his palace. The king commemorated his 

victory over one of his more irritating enemies, the rebellious Elamites in 653 BCE. In the battle 

of Til-Tuba an Assyrian soldier, Dunanu, chased Elamite king Teumman and his son into the 

woods. He leapt on them and slashed his dagger across the rebel king’s neck. After sawing and 

yanking with his dull blade, Dunanu waved the gory mess by its long hair to his fellow 

soldiers.391 

King Assurbanipal  greeted the dripping face of Teumman by spitting on it.392 The face 

was displayed on a sacred tree within the garden chamber of the king. With a metal ring through 

the decapitated’s jaw, the cranial ornament adorned the sacred branch. To immortalize the event 

                                                 
389 See also Immonen and Taavitsainen, “Finger of a Saint, Thumb of a Priest.”  
390 In the game of Knucklebones children tossed cleaned finger joint knuckles of sheep. Depending on which side of 
the bone landed up right, a particular number of points was tallied, as in dice games. Young maidens played the 
game differently using the knuckles to summon an omen from Aphrodite. Good, “Knucklebones.” 
391 Teumman was an Elamite king in the mid-seventh century BCE who attempted to capture Babylon and fought 
against the Assyrians. Bahrani, “The King’s Head,” 115. 
392 Saggs, The Might That Was Assyria, 113; Bonatz, “Ashurbanipal's Headhunt,” 94; Lemos, Violence and 
Personhood in Ancient Israel, 179. 
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Assurbanipal commissioned a relief sculpture of the victory feast held in the garden to celebrate 

the Assyrian victory over the Elamites. 

Figure 36. Decapitation of King Teumman, the Elamite in the Battle of Til-Tuba. 
 

Figure 37. The “Garden Party” scene in the Palace of Assurbanipal .393   
 
                                                 
393 Saggs, The Might That Was Assyria, Image 2A; Rodney, “Ishtar, the Lady of Battle,” 214; currently at the British 
Museum (BM 124920). The garden scene is from Room S showing his banquet.  
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Teumman’s head was not merely a triumphal garden decoration. Before it was brought to 

the king, the head was draped around Dunanu’s neck. The head was displayed in Assurbanipal ’s 

triumphal entry into Nineveh, one of Assyria’s capitals. Though the blood was spilled on the 

battle field and dripped on Dunanu, as the Elamite head entered the city gates wine was poured 

over it.  Not only was his head a trophy, it was used in a religious libation ritual and hanged on a 

sacred tree. Obtaining and donating the Elamite king’s head was commanded by Ashur and 

Marduk.394  

Not all heads are equal. In the battle scene in Figure 38, heads were piled before a palm 

tree. Assyrian soldiers paraded towards the tree, but only some were lucky enough to decapitate 

the enemy. The soldiers stacked weapons on the other side of the tree. From the weapon-side, 

priests and the Assyrian king continued the formal procession toward the large palm tree.395 The 

body parts and weapons dedicated to the central palm tree surrounded by the priests and king 

show a strong religious significance of the heads. The men to the right of the priests, facing 

Assurbanipal  are the subdued and surrendering kings, Shamash-Shum-Ukin and Ummanaldas. 

While others may have mentioned cranial trophies in writing, Assurbanipal was the first Neo-

Assyrian king to illustrate it. At one point, Assurbanipal even laments a vulture carrying off a 

good head.396 

                                                 
394 Bonatz, “Ashurbanipal’s Headhunt,” 98-99. 
395 Barnett, Sculptures from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh (668-627 B.C.), n.p. 
396 Dolce, “The "Head of the Enemy" in the Sculptures,” 121. 
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Figure 38: Assyrian soldiers collecting heads before Emperor Assurbanipal  and enemy 
surrender.397 

 
 

                                                 
397 Barnett, Sculptures from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal at Nineveh (668-627 B.C.), n.p., Room M, Slab 12 
and 13. BM 124945-6. 
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398 
Figure 39: From the same room as the Garden Scene, Assyrian soldiers brought heads of 
the enemy to the Assyrian Emperor, Assurbanipal . 

 

Long before Assurbanipal ’s birth, the Long Wall relief sculpture in Carchemish offers 

another example of cranial procession, Figure 40. Carchemish, a border city between Syria and 

Turkey, underwent territorial dispute between the late tenth and early ninth century BCE, 

matching the dates for the sculpture. The relief shows revenge against rebellious Hatamanas.399 

Heads and mutilated bodies of the war captives were presented to the storm gods and king.  

The Hieroglyphic Hittite texts above suggests sacrifices be made to that victory image. 

The bodies of the captives were offered to the Storm God as trophies of success, shown with the 

                                                 
398 Barnett, Sculptures from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal, n.p. BM 124928. Room M Slab 17.  
399 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 12-13. 
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row of hands and heads in Figure 40. The soldiers are in their military garb, while the goddess in 

panel twenty-three, and the prisoners are fully nude, not pictured in Figure 40.400  

 

 
Figure 40: Long Wall in Carchemish A.1.a401 

 
Another Assyrian example of a victorious soldier of the cavalcade waving a severed head 

appears in one of the city gates at Zincirli, another Syria-Anatolia border territory, approximately 

950 BCE.402  The Assyrian king, in addition to his commanders, collected heads of the military 

foes. The blood pollution from death was purified by spirits surrounding the king in battle and in 

reception of the skulls. The spirits surround the king to purify him from the pollution of deaths in 

battle.403 Assurbanipal  reveals his creativity in maiming captives:  

Many captives from among them I burned with fire, and many I captured alive. From 
some I cut off their hands and their fingers, and from others I cut off their noses and their 
ears. …and the eyes of many men I put out. I made one heap of the living, and another of 

                                                 
400 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 23-33. 
401 Image from Hawkins, “Building Inscriptions of Carchemish,” 91. 
402 Zincrili panel 5 in Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 58-60. 
403 Ornan, “Expelling Demons at Nineveh,” 87-88. 
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the heads, and I bound their heads to vines round about the city. Their young men and 
maidens I burned in the fire.404  

The heads decorated the city as they grew intertwined in the vines.  

In the Greek-Trojan War, the Trojan prince Hector tried to get the head of Patroclus, a 

close companion of Achilles, to adorn the city gates of Troy.405  The Greek historian, Herodotus, 

described the Taurians’ method of head trophies. Each soldier took the flesh covered skulls of 

their enemy and posted them with tall stakes at their houses to guard the house. Herodotus 

insinuates the heads had power to avert evil.406  Herodotus further explicates the treatment of 

Spartan king Leonidas’s head. The Persian emperor had his head put on a stake after the Battle of 

Thermopylae.407  The non-historical Book of Judith shows the heroine leading the women in 

dancing while the men paraded their armor as a triumphal celebration over an Assyrian 

campaign. They posted the head of the Assyrian general, dismembered by Judith, on the city 

walls after she waved it around to several groups of people to prove and glory in his death.408 

                                                 
404 Annals of Assurbanipal lines 116ff in Robertson, The Books of Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, 82. 
405 Homer, Iliad, 18.174-177. οἳ δὲ ἐρύσσασθαι ποτὶ Ἴλιον ἠνεμόεσσαν Τρῶες ἐπιθύουσι: μάλιστα δὲ φαίδιμος 
Ἕκτωρ ἑλκέμεναι μέμονεν: κεφαλὴν δέ ἑ θυμὸς ἄνωγε πῆξαι ἀνὰ σκολόπεσσι ταμόνθ᾽ ἁπαλῆς ἀπὸ δειρῆς. Concern 
over preserving Patroclus’s body takes up a large portion of books 12, 18, and 23.  
406 Herodotus used anastauroun (άνασταυροΰν), the same term the New Testament uses for the crucifixion of Jesus. 
Hdt. 4.103.3- πολεμίους δέ άνδρας, τούς άν χειρώσωνται, ποιεύσι τάδε: άποταμών έκαστος κεφαλήν άποφέρεται ές 
τα οικία, έπειτα έπι ξύλου μεγάλου άνα πείρας ίστα υπέρ της οικίης ύπερέχουσαν πολλόν, μάλιστα δέ υπέρ της 
καπνοδόκης· Φασι δέ τούτους φυλάκους της οίκίης πάσης ύπεραιωρέεσθαι.” Samuelsson, Crucifixion in Antiquity, 
45. 
407 ἐκέλευσε ἀποταμόντας τὴν κεφαλὴν ἀνασταυρῶσαι. “they cut the head and [made it] upon-a-stake.” Herodotus 
7.238.1. Translation above is mine. When the Scythians engaged the Persians the queen took the head of the fallen 
Persian emperor, Cyrus, and put it in a skin of blood. In Herodotus’ words: “...Tomyris [a Scythian queen], when 
Cyrus would not listen to her, collected all her forces and engaged him. ...The greater part of the Persian army was 
destroyed there on the spot, and Cyrus himself fell there, ...Tomyris filled a skin with human blood, and searched 
among the Persian dead for Cyrus' body; and when she found it, she pushed his head into the skin, and insulted the 
dead man in these words: ‘Though I am alive and have defeated you in battle, you have destroyed me, taking my son 
by guile; but just as I threatened, I give you your fill of blood.’” Herodotus 1.214. Trans. Godley.  
408 Judith 13-15. The Book of Judith is included in the Septuagint and Catholic Bibles, but excluded from the Jewish 
and Protestant cannons. The oldest version of the text is from the Septuagint. The date of the original composition is 
highly debated. 
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The Romans also carried heads with them through battle. The Carthaginian general, 

Hannibal Barca, waited for his brother Hasdrubal Barca's reinforcements in Apulia in 207 BCE, 

during the Second Punic War against Rome. The Roman consul, Gaius Claudius, in an effort to 

demoralize and frighten Hannibal from Italy's doorstep, displayed the war prisoners in chains 

and had the severed head of Hasdrubal, from a previous battle, thrown into the Carthaginian 

camp.409  (During the First Punic War, according to Livy, Carthaginian soldiers had crucified 

their own defeated general, who happened to be named Hannibal: in crucem sublatus est).410  

 
Figure 41: Trajan’s Column, open battle genre Scene (XXIV) 411 

 
The image of Assyrians waving heads was repeated in the Roman Empire through the 

second-century CE column of Trajan. Romans used human heads as trophies in military victory, 

but they also used metal masks of the defeated foes as victory symbols.412 Jean-Louis Voisin 

suggests that gaining a head trophy was part of the motivation of engaging in battle for some, 

                                                 
409 Livy 27.51.11; Jaeger, Livy's Written Rome, 94-95. 
410 Livy. Periochae 17. Cook CMW, 83. 
411 Image from http://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/trajans-column/the-project/numbering-conventions-and-site-guide/, 
University of Saint Andrews, [accessed 6 July 2017].  
412 Voisin, “Les Romains, Chasseurs de Têtes,” 254. 
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providing four circumstances in which head-hunts took place in the Roman context: taking the 

head of an enemy who had already been slain, decapitation after victims had already surrendered 

their weapons, the pursuit of an important foe, and singular one-on-one combat.413 The spectacle 

of Roman head-hunting inspired fear whether the display was of an external enemy of Rome or a 

proscribed citizen.414 For example, Appian described Marius’s head exposed in the Forum and 

Plutarch told of the exposure of Cicero’s head.  

Censorinus cut off his [Marius's] head and carried it to Cinna, and it was suspended in the 
forum in front of the rostra, the first head of a consul that was so exposed. After him the 
heads of others who were slain were suspended there; and this shocking custom, which 
began with Octavius, was not discontinued, but was handed down to subsequent 
massacres.415  

Then he himself [Cicero], clasping his chin with his left hand, as was his wont, looked 
steadfastly at his slayers, his head all squalid and unkempt, and his face wasted with 
anxiety, so that most of those that stood by covered their faces while Herennius was 
slaying him. For he stretched his neck forth from the litter and was slain, …Herennius cut 
off his head, by Antony's command, and his hands—the hands with which he wrote the 
Philippics....When Cicero's extremities [τῶν δ᾽ ἀκρωτηρίων] were brought to Rome, it 
chanced that Antony was conducting an election, but when he heard of their arrival and 
saw them, … he ordered the head and hands to be placed over the ships' beaks on the 
rostra [τὴν δὲ κεφαλὴν καὶ τάς χεῖρας ἐκέλευσεν ὑπὲρ τῶν ἐμβόλων ἐπὶ τοῦ βήματος 
θεῖναι,], a sight that made the Romans shudder...416  

 
Hands  

Dismemberment of a defeated enemy can be noted as early as the Sumerian Early 

Dynastic III period, 2600-2350 BCE, in the Vulture Stele. The stele shows Lagash’s victory over 

Umma. The city-state battle was commemorated in the stele with the inclusion of vultures 

                                                 
413 Voisin, “Les Romains, Chasseurs de Têtes,” 260-262, 264. 
414 Voisin, “Les Romains, Chasseurs de Têtes,” 269. Note the head of Marius and, later, Cicero displayed in Rome 
because of proscriptions. Appian, Civil War, 1.71 and Plutarch Cicero 48-49, below. 
415 Appian, Civil Wars, 1.71 (Loeb 1913). 
416 Plutarch, Cicero 48.3- 49.1. Trans. Perrin.  
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carrying away the hands and feet of the unfortunate men mutilated in battle.417 

 
Figure 42: The Stele of Vultures, 2450 BCE, shows the birds carrying off heads and limbs 
of the defeated.418  

 
The Assyrians impaled war captives in a variety of methods. Sometimes they erected men 

after removing their heads, hands, and feet as trophies and warning signs against rebels. Figure 

43, shows Assyrian WHIPC victims with their heads while disembodied heads adorned the city 

walls. In the image, the hands and feet are shown laying around the impaled person. The 

question becomes, why did they constellate the hands and feet? The Assyrian king, Assurnasirpal 

II, explained they were trophies and Sennacherib continued that it was for sport. Assurbanipal  

said:  

Aziel as my lieutenant over them I placed; a trophy along the length of the great gate I 
erected: the rebellious nobles who had revolted against me and whose skins I had stripped 
off, I made into a trophy: some in the middle of the pile I left to decay; some on the top of 

                                                 
417 The stele further describes possible impaled victims. “Umma like Kish against his power encamp; faithfulness of 
heart in their subjugation does not abide; at thy right hand the sun-god who illumines the city, the supremacy of thy 
land will establish, setting it aloft. The city... Eannatum... [about 7 lines lost.] with their weapons; in 3600 (?) 
corpses in the midst verily they stuck. ... [the remainder of the column (7-8 lines) is broken away.]” Stele of 
Vultures. VI-VIII. e-an-na-tum nad-a-ra lugal ki-[ag] [15 lines lost], gis-hu kis-an su-su dag-gi likir-gi ku-ba-ta ne-
gub gi-us uru… kesda e-an-na-tum [7 lines lost] gis-mu-ni-ra lu+idim-bi sar(?)gir he-bi-lal gis… [remainder of 
column (7-8 lines) broken away] su-e-na-zi sag gis-hu-ka ni-gaz nanga-sar mu-ni... [18 to 20 lines lost] gis-ur-ur-e 
e-da-lal e-an-na-tum-ra lu-ti mu-ni-ra ti-ta e-ta-sig mu-tar igi-ba ne-li-gu-gu lu-e-ge [8 lines lost]  Barton, The Royal 
Inscriptions of Sumer and Akkad, 24-27. 
418 The stele is currently held at the Louvre, Department of Mesopotamian antiquities, Richelieu, ground floor, room 
1a. Open source image from 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/84/Stele_of_Vultures_detail_02.jpg.  
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the pile on stakes I impaled; some by the side of the pile I placed in order on stakes; 
many within view of my land I flayed; their skins on the walls I arranged; of the officers 
of the King's officer, rebels, the limbs I cut off; I brought Ahiyababa to Nineveh; I flayed 
him and fastened his skin to the wall; laws and edicts over Lakie I established.419 
 

 
Figure 43: Shalmaneser III ‘s Bronze Gates.420 

 
The nobles and their skin, became the trophies of victory. Assurbanipal ’s officer, Aziel, from 

the above quote, took the limbs of the nobles. Impaled trophies were chosen based on their noble 

class and others were chosen simply because they were at the top of the pile of bodies. As the 

Assyrian king, Sennacherib, annihilated the Elamites, trampling through slaughtered bodies with 

his chariot, the guts and blood stuck to the wheels while he collected the hands and testicles of 

the Elamites for sport.421 Assurnasirpal II explained: 

I went after them in pursuit; 1,000 of their warriors I left in the rugged hills; their corpses 
on a hill I piled up; with their bodies the tangled hollows of the mountains I filled; I 
captured 200 soldiers and cut off their hands; their spoil I carried away; their oxen, their 

                                                 
419  Annals of Assurnasirpal, Column 1.89-94. Wilson and Hamilton, Babylonian and Assyrian Literature, 166-175. 
Assurnasirpal r. 883-859 BCE. 
420 Found at Balawat Imgur-Enlil, northern Iraq. The bronze gate band dates to about 858-824 BCE. The bands were 
displayed on the almost seven-meter-tall cedar gates of the palace of Shalmaneser III. Image copyright here: 
https://www.britishmuseum.org/join_in/using_digital_images/using_digital_images.aspx?image=ps131774.jpg. 
421 Annals of Sennacherib 6.6-16. 
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sheep... the city Zibate of Zuhi, cities on the other side of the Euphrates in the land of 
Laqai I overthrew, devastated and burned with fire; their crops I seized 460 soldiers their 
fighting men by (my) weapons I destroyed; I took 20 alive and impaled them on stakes.422 

Many warriors were left piled in the open terrain, only some, twenty-percent in this case, had 

their hands severed. In the second instance, Assurnasirpal II preserved the lives of slightly more 

than four percent of the warriors to make trophies. Contrary to Egyptian custom, the Assyrian 

human trophies and hands were not used as a death count.  

Like the Assyrians, the Egyptians practiced cutting off the right hands of the men they 

killed in battle. The hand collection was documented in relief sculptures, and also a fifteenth 

dynasty palace in Avaris contained pits with severed right hands.423 Ramesses III’s tomb 

illustrates the practice in Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44: Collecting hands of the enemy from the Temple of Ramesses III at Medinet 
Habu424 

                                                 
422 Annals of Assurnasirpal, Column 2.114-115; 3.32-33. 
423 Greenspoon, “Severed Hands,”  https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-
world/severed-hands-trophies-of-war-in-new-kingdom-egypt/. 
424 Open source image from Wikipedia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medinet_Habu_(temple)#/media/File:Medinet_Habu_Temple,_Piles_of_Hands.jpg 
The image is discussed in Greenspoon, “Severed Hands.” 
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Ahmose, son of Ebana, a military leader under the first pharaohs of New Kingdom Egypt, 

Ahmose I, Amenhotep I, and Thutmose I. Ahmose, son of Ebana, provided several examples of 

hand-severing in his biography.425  

Then I fought hand to hand, I brought away a hand.  ...Then I took captive there 
[Shruhen] two women and one hand. …Now, after this his majesty had slain the Asiatics, 
he ascended the river to Khenthennofer, to destroy the Nubian Troglodytes; his majesty 
made a great slaughter among them. Then I took captive there, two living men, and three 
hands. … I captured for him in Zahi a living prisoner and a hand. …Meanwhile I was at 
the head of our army; I fought incredibly; his majesty beheld my bravery. I brought off 
two hands, and took (them) to his majesty. …Again I served for King Zeserkere, 
triumphant; I captured for him on the north of Imukehek, three hands. …Again I served 
for King Okheperkere (Thutmose I), triumphant; I captured for him in the country of 
Naharin 21 hands, one horse, and one chariot.  
 

Ahmose used hands as trophies. He brought the hands to the pharaoh and fought for the pharaoh. 

While Ahmose took women as prisoners, he did not dismember them for the hand-count. In other 

examples, Ahmose took men alive as prisoners, presumably retaining their hands, along with 

severed hands of the enemy. The hands were almost certainly from slain enemy soldiers while 

others, civilians, were taken back to Egypt as prisoners or slaves. For example, the Semneh 

Inscription regarding the Nubian campaign commanded by Mermose, listed 740 live prisoners 

and 312 hands.426 Also, in the Annals of Thutmose III listed among the spoils of the campaign 

against Megiddo were 340 living prisoners and 83 hands.427 Thutmose III further lists booty from 

the Kadesh District “691 people; 29 hands; 44 horses.”428  

Like the Assyrians and Egyptians, the Hebrew occasions of hanging and executing of war 

                                                 
425 The Biography of Ahmose, son of Ebana, has been preserved on a wall in his tomb at El Kab. The biography was 
first published in Lepsius, Naville, Borchardt, and Sethe, Denkmäler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien. I have used 
Breasted's translation. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 7, 8, 10, 17, 18, 35. Ahmose Biography lines 9, 13, 14, 
20, 39, 42, and 85.  
426 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 340-341. 
427 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 187. Annals of Thutmose III, 431. 
428 Annals of Thutmose III 532 in Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 216. For similar Assyrian accounts see also 
Russell, The Final Sack of Nineveh.  
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captives involved cutting off the hands and feet of the defeated. King David hung the hands and 

feet of the assassins he had slain over the pool of Hebron.429 The executed and dismembered 

people received punishment for killing the son of Saul, an effort they thought King David would 

reward. They were not killed in battle, but rather for decapitating Saul’s heir. “Then David 

commanded the young men, and they killed them and cut off their hands and feet and hung them 

up beside the pool in Hebron. But they took the head of Ish-bosheth,430 and buried it in the grave 

of Abner the Hebron.”431 In this case the dismemberment was not a trophy, but rather a warning 

against deviant behavior, similar to other reasons for full body impalement. Likewise, while not 

necessarily a trophy, Odysseus had Melanthius dismembered as a meal for dogs after his WHIPC 

experience.432  

In 161 BCE, Jews living under the Seleucids fought over the legitimacy of the High 

Priest Alcimus. In this debate, the Seleucid king Demetrius sent Nicanor to lead an army against 

the rebellion in Judea. The Jews defeated Nicanor and “the Jews seized the spoils and the 

plunder, and they cut off Nicanor’s head and the right hand which he had so arrogantly stretched 

out, and brought them and displayed them just outside Jerusalem. The people rejoiced greatly 

and celebrated that day as a day of great gladness.”433 In the accounts of Jewish dismemberment 

in 1 and 2 Maccabees, unlike the account of David’s punishment, Nicanor’s head and hand did 

serve as a trophy. This Jewish display resembles a later Roman display of Cicero’s head and 

                                                 
429 2 Samuel 4:12-5:1. 
430 The son of Saul, who had been killed by the recent dismembered sinners hanging above the Hebron pool. 
431 2 Samuel 4:12, NAS. Also in 2 Samuel 21 King David obtained the bones of the deceased Saul and Jonathan 
which the Philistines had previously displayed by hanging. David gave the bones of his beloved friend and revered 
king a proper burial. Also in the passage, the Philistines participated in the practice of hanging defeated royalty.  
432 Homer, Od. 22.470-479. 
433 1 Maccabees 7:47-50. RSV. 2 Maccabees 15:30 agrees that Nicanor was mutilated. 
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hand by Antony in 43 BCE.434 Later still, the Roman emperor Domitian cut off the hands of 

conspirators during interrogations.435  

 

Skin, Sex Organs, and Odds and Ends 

The Assyrians, Persians, Egyptians, and Israelites used the skin of their enemies as 

trophies. Like the head and hands, the skin, the tongue, the foreskin, and phallus were also 

trophy items. The Assyrian emperor Assurnasirpal II formed a trophy with the flesh of the 

frondeurs along the gate. He left a great heap of corpses piled to rot, but he impaled the slain 

soldiers who found themselves on the top of the pile.  The dead who had landed to the side of the 

corpse heap he also erected on stakes. He maimed the king’s officers, and cut out the tongue of 

some rebels. He flayed many, including Ahiyababa, a man he had earlier established as a puppet 

king, and decorated the wall with human leather.436 He decapitated 800 soldiers, but many 

soldiers he took alive. He created trophies of both the heads and the living captives themselves 

were used as trophies in fetters. He built a gate of 700 impaled soldiers, almost eighty-eight 

percent of the casualties, around the wall.437  

Flayed men were brought to Assyrian Emperor Sennacherib.438 Sargon II, (r. 722–705 

BCE), had a low-class neo-Hittite usurper to the Hamath throne flayed, but there is no mention 

as to what was done with the body or the skin.439 Sennacherib’s Nineveh Palace reliefs on the 

                                                 
434 Cassius Dio 47.8.4; Plutarch, Cicero, 48-49.  
435 Suetonius, Domitian, 10.5. 
436 Annals of Assurnasirpal, Column 1.176-181; 1.193. Online translation here: 
http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/txt/ah/Assyria/Inscra02.html from J. M. Rodwell. 
437 Annals of Assurnasirpal, Column 2.107-110; 3.31-33. 
438 Image in Uehlinger, “Clio in a World of Pictures,” 280-283. 
439 “Yaubiͻdi of Hamath, a low-class person, with no right to the throne, an evil Hittite, schemed to become king of 
Hamath. He caused Arpad, Simirra, Damascus, and Samaria to rebel against me, and he came to an agreement with 
them and prepared for battle. I mobilized the numerous troops of Assyria; at Qarqar, his beloved city, I besieged him 
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Layard plates, Plate 21, overlapping slab 9 and 10 show two Judahite captives nude, with their 

arms stretched apart, preparing to be flayed.440 The precedent set with Assurnasirpal II’s brutality 

was solidified in religion. Two hundred years after Assurnasirpal II, Ishtar, goddess of love and 

war, gave the Assyrian king Esarhaddon an oracle. She would bring the enemies of the Assyrians 

to them. It was Ishtar that flayed the enemy.441 In other words, the brutality was divinely 

sanctioned.   

Instead of stretching the empty skin across the city walls and gates of the vanquished, like 

the Assyrians, Achaemenid Persian king Darius had the skin stuffed and preserved. “The men 

who were his foremost followers, those at Ecbatana within the fortress, I flayed and hung out 

their hides, stuffed with straw.”442 In what may have been seven centuries of continuity, Shapur 

I, Emperor of the Sasanian Persian Empire, captured the Roman Emperor Valerian, r. 253–260 

CE, and after abusing him as a prisoner of war, upon his death Shapur had him flayed. The skin 

was dyed and stuffed with straw. He displayed the stuffed corpse in a temple as a trophy of 

victory over Rome.443 

                                                 
and his troops, and I captured him. I set fire to Qarqar. I flayed him. I killed the rebels of those cities and established 
order. I organized (a contingent of ) 200 chariots and 600 riding horses from among the people of Hamath, and 
added them to my royal corps.” Sargon II’s “The Fall of Smaria and Ashdod -Khorsabad Summary Inscription,” 33-
36 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 82. (707 BCE). 
440 Uehlinger, “Clio in a World of Pictures,” 279-283. 
441 681 BCE, “I am Ishtar of Arbela. I will flay your enemies. I will deliver them.” Oracle spoken to Esarhaddon. 
From Parpola, SAA 9 1.1. quoted in Chavalas, Women in the Ancient Near East, 241.  
442 DB Col. 2.32. Trans. King, Thompson, Budge.  
443 Postea vero quam pudendam vitam in illo dedecore finivit, derepta est ei cutis et exuta visceribus pellis infecta 
rubro colore, ut in templo barbarorum deorum ad memoriam clarissimi triumphi poneretur legatisque nostris 
semper esset ostentui, ne nimium Romani viribus suis fiderent, cum exuvias capti principis apud deos suos 
cernerent. “Afterward, when he had finished this shameful life under so great dishonour, he was flayed, and his skin, 
stripped from the flesh, was dyed with vermilion, and placed in the temple of the gods of the barbarians, that the 
remembrance of a triumph so signal might be perpetuated, and that this spectacle might always be exhibited to our 
ambassadors, as an admonition to the Romans, that, beholding the spoils of their captived emperor in a Persian 
temple, they should not place too great confidence in their own strength.” Lactantius, De Mortibus Persecutorum 
5.6. Trans. Fletcher.  
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King Saul of the Israelites offered the future king, David, one of his daughters in 

marriage in exchange for one hundred Philistine foreskins [`orlah, ָעְרָלה]. David brought him two 

hundred in full confirmation [male’ ָמָלא] of the death tally.444 While New Kingdom Egyptians 

generally collected hands to count the number of enemies they had slaughtered, at Ramesses III’s 

triumph at Medinet Habu, the winners victoriously displayed trophies of slain enemies, captive 

slaves, hand count, and phalli.445 One papyri fragment notes that if a foreigner broke his oath to 

the ruler he would first be mutilated and then put on wood.446 For example, Papyrus BM 10052 

14.22-25, as part of the oath statement the following would be said, “may I be mutilated in nose 

and ears and placed on the stake.”447 

On two accounts in the Odyssey Homer indicated a punishment of having the nose, ears, 

and genitals of a trespasser cut-off and fed to dogs. One of the suitors, Antinous, threatened to 

send Odysseus, disguised as a beggar, to Ekhetos. Mythical King Ekhetos, called the mangler of 

man, captured and mutilated people.448  “I'll throw you aboard a black ship bound for the 

mainland where King Ekhetos rules, a mangler of men. He'll cut off your ears and nose. He'll rip 

off your scrotum and toss it to mongrels to eat raw.” 449 Once Odysseus took revenge on the 

suitors, after placarding Melanthius, he had him dismembered. “They tore out his scrotum, threw 

it to the dogs to be gulped raw, then hacked off his feet and hands in a frenzy of anger.” 450 While 

                                                 
444 1 Samuel 18:25-27. 
445 Cavillier, “Ramesses III’s Wars and Triumphs,” 31. 
446 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 340-345. 
447 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 344. 
448 McCrorie, “Notes” in The Odyssey, 397. 
449 Hom. Od. 18.83-87, translation from McCrorie. εἰς Ἔχετον βασιλῆα, βροτῶν δηλήμονα πάντων, ὅς κ᾽ ἀπὸ ῥῖνα 
τάμῃσι καὶ οὔατα νηλέϊ χαλκῷ, μήδεά τ᾽ ἐξερύσας δώῃ κυσὶν ὠμὰ δάσασθαι.   
450 Hom. Od. 22.474-477, translation from McCrorie. ἐκ δὲ Μελάνθιον ἦγον ἀνὰ πρόθυρόν τε καὶ αὐλήν: τοῦ δ᾽ ἀπὸ 
μὲν ῥῖνάς τε καὶ οὔατα νηλέϊ χαλκῷ τάμνον, μήδεά τ᾽ ἐξέρυσαν, κυσὶν ὠμὰ δάσασθαι, χεῖράς τ᾽ ἠδὲ πόδας κόπτον 
κεκοτηότι θυμῷ.  
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the suitors’ threat against Odysseus and Odysseus’s punishment of Melanthius were similar in 

implementation, the phrase was not directly repeated in Greek; they are close enough that those 

listening to the story would have picked up on the pattern. Odysseus took the brutality even 

further by cutting off the hands and feet of Melanthius. 

Herodotus also showed the Greeks punished, mutilated, and staked male and female 

offenders. Male soldiers were staked and  female conspirators were suspended too. The Greeks 

cut off the breasts of the women and posted them on the city wall. “When the most guilty of the 

Barcaeans were handed over from the Persians to her, Pheretime suspended [άνεσκολόπισε] 

[them] around the wall. She cut the breasts of their women and stuck them too on the wall.”451  

The  Mesopotamian cultures transformed skin, while less permanent than bones, into military 

trophies. The ancient world kept such trophies on display, but they also paraded the bodies and 

replicas in victory processions. The following section discusses triumphal processions across the 

ancient cultures.  

 

Triumphal Processions 

The previous examples show the use of enemy bodies as trophies in the ancient world. 

They also mention processions of both living and dead captives in victory marches. The most 

well know version of triumphal procession comes from the Roman world. Scholars debate the 

actual origin of the Roman triumph as being Eastern, Etruscan, or simply through Romulus or 

Bacchus as Roman tradition designates.452 Near Eastern rulers held similar victory parades. 

                                                 
451 Herodotus 4.202.1. τους μέν νυν αιτιωτάτους των Βαρκαίων ή Φερετίμη, έπείτε oi έκ των Περσέων 
παρεδόθησαν, άνεσκολόπισε κύκλω του τείχεος, των δέ σφι γυναι κών τους μαζούς άποταμούσα περιέστιξε και 
τούτοισι τό τείχος. Barca is in northern Libya.  
452 Beard, The Roman Triumph, 52; Bonfante, “Roman Triumphs and Etruscan Kings,” 59. Beard notes (56) 
Versnel’s theory that the extensive similarities between the triumphal practices and the Sacred New Year’s Festival 
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Perhaps parading spoils was merely human nature following a successful battle. Boasting 

transcends cultural borders. The Elephantine and Amada steles from New Kingdom Egypt 

likewise show a triumphal procession with boats, literal parade floats, and human WHIPC 

trophies. 

When his majesty returned in joy of heart to his father Amon, it was after he had slain 
with his own mace the seven princes who were in the region of Takhsi, they being hung 
upside down on the prow of his majesty's Falcon Boat .... Afterwards (the king) hung six 
of these wretched men before the rampart of Thebes along with the hands (amputated 
from the other slain enemies). Then (the king) transported the other wretched one to 
Nubia that he be hanged on the wall of Napata to demonstrate the victories of his majesty 
for ever and ever.453  
 

Displaying the dead kings “demonstrate[d] victories” forever. In no uncertain terms Amenhotep 

II hoisted up the corpses as a trophy. Though the flesh of the slain decays, the king intended the 

bodies as permanent wall posters. The climate in Egypt, though less so in Nubia, helped to 

preserve the bodies naturally.  

The Romans claimed the first official triumph, of Publius Valerius Publicola in 509 BCE, 

occurred on an anniversary of Romulus’s victory show.454  The Roman triumph began in the 

Campus Martius, the plain of Mars.455 During the triumph, the successful general, adorned with 

elements of kingship and divinity, such as red painted faces to match the crimson idols, wore a 

                                                 
demonstrate that the triumph evolved from Etruria’s vernal new year, citing Versnel, Triumphus: An Inquiry into the 
Origin. 
453 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 313; Rainey, “Amenhotep II's Campaign to Takhsi,” 71-75. Both Breasted 
and Rainey have translated the text. Breasted’s is more literal while Rainey’s is clearer. I have used Rainey’s 
translation here.  The Stele of Amenhotep II from Elephantine has been broken up into several sections on display 
across the globe.  
454 Beard, The Roman Triumph, 77.  
455 Holliday, “Roman Triumphal Painting,” 133. Within its pomerium the law forbade warfare of any sort, including 
wearing military garb, although military triumphs warranted an exception. Religious protocol prohibited certain 
auspices and religious icons, including specific priests, inside of the sacred limits. The field of the Campus Martius 
area marked the starting point for triumphal processions. One of the earliest structures in the plain was an altar to 
Mars. The soldiers could not purify themselves before the procession and therefore they could not enter the 
pomerium, so they waited in the Campus Martius until the Senate granted permission and specifications for the 
triumphal procession. Coarelli, Rome and Environs, 6, 261, 264, 270, 274. 
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purple robe, iron rings, carried an eagle scepter, and held a laurel or olive branch as did priest-

kings of Etruria and the ANE.456 Like the kings of Mesopotamia, the early Roman kings were 

representations of the pantheon head (Jupiter, Marduk, Ashur, or Osiris-Ra). The tradition of the 

commander dressing as a god-king continued in Roman triumphs even after the monarchy fell in 

the late sixth century.457 

In addition to human trophies, armor trophies were created and displayed through the 

triumph. The anthropomorphic trophies included the enemy’s armor erected on a sacred tree 

trunk or stake.458 The first Roman triumph was fabled to start with Romulus, the founder of the 

city. After winning the war resulting from his abduction of the Sabine women, Romulus adorned 

himself in fresh sprigs of laurel. He cut an oak and displayed the Sabine king’s armor on the few 

remaining branches. He lifted the armored trunk as a trophy through the streets of the city in the 

“first” triumphal march. There was no mention of King Acron’s body in Plutarch’s version.459   

During triumphs, Roman and ANE war prisoners were marched around and through the 

city with livestock captured in the campaigns. They did not execute all war prisoners, many of 

whom became slaves. The execution of some war captives became the climax of the Roman 

triumph. Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus received honor and three forms of spolia.460 Near the 

                                                 
456 Beard, The Roman Triumph, 226-228; Bonfante, “Roman Triumphs and Etruscan Kings,” 61, 63.  
457 Frazer, The Golden Bough, 13.2.1. 
458 Beard, The Roman Triumph, 15. 
459 Plutarch, Romulus, 14.6, 16.5-6; Plutarch, Quaestiones Romanae, 87. 
460 Bonfante, “Roman Triumphs and Etruscan Kings,” 53. Taylor, “Watching the Skies,” 1. Quirinus was an aspect 
of Janus involved in starting and finishing war, not unlike the opening and closing of the Janus temple. For more 
details on ritual execution and exposure of prisoners via the Scalae Germoniae, carcer (jail), and Tarpeian Rock see 
Barry, “Exposure, Mutilation, and Riot,” and Cadoux, “The Roman Carcer and its Adjuncts.”   
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temple of Mars and the Velabrum, and sometimes at the mouth of the Tullianum prison, the 

captives usually were strangled like animal sacrifices.461  

Victorious commanders often marched captives back to Rome. If the general was so 

lucky, the captives made their appearance in a triumph after which they were executed publicly 

in the triumphal procession, became spectacles in amphitheaters, were put to work in mines, or 

sold as slaves.462 War captives in cases of Titus and Vespasian were crucified on-site, and those 

on triumph were sometimes tossed in prison, strangled, or faced an unknown death, possibly 

public crucifixion. A prominent example of war captives’ on-site execution via exposure by 

affixing victims to trees comes by way of barbarians inflicting this torment on defeated Romans. 

The Roman commander Germanicus saw the dismembered remains of tribunes and centurions 

sacrificed to foreign gods, and the patibula which Arminius, the German leader at the Battle of 

the Teutoburg Forest, had used on captured Roman soldiers in 9 CE.463 Under Nero in the late 

60s CE, the Britons, led by Boudicca, behaved similarly to their war captives. “For it was not on 

making prisoners and selling them, or on any of the barter of war, that the enemy was bent, but 

on slaughter, on the gibbet [patibula], the fire and the cross [cruces], like men soon about to pay 

the penalty, and meanwhile snatching at instant vengeance.”464  

Executing war prisoners on-site in war through crucifixion was depicted as barbaric in 

these Roman sources, though clearly it was practiced by the later Flavian Dynasty, though it 

                                                 
461 “Those who celebrate a triumph temporarily stay the executions of the enemy's leaders so that the people of 
Rome can witness the beautiful spectacle and the reward of victory when these men are paraded in the triumph. But 
when the wagons in the procession begin their turn from the Forum to the Capitoline, they order the captive leaders 
to be led into the Prison to their death. Thus does one same day put an end to both the command of the victorious 
general and the life of the defeated foe.” Cicero, In Verrem, 5.75-77; Beard, The Roman Triumph, 129, 135. 
462 Beard, Roman Triumph, 118-119. 
463 Tacitus, Annales, 1.61. 
464 …neque enim capere aut venundare aliudve quod belli commercium, sed caedes patibula ignes cruces, tamquam 
reddituri supplicium at praerepta interim ultione, festinabant. Tacitus, Annales, 14.33.  
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started long before this dynasty. One example is the war against the Spartacus slave rebellion in 

the first century BCE. The “6,000, who were captured and killed [ἔκτεινεν] along the whole road 

from Capua to Rome” exemplify this on-site execution on the part of Crassus.465 The rebellious 

slaves were defeated and almost certainly crucified, to punish and show power. Crucifixion was 

the Romans’ typical punishment for fugitive slaves. Augustus returned fighting slaves to their 

masters to be punished and it seems he crucified those whose masters could not be located.466  

The scenes of military success celebrations in Assyria were often accompanied with ritual 

animal hunts as if to parallel the enemy with animals.467 Similarly, the Romans and New 

Kingdom Egyptians included foreign animals from the places they conquered in their military 

triumph celebrations. Regarding the Romans, presiding officers performed animal sacrifices to 

accompany the ceremonial executions.468 Nevertheless, Romans used a religious ritual to 

transform their captives into animals by forcing them to crawl under the tri-speared yoke; the 

victims were paraded along with the spoils of war and the animals intended for sacrifice.469 

Hittite ritual texts use yoking and unyoking to remove sins or curses from the performer. 

“Together with a yoked pair …they harness the … and they unharness it. And […] the neck he 

[…-s] and they release it. Then they have […] carried off. O Sun God, [release?] the [rit]ual 

[patron] from evil impurity.”470 The Hebrew Bible refers to Israel’s frequent idolatry as being 

yoked to Ba’al.471 Further, sixth-century BCE Jewish texts also paralleled sin with a yoke, “My 

                                                 
465 Appian, Civil Wars, 1.14.120. 
466 Cook, “R. Gest. div. Aug. 25.1,” 68-69; Cassius Dio 49.12.4-5 (ἀνεσκολοπίζετο); RGDA 25.1. 
467 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art and the Archaeology of Performance, 23-33. 
468 Some debate exists over whether the executions were ritual killings or human sacrifices. Beard, The Roman 
Triumph, 129-131. 
469 Holliday, “Roman Triumphal Painting,” 133. 
470 CTH 433.6 quoted in Collins, “Women in Hittite Ritual,” 261. 
471 Numbers 21:8-9; 25:3-13. 
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transgressions were bound into a yoke; by his hand they were fastened together; they were set 

upon my neck; he caused my strength to fail; the Lord gave me into the hands of those whom I 

cannot withstand.”472 

Many ANE texts regarding military captives metaphorically speak of the defeated 

prisoners or nation being under the yoke of the victors.  Not only was the term “yoke” put forth 

metaphorically, the Assyrians literally used yokes on the deportees under Assurbanipal  II.  The 

yoked men walked behind unyoked bulls and sheep. The following rows on the same slab shows 

yet another triumphal procession of head-carrying Assyrian soldiers making their noggin 

donation to Assurbanipal .473 Ritual dances, performed for Ishtar after the victory of 

Assurbanipal, complete the display. 

                                                 
472 Lamentations 1:14, RSV. 
473 Metaphoric uses: “Sennacherib’s Campaign to Judah,” Esarhaddon’s “Prism Nineveh A,” Ashurbanipal’s “The 
Arabian Campaigns, Edition B,” and both Sargon II’s “Khorsabad Summary Inscription” and Sargon II’s “Stone 
Slab from Cala.”  For Assurbanipal see Fales, Postgate, and Reade, Imperial Administrative Records, 76-77. 
Examples of the use of yoke: “…and the yoke of the god Assyria, my lord I placed on them in all the lands through 
which I had marched.” From “Summary Inscription no. 4” line 36-38. “As for Sidqa, king of Ashkelon, who had not 
submitted to my yoke –his family gods, he himself, his wife, his sons, his daughters, his brothers, and all the rest of 
his descendants, I deported and brought him to Assyria. I set Sharru-lu-dari, son of Rukibti, their former king, over 
the people of Ashkelon and imposed upon him payment of tribute and presents to my lordship; who now bears my 
yoke.” From “Sennacherib’s Campaign to Judah,” line 39-41. “Abdi-milkutti, king of Sidon, who did not fear my 
lordship, did not heed the utterance of my lips, who trusted in the rolling sea, threw off the yoke of the god Ashur. 
…I swept over like a flood. … and its site I destroyed. … I caught him like a fish in the sea and cut off his head,” 
from Esarhaddon’s “Prism Nineveh A” Col. 2.65-82. “Afterwards he transgressed my loyalty oath and did not 
uphold the alliance that I had made with him; he threw off my lordly yoke. …He incited the people of Arabia to 
revolt with him and they continually raided the land of Amurru. …all those who had gone up against me, they beat 
down with weapons. They set fire to their tents, their dwellings; they consigned them to the flames.” From “The 
Arabian Campaigns, Edition B” Col. 7.93-8.30. “People from the lands that I had conquered with my own hand, that 
were in the eastern district, I settled in them, and I appointed my eunuch as governor over them. I counted them with 
the people of Assyria and they bear my yoke,” from “Khorsabad Summary Inscription,” line 108-109. “Prudent 
king, …who brought Kiakki, king of Tabal, to Ashur, his sacred precinct, and imposed his yoke on the land of 
Mushki…” from “Stone Slab from Cala,” line 10-12.  For Tiglath-Pileser III, see Summary Inscription no. 4 and 
Sargon II’s “The Fall of Samaria and Ashdod, Khorsabad Summary Inscription” in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 67, 
83, 100, 114, 132, 152, 16-162.  
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Figure 45: The Capture of the Elamite City of Din-Sharri, from Assurbanipal 's North 
Palace. The stone is no longer extant. W. Boutcher sketched this from the original.474 

The ancient cultures essentially participated in military triumphal processions, not unlike 

the Roman triumph. Assyrian bas reliefs created a permanent trophy by utilizing images of the 

temporary trophies, such as human body parts. In the remaining palaces of Sargon II and 

Sennacherib the reliefs show the military triumph parading spoils, booty, and captives.475 Even 

the early Sumerian Royal Standard of Ur shows a military triumphal parade and celebration. 

New Kingdom Egypt reliefs also show marches home from the Levant or Asiatic territory 

                                                 
474 Barnett, Sculptures from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal , n.p., Room V (fallen into Room I) Slabs A and B. 
475 Nadali, “Outcomes of Battle,” 76-80. 
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with victory symbols.476 Several examples show prisoners being marched back to Egypt, like the 

Philistines’ hike to the capital after their loss at the Delta Battle. A common theme through the 

Egyptian triumphal scene suggests the prisoners being forced to kill themselves with swords, 

instead of an Egyptian soldier or the pharaoh carrying out the execution. Though forced suicide 

was not the fate of Egyptian prisoners. Other Egyptian scenes, beginning with the Pre-Dynastic 

period, show the pharaohs themselves in smiting scenes, and Ramses II and III’s tombs have the 

pharaoh oversee the prisoners’ decapitations.477  

 

Items Representing Bodies as Trophies 

Similar to stuffed skins of the enemy, the Mediterranean cultures also created images of 

their foes out of armor and other objects, noted in Romulus’s proto-triumph. The most well-

known practice of erecting man-like trophies in battle comes from the Roman victory trophies 

holding the enemies’ armor, though the Greeks erected armored trees before the Romans adopted 

the practice. 

 
Figure 46. Roman coin from 56 BCE under Pompey. The three trophies represent his three 
Triumphs.478  

                                                 
476 Spalinger, “Egyptian New Kingdom Triumphs,” 98. 
477 Spalinger, “Egyptian New Kingdom Triumphs,” 115. Note battle scenes of Seti I, the Merneptah Stele, and the 
Memphis Stele of Amenhotep II.  
478 Image from ancient Coin Search Engine; a similar coin also appears in Beard, The Roman Triumph, 20. 
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The image itself was powerful. As noted in the previous chapter, images hold a certain 

essence of the original form, a concept Plato draws attention to in his world of Forms.479 The 

image of the killed soldiers held some sort of power of the armor’s former owner. Why did the 

Greeks, Romans, and ANE cultures use symbols of slain men?  

Matthew Trundle concludes the purpose of the Greek battlefield trophy of victory 

remains shrouded, though he also suggests the armor trophies served as a socio-economic semi-

permanent victory memorial.480 Trundle refers to the armor set-up on a tree, not WHIPC victims. 

K. Woelcke proposed a model of two forms of commemoration: temporary and permanent. The 

Greeks and Romans made fugacious formations in both the form of men and out of men to 

symbolize victory, though Woelcke and Trundle speak only of the symbols, not the human 

corpse trophies. Weolcke proposed that the armor on a tree or pole represented a temporary 

memento while the Greeks and Romans created victory monuments and steles as permanent 

signs of victory.481  

Woelcke’s theory is wrong, not just for the Greeks and Romans, but also the ANE. 

Amenhotep II specifically stated his adversary’s corpse was a permanent trophy to show his 

victory “forever.” 482 However, the man-like trophies had a purpose beyond showing victory; 

they were also meant to invoke victory. However, Woelcke also strongly states the religious 

nature of the trophy as a dedication to protective deities.483 David Konstan and Peter Meineck 

                                                 
479 Plato, Republic, 6.508a-e. 
480 Trundle, “Commemorating Victory in Classical Greece,” 123. 
481 Woelcke, “Beiträge zur Geschichte des Tropaions,” 127-235. Trundle, “Commemorating Victory in Classical 
Greece,” 138. 
482 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 313; Rainey, “Amenhotep II's Campaign to Takhsi,” 71-75. I have used 
Rainey’s translation here.  
483 Meineck and Konstan, Combat Trauma and the Ancient Greeks, 182, note 30. 
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argue for a psychological purpose of the trophy: “the tropaion allowed the individual a means to 

confront the trauma of battle by allowing him to say, in relation to this object, that he was 

victorious.”484 A. B. Cook suggests the trophy was an offering to Zeus, originating as a human 

sacrifice, a theory complementary to Romulus’s use of the oak tree in his proto-triumph.485 

The debate must extend beyond the Greek and Roman sphere. The Ancient Near Eastern 

cultures used human and symbolic trophies. I suggest the symbol may have been an offering to 

the changing spirit, the forces who altered the course of the war. Furthermore, the armor trophies 

were used by the Greeks and Romans as apotropaic magic and donative victory offerings in 

battle, as well as symbols to inspire fear, or to invoke fear-exciting spirits against their enemies.  

The tale of Evander in the Aeneid explains his slaughter of war captives, with their armor 

displayed on trees, was for the chthonic spirits.486 Romans honored, or distracted, underworld 

spirits by hanging items of cotton, wood, or possibly human remains.487 According to Macrobius 

the cotton and wood pendulums began as human sacrifices of slaves whose heads were hung to 

distract evil spirits and ward off danger from the household.488 Macrobius’s explanation matches 

Herodotus’s description for the Taurians’ posting enemy heads above their houses. The actual 

WHIPC victims and their replicas, made through armor, caused a change in the wind [literally 

the same word as spirit, πνεῦμα], essentially diverting spirits [πνεῦματα].489    

                                                 
484 Meineck and Konstan, Combat Trauma and the Ancient Greeks, 175.  
485  A. B. Cook, “Zeus, Jupiter, and the Oak,” 360-375. 
486 Virgil, Aeneid, 11.81-115.   
487 Nagy, “The Argei Puzzle,” 12-15; Graf, “The Right of the Argei,” 102-103. 
488 Macrobius wrote quite late, in the early 400s CE. No other classical authors mention the human offering. The 
closest parallel is from Plutarch when Jupiter asks Numa for human heads. Laing, “The Origin of the Cult of the 
Lares,” 127-128. 
489 The term means both “spirit” or “wind” in Greek. In the classical world, the wind was a spirit. The Greeks were 
seafaring people, like many of the Mediterranean cultures. The wind determined their success or failure. 
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Rejecting Prichett’s observation of Odysseus hanging armor in a tree, Trundle believes 

the Greeks did not begin making armor trophies until their encounter with the Persians in the 

Persian War.490 I side with Prichett, and will provide several cross-cultural examples to prove his 

case. As early as the third millennium BCE Mesopotamians were using the enemies’ armor and 

the captured enemy as trophies. They also took great care to clean their own armor physically 

and spiritually, as in the Return of Ninurta to Nibru,  

Let my father therefore bring in my battle trophies and weapons for me. Let Enlil bathe 
my heroic arms. Let him pour holy water on the fierce arms which bore my weapons. Let 
him set up a holy dais in the throne room for me. Let him set my heavenly chariot upon a 
pedestal. Let him tether my captured warriors there like butting bulls. Let him have my 
captured kings make obeisance to me there, as to the light of heaven.491 
 

The chariot was a trophy along with the weapons and the captured warriors, though they were 

not killed on stakes; they were bound before the king. Unlike most current scholars, I agree with 

Prichett’s inclusion of Odysseus’s armor hanging as an early account of the non-human armor 

trophy. Prichett is correct if hanging the armor was an offering of victory or used for apotropaic 

magic. In fact, we will see that the armor of Odysseus’s foe, Dolon, was offered to Athena, and 

furthermore, that Homer used this episode as a significant event that turned the tide of the Trojan 

War.  

Odysseus’s comrade, goodly Diomedes, hacked the Trojan spy Dolon to pieces. They 

hung the armor on a nearby bush, “a mark plain to see,” but not before Odysseus grasped it and 

                                                 
490 Trundle, “Commemorating Victory in Classical Greece” 123, 126. Pritchett, The Greek State At War, 3.246. Van 
Wees, Greek Warfare, 136-138. “The earliest reference to battlefield trophies established in immediate wake of 
victory come from the period around 475-465 BCE. The earliest image of a trophy comes from a vase fragment 
found in Boeotia at Kabirion near Thebes. The vase dates to the second quarter of the fifth century BCE.” Trundle, 
“Commemorating Victory in Classical Greece”127. 
491 The Return of Ninurta to Nibru, 152-158: translation, http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section1/tr161.htm and 
composite text http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section1/c161.htm#line152. as early as 2100 BCE or as late as the Old 
Babylonian period, 2000-1600 BCE. See also Rubio, “Sumerian Literature,” 19, 25, 37, 42, 50-52; Hallo, ““Reiew 
of The Return of Ninurta to Nippur,” 253-257.     
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offered it, with a prayer, to Athena.492 Trundle argues that because Odysseus and Diomedes went 

back for the armor it could not be counted as a temporary armor trophy, suggesting the stealing, 

back-and-forth, of the armor eliminates the possibility of the armor as a true religious donation, 

but instead marks it as solely a symbol of power. The ordeal between Sulla and Marius’s 

trophies, discussed below, may complement Trundle’s theory of prestige and authority. 

However, the religious element cannot be eliminated simply because power was at play. After 

Odysseus regained the armor from the tree, he moved it to his boat and ritually cleaned the 

armor, the men cleansed themselves, and then offered libation and the armor once again to 

Athena.493 The armor was dedicated as a victory trophy to the goddess, first displayed on a tree, 

then on the ship. The next book marks the turn in the battle for the Achaeans. The scene changes 

from night in Book Ten, to dawn in Book Eleven. 

And she took her hand by Odysseus' black ship, huge of hull, that was in the midst so that 
a shout could reach to either end, both to the huts of Aias, son of Telamon, and to those 
of Achilles; for these had drawn up their shapely ships at the furthermost ends, trusting in 
their valour and the strength of their hands. There stood the goddess and uttered a great 
and terrible shout, a shrill cry of war, and in the heart of each man of the Achaeans she 
put great strength to war and to fight unceasingly. And to them forthwith war became 
sweeter than to return in their hollow ships to their dear native land.494 
 

                                                 
492 Odysseus took the weaponry and warrior clothing of Dolon and dedicated it to the goddess Athena. “He spake, 
and the other was at point to touch his chin with his stout hand and make entreaty, but Diomedes sprang upon him 
with his sword and smote him full upon the neck, and shore off both the sinews, and even while he was yet speaking 
his head was mingled with the dust. Then from him they stripped the cap of ferret skin from off his head, and the 
wolf's hide, and the back-bent bow and the long spear, and these things did goodly Odysseus hold aloft in his hand 
to Athene, the driver of the spoil, and he made prayer, and spake, saying: ‘Rejoice, goddess, in these, for on thee, 
first of all the immortals in Olympus, will we call; but send thou us on against the horses and the sleeping-places of 
the Thracian warriors.’ So spake he, and lifted from him the spoils on high, and set them on a tamarisk bush, and set 
thereby a mark plain to see, gathering handfuls of reeds and luxuriant branches of tamarisk, lest they two might miss 
the place as they came back through the swift, black night.” Homer, Iliad, 10. 460-469. Trans. Murray. 
493 “And on the stern [πρύμνα] of his ship did Odysseus place the bloody spoils [ἔναρα-arms] of Dolon until they 
should make ready a sacred offering to Athene. But for themselves they entered the sea and washed away the 
abundant sweat from shins and necks and thighs. And when the wave of the sea had washed the abundant sweat 
from their skin, and their hearts were refreshed, they went into polished baths and bathed. But when the twain had 
bathed and anointed them richly with oil, they sate them down at supper, and from the full mixing-bowl they drew 
off honey-sweet wine and made libation to Athene.” Homer, Iliad, 10.570-579. Trans. Murray. 
494 Homer, Iliad 11.5-14. Trans. Murray. 
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Odysseus’s set-up of the enemy’s armor as a dedication to Athena was evil-averting. Trundle 

suggests Odysseus went back to acquire, or steal, it for his own benefit, when he cleansed it and 

donated it to Athena.495 Even Trundle admits “all sources agree that the name tropaion derived 

from the turning point--the trope--of the battle.”496  

 

Trophy with Terms  

The Greek and Latin terms used to reference the human and human-like trophies erected 

or sculpted, in connection with war, both use the root *trop. The Greek root trop- [τροπέω] 

comes from the verb τρέπω, “to turn,” and is used in a variety of ways: wind blowing from the 

land to the sea, a changing wind or spirit, a military victory monument, or a turning point.497 The 

same term for a victory monument, typically made from wood (bronze and stone were also 

used), grew out of the same linguistic root for a spirit or wind changing direction. The idea of 

turning-away later became a compound term ἀποτροπή. “Apotropaic” refers to averting evil 

power or bad luck.498 Trop- in both Greek and Latin referred to changing wind or spirit and 

military victory; ἀποτροπή and simply trop- were interconnected in their minds.  

                                                 
495 “But the trophy -the tropaion of victory – was really only possible when a state could dedicate some of the 
stripped armor itself in the wake of a battle and individuals did not steal (for want of a better word) all the metal for 
themselves. Individuals’ greed and desire was submerged beneath the state’s political interest to demonstrate its own 
victory on the field over the neighboring state and the state’s ability to redistribute and so dedicate the spoils of war 
itself as the community rather than as a group of aristocratic individuals. In this sense trophies fulfilled a specific 
political and arguably socio-economic role in the wake of the Persian Wars.” Trundle, “Commemorating Victory in 
Classical Greece,” 138. A similar idea of a trophy or icon changing the tide of war comes from Herodotus. The 
Spartans find, unbury, and keep the bones of Agamemnon’s son, Orestes, and in turn were able to finally beat the 
Tegeans. Herodotus 1.67-69. 
496  Trundle, “Commemorating Victory in Classical Greece,” 126. 
497 Tropaia, on wind -an alternating wind from sea to land or a change in the spirit. See Theophrastus, Weather 
Signs, 57; Pliny HN 2.114. 
498 Merriam-Webster, “apotropaic” 2017. https://merriam-webster.com/dictionary/apotropaic. 
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The posts generally marked a change in the battle or war for the Greeks and Romans, but 

Pausanias mentioned people establishing a marble τρόπαιον because they believed their conquest 

was complete.499 At one truce in the Peloponnesian War both the Athenians and Spartans set up 

trophies at the exchange of their dead, both claiming victory. The Spartans erected an Athenian 

ship they had captured with their trophy.500  In the Campus Martius the Romans set up 

Macedonian ships along with the Column of Marcus Aurelius commemorating the Marcomannic 

War in the second century CE, serving as battle trophies exhibited at this shore of the Tiber.501  

The Persians erected the Greek tyrant, Polycrates, on a cross, 522 BC, as a trop- 

persuading the winds to provide prosperous sea voyages. 

But this man, whose felicity always held its prosperous course full sail, was crucified 
[cruci adfixit] by king Darius' viceroy Orontes on the highest peak of the mountain 
Mycale. Up there Samos, long crushed in harsh servitude, saw with free and joyful eyes 
his rotting limbs, his members dripping with putrescent gore, and his left hand, to which 
Neptune had restored the ring by the hand of a fisherman, drooping in decay.502 
 
Romans created and paraded human-like trophies during the battle as seen on both 

corners of the Portonaccio Sarcophagus. On either side of the sarcophagus trophies people are 

stationed to guard the trophy. The ordeal of Patroclus’s armor in the Iliad makes clear the 

                                                 
499 Pausanias, 1.33.2 
500 Thucydides, 2.92. 
501 Throughout the Republic, military victories brought the construction of temples to foreign deities in the Campus 
Martius. Coarelli, Rome and Environs, 6, 261, 264, 270, 274. 
502 Valerius Maximus 6.15.5 in the 2015 Shackleton Loeb translation. See also Cook, CMW, 104. A more date-
appropriate source would be Herodotus, alas, Herodotus does not describe Polycrates’s death scene in detail, though 
he mentioned Polycrates was crucified after he was killed: Herodotus 2.134.3-4, 3.125-150. Other Roman accounts 
confirm his death through WHIPC: “But the daughter of Polycrates had previously had a remarkable dream. She had 
seemed to see her father, raised aloft on an open and conspicuous spot, being laved and anointed by the hands of 
Jupiter and the Sun. The diviners read the dream as foretelling a rich and happy fortune. But it turned out wholly 
otherwise. For Polycrates, beguiled by Oroetes the Persian, was seized and crucified [captusque in crucem sublatus 
est]. And so the dream was fulfilled in his crucifixion [Ita ei crucianti somnium expeditum…]. Cook, CMW, 134, 
quoting M. Cornelius Fronto, De bello Parthico, 6 (Haines II, p. 26; van den Hout p. 208). Translation and Latin 
from Cook’s excerpt of The Correspondence of Marcus Cornelius Fronto with Macus Aurelius Antoninus, Lucius 
Versus, Antonius Pius, and Various Friends, vol. 2, LCL, ed. and trans. Haines. 
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necessity to protect the symbol.503 If the enemy took back their armor the tide of the war should 

shift back to their advantage. As Pausanias put it, “it is also said that inanimate objects have on 

occasion of their own accord inflicted righteous retribution upon men.”504 

   

 
Figure 47: Portonaccio Sarcophagus, 190-200 CE, held at the National Museum of Rome, 
the sarcophagus held the remains of a general of the Roman emperor, Marcus Aurelius.505 

                                                 
503 Discussed below. 
504 Pausanias, 1.28.11. 
505 Open source image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portonaccio_sarcophagus. 
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Roman war casualties were not always returned home for a proper burial. They were, 

nevertheless, buried when possible. The survivors placed their fallen comrades in mass graves. 

At these battle graves a tree was erected as a monument to the slain soldiers.506 On the tree the 

survivors hung armor and weapons from their enemies, like those presented in the triumphal 

processions. The survivors even chained enemy war captives to the tree.507 Similarly, a Scythian 

funerary image, shaped in gold, shows the armor of the deceased hanged in a tree near him.508  

 
Figure 48: Scythian Funerary Scene509 

 
The purpose of the Scythians hanging armor on a tree at the funeral was not necessarily as a 

military victory trophy; rather, it is possible the armor was displayed to show him as a mighty 

warrior while living. 

                                                 
506 Hope, “Trophies and Tombstones,” 80. 
507 Stone grave markers of fallen soldiers became characteristic in the early Empire. Hope, “Trophies and 
tombstones,” 80, 84. 
508 The gold plaque from the fourth to third century BCE is held at the State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg.  
509 https://www.thecultureconcept.com/scythians-warriors-of-ancient-siberia-british-museum-show. 
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Sympathetic Magic  

As noted in Chapter 4, sympathetic magic can be either homeopathic, contagious, or 

both.510 In the case of placing armor on a tree not only is an image of a captured and killed man 

calling on spirits to implement what they have seen through homeopathic magic, but the armor 

was used by the enemy in battle, therefore releasing contagious power, at least in the minds of 

the ancients. The armor of the enemy was a significant and powerful item to possess. Patroclus, 

the beloved friend of Achilles was killed in the Trojan War while wearing Achilles’s armor. 

During his funeral games for Patroclus, the armor of the powerful Trojan, Sarpedon, whom 

Patroclus killed, became a revered reward.511 So too, Hector stripped Patroclus’s corpse of 

Achilles’s armor. Hector had the armor hung on the city gates. Hector did not display the armor 

for apotropaic purposes. Homer specifies Hector’s drive was personal glory.512  

Armor rituals and war went hand-in-hand in the ancient world. In a symbol of honor, 

trust, and love, Prince Jonathan, son of King Saul, gave his rope, armor and weapons to David, 

the future king of Israel.513 At the end of campaign season Romans celebrated Armilustrium on 

October nineteenth. In the ceremony on the Aventine Hill, the weapons were purified and 

gathered to store for winter.514 The Salii priests of Rome wore antiquated armor in the 

ceremonies doing what the Romans called “ancient dances.”515 The armor of the Salii included 

twelve ancilia, hour-glass shaped shields. The first was said to have fallen from heaven, the other 

eleven were replicas of the divine protection to confuse anyone who wanted to steal the celestial 

                                                 
510 See footnote 206 for the quote from Frazer using the terms homeopathic and contagious. Golden Bough 3.1.2. 
511 Iliad, 23.795-804. 
512 Iliad, 12.137-138.  
513 1 Samuel 18:4. 
514 Scullard, Festivals and Ceremonies, 195. 
515 Varro, De Lingua Latina, 7.26-27. 
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shield. Livy considered all twelve of the shields divine. He has one shield for each of the twelve 

Salii.516  

The Greeks and Romans attributed religious significance and magical attributes to armor. 

Armor still held the power of the deceased owner. By possessing it and essentially crucifying the 

armor or image, as the Greeks and Romans did in battle and at home, the power remaining was 

locked in place.  

 
Figure 49:  Reliefs of the Temple of Hadrian, held at the National Archaeology Museum of 
Naples.517 

 
Minucius Felix, in the late second century CE, gave several examples of cross-type 

structures in the traditional Roman religion stating, “for your very standards, as well as your 

banners; and flags of your camp, what else are they but crosses gilded and adorned? Your 

                                                 
516 “He likewise chose twelve Salii for Mars Gradivus, and granted them the distinction of wearing the embroidered 
tunic and over it a bronze breastplate, and of bearing the divine shields which men call ancilia, while they proceeded 
through the City, chanting their hymns to the triple beat of their solemn dance,” Livy Ab Urbe, 1.20.4. 
517 http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=7303 From the Temple of Hadrian on the Campus Martius, dates 
to 145 CE. (Museo archeologico nazionale di Napoli). This represents another image of a trophy. The clothing was 
shown set up on a pair of spears with a serpent. The large image was housed in the Temple of Hadrian, almost 
certainly as a military victory dedication to Mars, as Hadrian’s Temple was in the Campus Martius. This relief was 
in the temple with Figure 50, discussed below. 
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victorious trophies not only imitate the appearance of a simple cross, but also that of a man 

affixed to it.”518 Jerome continues the labarum parallel.519 

The understanding of sympathetic magic and the significance of the apotropaic power of armor 

trophies will shed supplementary light on the investigation of Roman military trophies. In the 

late second century BCE, after defeating Jugurtha, Marius set up victory emblems or 

monuments, probably on the Capitoline hill.520 Velleius Paterculus called the victory items 

monuments [monumenta] while Suetonius called them trophies [tropaea]. Propertius clarified the 

icons in association with the armor of Marius, as opposed to Jugurtha’s armor.521 Sulla 

demolished the victory icons. Julius Caesar later re-erected the emblems, strengthening his ties to 

his uncle, Marius. There is more to the story. Writing in the second century CE, Plutarch’s 

version has not Marius, but the Mauretanian traitor Bocchus establish the victory icons. In 

Plutarch’s account, Bocchus raised an image of the goddess Victory in Rome, carrying the 

military standard symbol, a T-shaped banner. Bocchus also erected gilded icons of himself 

surrendering Jugurtha to Sulla on this monument.522 In Plutarch’s version, Marius himself 

prepared to destroy the images.  

 

                                                 
518 Marcus Minucius Felix, Octavius, 29. Hengel, Crucifixion, 4. 
519 “The army standards bear the emblem of the cross [cruce]. The purple robes of kings and the jewels that sparkle on 
their diadems are adorned with the gibbet [patibulum] sign that has brought to us salvation.” Jerome “Ad Laetam de 
institutione filiae,” in Select Letters. Trans. Wright. Loeb. 
520 Platner and Ashby, “Tropaea Marii” A Topographical Dictionary. 
521  Velleius Paterculus, Roman History, 2.43.4; Suetonius, Caesar 11; Propertius 3.11.45‑ 46. 
522 Plutarch, Marius, 32. Note Platner and Ashby’s omission of Plutarch, who provides the only literary evidence for 
this monument. 
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Figure 50: Victory carrying the standard of military success from Hadrian’s temple on the 
Campus Martius, 145 CE, the location where the Roman Triumphs began.523 

 
The Trophies of Marius and Sulla are significant for a few reasons. First, Jugurtha 

himself was paraded through the triumph.524 He was either executed in the triumph or died in the 

Roman prison.525 The next significance is the correlation of the armor trophy with a victory 

monument, and the traditional military standard carried Victory. While Sulla may or may not 

have erected or destroyed the emblems, Sulla did include the victory images of the armor trophy 

on his coins in 56 BCE.526 Roman triumphal processions included trophies like Sulla’s coin in 

Figure 46. The enemy’s armor, fixed on tree trunks, joined the march through the streets of 

Rome.527 Notice how the armor was positioned to look like a crucified soldier. Each tree had one 

                                                 
523 Image from http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=7300 from http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/art-
search-e.htm. The sculpture is owned by Rome, Capitoline Museums, Inv. No. MC768. 
524 Sallust, The War with Jugurtha, 114; Plutarch, Marius, 12. 
525 Indicating prison: Plutarch, Marius, 12; Livy, Periochae 67. Indicating other death: Cicero does not indicate 
starvation or death in prison. 
526 Image from ancient Coin Search Engine; a similar coin image can be found in Beard, The Roman Triumph, 20. 
527 Beard, The Roman Triumph, 15. Livy 9.40.17 also attests a display of arms in the Forum. 
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set of armor placed perfectly. The armor was not randomly hung from branches. The tree was 

trimmed to appear like a man and dressed to represent the executed enemy.   

Finally, the ongoing debate of who, Sulla or Marius, erected and who destroyed the 

trophies is crucial. The debate shows, at least for first-century Romans, that not only was the 

establishment of the trophy apotropaic, but the person instituting them mattered. It showed who 

was dominant and who had political influence, or auctoritas. Like physical WHIPC of people 

and images of WHIPC, the three functional roles of WHIPC (power, punishment, and religion) 

were in use with replicas.  

 

Conclusion 

Military trophies, all or part of the human body, or even a replica of the body, show the 

power of the military leader or an empire. I propose that they also held apotropaic power, 

therefore the human body was put through WHIPC to form a military trophy, thus fulfilling all 

three of the functions of WHIPC; power, punishment, and religion. The mutilation and exposure 

of the body as a trophy not only punished the enemy warriors and their families, it also invoked 

fear and demoralized the foe. Furthermore, the victors erected the dismembered body parts and 

replicas believing they had intrinsic power as donative offerings to gods and spirits. They also 

had magical power to act as apotropaic icons, both temporary and permanent.  

This chapter has touched on who was subjected to WHIPC, whether WHIPC occurred 

before or after death, a little on dismemberment as it relates to military trophies, and some on the 

location of WHIPC war victims.  These topics will be developed further in later chapters 

including consideration of WHIPC as a human sacrifice, distinguishing who experienced 
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WHIPC in addition to war captives, dismemberment as a cause of death, and other locations of 

WHIPC outside of the military context.  
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CHAPTER 6 

HUMAN AND ANIMAL SACRIFICE VIA WHIPC 

WHIPC was not only used as a method of execution, triumph, and apotropaic magic; in 

the Ancient Near East, human sacrifice via the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, or 

crucifixion (WHIPC) happened in at least twelve accounts, ranging from human offerings to the 

storm god, infanticide, offerings to Yahweh in the Hebrew Bible, and mythology. Human 

sacrifice through WHIPC occurred in the Greek world three or more times. I have collected nine 

examples of WHIPC human sacrifice by the Romans. Humans were not the only victims: 

animals were regularly sacrificed to supernatural powers through WHIPC.  Dogs, lions, horses, 

sheep, goats, and material effigies of humans all experienced WHIPC with their bodies, or their 

skin, hanged on trees or impaled.528  As I have given the three functions for WHIPC; power, 

punishment, and religion, this chapter focuses exclusively on WHIPC in religion as an offering 

for supernatural powers. The magical power of WHIPC can also be noted in contracts and 

curses, where the use of nails and fetters is abundant, and in blessings. The trees used in 

cleansing ceremonies and the ANE worship of the sacred tree provide the foundation for the 

power of WHIPC.529 The significance of WHIPC as a method of sacrifice and magical power 

deserves extensive research. Although I do not comprehensively cover the topics of trees and 

nails here, I provide an overview of relevant themes as they relate to WHIPC. 

                                                 
528 The difference between ritual executions and human sacrificed is not always clear. This debate is ongoing. It 
could easily be argued that the apotropaic trophies were a form of human sacrifice, or that in the context of the 
ancient cultures, when the gods commanded war, all victims were human sacrifices. I have decided to avoid the 
semantic debate; however, I do have a separate chapter for WHIPC events that were, what I consider, undisputable 
sacrifices, involving a priest or other traditional religious elements outside of war.  
529 Note another aspect of the significance of fruit trees in ANE siege warfare here: Ephʻal, The City Besieged, 52-
54. 
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Many ANE societies had few qualms regarding human sacrifice. Their ritual killings 

were ever-present and pervasive. On the other hand, from the archaic period forward, the Greeks 

and Romans eschewed the practice. For people in the classical world, human sacrifice was not 

copacetic; rather it was an allegation made against barbarians, political enemies, conspirators, 

and tyrants.530 They relegated the behavior to barbarians and enemies even though their 

ancestors, the pre-historical Greeks and Romans, included human sacrifice in their myths. In the 

first century BCE, Cicero explained that all human sacrifice was an affront against human 

existence; even if the practicing culture perceived it as holy, it was villainy.531 Plato, however, 

using Socrates, discussed human sacrifice as an aspect of cultural relativism, accepting that other 

societies perceived human sacrifice as legal and holy.532 Nevertheless, despite the Greco-Roman 

aversion to human sacrifice, they both practiced it in the form of ritual killings to avert evil 

spirits and the displeasure of the gods. Human sacrifice as opposed to ritualized state executions 

becomes a debate of logomachy and semantics among the Romans and among modern 

scholars.533 To prove that WHIPC served as a form of Human sacrifice in the ANE, Greece, and 

Rome I will discuss each of these cultures chronologically and then elaborate on animal and 

effigy sacrifices through WHIPC. 

 

ANE 

Ancient Near Eastern human sacrifice via WHICP may be separated into four categories: 

offerings to Inanna-Ishtar, emperor dedications at the end of a battle, the substitute king practice, 

                                                 
530 Rives, “Human Sacrifice among Pagans and Christians,” especially p. 72. 
531 Cicero, Pro Fonteio, 31. 
532 Plato, Minos, 315b-c; Rives, “Human Sacrifice among Pagans and Christians,” 69-70. 
533 Bremmer (ed.), The Strange World of Human Sacrifice offers a useful collection of essays on human sacrifice 
around the world. 
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and Old Testament offerings to Yahweh. Each of these categories is discussed below in the 

following subsections.  

 

Ishtar and WHIPC Human Sacrifice 

The Akkadian hymn of Enheduanna to Inanna offers the first written example of impaled 

victims pleasing to Ishtar. Enheduanna—daughter of Sargon the Great, the ruler and uniter of 

Sumer and Akkad—was a priestess and the first author known by name. Her “Hymn to Inanna” 

glorifies war and the destruction of Inanna’s enemies through impaling. 

Since it [Ebih] didn’t kiss the ground in front of me,  
Nor did it sweep the dust before me with its beard,  
I will lay my hand on this instigating country:  
I will teach it to fear me! 
I’ll bring war [to Ebih], I’ll instigate combat, 
…I’ll impale it [Ebih] with my sword534 
 

While the hymn has Inanna implement WHIPC, it shows that she was pleased with this form of 

treatment of her enemies. In reality, the Akkadian army fulfilled her desires. Inanna desired her 

enemy to be taught fear through impaling. In this hypothetical event, Inanna intended to run the 

enemy through with a sword. Enheduanna’s hymn is the first written account showing Inanna’s 

pleasure in human execution. 

Ishtar and her lover (whichever consort that may have been at that time and location) 

received adult and infant human sacrifice and animal offerings in the high places (bamah).535 

Ishtar’s cult centers and bamah worship areas included asherah stakes and living trees. Ishtar 

                                                 
534 Enheduanna, “The Myth of Inanna.” Dates for Enheduanna are approximately 2285–2250 BCE. Salisbury, 
Encyclopedia of Women in the Ancient World, 101. Salisbury has used the translation of Hallo and van Dijk, The 
Exaltation of Inanna: Attributed to Enheduanna, 21.   
535 She had many lovers, including Yĕhovah, Baal, Ashur, Marduk, Tammuz, Dumuzi, and the current king of 
Assyria or Babylon; see: Foust, “Inanna.” Inanna even proposed to Gilgamesh, Epic of Gilgamesh 6.1-79.  
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was associated with trees and fertility. Excavations of high places have uncovered remains of 

infant urn-burials, phallic paraphernalia, and dismembered adolescent girls.536 More than two 

millennia later, in a second-century CE version of her cult, the goddess received homage via the 

hanging of live animals on trees. Ishtar’s followers put the animals on trees, cut and erected in a 

courtyard, like the pate of king Teumman on the sacred tree hanging in Assurbanipal’s 

courtyard.537 

At Gezer archaeologists found a cistern containing the remains of a bisected young girl as 

well as the remaining skulls of two decapitated girls.538 The act of dismembering the victim and 

displaying body parts was also seen with war prisoners. Dismembering of the victim sometimes 

connects the sacrifice to a dying-god cult. For instance, in Egyptian mythology Osiris was 

dismembered by his brother, disposed of in the Nile, and later grew into a sacred tree. Osiris was 

associated with WHIPC, as noted in the previous chapters. A wild boar tore Adonis to pieces, to 

cite a Greek example. Both Osiris and Adonis have parallel stories to that of Dumuzi, the first 

husband of Ishtar. Though Dumuzi was not dismembered, women mourned his death, awaiting 

his resurrection.539 War captives and victims of sacrifice were also dismembered. 

Dismemberment in war, though certainly a bloody and horrific sight, deterred rebels and held 

                                                 
536 One of Ishtar's worship centers contained phallic masseboth with an asherah pole.  Archeologists recovered 
miniature phallic images and an area with infant urn-burials. Foust Ewin, The Argei, 54-55; Masterman, “The 
Excavations of Ancient Gezer,” (1903), 422-423; Masterman, “The Excavations of Ancient Gezer,” (1906): 179, 
181. Another example of Ishtar’s connection with phallic sacrifices could be inferred from The Epic of Gilgamesh. 
Gilgamesh and Enkidu killed Inanna’s sacred bull. To follow sacrifice procedure in a sarcastic and offensive way, 
Enkidu hacked off the hindquarters (some translations indicate genitals) and threw them in Ishtar’s face. He then 
throws the corpse and innards down the road, giving the meat to orphans and the skin to the tanner. Ishtar, in 
response, poured oil in the bull’s horns and gathered her priestesses and prostitutes to mourn. Epic of Gilgamesh, 
Tablet 7. 
537 Lucian, De Dea Syria, 49. 
538 Masterman, “The Excavations of Ancient Gezer,” (1903), 422-423; Masterman, “The Excavations of Ancient 
Gezer,” (1906): 179, 181.   
539 Jastrow, Religious Belief in Babylonia and Assyria, 340-341, 343-348.  
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religious or mystical significance for fertility. It may very well be the case that the animal and 

infant sacrifices, hung for fertility, were displayed on an asherah spike or sacred tree for Ishtar 

like impaled war casualties.540 

Figure 52 shows animal sacrifices displayed on the sacred tree just like war captives. 

Similarly, Figure 51 shows an altar found in the temple of Ishtar. The relief on the altar depicts 

the Assyrian priest-king Tukulti-Ninurta, a mid- to late thirteenth-century predecessor of 

Assurbanipal , praying before an altar. The item on the altar is unknown and debated. It appears 

there is a spike upon the altar relief. The asherah spike likely represents Ishtar. In Ishtar’s cult, 

sacred trees were planted or asherah poles erected next to the altar.541 

 
Figure 51: Altar of Tukulti-Ninurta I around the thirteenth century BCE.542 

 

                                                 
540 The May-pole may have been involved in the dying cult rituals of Attis, and Cybele associated with the new year 
spring festivities. Frazer, The Golden Bough, 35.1-2. Giovino, The Assyrian Sacred Tree: A History of 
Interpretations, 21. 
541 Deuteronomy 16:21; Judges 6.  
542 Image from University of California, San Diego, discovered by Andrae. 
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Assyrian Emperors and Prisoners of War 

With the arrival of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, war casualties became offerings to the 

empire’s patron gods, the god and goddess of war, Asher and Asherah (Ishtar). Assurnasirpal 

erected the impaled human trophies as sacrifices to the gods as described in his annals.  

The soldiers whom I took alive I impaled on stakes close by their cities. … I received as 
their tribute: my yoke they accepted; the mountains of Amanus I ascended; wood for 
bridges, pines, box, cypress, li-wood, I cut down; I offered sacrifices for my gods; a 
trophy of victory I made, and in a central place I erected it; to Ishtar Lady of Nineveh 
(on) my knees I knelt. In the eponym of Samasnuri in the honor of the great Lord Assur 
my Lord on the 20th of April.543 

Assyrians counted the number of their slain by decapitated heads, but they also used head-piles 

to display their military power. In the eighteenth century BCE, an Assyrian region offered the 

heads of Amorite kings to other powerful city-state rulers like Zimri-Lim and Shamshi-Adad.544 

Assurbanipal offered his war casualties as victory votives. As discussed in Chapter 5, 

Assurbanipal accepted the head of the Elamite king, Teumman. The head was purified with wine 

and hung on a sacred tree as an offering to Ashur and Marduk (the patron god of Assyria and 

Babylonia respectively).545 The Assyrians were not unique in offering heads to their gods: Neo-

Hittites offered the hands and heads of their defeated enemy to the storm god.546 

 

Substitute King Practice 

One of the more fascinating forms of WHIPC human sacrifice came through the ANE 

ritual of the substitute king. If an omen revealed future harm to the king, a peasant took the place 

of the king so that the harmful spirits would be fooled, harming the peasant instead of the king. A 

                                                 
543Annals of Ashurnasiral, Column 3.84, 3.89, 3.92. 
544 Bonatz, “Ashurbanipal’s Headhunt,” 93. 
545 Bonatz, “Ashurbanipal’s Headhunt,” 41. 
546 Gilibert, Syro-Hittite Monumental Art, 12-13, 23-33; Hogarth, Hittite Problems, 8. 
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letter from Mar-Istar, a servant of the Assyrian king Esarhaddon, in 671 BCE, recorded the 

shaving and impalement of three substitute kings by the priest Ahhisa.  

As [regards the su]bstitute king about whom [the king, my lord, wrote to me]: “Let him 
sit for a 100 days; [after] he has completed the 100 days, [he should go to his fate.]” … 
altogether three [men] have been sha[ved] and impaled by the priest Ahhisa.547 

Parpola concluded that the shaving was not part of the ritual purification and that these men were 

not sacrificed but rather were shaved as a form of humiliation.548 Indeed, some inscriptions 

prescribed head-shaving as a form of punishment and associated the act with execution or 

possible human sacrifice.549 However, shaving was not necessarily used for punishment or 

humiliation. In some rituals, contrary to Parpola’s statement, the king was shaved in 

purification.550 It should be noted, however, per the depictions of impaled Assyrian prisoners, 

that head-shaving was not a penalty concomitant with ANE WHIPC. Further investigation of the 

substitute king practice reveals that the substitute was shaved and honored in death, even given a 

royal tomb.551 A common theme of the substitute king practice under the Assyrians is the 

necessity to be clean-shaven as a form of ritual purity.552 

Parpola refuses to call the substitute king practice a human sacrifice, calling it instead a 

“near human sacrifice.” Sacrifice is usually a substitute of blood guilt or it is a gift to the gods for 

gratitude or petition. The offering made to demons in the substitute king practice was a true 

                                                 
547 “Rest of the letter lost except for first line of the left edge listing offerings to a deity.” Mar-Istar, ABL 1014, 247.  
548 Mar-Istar, 246-248; Parpola, Letters, 298-299. 
549 “…The priest of the little baker’s house was shaved by Sennacherib, [but] a priest from Nineveh, Assur-zeru-
iddina, denounced him [and] he was mistreated in harassments. He has [however] received his headgear, [since] he 
had committed no serious crime. The father of the [present] priest of the butler’s house set the [sacrificial] table of 
Assur; whereupon he was killed.” Parpola, Letters, 316-318. Quoted in Parpola Part I a miscellaneous inscription 
sent to Assurbanipal. ABL 43. 
550Adad-Sumu-usur, ABL 439, K. 16107, page 111. 
551 Walton, “The Imagery of the Substitute King Ritual,” 736-738. 
552Adad-Sumu-usur, “Letters from Exorcists, K. 432 or ABL 439,” In Letters from Assyrian Scholars to the Kings 
Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, Part I: Text, by Simo Parpola; ABL 439, 111. 
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sacrifice. The king and the peasant or criminal substitute were both purified and the ceremony 

was conducted by a priest.553 The ritual killing of the substitute was a human sacrifice. Were it 

just an execution, why was the executioner a priest? The purpose of substitute kings was to trick 

evil spirits and divert them from tormenting or harming the original (the king) and send their 

harmful energies to the copies (the substitutes). Mar-Istar’s account of the ritual listed, along 

with the human WHIPC substitutes, other offerings to the deities. 

Esarhaddon’s version of the substitute king practice was in part a display of power. His 

letter is the only case of documented impalement within this practice. The substitute is almost 

always killed, but usually through slitting the neck, live burial, or immolation, which are more 

well-known forms of killing sacrificial victims. The WHIPC version of Esarhaddon’s substitute 

king practice reminded his subjects of his authority, stability, credibility, and, most importantly, 

his power.554 

 

Hebrew Bible and Old Testament 

At least four examples of human sacrifice with WHIPC occur in the Old Testament. The 

first example, mentioned in Chapter 5, was Judith’s decapitation of the Assyrian general, 

Holofernes. Before putting the head through WHIPC, she dedicates the head and the event to 

Jerusalem and to God.555 The second example was also mentioned in Chapter 5. King Saul, 

killed in battle by the Philistines, had his armor stripped and erected for idols. However, in the 

First Chronicles account of Saul’s death, the Philistines hung his head in a temple:  

                                                 
553 Letter 292 of Esarhaddon in Parpola, Esarhaddon, and Ashurbanipal, 299. 
554 Holloway, Aššur Is King!, 78. 
555 Judith 13-15. Rabbinic and Protestant traditions do not include Judith in the canon of scripture. It may have been 
originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic, but the oldest extant versions are in Greek. This is why I have labeled this 
section “Hebrew Bible and Old Testament.” 
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On the morrow, when the Philistines came to strip the slain, they found Saul and his sons 
fallen on Mount Gilbo'a. And they stripped him and took his head and his armor, and sent 
messengers throughout the land of the Philistines, to carry the good news to their idols 
and to the people. And they put his armor in the temple of their gods, and fastened his 
head in the temple of Dagon.556 

The next two examples come from King David and Moses. The Gibeonites, at the request 

of David and in an effort to end a drought, hanged pagans for Yahweh. A daughter was sent to 

protect the bodies from scavengers: 

Then he [David] gave them [Saul’s heirs] into the hands of the Gibeonites, and 
they hanged them in the mountain before the LORD, so that the seven of them fell 
together; and they were put to death in the first days of harvest at the beginning of barley 
harvest. And Rizpah the daughter of Aiah took sackcloth and spread it for herself on the 
rock, from the beginning of harvest until it rained on them from the sky; and she allowed 
neither the birds of the sky to rest on them by day nor the beasts of the field by night.557 
 

The description of the execution done by the Gibeonites is atypical of the Hebrew practice, 

which required removing the bodies by sunset. The Gibeonites were a Canaanite people, first 

mentioned in Egyptian sources from the tenth century BCE.558 

The occasion recorded in Second Samuel divulges essential features regarding 

agricultural fertility. First, the Gibeonites dedicated the human victims by way of hanging in the 

mountains, at the pleading of King David, to end the three-year famine in the Levant. The seven 

human victims were named specifically, and handed over by the Israelite king, David. They were 

descendants of Saul. The drought was a result of Saul’s war crimes against the Gibeonites. 

Yahweh required human sacrifice—blood retribution in the form of Saul’s heirs—to lift the 

agricultural curse. The sons and grandsons of Saul were offered to Yahweh by the Gibeonites 

with full backing by King David. The Gibeonites erected the victims, protected them from beast 

                                                 
556 1 Chronicles 10:8-10, composition fifth century BCE. 
5572 Samuel 21:9-10. 
558 Blenkinsopp, Gibeon and Israel, 3. 
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and fowl, and kept them on display until the first rain of the harvest season. Rizpah, who 

protected the human sacrifices from scavenger animals, was the mother of two of the Israelite 

victims and a concubine of Saul. Perhaps her purpose in preserving the bodies was not to 

preserve the corpses for Yahweh, but to preserve the bodies so she could later bury them.559 The 

purpose of this sacrifice was to turn away evil or punishment of Yahweh via WHIPC.  

The final example of WHIPC human sacrifice in the Hebrew Bible was also used as a 

method to avert plagues from crops and livestock. In the book of Numbers, Moses hung the 

heads of pre-slaughtered pagan Israelites openly for Yahweh.  

So Israel yoked himself to Ba'al of Pe'or. And the anger of the LORD was kindled against 
Israel; and the LORD said to Moses, ‘Take all the chiefs [ ro’sh, which  could be 
translated as “leaders” or “chiefs,” or as the physical heads] of the people, and hang [יַָקע 
yâqaʻ]560 them in the sun before the LORD, that the fierce anger of the LORD may turn 
away from Israel.’ And Moses said to the judges of Israel, ‘Every one of you slay his men 
who have yoked themselves to Ba'al of Pe'or.’ And behold, one of the people of Israel 
came and brought a Mid'ianite woman to his family, in the sight of Moses and in the sight 
of the whole congregation of the people of Israel, while they were weeping at the door of 
the tent of meeting. When Phin'ehas the son of Elea'zar, son of Aaron the priest, saw it, 
he rose and left the congregation, and took a spear in his hand and went after the man of 
Israel into the inner room, and pierced both of them, the man of Israel and the woman, 
through her body. Thus the plague was stayed from the people of Israel.561 
 

The account was composed during Persian rule, in the late sixth to fifth century BCE, when the 

Persians would have used WHIPC on those they conquered.562 Those executed were punished for 

worshiping Ba’al-Peor, or Baal of Peor, a Phoenician (specifically Tyrenian) mountain god 

traditionally worshiped for fertility in association with Ishtar.563 Hosea 9:10-13 indicates that the 

                                                 
559 2 Samuel 21. 
560 For more on yâqaʻ seek Chapter 3. 
561 Numbers 25:3-13. 
562 For more information on graves from the Persian conquest of Judea see Zias, “Current Archaeological,” 151, and 
his bibliography. 
563 Note the frequent inscription to Tanit “the face of Baal” on tophets that covered infant sacrifices. Vance, 
“Literary Sources for the History of Palestine and Syria,” 117; Davila and Zuckerman “The Throne of Ashtart 
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Israelites offered child sacrifice to Ba’al-Poer as they “bring out their children to the slayer.” The 

worship of Ba’al-peor enraged Yahweh, who then sent disaster. The priest impaled a man and a 

woman with a spear to subdue the wrath of Yahweh. With this ritual killing, and the yâqaʻ of all 

the Baal-worshiping Israelites, Yahweh’s anger subsided and the plague ended. Unlike talah, the 

generic word for hang, yâqaʻ was often linked to fixing to a stake and dismembering. Moses had 

the Baal worshipers of Israel exposed to death in the sun via WHIPC. Exposing bodies through 

WHIPC played a strong role in Jewish tradition.  

 

Greek 

Any student of Greek mythology knows human sacrifice frequently occurred in Greek 

legends. Agamemnon began the war with the non-WHIPC sacrifice of his daughter. WHIPC 

accounts of human sacrifice by the Greeks are more challenging to locate than their ANE 

counterparts. Herodotus tells of the savage Taurians, who decapitated the Greeks when they 

shipwrecked on their shore. The barbarians staked-up [ἀνασταυροῦσι] the Greeks’ heads in the 

temple of their virgin goddess while throwing the rest of their bodies down the cliff on which the 

temple was built.564  

Plutarch relayed both a Greek and Roman account of kings offering foreigners to Ares 

and Saturn. In each account, the kings’ daughters rescued the Greek or Roman man from being 

the victim of human sacrifice. In the Roman account, the daughter slit her throat when the 

rescued man abandoned her. In the Greek parallel, the daughter hanged herself with a rope knot, 

                                                 
Inscription,” 75. A throne of Ashtart found in Tyre included the trinity, the goddess with Baal and Melqarth. Vance, 
“Literary Sources for the History of Palestine and Syria,” 13. See also Judges 6 and 2 Kings 23:4-7. 
564 Hdt. 4.103.1-2. Tertullian could not believe the account of Herodotus. Tertullian, Apol. 9.5; see also Rives, 
“Human Sacrifice among Pagans and Christians,” 67. 
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possibly as a replacement sacrifice, as described in the following passage: 

Diomedes, after the destruction of Troy, was cast by stress of weather upon the coast of 
Libya, where Lycus the son of Mars was king, whose custom it was to sacrifice all 
strangers to his father; but his daughter Callirrhoe falling in love with Diomede, betrayed 
her father and set Diomede at liberty; who presently went his way without any regard to 
his benefactress, and Callirrhoe hanged [βρόχῳ ἐτελεύτησεν] herself upon it.565 

The Greeks may have had their own form of WHIPC human sacrifice not attributed to 

foreigners. One ancient source reported the Athenian practice of Thargelia. It was an annual form 

of scapegoating criminals and POWs through human sacrifice. In Thargelia the Athenians, and 

maybe the Ionians, supposedly retained war prisoners or criminals, called φαρμακόι, until an 

appointed day in May. At the prearranged time, the captors abused the sexual organs of the 

hostages and sacrificed them as scapegoat offerings. These prisoners were offered as a first-fruit 

for the barley harvest.566 The exact cause of death is unknown, but the prisoners were burned to 

ash and sprinkled in the sea. The relevance of Thargelia human sacrifice to WHIPC, if Thargelia 

even actually happened, came during the ceremonial days when the participants hung wool, fruit, 

and breads on branches, which they carried from house to house.567 

 

Roman 

Like the Assyrians piling heads and hanging heads at sacred trees, the Romans had a 

myth of offering heads to Jupiter, represented as the sacred oak tree. Jupiter requested human 

                                                 
565 Plutarch, Parallela Minora, 23. The Greek does not use a term for “it” to signify upon what instrument she 
hanged herself. It simply says, “she brought to pass [third person, singular, aorist, active, indicative] the noose.” 
566 It is debated whether the Thargelia ceremony even existed. The main classical source is Hipponax of Kolophon, 
sixth century BCE. For more information on the supposed ceremony see also Bremmer, “Scapegoat Rituals in 
Ancient Greece.” Davis, “The May Tabu on Roman Marriage,” 37-39; Frazer, The Golden Bough, 58.2; Compton, 
Victim of the Muses: Poet as Scapegoat, 60-66.  
567 Hughes, Human Sacrifice in Ancient Greece, 139-153. 
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heads from Numa, the legendary Roman religion founder, to be hanged on his branches.568 The 

myth may have originated from the Greek story of King Phorbas, in which the king’s sacred 

dwelling was under an oak tree on the Delphi road. Phorbas physically challenged individuals 

who traveled on Delphic pilgrimages. After besting the travelers in athletic feats, Phorbas 

decapitated them and decorated his oak tree with their skulls.569 Phorbas displayed those he 

defeated in the same way King David of the Hebrew Bible and Assurbanipal  displayed their 

conquered foes through WHIPC. 

Hengel argued, using Marcobius’s statement, that ancient Romans punished high treason 

with hanging on an infertile tree (arbor infelix), as an offering to a chthonic deity, but here 

Marcobius simply listed a series of trees that were associated with negative omens and used to 

burn bad portents.570 Pliny the Elder said those put on the arbor infelix were killed for Ceres, a 

punishment worse than traditional punishment in capital offenses.571 Livy’s account of Horatius 

killing his sister and facing punishment by the community only to be saved by his father reveals 

an account of the arbor infelix. For the charge of treason, Horatius was sentenced to the infertile 

tree [infelici arbori reste suspendito] and to be scourged either in or outside of the pomerium, the 

city of Rome’s sacred boundary.572 Livy equated the arbor infelix with the furca.573 Horatius was 

                                                 
568 According to Frazer, The Golden Bough, 13.2.1, the Roman kings were representations of Jupiter, and this 
representation continued after the age of kings through triumphal processions. Livy, 1.20; Ovid, Fasti, 3.327-344. 
569A. B. Cook, “Zeus, Jupiter and the Oak,” 270. 
570 Hengel, Crucifixion, 39; Cook, CMW, 46-47; Marcobius 3.20.3.  
571 Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis, 18.3.12 [suspensumque Cereri necari iubebant]; Cook, CMW, 47; Hengel, 
Crucifixion, 39. For more on the arbor infelix see Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Romanae, 2.10.3; Seneca 
the Younger, Epistulae Morales, 101.10-14; Minucius Felix, Octavius, 24.7. 
572 It should be noted that there may have been some executions within the pomerium. Note also the suggestion of 
his body as a trophy. I will discuss location of WHIPC and WHIPC as trophies in later chapters. "Hang him on the 
fatal tree, scourge him within the pomoerium if only it be amongst the trophies of his foes or without if only it be 
amongst the tombs of the Curiatii!" Livy 1.26.11 
573 Livy 1.26.6, 10. On Marcobius and the furca see Cook, CMW, 25. For furca see Chapter 2. 
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spared from WHIPC, but Livy communicated clearly that Horatius’s murder required atonement: 

And so, that the flagrant murder might yet be cleansed away, by some kind of expiatory 
rite, the father was commanded to make atonement for his son at the public cost. He 
therefore offered certain piacular sacrifices,574 which were thenceforward handed down 
in the Horatian family, and, erecting a beam across the street, to typify a yoke, he made 
his son pass under it, with covered head.575 

When the court relented on Horatius’s punishment they still demanded an atonement sacrifice 

thus implying that Horatius on the arbor infelix was a sacrifice, not necessarily to any specific 

deity, but as an offering for violating the community’s laws. At Julius Caesar’s insistence, this 

antiquated penalty for treason, the arbor infelix, was resurrected in the trial of Rabirius. Cicero 

defended Rabirius by pleading for exile instead of using what he considered an old and barbaric 

practice on a Roman citizen of such high social standing.576 Cicero’s response makes it clear that 

arbor infelix executions were old and religiously focused.   

The Romans perceived human sacrifice as a most savage practice and an insult. 

Furthermore, WHIPC, as mentioned in previous chapters, was perceived as the worst form of 

execution the Romans could imagine. To call enemies and barbarians human sacrificers via 

WHIPC was a grave and double insult. The following three examples are from Romans stating 

that other barbarian cultures used WHIPC as a form of human sacrifice. The literate audience of 

these texts would instantly recognize the villainy.  

The first account comes from Tertullian, second to third century CE Christian apologist, 

in reference to the Carthaginians. Tertullian mentioned a Roman proconsul of Africa named 

Tiberius punishing Carthaginian priests who, up to his proconsulate, had openly practiced child 

                                                 
574 That is, atonement sacrifices.  
575 Livy 1.26.12-13. 
576 Cicero, Pro Rabirio, 5.9-17; Hengel, Crucifixion, 41-43. J. G. Cook suggests Cicero intentionally associated the 
arbor infelix with crucifixion. CMW, 365-367. 
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sacrifice. The proconsul ended the open sacrificing of children (though Tertullian noted it still 

happened secretly in his own time), by inflicting exposure on the guilty priests upon the same 

trees under which the child-sacrifices had occurred, making these trees votivis crucibus, crosses 

that are votive offerings. Though Tertullian claimed the children had been sacrificed to Saturn, 

infant sacrifices were an offering associated with ANE Ishtar cults, especially in Carthage. The 

proconsul had the practicing priests hanged in the sacred trees surrounding the temple.577 

Tacitus provided the second accusation of barbarism, describing the aftermath of the 

Germans’ slaughter of three Roman legions in 9 CE. Traveling through the Teutoburg Forest, 

Germanicus saw the remains of Roman soldiers whom the Gauls had dismembered and offered 

as human sacrifices. According to Tacitus, 

In the center of the field were the whitening bones of men, as they had fled, or stood their 
ground, strewn everywhere or piled in heaps. Near, lay fragments of weapons and limbs 
of horses, and also human heads, prominently nailed to trunks of trees [simul truncis 
arborum antefixa ora]. In the adjacent groves were the barbarous altars, on which they 
had immolated tribunes and first-rank centurions. ...They pointed out too the raised 
ground from which Arminius had harangued his army, the number of gibbets for the 
captives [patibula captivis],578 the pits for the living, and how in his exultation he insulted 
the standards and eagles.579 

Tacitus contrasts the mutilated men fixed to tree trunks with the designated area the Romans 

                                                 
577 Tertullian, Apologeticum, 9.1-2. Infantes penes Africam Saturno immolabantur (“used to be sacrificed.” This 
verb can mean “immolate” but is often used more generally) palam usque ad proconsulatum Tiberii, qui eosdem 
sacerdotes in eisdem arboribus templi sui obumbratricibus scelerum votivis crucibus exposuit, teste militia patriae 
nostrae, quae id ipsum munus illi proconsuli functa est. Sed et nunc in occulto perseveratur hoc sacrum facinus. As 
usual, Tertullian’s Latin is perplexing. Glover’s Loeb trans. reads, “In Africa infants used to be sacrificed to Saturn, 
and quite openly, down to the proconsulate of Tiberius, who took the priests themselves and on the very trees of 
their temple, under whose shadow their crimes had been committed, hung them alive like votive offerings on 
crosses; and the soldiers of my own country (likely Carthage’s urban cohort) are witnesses to it, who served that 
proconsul in that very task. Yes, and to this day that holy crime persists in secret.” Not all proconsuls of Africa 
Proconsularis are attested, but Tiberius Julius Secundus (131-132 CE; see PRE2 I 561 and Syme, “Hadrianic 
Proconsuls of Africa,” 4) is a likely candidate. Tertullian’s language implies the event was within living memory; he 
probably wrote the Apologeticum in the very last years of the second century. I thank Christopher Fuhrmann for his 
help on this note.  
578 I would translate more accurately, “crossbars for the captives.” 
579 Tacitus, Annales, 1.61. 
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arranged with patibula. The nailed heads were an addition to the human sacrifices the Germans 

offered on altars. Other Roman sources attest northern European “barbarians” offering humans 

as the most pleasing sacrifice to the gods.580 Julius Caesar explained that the Gauls required the 

human sacrifice as a payment for murder. A life for a life. Though Romans were not strangers to 

execution, Caesar called the practice of the Gauls a human sacrifice. If Caesar’s statement that 

the Gauls required human sacrifice when a life was taken was true, perhaps the staked-tree-

trunk-heads could have been a similar retribution for the patibula victims of Tacitus’s 

description. It is unclear if the heads nailed to the trees were a sacrifice in addition to the humans 

immolated on the altars, but it is possible. 

Although Julius Caesar condemned the Gauls’ practice of offering humans to the gods, he 

himself had two mutinous soldiers ritually killed by the pontifices and the priest of Mars during 

the October Horse ceremony in 46 BCE.581 The men were essentially offered to the god of war 

through WHIPC. The October Horse ceremony occurred on the Ides of October in the Campus 

Martius. The celebration was annual and public. The winning horse was killed by javelins and 

sacrificed for Mars.582 The blood of the horse’s penis, or tail, was preserved for the Parilia 

festival on the hearth within the Regia, but selecting the place where the horse’s head was posted 

changed from one year to the next. The horse head was posted either in the Forum at the Mamilia 

                                                 
580 Pomponius Mela 3.18; Caes. Gal. 6.16. Tertullian also claimed that Gauls practiced human sacrifice: Apol. 9.4. 
Another accusation of Roman opponents using WHIPC, though not as a human sacrifice was of the Britons. Under 
Nero, the Britons, led by Boudicca, were not intent on capturing Roman soldiers, “For it was not on making 
prisoners and selling them, or on any of the barter of war, that the enemy was bent, but on slaughter, on the gibbet 
[patibulum], the fire and the cross [crux], like men soon about to pay the penalty, and meanwhile snatching at instant 
vengeance.” …neque enim capere aut venundare aliudve quod belli commercium, sed caedes patibula ignes cruces, 
tamquam reddituri supplicium at praerepta interim ultione, festinabant. (Church and Brodribb trans.) Tacitus, 
Annales, 14.33. 
581 Cassius Dio 43.24.3-4. 
582 Polybius, Histories, 12.4; Plutarch, Roman Questions, 97 (where “December” is an error for the tenth month, i.e. 
October). 
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Tower, or at the Regia. The sources mention struggles over the head itself in an annual 

neighborhood bout over which location displayed the head.583 The horse’s head became 

spectacle memorabilia.584 Regardless of which party won, the heads were displayed on a building 

or tower in true WHIPC form. The Regia housed an altar to Mars and served as the primary 

headquarters for the high priests (Pontifices Maximi). The heads of Caesar’s two soldiers were 

displayed with the October Horse. The men Caesar had executed were made human sacrifices 

via WHIPC.  

The final type of Roman WHIPC as human sacrifice was through Christian martyrs. The 

first account is found in Justin Martyr (second century CE) as he compared Christian executions 

in Roman spectacles, including crucifixions, to animal sacrifice. He explicitly called the 

Christian WHIPC martyrs human sacrifices.585 Similarly, Tertullian called Roman spectacles a 

murderous form of human sacrifice even though those killed were criminals, including the 

treasonous crime of Christianity.586 The passion texts of martyrs such as Polycarp and Perpetua 

(discussed in Chapters 7 and 8) describe the saints as sacrificing their lives for Christ.587  

 

Animal and Effigy WHIPC Sacrifice 

The use of WHIPC in apotropaic, cursing, and binding magic has been addressed, and 

similar themes reemerge with the WHIPC animal sacrifice. To cure an epileptic child, the 

                                                 
583 Eitrem, “Some Roman Festivals: Expiatory and Purifactory,” 76. For additional examples of preserving the blood 
and marrow for health see Pliny the Elder, Historia Naturalis, 28.41-48. 
584 Plut. RQ, 97. See further Fowler, Roman Festivals of the Period of the Republic, 58, 241-243, who cites Festus 
178 (= 190L): De cuius capite non levis contentio solebat esse inter Suburanenses et Sacravienses, ut hi in regiae 
pariete, illi ad turrim Mamiliam id figerent; eiusdemque coda tanta celeritate perfertur in regiam.  
585 Justin Martyr, Apol. 2.12.5; Rives, “Human Sacrifice among Pagans and Christians,” 74.  
586 Tertullian Apol. 9.  
587 Polycarp is discussed in Chapter 7, Perpetua in Chapter 8.  
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Assyrians hung the wing of a bat and vulture around the neck of the child as an apotropaic 

cure.588 The pascal lamb, in the Hebrew Bible, was initially sacrificed to avert the angel of death 

from the houses painted with its blood. The lamb was then roasted on a spit. The ewe was 

ritually killed as an apotropaic sacrifice and then impaled.589 Justin Martyr described, “For the 

lamb, which is roasted, is roasted and dressed up in the form of the cross. For one spit is 

transfixed right through from the lower parts up to the head, and one across the back, to which 

are attached the legs of the lamb.”590 

 
Figure 52. Animal heads and bodies offered and hanged on a sacred tree.591 

 
A reoccurring ANE artistic theme of goats in trees strongly suggests that goats were 

offered through WHIPC. The “Ram in a Thicket” statuette (Figure 54) was an offering stand 

                                                 
588 Parpola, Esarhaddon, and Ashurbanipal, 226. Letter 239.  
589 The Pascal lamb must be roasted whole, with no bones broken (Ex 12:4-9). Mishnah, Pesahim 7:1; Tabory, “The 
Crucifixion of the Paschal Lamb,” 395-398; the detail on the preparation of the Pascal lamb is not as spelled out in 
the Hebrew Bible as it is was in the Mishna. Numbers 9:12 reiterates that no bones could be broken on the Pascal 
lamb, indicating that this victim was not to be dismembered; this specification implies that other sacrificial victims 
were dismembered. 2 Chronicles 35:13 indicates the lamb was roasted with fire, as opposed to other methods of 
preparation such as boiling. 
590 Justin Martyr, The Dialogue with Trypho, 40.1-5. 
591 This imprint of a cylinder seal dates from mid eighth to seventh century BCE. Image from the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. 
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dedicated to Tammuz, a male fertility god and lover of Ishtar. Perhaps the sacred trees and rams 

represent copulation, but based on the primary sources and the vast number of surviving 

depictions, it seems clear that the rams were also WHIPC sacrifices. 

 
Figure 53: Sumerian Seal, 3500-2000 BCE.592 

 

 
Figure 54: "Ram in a Thicket," 2600-2400 BCE, found in the Royal Cemetery of Ur. This is 
one of two identical statues (British Museum, Room 56, and University of Pennsylvania 
Museum).593 

                                                 
592“Tree of Life with Goats.” Image from WorldImages Kiosk, California State University, 
http://worldimages.sjsu.edu/VieO7415?sid=80576&x=5506796&port=982.  
593 Open source image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Raminathicket2.jpg.  
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Figure 55: The image is carved from a shell and painted black with bitumen. It dates to 
around 2600 BCE from Ur.594 

 
Displaying a ewe on a tree was a known method of sacrifice in the ANE. A magical 

ceremony to save infants and children involved strangling a lamb and saddling it.595 A more 

significant example comes from an ancient Mesopotamian magic medical text describing how to 

prevent miscarriages. The woman obtained a pregnant ewe from the flock of Dumuzi, sometimes 

known as Tammuz, the god who received the Ram of Figure 54. The sheep was suspended from 

a pole or uprooted tree, and the woman passed under it saying specific words.  

One should secure a pregnant ewe which brings its young to term to an uprooted pole…. 
[passing under the ewe say] “Pregnant ewe of Sakkan and Dumuzi, take my pregnancy 
away and bring me your equivalent. Take away my inability to give birth right away and 
give me your ability to give birth right away.”596  

In this ritual, WHIPC happened not just to the ewe, but also to an effigy. A figurine of the 

woman was made from a specific type of grain that was first placed at a crossroad, a liminal 

                                                 
594British Museum number: 121529. Image from 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details/collection_image_gallery.aspx?
assetId=32405001&objectId=368345&partId=1. 
595 Scurlock, “Medicine and Healing Magic,” 127. 
596 Scurlock, “Medicine and Healing Magic,” 125. 
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space. The grain was next suspended (WHIPC) in a window, another liminal space, and then 

rubbed on the woman’s womb and breasts.597 The suspension was part of the ritual giving power 

to the spell. I suggest the utilization of liminal space gave power to the effigy to assist the 

women in passing the infant through a liminal space, the birthing canal. In any case, in this 

example both the ewe and the effigy experienced WHIPC for a fertility spell. 

The Hittite god Telipinu was a shepherd and fertility god like Dumuzi and Tammuz, 

though he was also a storm god. Like Dumuzi and Tammuz, he received offerings that were 

hung. The Hittites annually sacrificed 1,000 sheep to him. He was honored by the planting of a 

great oak tree and symbolized by a lamb skin offered on a pole. One Hittite healing ritual 

dedicated to Telipinu involved hanging a sheepskin on an eya-tree (probably a spear). Sometimes 

animal victims were killed on the altar adjacent to the eya-tree.598 WHIPC of animals and people 

held apotropaic, cursing, and healing powers for ancient people. WHIPC victims could transfer 

their health to the offerant, shifting the illness, sin, or tormenting spirits to the victims of WHIPC 

sacrifices in turn. 

This chapter shows a consistent pattern across the ANE and Greco-Roman cultures of 

human and animal sacrifice through WHIPC. Sometimes the sacrifice was a traditional 

dedication to the gods. Other cases revealed that human and animal WHIPC sacrifice were used 

to confuse or distract demon or tormenting spirits. In other cases, the WHIPC offering was given 

in order to receive healing. Dedications were made to the gods for victory, to appease the anger 

of a god, or for fertility of the land, crops, or people. In other examples, we can see that the 

offerings happened, such as the Gezer excavation, but do not know the purpose behind the 

                                                 
597 Scurlock, “Medicine and Healing Magic,” 127. 
598Puhvel, Hittite Etymological Dictionary, 254-255. 
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sacrifices. What is abundantly clear from this chapter is that WHIPC was used in both human 

and animal sacrifices.  
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CHAPTER 7 

TREATMENT OF THE BODY 

This chapter analyzes several aspects of how the bodies of victims of the wheel, hanging, 

impaling, placarding, and crucifying (WHIPC) were treated, including nakedness, bone breaking, 

torture excluding death via WHIPC, causes of death, preservation of the body or its members, 

and both burial and non-burial of the corpses or its members. By studying these added insults, 

nudity, bone breaking, torture, and prevention of burial, we can better understand the ancient 

perception of WHIPC. In considering the treatment of the body, we can further ascertain the 

gravity of WHIPC punishment in the ancient world.  

 

Nakedness 

WHIPC victims were often, but not always, nude. In the examples of WHIPC discussed 

in previous chapters, most victims were suspended unclad or in mere undergarments.599 For the 

ANE cultures and Greece, nudity had multiple functions. While in many respects nudity carried 

the connotation of shame and dishonor, aspects often associated with WHIPC, it also played a 

role in prestigious ceremonies among royalty. For instance, in many ANE cultures, nudity or 

scanty clothing was the norm in certain elite religious rituals and institutions. This section 

explores the function and perception of nudity in the Ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome as it 

relates to WHIPC, typically as a form of shame and destitution.  

 

The Ancient Near East 

Although not always the case, a large majority of the WHIPC punishments added the 

                                                 
599 See the following images for nude WHIPC victims: Assyrian Figures 1, 35, 43; Greek Figures 9, 14, 17, 19, 20, 
22, 23; and Roman and Etruscan Figures 18, 21, 24, 25, 26.  
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element of humiliation by stripping the victims to their bare flesh. At least by the twenty-seventh 

century BCE, military symbols included nude captives, and we will look at many examples both 

visual and written.600 A consistent correlation exists between gloating memorialization of 

military victory and the display of nude war victims via hanging, impalement, and crucifixion.601 

 
Figure 56: Royal Standard of Ur showing the procession and trampling of naked 
enemies.602 

In Akkad and Ancient Israel, nudity was an outward sign of poverty.603 One Sumerian 

text retelling the exchange of Inanna’s life for Dumuzi’s in the Underworld specifically lists 

clothing removal with other demonic punishments.  

They released holy Inanna, they [......] her. Inanna handed over Dumuzi to them in 
exchange for herself. “As for the lad, we will put his feet in foot stocks. As for the lad, 
we will put his hands in hand stocks: we will put his neck in neck stocks.” Copper pins, 
nails and pokers were raised to his face. They sharpened their large copper axes. As for 
the lad, they stood him up, they sat him down. “Let us remove his [......] garment, let us 

                                                 
600 This pattern was seen even as Early as the Royal Standard of Ur, 2600 BCE. 
601 Nudity plays multiple roles, one as forced humiliation, another religious and sexual. Frequently Ishtar’s worship 
involved naked sexual acts.  
602 Royal Standard of Ur held at the British Museum. Reference EA 121201 Reg number 1928,1010.3. Open source 
image from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_of_Ur#/media/File:Standard_of_Ur_-_War.jpg.  
603 Bonfante, “Nudity as a Costume in Classical Art,” 546. 
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make him stand [.......]” As for the lad, they bound his arms, they did evil [.......] They 
covered his face with his own garment.604 

Dumuzi was chained, nailed, stood-up, and stripped. He was bound and they raised his garment.   

Nudity in the ANE had a dichotomous meaning. While implemented as a punishment, 

nudity played a role in Inanna’s religious festivals as a form of worship. During the Sacred 

Marriage Festival, public sex occurred in the nude, or at least the texts indicate such.605 Isaiah 

57:7-8 may also confirm the use of naked bodies and public sex in religious ceremonies of the 

ANE.606 In New Kingdom Egypt, nude female dancers were used for entertainment. So, the role 

of nudity was not wholly negative.  

 
Figure 57: From the Tomb of Nebamun in Thebes dating to the fifteenth century BCE.607 

                                                 
604 “Dumuzi and Geshtin-Ana,” The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature, 
http://etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/section1/tr1411.htm.  
605 Kramer, The Sacred Marriage Rite, 59. Lapinkivi raises the debate that the ritual sex was allegorical instead of 
literal. Lapinkivi, The Sumerian Sacred Marriage. Even if the ceremony was not literal, nude copulating images 
were not taboo, note the many Sacred Marriage terracotta figures from the second millenium BCE (the Louvre 
contains several: AO 8662; SB 7979; SB 6609; SB 5888).  
606 “Upon a high and lofty mountain You have made your bed. You also went up there to offer sacrifice. Behind the 
door and the doorpost You have set up your sign; Indeed, far removed from Me, you have uncovered yourself, And 
have gone up and made your bed wide. And you have made an agreement for yourself with them, You have loved 
their bed, You have looked on their manhood.” NASB. 
607 Currently held at the British Museum. Open source image from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Musicians_and_dancers_on_fresco_at_Tomb_of_Nebamun.jpg.  
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Jewish 

The phrase “Naked I came from my mother's womb, and naked I will depart”608 in the 

Hebrew Bible references property ownership, including clothing, and the fleeting nature of the 

material world. The idea of nakedness is associated with poverty in other Old Testament verses, 

but other functions of nudity emerge in the Hebrew Bible and rabbinic texts, such as nudity as an 

outward expression of shame, poverty, or punishment, a symbol of being conquered, but also a 

symbol of prophesy and piety.  

The first mention of the unclothed body as an expression of shame resulted from the first 

sin of Adam and Eve. Originally unashamed, after they sinned they felt shame in their nakedness 

and hid.609 The idea of the shamefulness of the body continues in the book of Genesis with Shem 

and Japheth covering their father’s naked body, walking backwards so as not to see even their 

own father naked.610 Nudity became a metaphor for shame, sin, disgrace, and possibly mourning 

in both the Old and New Testaments.611 Nudity also symbolizes poverty and prostitution.612 As 

the Sumerians depicted their captives unclad, the Hebrew Bible includes nudity as a form of 

subjugation in conquest. Conquerors stripped the defeated, taking all property as booty including 

the clothes off their backs.613 Stripping someone naked served as a punishment.614  

Though commonly perceived as a negative state, nakedness also played a role in religious 

ceremonies described in the Hebrew Bible, as it did in the religious tradition of Inanna. For 

                                                 
608 Job 1:21, NIV. 
609 Gen 2-3. 
610 Gen 9. 
611 Lam. 1:8, 4:21; Ezekiel. 16:7; Micah 1:7-11; Rev 16:15. 
612 Prostitution: Ezekiel 23:18. Poverty: Job 24:7-10; Isaiah 58:7; Ezekiel 18:7, 16; Matt. 25:36; 2 Co. 11:27; Rev. 
3:17.   
613 Ezek. 16:39, 23:29; Amos 2:16; Micah 1:7-11. 
614 Eze. 16:37, 23:10; Hos 2:3. 
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example, the Hebrew Bible used nudity as an icon for being in the presence of God and 

prophesy. First Saul took off his clothes when the Spirit of God came upon him: 

The Spirit of God came upon him [Saul] also, so that he went along prophesying 
continually until he came to Naioth in Ramah. He also stripped off his clothes, and he too 
prophesied before Samuel and lay down naked all that day and all that night. Therefore 
they say, “Is Saul also among the prophets?”615 

Similarly, while transporting the Ark of the Covenant, David wore a priestly garment after an 

animal sacrifice and he danced with all his might. One of David’s wives, Michal accused him of 

revealing himself in this event, an accusation that David did not deny. 616 The prophet Micah, to 

warn of the coming destruction of Judah, walked around lamenting while barefoot and naked. 

“Because of this I must lament and wail, I must go barefoot and naked.”617 Like Micah, the 

prophet Isaiah made a direct connection between nudity and captivity, and by so doing connected 

the prophets with nudity.  

At that time the LORD spoke through Isaiah the son of Amoz, saying, “Go and loosen the 
sackcloth from your hips and take your shoes off your feet.” And he did so, going naked 
and barefoot. And the LORD said, “Even as My servant Isaiah has gone naked and 
barefoot three years as a sign and token against Egypt and Cush, so the king of Assyria 
will lead away the captives of Egypt and the exiles of Cush, young and old, naked and 
barefoot with buttocks uncovered, to the shame of Egypt.618 

 

Greek 

The bare body held a unique position in the Greek world. As Donald Kyle has noted, “In 

archaic Greece, disrobing fully to become nude in public came to amount to donning a costume – 

a proud and assertive communication of ethnicity, status, freedom, privilege, and physical 

                                                 
615 1 Sam. 19:23-24 NASB. 
616 2 Sam. 6:14-20.  
617 Micah 1:8 NASB. 
618 Isaiah 20:2-4 NASB.  
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virtue.”619 Nudity itself sometimes acted as a form of costume.620 As I have noted, in the images 

of Ixion, the punishers fastened Ixion, naked, to the wheel, while the punishers sometimes wore 

robes. Ixion’s position represented the opposite of freedom or privilege. In the Greek 

representations of Ixion, Figure 17, 19, 21, and 22, nude Ixion faced punishment by clothed 

deities. The Ixion scene changed in Roman representations. In Figure 24, the fresco from 

Pompeii, Ixion and Hermes both appear unclothed. However, the classical Greek artists only 

depicted Ixion unclothed; this does not necessarily make him the sacrifice or in a diminished 

position. Other pottery from fifth century BCE to the second century CE shows naked athletes 

offering animal sacrifices in the nude while other people in the scene were clothed.621 The 

pottery of Ixion shows that nudity is part of the exposure punishment while fifth-century BCE to 

second-century CE art shows the glorification of nudity among athletes.  

Kyle specifically notes archaic Greeks’ interpretation of the naked body, with adoration, 

but this prestige and freedom connoted by nudity remained relegated to the sports arena. Public 

nudity outside of sporting events remained taboo. While elites presented their status and wealth 

through dress, with the emergence of democratic equality through the hoplite revolution, nude 

leisure activities emerged.622 Herodotus noted the contrast between Greeks and others in their 

interpretation of the exposed physique, while in Homer’s world, public nudity stayed entirely 

taboo. Further, in Homer nudity also signifies vulnerability and death.623 Nonetheless a 

dichotomy emerged in the view of clothing, as introduction of naked warriors and athletes 

                                                 
619 Kyle, Sport and Spectacle, 85. 
620 Bofante, “Nudity as a Costume in Greek Art,” 543-570. Kyle, Sport and Spectacle, 87. 
621 Kyle, Sport and Spectacle, 115. 
622 Kyle, Sport and Spectacle, 87; S. G. Miller, “Naked Democracy,” 277-296. 
623 Bonfante, “Nudity as a Costume in Classical Art,” 547. 
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increased in archaic Greece.624 There remains an open debate regarding the purpose of nudity in 

archaic Greece. Scholarly interpretations for Greek disrobing diverge drastically from religious 

to artistic and to pederastic intentions.  

Plato, through the mouth of Socrates, reminded his audience that the practice of nude 

gymnastics and sports was not always the custom. The Athenians adopted the practice from the 

Spartans who learned it from the Cretans. The Athenians initially rejected the exposed athlete. 

The practice of nude athletics emerged slowly, and not without debate. Plato mentions the debate 

over nudity within the context of a debate about gender equality, suggesting that women could 

possibly be equal in all things including education, nude gymnastics, and battle, though the idea 

seemed laughable at his time. Plato’s dialog provides necessary information on the idea of Greek 

nudity. First, the Greeks knew the practice had changed; second, nudity was acceptable only in 

the context of athletics; and finally, female nudity remained taboo.625 After nude athletics 

became generally accepted, it transformed from custom to law. Olympic participants were 

required to compete naked.626 Even though the Greeks came to see nudity as beautiful, 

commemorated in art and in the bodies of professional athletes, they still used it as part of 

WHIPC punishment. 

 

Roman 

In a broad array of sources, Romans, and those living under the Romans, described 

WHIPC as pitiable, cruel, terrifying, shameful, disreputable, dishonorable, accursed, a spectacle, 

                                                 
624 Bonfante, “Nudity as a Costume in Classical Art,” 547-553.  
625 Plato, Republic, 251a-252e. 
626 Kyle, Sport and Spectacle, 118. 
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a punishment for criminals, and the worst form of death.627 When implemented by the Romans, 

scourging usually preceded WHIPC. Stripping the clothes from the person made scourging an 

easier task and a more brutal punishment. The people sent to their death in the amphitheaters 

knew the process. Polycarp, a Christian bishop martyr, took his clothing and sandals off as he 

headed to his expiry platform.628 Suetonius includes nakedness as a precursor to scourging on the 

furca.629  

For Romans, clothing symbolized the station of the wearer. Only the senatorial class 

could wear the murex-based broad purple stripe on their togas. It was a legal measure to show 

wealth, status, and class. Only a general in triumphal processions, or a king, could wear all 

purple. In their struggles for political power and prestige, Pompey and Julius Caesar wore their 

triumphal purple. Emperor Caligula frequently wore his triumphal toga. Emperors like 

Diocletian donned the purple to appear as Jupiter incarnate.630 Clothing and its lack revealed 

social status and power.  

Like the Sumerians, Jews, and Greeks, the Romans held religious rituals in which nudity 

occurred in a positive light. For example, Plutarch described how in Lupercalia, a February 

fertility holiday, nude youths invaded the streets:  

At this time many of the noble youths and of the magistrates run up and down through 
the city naked, for sport and laughter striking those they meet with shaggy thongs. And 
many women of rank also purposely get in their way, and like children at school present 
their hands to be struck, believing that the pregnant will thus be helped to an easy 
delivery, and the barren to pregnancy.631 

                                                 
627 Cook, CMW, 418-421; Josephus, BJ, 7.202-203; Lucian, Prom., 4; Cicero, Ver., 2.5.165; Justin, Dial., 32.1; 89.2, 
90.1; Minucius Felix, 9.4; Origen, Celsus, 6.10; Aug., Civ., 19.23; Hebrews 12:2; Galatians 3:13; Ammianus 
Marcellinus, 9.19.2. 
628 The Martyrdom of Polycarp 9-16 in Futrell, The Roman Games, 175. 
629 Suetonius, Nero 49.2 
630 Beard, Roman Triumph, 30-31, 277; Plut. Caes. 61.3; Suet. Dom. 4. 
631 Plutarch, Caesar, 61.1-3 (1919 Loeb trans.)  
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In spectacles of public WHIPC, humans were sent to their death in the arena naked in 

most cases. However, in the case of two female martyrs, Perpetua and Felicitas, the women were 

told to wear outfits resembling the clothing of the gods for their death show. They refused to 

wear clothes of idols.632 So the girls were sent out naked. The crowd was displeased with the 

spectacle, not because the women were naked, but because as nursing mothers, they were both 

lactating. The women returned to their death scene in normal clothes. Costume, as a god or as the 

naked body, made the death spectacle more entertaining. Clothing may have also been used as a 

souvenir, trophy, or magical trinket, like the armor of replica trophies. In the accounts of the 

crucifixion of Jesus, his clothes were gambled away to the crucifiers. Though nudity held 

significance in religion and sport for all of the cultures of the ancient Mediterranean, including 

the Greeks, nakedness could act as a symbol of shame, humility, poverty, and military conquest. 

Nudity served as a source of psychological pain that accompanied WHIPC.  

 

Bone Breaking as a Punishment Associated with WHIPC 

A physical form of torture that often joined WHIPC was bone crushing. Examples of 

bone crushing and bone breaking can be found in several ancient cultures. In Hammurapi’s code, 

bone breaking was used to punish someone who broke the bone of another freeman, whereas 

only a fine is paid for breaking the bone of a slave or freedman.633 Leg breaking violated no 

religious taboo for Jews. The Romans practiced leg breaking in association with crucifixion and 

                                                 
632 The Martyrdom of Saint Perpetua and Felicitas 2-21 in Futrell, The Roman Games, 180-183. The account is set 
in Carthage, 203 CE. 
633 Hammurabi’s Code 197-199. “197. If he break another man's bone, his bone shall be broken. 198. If he put out 
the eye of a freed man, or break the bone of a freed man, he shall pay one gold mina.199. If he put out the eye of a 
man's slave, or break the bone of a man's slave, he shall pay one-half of its value.” Trans. King from Ancient History 
Sourcebook (https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/ancient/hamcode.asp). 
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other exposure penalties. They incorporated leg breaking in their penal system with and without 

crucifixion as the final course.634  

Masters were within their rights to punish slaves by breaking their legs. Plautus has 

Syncerastus state, “That while I'm preparing the plot against my master, I may be betrayed by 

yourself. If my master knows that I've been talking to any individual, he'll forthwith be making 

me from Syncerastus into Brokenlegs.” 635 Romans used leg breaking as a severe reprimand for 

state-owned slaves and low members of society. On one occasion, Augustus used leg breaking 

on his secretary for taking a bribe to read a letter of Augustus.636  

Of course, the goal of owning slaves is to squeeze as much work from them as possible, 

so leg breaking only happened in extreme cases. Sometimes Romans employed leg breaking to 

extract confessions or eye-witness accounts. If the tortured confessed to committing certain 

crimes, he or she could then be sentenced to WHIPC. The flow of torture, to confession, to 

WHIPC linked leg breaking and crucifixion. Cicero insinuated that leg breaking increased the 

time to death in crucifixion though it was not always effectual in doing so.637  

The first mention of certain forms of crucifixion being outlawed is from Sextus Aurelius 

Victor who wrote the following around 361-363 CE under Emperor Julian, about twenty-five 

years after Constantine’s death:   

                                                 
634 Note Justinian’s law code below. Note also Cic. Pro Roscio Amerino 20 – legs of dogs were broken if they 
barked without cause. Dismemberment might also be used as a form of punishment outside of military conquest. In 
the case of the Roman emperor, Galba (r. 68-69), he placarded the hand of a criminal. “For, a money-dealer having 
committed some fraud in the way of his business, he cut off his hands, and nailed them to his counter.” Suet. Galba 
9. 
635 Plautus, Poenulus, 4.2.64, Trans. Riley. 
636 Suetonius, Augustus, 67.2. Note Perseus’s English version number is incorrectly labeled as 65. Thallo a manu, 
quod pro epistula prodita denarios quingentos accepisset, crura ei fregit.  
637 “But in the case of this Plancus, the old saying “he can’t die unless his legs are broken” has proved false: they 
were broken, and still he is alive. But let this, like many other things, go down to Aquila’s credit.” Cicero, Philippics 
13.12.27 (Trans. Bailey and Ramsey). 
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Finally, Constantine received all his enemies with honour and protected them by allowing 
them to retain their properties, and was so conscious of his obligations that he was also 
the first to abolish the long-established and utterly frightful punishment of the patibulum 
and the breaking of legs [cruribus].638  
 

Here the connection with crucifixion and leg breaking reappears. Also, the reference to the 

elimination of leg breaking is particularly striking because leg-breaking continued to occur 

through dislocation on the rack and through breaking on the wheel, despite Aurelius Victor’s 

praise of Constantine for stopping crurifragium. It seems that crucifixion may not have been 

made illegal, but rather, with the rise of Christian iconography, crucifixion gained the traditional 

image of the “t” or “T” shape, which became taboo for executions.  

Bone crushing was also part of punishment on the wheel, it was literally their bones that 

were “broken on the wheel.” Victims were typically tied to a wheel with long bones placed 

between the planks, though images of Ixion’s punishments show more variety. The bones were 

shattered by the executioner or torturer. Sometimes the punishment specified the number of 

blows, or scourges. Breaking on the wheel would have been a form of crurifragium.639 In the 

torture of the wheel, the leg and arm bones are shattered. The last blow aimed for the head or 

throat, or, if the executioner knew the victim, they would give a blow of mercy to kill the victim 

sooner. On other occasions, the guilty party was only sentenced to torture and faced a set number 

of blows without a coup de grâce.   

The Christian Gospel of John notes the most famous instance of leg breaking and 

                                                 
638 denique Constantinus cunctos hostes honore ac fortunis manentibus texit recepitque, eo pius, ut etiam vetus 
teterrimumque supplicium patibulorum et cruribus suffringendis primus removerit. Aurelius Victor, De Caesaribus, 
41.4 (trans. Bird). Crurifragius- means one whose legs or shins are broken. Cruralis is of or pertaining to the legs. 
The root frag pertains to being broken or fragile. 
639 Cook, CMW, 429 provides extensive examples of Roman leg-breaking, including Firmicus Maternus Math. 
8.6.11; Justin Epit. 21.4.7; Polybius 1.80.13; Plaut. Asin. 474, Mil. 722, Poen. 886; Cic. S. Rosc. 56, Phil. 13.27, Fat. 
6; Sen. Dial. 3.18.1, 3.32.1; Suet. Aug. 67.2, Tib. 44.2; Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Avidius Cassius 4.5; Eus. 
Hist. eccl. 5.21.3, 8.12.1; Ammianus 14.9.8; Tert. Apol. 21.19; Lact. Inst. 4.26.32. 
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crucifixion. In this example, Jesus’s legs were not broken while the nearby criminals underwent 

crurifragium.640 In John’s account, the nearby criminals were still living and their legs were 

broken so that they could be taken off the cross. Either they received a live burial or the leg 

breaking hastened the time to death. There is a unique taboo in Jewish exposure execution 

tradition that may explain the leg breaking following crucifixion seen in Judea. Their local law 

forbade bodies being exposed overnight.641 Among the canonical accounts, only the Gospel of 

John specifically mentioned that Jesus’s legs were not broken; this was detailed because 

breaking the legs was common, especially when the dying WHIPC victims were removed from 

the stake or cross prior to death. Regarding the matter of John’s description of Jesus’s 

crucifixion, John, and only John, drew a comparison between Jesus and the Passover lamb. For 

this reason, John carefully noted that Jesus’s legs were not broken because Numbers 9:12 

forbade bone breaking in the Pascal lamb. The synoptic gospels omit the parallel between Jesus 

and the Passover lamb.  

First- and second-century CE Christians began to attribute religious significance to leg 

breaking in correlation with the crucifixion of Jesus as the representative and eternal Pascal 

lamb. Justin Martyr described the Jewish and Samaritan lamb, slaughtered for Passover, as fixed 

in the form of a cross. The Mishnah statements contradict this only slightly in that the Mishnah 

specified the spit stick to enter the lamb through the head rather than through the anus, an upside-

down impaling; in either case, the lamb experienced WHIPC, and so prior to the destruction of 

the temple the Pascal lamb was a WHIPC sacrifice.642  

                                                 
640 John 19:31-33; cf. Gospel of Peter 14. 
641 Discussed extensively in Chapter 3, regarding Deuteronomy 21:22-24. 
642 Mishnah, Pesahim 7:1; Justin Martyr, The Dialogue with Trypho, 40.1-5; Tabory, “The Crucifixion of the 
Paschal Lamb,” 395-398; The detail on the preparation of the Pascal lamb is not spelled out in the Hebrew Bible as 
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Punishment without Death: To Kill or Not to Kill, that is the Question 

Although WHIPC was often used as a mode of execution, this was not always the case. 

On the contrary, WHIPC, we have seen, offered a method of displaying human trophies of those 

already slain. Power, punishment, and religion functioned as the purpose of WHIPC whether 

execution was involved or not. Six accounts of WHIPC victims being removed from their 

predicament exist from the Persians to the Romans.643 Four of these people survived the WHIPC 

encounter. On all these occasions, discussed below, the WHIPC implementer initially intended 

death. Perhaps, though, these may not be the only examples of WHIPC not ending in death.   

Another way in which WHIPC functioned outside of execution was through staking 

persons who were already dead. The punishment was sometimes meant to bring the victim to 

penance or the WHIPC was used as penitence for the whole community to whichever god or 

goddess they had offended. Implementers of WHIPC utilized it to prevent other potential rebels 

from committing offenses. Punishment by WHIPC inflicted pain, mockery, and shame on both 

the victim and their families through the practices of execution, non-burial, mutilation and 

dismemberment, and afterlife-prevention. 

In 1986, renowned Assyriologist Simo Parpola of the University of Helsinki established 

the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project which has provided standard transliterated texts from 

cuneiform inscriptions.644 In 1998, Parpola began the Melammu Project to study the spread of 

                                                 
it is was in the Mishnah. The Mishnah requested a pomegranate stake as the impaling instrument. 2 Chronicles 
35:13 indicates the lamb was roasted with fire. 
643 It is possible that Verres released some slaves after crucifixion, but it is more probable that he released them 
before they were crucified. They were not necessarily released from “torture and the cross,” cruciatus et crux, but 
rather they were freed from all of the penalties, and that would include the torutres leading to the cross. Cic. Ver. 
2.5.14.  Cook, CMW, 173. 
644 For more information on the Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project see the project website here: 
http://www.helsinki.fi/science/saa/.  
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Ancient Near East culture into the Greco-Roman world and its later impact on Byzantium.645 

Through his translation work, Parpola explains the process of Assyrian impalement; however, 

some of his conclusions on WHIPC do not withstand scrutiny.  

Parpola describes the impaled as hanged from the stakes through transfixion by the lower 

portion of the neck.646 Figure 43 depicts Assyrian Emperor Shalmaneser III having someone 

impaled through the groin. The Assyrians impaled the troops both dead and alive, contrary to 

Simo Parpola’s hypothesis.  Parpola also concluded that Assyrian WHIPC was solely a form of 

execution,647 meaning living captives were put to the stake, but as evident from the series of 

chronological quotes from Assyrian annals presented in Chapter 5, both living and dead bodies 

were impaled. In fact, most annals list Assyrian WHIPC for those who were already dead, 

though some of the people died because of WHIPC. Assurnasirpal consciously noted the living 

soldiers executed through WHIPC. The other Assyrian accounts either specifically mention that 

the bodies erected were corpses or make no mention of the prisoner of war’s life or death status. 

There is an ongoing debate about whether the Jews described in the Deuteronomy passage were 

executed and then hanged on a tree or killed as a result of the hanging.648 Persians put the 

                                                 
645 For more information on the Melammu Project see the project website here:  
http://www.aakkl.helsinki.fi/melammu/project/prdescriptionproj.php.  
646 Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars, 299.  
647 Parpola, Letters from Assyrian Scholars, 299; Parpola used images such as the impaled men from Sennacherib 
and Tiglath-pileser III’s palace relief sculptures seen in Figure 1. Reproductions of the relief from Sennacherib’s 
Nineveh Palace can be found in Uehlinger, “Clio in a World of Pictures,” in Grabbe, 'Like a Bird in a Cage' The 
Invasion of Sennacherib, 247, 253, 269. “Stone panel from the Central Palace of King Tiglath-pileser III.” The 
Central Palace was located at Kalhu. The vanquished people, around 730-727 BCE, are unknown. The panel breaks 
off as the city of U[…]. See UCL.ac.uk/sargon/essentials/kings/tiglatpileseriii/. Copyrights and terms of image use 
are here:  
http://www.britishmuseum.org/join_in/using_digital_images/using_digital_images.aspx?image=ps098844.jpg and 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/join_in/using_digital_images/using_digital_images.aspx?asset_id=359774&objectId
=369052&partId=1. 
648 Deuteronomy 21:22; discussed at length in Chapter 3.   
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corpses of the Greek military leaders Leonidas and Polycrates on display.649  Romans seemed 

less interested in posting the corpses of enemies. They kept the body on display until it rotted 

away or was consumed by beast and fowl. Outside of battle, they often suspended live victims. 

The Romans did, however, display the bodies or parts of the bodies of highly ranked proscribed 

enemies such as Cicero’s head and hand.  

Of the seven accounts of WHIPC victims being removed from crosses or stakes, the first 

and second commonly overlooked examples are the two criminals crucified alongside Jesus. 

These men, based on the Gospel of John account, could have been buried alive after WHIPC.650 

The other four men who were removed from the WHIPC punishment come from Herodotus 

(fifth century BCE) and Josephus (first century CE). Both Herodotus and Josephus were writing 

of WHIPC implemented by other cultures, Herodotus of the Persians crucifying a Persian and 

Josephus of the Romans crucifying three of his Jewish comrades. Herodotus shared an account 

of the crucifixion of one of Darius’s judges, Sandoces son of Thamasius.  

This man, who was one of the king's judges, had once before been taken and crucified 
[ἀνεσταύρωσε] by Darius because he had given unjust judgment for a bribe. When 
Sandoces had been hung on the cross [ἀνακρεμασθέντος],651 Darius found on 
consideration that his good services to the royal house outweighed his offenses. The king 
then perceived that he had acted with more haste than wisdom and set Sandoces free. In 
this way he escaped from being put to death by Darius.652 
 

Sandoces was in some fashion hanged upon a stake and then released in good enough health to 

                                                 
649 Herodotus, 3.125.1-4.  
650 John 19:31-34. It is possible their legs were broken to hasten their death, which assumes asphyxiation. 
Asphyxiation is a modern theory on how WHIPC victims died. To my knowledge there is not a single ancient 
account that mentions this form of death. (Christopher J. Fuhrmann vehemently disagrees with my interpretation that 
the thieves may have been buried alive.)   
651 The word “cross” is not used; the translator Godley added it. 
652 Herodotus 7.194.1-2, Trans. Godley. Σανδώκης ὁ Θαμασίου τὸν δὴ πρότερον τούτων βασιλεὺς Δαρεῖος ἐπ᾽ αἰτίῃ 
τοιῇδε λαβὼν ἀνεσταύρωσε ἐόντα τῶν βασιληίων δικαστέων. ὁ Σανδώκης ἐπὶ χρήμασι ἄδικον δίκην ἐδίκασε. [2] 
ἀνακρεμασθέντος ὦν αὐτοῦ, λογιζόμενος ὁ Δαρεῖος εὗρέ οἱ πλέω ἀγαθὰ τῶν ἁμαρτημάτων πεποιημένα ἐς οἶκον τὸν 
βασιλήιον: εὑρὼν δὲ τοῦτο ὁ Δαρεῖος, καὶ γνοὺς ὡς ταχύτερα αὐτὸς ἢ σοφώτερα ἐργασμένος εἴη, ἔλυσε. 
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later serve in the military against the Greeks, as Herodotus went on to explain.  

In the first Jewish War against the Romans, Josephus noted the Romans crucified five 

hundred men per day. Upon recognizing a few of these men, he asked to have them removed 

from the crosses, as they were still living.  

I saw many captives crucified [ἀνεσταυρωμένους], and remembered three of them as my 
former acquaintance. I was very sorry at this in my mind, and went with tears in my eyes 
to Titus, and told him of them; so he immediately commanded them to be taken down, 
and to have the greatest care taken of them, in order to their recovery; yet two of them 
died under the physician's hands, while the third recovered. 653  
 

In both Herodotus’s and Josephus’s accounts no detail has been provided as to the wounds or the 

nature of their injuries or treatment. What is certain is that the men were not impaled or strangled 

by the neck as those methods of WHIPC would mean a more certain and immediate death. In 

some way, possibly with nails, ropes, or fetters, the four men were affixed to stakes.  

The seventh person removed from a cross or stake, and the final case of WHIPC survival, 

comes from The Martyrs of Lyons. Blandina, one of the Christian martyrs from Lyons, 177 CE, 

was hanged on a post in an unspecified manner. 

Though their [the martyrs of Lyons] spirits endured much throughout the long contests, 
they were in the end sacrificed, after being made all the day long a spectacle to the world 
to replace the varied entertainment of the gladiatorial combat. Blandina was hung on a 
post [ἐπὶ ξύλου κρεμασθεῖσα] and exposed as bait for the wild animals that were let loose 
on her. She seemed to hang there in the form of a cross [σταυροῦ σχήματι κρεμαμένη]… 
But none of the animals had touched her, and so she was taken down from the post and 
brought back to the prison to be preserved for another ordeal.654  

                                                 
653 Josephus, The Life of Flavius Josephus, 421-422 (section 75). ὡς ἐκεῖθεν ὑποστρέφων εἶδον πολλοὺς 
αἰχμαλώτους ἀνεσταυρωμένους καὶ τρεῖς ἐγνώρισα συνήθεις μοι γενομένους, ἤλγησά τε τὴν ψυχὴν καὶ μετὰ 
δακρύων προσελθὼν Τίτῳ εἶπον. ὁ δ᾽ εὐθὺς ἐκέλευσεν καθαιρεθέντας αὐτοὺς θεραπείας ἐπιμελεστάτης τυχεῖν. καὶ 
οἱ μὲν δύο τελευτῶσιν θεραπευόμενοι, ὁ δὲ τρίτος ἔζησεν. Trans. Whiston. 
654 The Martyrs of Lyons 1.4-56 in Eusebius, History of the Church, 5.1.41, translation from Futrell, Alison. The 
Roman Games. “The Persecution & Martyrdoms of Lyons in 177 A.D.” Medieval Sourcebook. New York, NY: 
Fordham University, 2000. http://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/halsall/source/177-lyonsmartyrs.asp  accessed on 21 
July 2017. ἡ δὲ Βλανδῖνα ἐπὶ ξύλου κρεμασθεῖσα προύκειτο βορὰ τῶν εἰσβαλλομένων θηρίων· ἣ καὶ διὰ τοῦ 
βλέπεσθαι σταυροῦ σχήματι κρεμαμένη διὰ τῆς εὐτόνου προσευχῆς πολλὴν προθυμίαν τοῖς ἀγωνιζομένοις ἐνεποίει. 
Loeb edition Lake, Kirsopp. Eusebius: Ecclesiastical History Vol 1. This passage makes clear that by Eusebius’s 
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While it is unclear how Blandina hanged on the post, the martyr scene of Polycarp specifies that 

spectacle orchestrators attached some sufferers to the posts with nails.  

Straightaway then he was attached to the equipment that had been prepared for the fire. 
When they were on the point of nailing him to it, he said “Leave me thus. For he who has 
given me strength to endure the flames will grant me to remain without flinching in the 
fire even without the firmness you will give me by using nails.”655 

Roman death spectacles frequently involved torture inflicted while affixed to a post.  

 

Cause of Death 

If, then, men and women could be removed from hanging on a stake or crucifixion, then 

what were the causes of death for those who were crucified alive? The two most common 

questions I receive on crucifixion are what types of crosses the Romans used and what was the 

cause of death for the crucified person. The most popular theory about the cause of death is 

asphyxiation, but this is rapidly becoming outdated and disproven.656 Other forms of death were 

present in WHIPC. Dying of bloodloss from pre-WHIPC dismemberment and battle wounds or 

torture preceding the WHIPC could also expedite the death process. Some who were staked were 

ushered into death through being burned alive, decapitated, stoned, or stabbed.657 Strangulation 

and decapitation were used as a form of execution, seen on the sarcophagi of Ramesses II and 

                                                 
date (early fourth cent.) σταυροῦ was intended as “cross” not “stake” as it was used by Homer, Herodotus, 
Thucydides, and Xenophon. 
655 The Martyrdom of Polycarp 9-19 in Futrell, The Roman Games, 175.  
656 For an excellent explanation on asphyxiation through WHIPC with modern case studies see Cook, CMW, 430-
432. For arguments for asphyxiation as a cause of death in WHIPC see the chapter entitled “Asphyxiation 
Hypothesis” in Zugibe The Crucifixion of Jesus: A Forensic Inquiry, 101-122. See also  

Maslen and Mitchell. “Medical Theories on the Cause of Death in Crucifixion,” 185-188. 
657 Martyrdom of Polycarp 9-16 in Futrell, The Roman Games, 175-176. Seneca, Ep. 101.13-14 on the causes of 
death on a cross: “Can anyone be found who would prefer wasting away in pain, dying limb by limb, or letting out 
his life drop by drop, rather than expiring once for all? Can any man be found willing to be fastened to the accursed 
tree, long sickly, already deformed, swelling with ugly tumours on chest and shoulders, and draw the breath of life 
amid long-drawn-out agony?” Translation from Cook, CMW, 102. 
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Ramesses III. The Romans employed strangulation to execute prisoners too.658  

One of the methods of death through WHIPC frequently discussed by the Mediterranean 

cultures, but rarely discussed by modern scholars, was being eaten alive. The Romans used this 

method intentionally in spectacles. The law-breaker would be staked to a post and a wild beast 

like a lion or bear was released upon them. They were attached to stakes and publicly rent to 

shreds and ingested. One example of WHIPC victims being ingested comes from the Roman 

tyrant Tarquin who forced labor on the people of Rome. To escape they committed suicide by 

jumping into the Tiber. He cleared the river of bodies by displaying them via WHIPC, offering 

beasts and birds a feast: “The king devised a new remedy – unthought of before of since -- for he 

fixed all the corpses of the dead to crosses to be viewed by the citizens and at the same time be 

torn in pieces by wild beats and birds [of prey].”659 

Even when the human meal was intended for a beast, birds were ever present searching 

for their portion.  

Whatever Rhodope is said to have watched on Orpheus’ stage, the arena, Caesar [Titus], 
displayed to you. Rocks crept and a wondrous forest ran, such as the grove of the 
Hesperides is believed to have been. Every kind of wild beast was present, mingling with 
the tame, and many a bird hovered above the bard. But himself lay torn by an ungrateful 
bear. This thing alone was done contrary to legend.660  

Dogs picked from the bones of the human remains. One crucified slave was “suspended alive for 

the wild beasts and birds.”661 Birds so frequently accompanied WHIPC that they were expected 

to pull the flesh off these human scarecrows. In WHIPC, the removal of the corpse was most 

commonly a task for the birds. There are many examples of birds of prey preying on exposed 

                                                 
658 Seneca, Ad Marciam 6.20.3; Ovid. Pont. 1.6.37-40. 
659 Pliny NH. 36.107; Cook, CMW, 107. 
660 Martial, Spectacles 24 (Loeb). 
661 Cook, CMW, 230-231, quote in Cook from an Amyzon in Caria. 
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bodies, living and dead. The Roman poet Horace wrote to a friend, regarding a fictional slave, 

“You’ll hang on no cross to feed crows.”662 Prometheus’s limbs were attached to the cliff so as to 

prevent him from warding off the daily bird of prey tearing out his innards.  

Behold me fettered, clamped to these rocks… With cruel art hath he driven my limbs by 
driving in these bolts. …By his skill transfixed, I tenant this stronghold of the Furies. 
…And now, each third woeful day, with dreadful swoop, the minster of Zeus with his 
hooked talons rends me asunder by his cruel repast. …Thus do I feed this guardian of my 
awful torture, who mutilates me living with never-ending pain. For fettered as ye see, by 
the bonds of Zeus, I have no power to drive from my vitals the accursed bird. Thus, 
robbed of self-defense, I endure woes fraught with torment: longing for death, I look 
around for an ending of my misery; …I am thrust far from death…663 

Aeschylus focused on the agony of exposure and of the torture in his account. For the mortal this 

would have been a long and slow torture culminating in death. For those externally affixed to a 

stake or cliff, the cause of death was not always asphyxiation, as commonly thought. 

Asphyxiation or starvation were at times preceded by birds of prey or other scavengers, as well 

as starvation, and bleeding to death. Unlike the posthumous display of Polycrates, Aeschylus 

describes a long and drawn out torture.664 Hesiod’s version of Prometheus’s punishment also 

included an eagle feasting on the thief’s innards.665 

Even Tityos, not erected on a stake, but spread across nine acres had pieces of flesh 

picked off by birds. 

I saw Tityus too, son of the mighty Goddess Earth—sprawling there on the ground, 
spread over nine acres—two vultures hunched on either side of him, digging into his 
liver, beaking deep in the blood-sac, and he with his frantic hands could never beat them 

                                                 
662 Horace, Epistle, 1.16.46-48. Translation from Cook, CMW, 81. See also: Fuhrmann, Policing the Roman Empire, 
187. 
663 Aeschylus, Fragments, 107. Trans. Smyth and Lloyd-Jones. Fragment 107 was recovered from Cicero, Tusculan 
Disputations 2.10.23-25 and ll.14-15 Nonius Marcellus, Compediosa Doctrina 17.9M. 
664 Plato, Gorgias 473.b-e. Trans. Lamb. See also Hengel, Crucifixion, 27. Though describing a similar death or 
exposure Aeschylus does not use the same terminology. Instead he describes the torture. 
665 Hesiod, Theogony, 525-529 “as much again everyway as the long-winged bird devoured in the whole day. That 
bird Heracles, the valiant son of shapely-ankled Alcmene, slew; and delivered the son of Iapetus from the cruel 
plague, and released him from his affliction—not without the will of Olympian Zeus who reigns on high.” 
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off, for he had once dragged off the famous consort of Zeus in all her glory, Leto, 
threading her way toward Pytho's ridge over the lovely dancing-rings of Panopeus.666 
 

Aristophanes references a maiden strung up (κρεμάω), who has suffered in chains for an 

extended period of time, as a dinner for the crows.667 The book of Genesis tells of a baker hanged 

(talah) on a tree (‘ets) by a pharaoh. The hanged man was eaten by birds.668 The vulture stele 

shows dismembered bodies being carried away by birds in masse. Even the Epic of Gilgamesh 

referenced putting dead bodies in trees as a meal for the birds. Humbaba percolated on his 

regrets of leaving Gilgamesh alive, lamenting:  

…You understand the rules of my forest, the rules…, Further, you are aware of all things 
So ordered (by Enlil). …I should have carried you up, and killed you at the very entrance 
to the branches of my forest. I should have fed your flesh to the screeching vulture, the 
eagle, and the vulture.669 
 
Other forms of death, adding to asphyxiation, strangulation, and being eaten alive include 

bleeding to death from wounds of dismemberment, puncture wounds from spears or swords, 

internal bleeding, or other wounds involved with impalement. Regarding wounds received in the 

WHIPC process, the Greek bodies found fettered to boards in the Phalerum tomb were fixed to 

the board with necks fettered in iron collars and feet or extremities stapled to the board with 

nails. In the case of one victim, his femur was punctured almost certainly causing him to die 

from blood loss.670  

Simple prolonged exposure to the elements could have been a cause of death. The people 

would have suffered severe sun damage -- especially when nude; dehydration, starvation, 

                                                 
666 Homer, Odyssey, 11.576 Trans. Dimock and Murray. 
667 Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazusae, 125-127. 
668 Genesis 40:19. 
669 The Epic of Gilgamesh 5.6.10-30. Trans. George, Tablet V. 
670 Cook, CMW, 14. 
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extreme temperature exposure to freezing or other harsh weather conditions, heat exhaustion, and 

infection could also be potential causes of death. Even though Prometheus was continually 

devoured by an eagle, he also had concerns about starvation and exposure. The authors of this 

event reveal actual concerns of someone dying through WHIPC. As an immortal, Prometheus 

was more concerned about the wasting away in exposure than his chest wound, “Yes, to my 

friends indeed I am a spectacle of pity.... By helping mortals I found suffering for myself; 

nevertheless I did not think I would be punished in this way—wasting away upon cliffs in mid-

air, my portion this desolate and dreary crag.”671 Mortals without staked chests may have feared 

wasting away in chains as a cause of death. Augustine stated that crucifixion was not an 

immediate death sentence. On the contrary, Augustine reported:  

Among all kinds of death, there was nothing worse than that death. In short, that wherein 
one is racked by the most intense pains is called cruciatus, which takes its name from 
crux, a cross. For the crucified, hanging on the tree, nailed to the wood, were killed by a 
slow lingering death. To be crucified was not merely to be put to death; for the victim 
lived long on the cross, not because longer life was chosen, but because death itself was 
stretched out that the pain might not be too quickly ended. …To the Jews who understood 
not, it was indeed the worst of deaths, but it was chosen by the Lord. For He was to have 
that very cross as His sign; that very cross, a trophy, as it were, over the vanquished 
devil.672 
 
The bones were picked dry as they remained exposed. The flesh was eaten or rotted 

away. I cannot imagine a rotting corpse in which insects were absent. For some reason the 

ancient cultures wanted the heads or hanging bodies to be exposed until they wasted away. Some 

executed bodies were thrown out, Romans tossed the Colosseum remains into the Tiber River.673 

Yet other bodies were intended to remain exposed. The Assyrian king Assurbanipal  was 

                                                 
671Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound, 265-271.  
672 Augustine, Tractate on John, 36.4. Translation from Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, First Series, Vol. 7, edited 
by Philip Schaff. Trans. Gibb. See also Cook’s translation in CMW, 426.  Also note in Hilary of Poitiers, Trinity 
10.13 nails were not the only required method of affixing one to a cross, since bonds or cords were also suitable. 
673 Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome, 214. 
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remorseful that a vulture carried off a fine head of one enemy soldier decapitated and piled 

against a sacred tree.674 The Nubian corpse carried back to Thebes was intended to remain as a 

permanent trophy for Amenhotep II.675 Romans posted guards around those they crucified to 

prevent the body from being stolen and given burial. Such was the case in the Widow of Ephesus 

story. The punishment for removing bodies from the cross were grave. The soldier who 

neglected to successfully guard the body was on the brink of suicide anticipating his 

punishment.676 An aspect of WHIPC punishment included the elimination of last rites and 

therefore damaged or eliminated the soul in the afterlife. Those removing bodies and slacking 

corpse-guards received harsh punishments.  

 

Burial Practices, Purpose, and Use with WHIPC 

For most ancient cultures of the Mediterranean, burial of the dead was a necessary 

practice. Not only was this practical as carcasses draw bacteria and “bad air,” but it was also a 

                                                 
674 Dolce, “The "Head of the Enemy,”  121. 
675 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 313; Rainey, “Amenhotep II's Campaign to Takhsi,” 71-75. Both Breasted 
and Rainey have translated the text. Breasted’s is more literal while Rainey’s is clearer. I have used Rainey’s 
translation here.  
676 The tale of the Widow of Ephesus from the Satyricon: 

“At this moment the governor of the province gave orders that some robbers should be crucified [crucibus affigi] 
near the small building where the lady was bewailing her recent loss. So on the next night, when the soldier who was 
watching the crosses [cruces], to prevent anyone taking down a body for burial ... soldier was delighted with the 
woman's beauty, and his stolen pleasure; he bought up all the fine things his means permitted, and carried them to 
the tomb the moment darkness fell. So the parents of one of the crucified [unius cruciarii], seeing that the watch was 
ill kept, took their man down in the dark and administered the last rite to him. The soldier was eluded while he was 
off duty, and next day, seeing one of the crosses without its corpse [sine cadavere crucem], he was in terror of 
punishment, and explained to the lady what had happened. ...she ordered her husband's body to be taken out of the 
coffin and fixed up on the empty cross. The soldier availed himself of this far-seeing woman's device, and the 
people wondered the next day by what means the dead man had ascended the cross. The sailors received this tale 
with a roar; Tryphaena blushed deeply, and laid her face caressingly on Giton's neck. But there was no laugh from 
Lichas; he shook his head angrily and said: 'If the governor of the province had been a just man, he should have put 
the dead husband back in the tomb, and hung the woman on the cross.'” Petronius, Satyricon, 111.5-6, 112.5-6, 8 
113.1-2. Trans. Heseltine and Rouse.  See also Fuhrmann, Policing the Roman Empire, 187, 229, (noting other 
versions of the story). 
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necessary religious rite. Without burial, the spirit of the deceased would wander, not be at rest, 

be unable to experience the afterlife, and cause trouble for or haunt the living. A common theme 

with WHIPC is the added punishment of non-burial. In addition to creating a trophy, WHIPC of 

the living or dead gave an extra penalty to the deceased: eternal punishment. Forbidding burial 

caused a “second death,” or prevention of an afterlife. The deceased’s spirit was left to wander in 

agony, incomplete, angry, and in search of peace and solace.  

 

Egypt 

The need for burial remains consistent through the ancient cultures. In Egypt, Osiris’s  

chopped-up and exposed body was a problem. He could not enter the Amduat until Isis, Horus, 

and Anubis made him into a mummy. Non-burial also prevented the afterlife. The Egyptians 

reserved such an eternal and harsh punishment for their gravest enemies. An example of a burial 

curse comes from the Twelfth-Dynasty inscription of Sehetepibre.  

Fight for his name, Purify yourselves by his oath. And ye shall be free from trouble. The 
beloved of the king shall be blessed; There is no tomb for one hostile to his majesty; But 
his body shall be thrown to the waters. Do ye this, and your limbs shall be sound; Ye 
shall be glorious […] forever.677 

The obedient received a blessed afterlife while the disobedient would not be buried.  

Decapitation was among the most frightful deaths for the ancient Egyptians. The removal 

of the head destroyed one’s ability to journey successfully through the twelve stages of the 

Egyptian Netherworld, and it destroyed the possibility for life after death.678  

                                                 
677 The Inscription of Sehetepibre from a mortuary stela in Abydos. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 327. The 
inscription is also published by Piehl, Inscriptions, III, Pls. IV-VII. 
678 Picardo, “‘Semantic Homicide’ and the So-called Reserve Heads,” 221-52, 221-2. 
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Figure 58: Narmer's Palette, thirty-first century BCE.679 
 

Narmer’s Palette shows the standard symbols for defeating territories in a victory 

procession. The defeated were buried, but their heads were removed and placed between their 

legs. The Egyptians depict decapitation even on the deceased. Grave scenes showing the 

underworld journey reveal the pharaoh cutting off the heads of his unsatisfactory accompanying 

servants.680  The curse of decapitation could be performed on representations of the person 

through magic, as well as the physical act of severing one’s head from the body.681  

The significance of the head was not unique to the Egyptians. When a WHIPC victim 

deserved burial, but was unable to be fully immersed in earth, the head was given a burial. 

Histiaeus, a Greek with whom Darius worked, was decapitated and crucified by Persian officers 

as a traitor. Darius gave his head a proper burial, but the headless corpse remained exposed.682 

Histiaeus, the Milesian, was impaled alive, but received an honorable head burial from the 

Persian king, like the Biblical King David giving King Saul's son’s a head burial.683 

                                                 
679 Open Source image from https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Narmer_Palette.jpg  
680 Picardo, “"Semantic Homicide" and the So-called Reserve Heads,” 225. Book of Caverns in Piankoff, The Tomb 
of Ramesses VI. 
681 Picardo, “"Semantic Homicide" and the So-called Reserve Heads,” 222. 
682 Herodotus, Histories, 6.29.1-6.30.1. Here Herodotus uses ἀνασταυρόω.  
683 2 Samuel 4:12-5:1. Described in Chapter 5. 
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The Ancient Near East 

For the ancient world, burial was connected to the afterlife. As the ANE goddess Inanna 

faced temporary “death” in the Underworld. Her consciousness disappeared while she was in the 

Great Below, and her body was exposed not in the earthly realm, but in the Netherworld. This 

example reveals the connection with non-burial or corpse exposure and negative experiences in 

the afterlife.684  

After she had crouched down and had her clothes removed, they were carried away. Then 
she made her sister Ereškigala rise from her throne, and instead she sat on her throne. The 
Anuna, the seven judges, rendered their decision against her. They looked at her -- it was 
the look of death. They spoke to her -- it was the speech of anger. They shouted at her -- 
it was the shout of heavy guilt. The afflicted woman was turned into a corpse. And the 
corpse was hung on a hook [ĝešgag arrowhead, peg, or nail]…685 When she [her minister 
Nincubura] had entered the E-kur, the house of Enlil, she lamented before Enlil: “Father 
Enlil, don't let anyone kill your daughter in the underworld. …Don't let young lady 
Inanna be killed in the underworld.” They will offer you a riverful of water -- don't accept 
it. They will offer you a field with its grain -- don't accept it. But say to her: “Give us the 
corpse hanging on the hook.” (She will answer :) “That is the corpse of your queen.” Say 
to her: “Whether it is that of our king, whether it is that of our queen, give it to us.” She 
will give you the corpse hanging [lu2] on the hook [ĝešgag "arrowhead; peg, nail"]. One of 
you sprinkle on it the life-giving plant and the other the life-giving water. Thus let Inanna 
arise. 686 
 

The ANE cultures believed life still existed in the Underworld. Though Inanna’s unconscious 

corpse hanged in the Underworld she had not yet been fully killed, as the text indicates. More 

specifically, along the lines of WHIPC, her body was hanged on, or by, a nail. She was sentenced 

to hanging exposure for usurping the throne of her sister. Later versions of this myth tell of 

                                                 
684 Modern connotation of unpleasant afterlife implies the netherworld or restless spirits. This however was not 
necessarily the case. Many ancient cultures only had one afterlife that was neither positive nor negative. In the case 
of early archaic Greek religion, for example in Odysseus’s descent to the underworld, he met one of his crewmen, 
Elpenor, who had not received a burial. So, without burial, Elpenor’s soul made it to the afterlife, but still needed 
Odysseus to fulfill his burial rites.  Homer, Odyssey, 11.51-84. 
685 The Pennsylvania Sumerian Dictionary Project, http://psd.museum.upenn.edu/epsd1/nepsd-frame.html. ĝešgag; 
gag; urudgag "arrowhead; peg, nail." Csaba, Sumer Nyelv És Írás Rás Rövid Áttekintése, 221.  
686 Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld 164-172, 183-189, 246-253. Date of the Sumerian composition is 
approximately 1900-1600 BCE. 
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demons hunting for Dumuzi, as a replacement for Inanna’s corpse. The demons were intent on 

binding Dumuzi’s neck.687 The Great Below was not a place of punishment and torture, but it 

was not a place of happiness or opportunity.688 Dumuzi, however, was tortured in the 

Underworld of demons despite receiving funerary rites annually in an ANE mourning ceremony.  

Assyria used non-burial specifically as a punishment accompanying grim executions. If a 

woman had an abortion she was crucified and not buried whether she survived the abortion 

process or not.689 While previous chapters enumerate accounts of Assyrian WHIPC, especially in 

battle, depending on their enemy and the Assyrian emperor, sometimes burial attempts were 

made. In the siege of Nineveh, Samsî-Addu kept soldiers hostage to negotiate terms, but when 

negotiations failed, he ordered the hostages killed and also buried. “I expressly demand that they 

are seized… That graves be made for them. That they die and be bur[ried] in the graves!”690 

Shalmaneser III’s account of the Battle at Qarqar, 853 BCE, describes his failed attempt to bury 

the bodies of the enemy’s corpses. “The plain was too small for all their bodies and the broad 

field vanished in burying them. I blocked the River Orontes with their bodies like a bridge.”691 

About 120 years later, Emperor Tiglath-Pileser III makes a similar boast, but without an 

                                                 
687 “‘The big one, who bid the neck, are coming for him, … are coming for him!’ ‘My adviser and girlfriend! Are 
they coming?’ ‘I will show you the ones who bind the neck!’” Dumuzi’s Dream 2.86-88 in Chavalas, Women in the 
Ancient Near East, 44. 
688 For more on the ANE afterlife see The Epic of Gilgamesh, 7.173-182. “Seizing me, he led me down to the House 
of Darkness, the dwelling of Irkalla, to the house where those who enter do not come out, along the road of no 
return, to the house where those who dwell, do without light, where dirt is their drink, their food is of clay, where, 
like a bird, they wear garments of feathers, and light cannot be seen, they dwell in the dark, and upon the door and 
bolt, there lies dust.” Trans. Kovacs, The Epic of Gilgamesh. 
689 Assyrian Code I.52. 
690 Quote from Nele Ziegler,’s translation of ARM 1.8 (LAPO 17.679) “The Conquest of Nineveh and the Kingdom 
of Nurrugûm by Samsî-Addu,” in Collon and George, eds. Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, 24.  
691 Kurkh Monolith Col. 2.96-102 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 15. 
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attempted burial, “like grass, with the bodies of their warriors, I filled the plain.”692 The Hebrew 

Bible verifies the massive death toll: “The dead are past counting, their bodies lie in heaps, 

corpses innumerable, men stumbling over corpses”693  

Emperor Assurbanipal  violated ancient Elamite tombs and carried the bones into 

captivity.694 Unless the bone-captivity was to irk and hurt the Elamite survivors in vengeance, the 

act of enslaving the bones shows a belief that the care for the remains influenced the surviving 

souls of the departed. Assurbanipal directly admits his intention, “I took away their bones to 

Assyria, I made their ghosts restless, I deprived them of their food and drink offerings.”695 

Supposedly, Cyrus the Great, the founder of the Achaemenid Persian Empire, had this inscribed 

on his tomb: “O man, whoever you are and wherever you come from, for I know you will come, 

I am Cyrus who won the Persians their empire. Do not therefore begrudge me this bit of earth 

that covers my bones.”696  

 

Greek 

Treatment of dead bodies was a serious matter to the Greeks as well. Homer took great 

pains to reiterate the necessity of burial and funerary rites. A large portion of the Iliad centers 

around the death of Hector and treatment of his body by Achilles,697 the games Achilles held for 

                                                 
692 Summary Inscription No. 8 from Calah found in 1950 quoted from Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 69. The fragment 
of the tablet is damaged before and after this clause, so perhaps a mention of burial is made, but it seems unlikely. 
693 Nahum 3:1-3. 
694 Mark, “Assyrian Warfare,” Ancient History Encyclopedia, 2014. http://www.ancient.eu/Assyrian_Warfare/. 
Bauer, The History of the Ancient World, 414.  
695 Assurbanipal quoted from Bauer, The History of the Ancient World, 414. Different translation of Assurbanipal in 
Rothkrug, Death, Trust, & Society, 50. 
696 Plutarch, Life of Alexander, 69. Trans. Scott-Kilvert.  
697 Il. 22.367-404. 
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the death of Patroclus, and Achilles’s own death. Even the gods ask Achilles to return Hector’s 

body. The Iliad ends with his funeral. In the Odyssey, Telemachus was charged with funeral rites 

for his father if he heard of Odysseus’s death in Book One and Two. In Book Three, Menelaus 

had to postpone his journey home because of funeral rites for his dead comrade. Likewise, in 

Book Four Agamemnon has funeral rites for his soldiers. At one point on his odyssey home, 

Odysseus longed, temporarily, for his own death and funeral rites in Book Five. In Hades, 

Odysseus meets a fallen crewman, Elpenor, who begs for funeral rites in Book Eleven. Elpenor 

showed that the unburied do, in fact, go to Hades according to the Greek understanding. 

Unburied Elpenor was a ghost just like the other souls in Hades, but for some reason, he 

desperately pleaded and needed burial. He threatened to haunt Odysseus if he neglected the rites. 

In Book Twelve Odysseus honored Elpenor’s funeral wishes. In Book Fourteen Odysseus’s 

friend Eumaeus shared concern about the unburied body of Odysseus and offered a sacrifice and 

prayer for his return.  

After Odysseus kills the suitors through WHIPC refusing them burial, Book 24 provides 

a scene in Hades where Agamemnon, Achilles and the dead suitors discuss their demise. The 

suitors complain that none of their friends know of their deaths and need for burial and funeral 

games. It seems, even without burial honors, they could congregate and converse in Hades. As 

the memory of them fades on earth, their own memory, in Hades, wanes. Funeral games and 

rites, in the Greek world, were extravagant, memorable, and costly events. Even Athenian 

women were allowed to leave their houses to attend.698 For wealthy individuals, monuments 

were built. These efforts were to preserve the memory of the deceased. While entombed the 

                                                 
698 Thucydides 2.34-46. 
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deceased were perceived as ghosts resting in peace.699  

Burial remained important to the Greeks, and non-burial remained a punishment. The 

Athenian conspirators of the Cylon affair who had died and were buried were later exhumed. The 

remains of the sacrilegious Alcmaeonid usurpers were expelled from Athens.700 Herodotus also 

worried about burial. He had the Greek general Pausanias condemn the idea of defiling enemy 

Persian corpses through WHIPC. Pausanias stated that the treatment was brutal even though it 

would have been a retaliation of Xerxes’s treatment of Leonidas. Xerxes had Leonidas’s head cut 

off and put on a stake, ἀποταμόντες τὴν κεφαλὴν ἀνεσταύρωσαν. Herodotus explained:  

But Pausanias answered him thus: “Sir Aeginetan, I thank you for your goodwill and 
forethought; but you have missed the mark of right judgment; for first you exalt me on 
high and my fatherland and my deeds withal, yet next you cast me down to mere 
nothingness when you counsel me to insult the dead, and say that I shall win more praise 
if I so do; but that were an act more proper for foreigners than for Greeks, and one that 
we deem matter of blame even in foreigners. Nay, for myself, I would fain in this 
business find no favour either with the people of Aegina or whoso else is pleased by such 
acts; it is enough for me if I please the Spartans by righteous deed and righteous speech. 
As for Leonidas, whom you would have me avenge, I hold that he has had full measure 
of vengeance; the uncounted souls of these that you see have done honour to him and the 
rest of those who died at Thermopylae. But to you this is my warning, that you come not 
again to me with words like these nor give me such counsel; and be thankful now that 
you go unpunished.”701 

 

Roman 

Plautus, one of the earliest extant Latin writers (late third to early second century BCE), 

                                                 
699 Delineated at length in Johnston, Restless Dead: on funerals as a requirement for spirits to rest 83 and 151, but 
also note 6, 10-11, 89, and statues used to host restless spirits, 59-60. 
700 Thuc. 1.126.12. “Accordingly the accursed persons were driven out not only by the Athenians but also at a later 
time by Cleomenes the Lacedaemonian, with the help of a faction of the Athenians, during a civil strife, when they 
drove out the living and disinterred and cast out the bones of the dead [τῶν τεθνεώτων τὰ ὀστᾶ ἀνελόντες 
ἐξέβαλον]. Afterwards, however, they were restored, and their descendants are still in the city.” Trans. Smith. 
701 Herodotus 9.78-79. Quote from 79. Trans. Godley. Notice Herodotus contradicts himself. He brags about how 
Greeks are more humane, but this is contrary to Pheretime's treatment of the Barcaeans, other Greeks, recorded by 
Herodotus 4.202, discussed in Chapter 5.  
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used the cross as a curse, having one character tell another man to take his wife and go to the 

malam crucem, the “evil cross.” In other words, go to Hell or eternal torture.702 Death via the 

cross often carried a notion of being eaten alive and of non-burial and therefore eternal 

damnation.703 Some Romans believed in an afterlife and considered the tomb the house of the 

dead spirit.704 Others simply believed death meant nonexistence. But for most Romans, non-

burial meant eternal wandering and a lack of peace for the spirit.705 These spirits were regularly 

associated with unburied war casualties.706 One Roman tradition that may provide a better 

glimpse into matters of restless spirits and improper burial can be seen with Roman soldiers who 

fell in battle. Roman war casualties were not returned home. They were buried, when possible, in 

mass graves. At these battle graves a tree was erected as a monument to the slain soldiers. 707  

From this practice, it is evident Romans clearly needed burial, and tried to provide it 

when possible. Additionally, Romans commemorated their dead on multiple occasions in annual 

ceremonies. One such ceremony was Parentalia, in which the Romans offered sacrifices to their 

dead relatives. Other ceremonies included dining with the dead. Evidence of this practice can be 

found in pagan Roman graves and early Christian graves. Dining with the dead was depicted in 

                                                 
702 See Cook, CMW, 52-54. 
703 Plautus, Miles Gloriosus, 372-373: Noli minitari: scio crucem futuram mihi sepulcrum; ibi meí sunt maiores siti, 
pater, avos, proavos, abavos. non possunt mihi minaciis tuis hisce oculi exfodiri. “Forbear to threaten me: I know 
that the cross will prove my tomb; there are laid my forefathers, my father, grandfather, great-grandfather, great-
great-grandfather. 'Tis not in possibility, however, for these eyes of mine to be dug out by your threats.” Plautus 
indicates the cross as the tomb of slaves. Cook, CMW, 55.  
704 Wallace-Hadrill, “Housing the Dead: The Tomb as House in Roman Italy,” in Brink and Green, Commemorating 
the Dead, 39-77. Among other references, Wallace-Hadrill cites Petronius, Satyricon, 71, 6-8 on Trimalchio’s tomb 
instructions and Theodosian Code 9.17.4 where the tombs of the shades are called their home. See also Balch, 
“From Endymion in Roman Domus,” also in Brink and Green, Commemorating the Dead, 301. 
705 Hope, “Trophies and Tombstones,” 87. See also Virgil, Aeneid 6.320-85; Pliny Epistles 7.27; Suetonius, Caligula 
59. 
706Ovid, Fasti, 5.429-444; Fowler, The Roman Festivals, 106-109.  
707 Hope, “Trophies and Tombstones,” 80. 
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frescoes, mosaics, relief sculpture, and some graves actually included tables.708 A dichotomy 

exists in Roman treatment of the dead. While they honored their ancestors, they did not seem to 

cherish the lives of foreigners, slaves, war prisoners, or criminals. The puticuli mass un-grave, or 

place to throw dead bodies, testifies to the dichotomy.  

The puticuli, sometimes incorrectly bowdlerized as catacombs, was an area where poor 

individuals, slaves, and criminals were buried, or left exposed to rot. The puticuli were situated 

near the Porta Esquilina, a popular execution site in Rome’s eastern side. Later, in the late first 

century BCE, Maecenas incorporated the area into his enormous personal garden. In the late 

nineteenth century many of these graves were excavated still containing bone and ash in 

rectangle-cut graves.709 According to Varro these decaying bodies in the puticuli were in wells 

and often not fully buried or cremated, confirmed by the graves that were excavated. Varro 

described the overwhelming smell as “sulphure et alumine” from the common burials.710 Varro 

either softened the description, or the circumstances became worse through the end of the 

Republic. In 1898 Rodolfo Lanciani published on the excavation after examining several of the 

common pits. He noted that along with human remains he identified animal remains as well as 

general trash and refuse in the pits. Lanciani goes on to explain that his excavations confirmed 

Livy’s description of bodies being heaped up to make an embankment along the moat of the 

Esquiline. A clear border was established where impurities were not allowed to pass into the city. 

The boundary was marked with inscribed stones not allowing corpses, dirt, or other impurities 

from the several thousand rotting corpses to cross. Lanciani remarked that even two thousand 

                                                 
708 Jensen, “Dining with the Dead,” in Brink and Green, Commemorating the Dead, 107-130.  
709 Platner, “Puticuli.” The word is a plural diminutive of puteus, which means “well” or “shaft.” Gaius Maecenas, 
70 BCE – 8 BCE, was a Roman patron and advisor to Augustus.  
710 Varro, LL, 5.25 – Loeb, 1938. Horace, Satire, 1.8 also indicates slaves were often left unburied. 
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years later, under his excavation the stench was still ever present. It was under Augustus that the 

public grave was eliminated. Twenty-five feet of earth was laid upon the disgusting site and 

Maecenas built up a massive garden on top of the death trenches.711 

 

Jewish 

The Hebrew Bible is vague about the afterlife. While Hezekiah prayed for his life saying, 

“For Sheol cannot thank You, Death cannot praise You; Those who go down to the pit cannot 

hope for Your faithfulness. It is the living who give thanks to You, as I do today.”712 He implies 

that in the grave, Sheol, humans cease to exist, are separated from God, or unable to function. In 

another text, the dead prophet Samuel was conjured from the dead to advise the Israelite king, 

Saul. In this story, the prophet “was dead, and all Israel had lamented him and buried him.”713 

Samuel was a “divine being coming up out of the earth.”714 Samuel mentions that being brought 

back to earth was a disturbance.715  

Like the tomb disturbance of the Elamites by Assurbanipal, the God of the Hebrew Bible 

proposed bone removal to chastise Judah:  

“At that time,” declares the Lord, “they will bring out the bones of the kings of Judah and 
the bones of its princes, and the bones of the priests and the bones of the prophets, and 
the bones of the inhabitants of Jerusalem from their graves. They will spread them out to 
the sun, the moon and to all the host of heaven, which they have loved and which they 
have served, and which they have gone after and which they have sought, and which they 

                                                 
711 Lanciani, Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent Discoveries, 65-67. 
712 Isaiah 38:18-19. NASB. Note also Psalms 30:9: “What profit is there in my blood, if I go down to the pit? Will 
the dust praise You? Will it declare Your faithfulness?” Psalms 115:16-18: “The heavens are the heavens of the 
LORD, But the earth He has given to the sons of men. The dead do not praise the LORD, Nor do any who go down 
into silence; But as for us, we will bless the LORD From this time forth and forever. Praise the LORD!” Psalms 115 
may imply that for some there was a possibility of ascending to a Heaven. 
713 1 Samuel 28:3. 
714 1 Samuel 28:13. 
715 Rothkrug, Death, Trust, & Society, 49. 
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have worshiped. They will not be gathered or buried; they will be as dung on the face of 
the ground.”716 

Written much later, under Greek rule, Daniel 12:2 explains existence in the pit, even with burial, 

as a temporary sleep.717 The seven martyr brothers of 2 Maccabees who were tortured, 

dismembered, and boiled alive had no fear of eternal suffering resulting from their 

dismemberment. They confess they would receive eternal life after death. However, burial was 

not specifically mentioned in the Maccabees account.718  

Consistently in each occasion of hanging by Jews in the Hebrew Bible, the bodies were 

removed by sunset and buried, whether the hanged person was killed by the hanging or before 

their corpse was displayed. Even in the event of accidental hangings, there was a rush to have the 

body buried. Absalom’s mule brushed Absalom into the branches of an oak tree causing him to 

be hanged by his neck. After some time, instead of attempting to revive Absalom’s health his 

rescuers gave him a mercy blow and a proper burial.719  

Another important aspect of the Hebrew implementation of hanging [talah] was that the 

body was not exposed until decomposition or until vulture scavengers were satisfied.  Jewish law 

required the bodies to be removed by sunset. Though provided a burial the WHIPC bodies 

fulfilled the three functions of WHIPC described in Chapter 4: punishment, prevention, and 

religion. Though removed before nightfall, the displayed bodies still acted as trophies, but on one 

occasion a prolonged corpse display acted as positive agricultural fertility magic.720 The 

                                                 
716 Quote from Jeremiah 8:1-3 NASB. For additional examples of non-burial as a punishment or removing the body 
from burial with ancestors see 1 Kings 13-14 and Isaiah 14:19-22. 
717 “And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame 
and everlasting contempt.” NASB. 
718 2 Maccabees 7. 2 Maccabees was written in Greek in the second or first century BCE. 
719 2 Samuel 18:9-18, written around 630–540 BCE. 
720 Deuteronomy 21:22-23; 2 Samuel 21:9-10. 
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exhibited corpses typically caused consequences to the land. 

It was a Jewish religious taboo to leave the exposed bodies, dead or alive, unburied after 

sunset, noted in the Hebrew Bible on several occasions: 

If a man has committed a sin worthy of death and he is put to death, and you hang him on 
a tree, his corpse shall not hang all night on the tree, but you shall surely bury him on the 
same day (for he who is hanged is accursed of God), so that you do not defile your land 
which the LORD your God gives you as an inheritance.721 

He hanged the king of Ai on a tree until evening; and at sunset Joshua gave command 
and they took his body down from the tree and threw it at the entrance of the city gate, 
and raised over it a great heap of stones that stands to this day…. So afterward Joshua 
struck them [those who hanged Ai] and put them to death, and he hanged them on five 
trees; and they hung on the trees until evening. 722 

King David followed the prescribed process when hanging the hands and feet of those he had 

slain over the pool of Hebron.723 This adverse relationship to the land (bringing a curse if the 

bodies remained at nightfall) remained unique to the Jewish population, as other ancient cultures 

neglected the removal of the bodies so as to expose them to the elements and forbid burial.724 

After the destruction of the First Temple, a hymn lamented the massive amounts of unburied 

casualties with no one left to bury them. Leaving these people unburied weighed heavy on the 

author’s mind.725 

The Jewish tradition of removing and burying the body remained through the Roman 

                                                 
721 Deuteronomy 21:22-23. See also commentary from the Temple Scroll Pesher Nahum, 11Q19 LXIV, 6-13. Cook, 
CMW, 219-320. 
722 Joshua 8:29; 10:26; 2 Samuel 4:12-5:1.   
723 2 Samuel 4:12-5:1. 
724 Also in 2 Samuel 21, King David obtained the bones of the deceased Saul and Jonathan which the Philistines had 
previously displayed by hanging. David gave the bones of his beloved friend and revered king a proper burial. One 
might notice from this passage that the Philistines also participated in the practice of hanging defeated royalty.  
725 Psalms 79:3. 
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period.726 That this pertained even to criminals is seen again in Josephus.727 He emphasizes, “let 

burial be given even to your enemies; and let not a corpse be left without its portion of earth, 

paying more than its just penalty.”728 Jewish tradition found burial necessary, even if the person 

was “buried dishonorably and obscurely.”729 The Temple Scroll of the Dead Sea collection re-

emphasizes the death sentence via hanging on a tree requires the body not to stay on the tree 

overnight.730 Removing the body for burial reoccurs in the rabbinic tradition, in the Mishnah.731 

Physical evidence of this practice has been found in archaeological evidence of the buried body, 

or remaining foot, of the crucified man from Givcat ha-Mivtar.732  

Josephus provided a direct proof about the Jewish taboo of non-burial in relation to 

crucifixion. He states “[The Idumeans] actually went so far in their impiety as to cast out the 

corpses without burial, although the Jews are so careful about funeral rites that even malefactors 

who have been sentenced to crucifixion are taken down and buried before sunset.” 733 

Presumably, Josephus’s remark includes those two-thousand rebels who were crucified by 

Varius, and the incalculable number of brigands crucified by Felix.734 His emphasis, “even 

                                                 
726 Joseph of Arimathea begged Pilate to bury the body of Jesus in Matthew 27:58-59; Mark 15:42-45; Luke 23:51-
55; John 19:38-39. A possible exception to the strict adherence to this Jewish custom may lie in the words of Jesus 
himself: “Let the dead bury their dead” in Matthew 8:22. While Jesus was not fully suggesting they should remain 
unburied, arguments could be made using this verse that burial was not of paramount importance. However, the 
evidence is strongly weighted to favor the Jewish necessity to bury their dead. 
727 Josephus, BJ 4.314-317. 
728 Josephus, AJ, 4.265. 
729 Josephus, AJ, 4.202. 
730 Temple Scroll 64.6-15. Viewable here: http://dss.collections.imj.org.il/temple. The term used is talah, directly 
relating the passage to the Deuteronomy code explained above. 
731 Mishnah, Sanhedrin 6:4. 
732 Zias and Sekeles, “The Crucified Man from Givcat ha-Mivtar,” 190-191. 
733 Josephus, BJ 4.317-318. My translation: “and in so much that one is sentenced upon a stake, before the setting of 
the sun he is taken down and given funerary rites.” ὥστε καὶ τοὺς ἐκ καταδίκης ἀνεσταυρωμένους πρὸ δύντος  

ἡλίου καθελεῖν τε καὶ θάπτειν.  
734 Josephus, BJ 2.75; 2.253. 
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malefactors,” reconfirms that people who were crucified in non-Jewish areas of the Roman 

Empire were intentionally and routinely not taken down for burial.735 

Philo referenced the Deuteronomy Law, mentioned in Chapter 3, clearly stating 

crucifixion was meant in the Torah, but he reinforced the idea that Jews were allowed to remove 

the crucified bodies to bury them.736  

He ordained besides another punishment, commanding those who took human life to be 
crucified. And, after ordering this, He hastens again to his philanthropy, being subdued 
toward those who had worked savage acts; and He says, “Do not let the sun set upon 
those who have been crucified, but let them be concealed in the earth, having been taken 
down before sunset.” For it was necessary to raise up the enemies with respect to all the 
parts of the cosmos, in order that they on the one hand be displayed publicly to sun and 
heaven and air and water and earth as punished, and again to drag down them down to the 
place of the dead and also to bury them, in order that they not defile the things above the 
earth.737 

The Romans honored the Jewish law of pre-sunset burial by breaking the legs of the still-living 

crucified men and allowing burial.738 The allowance of burial was extremely gracious, as such a 

petition was denied in the tale of the Widow of Ephesus. The rare exceptions are noted only in 

the gospels. For example, in the Gospel of Mark, when Joseph of Arimathea requested, with 

Roman approval, to bury the body of Jesus.739 Non-burial was clearly a negative event for both 

the Jews and Romans. The potential evil that non-burial brought to the land was unique for the 

Jews, as they were given allowances to bury their dead, criminal or innocent, prior to sunset.  

                                                 
735 The Jewish evidence reconfirms what was seen in Petronius’s Satyricon (112) with the use of corpse-guards: 
Itaque unius cruciarii parentes ut viderunt laxatam custodiam, detraxere nocte pendentem supremoque 
mandaverunt officio.   
736 Josephus, AJ, 11.207-208. Esther 5:14; 7:10. 
737 Philo, De Specialibus Legibus 3.151-152, English translation from Chapman, Ancient Jewish and Christian 
Perceptions of Crucifixion, 132-133.  
738 See above on the Christian gospels and the ossuary from Givcat ha-Mivtar. 
739 Mark 15:43; J.G. Cook, “Crucifixion and Burial,” 193.  
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According to Jewish custom the burial must take place on the same day as the death, 

before sunset. First, the body of the corpse was required. At the initial stage, the body was 

contaminated and impure.740 Next, the body underwent a purification and funeral ritual. The 

body was bathed, anointed, and wrapped. After purification, the family mourned the loss by 

tearing their garments. The family lit candles and lamps at the head and feet of the body. The 

family mourned for seven days. In the funerary process wailing women were employed to lament 

with the family for two days. These professional keeners accompanied the procession to the 

tomb.741 

Finally, the body was moved to the burial zone. The body was transported to a grave, 

outside of town, on a cot or mattress. At the burial site the corpse was paced in the coffin.742 In 

Jerusalem, and possibly Jericho, in the Second Temple Period the custom of Ossilegium, or a 

secondary bone burial occasionally occurred. In this custom, after the flesh decayed from the 

initial tomb burial, the bones were gathered.743 Sometimes, however the flesh was kept on the 

body when placed in the ossuaries. Several ossuaries have been found with holes created in the 

bottom of the ossuaries for decaying bodily fluids to drain.744  

                                                 
740 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 480; Leviticus 22:4; Numbers 19:11-13. On impurity at graves see Sanders, 
Judaism: Practice and Belief, 194, 681-682, 689. 
741 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 480-481. Joel 2:11-12 mentions the mourning ritual of rending garments. On 
weeping and mourning see also: Isaiah 15:2-3, 22:12; Amos 5:16; James 4:9; Joel 1:13. Josephus gives the account 
of Herod’s funeral procession probably from Jericho to Herodion, south of Jerusalem. BJ 1.670-673, see also Loeb 
footnote in 1997 printed version. Note also, Josephus gives an account of his own funeral when he was believed to 
be dead. Mourning lasted thirty days, possibly because the body was not found, and flute players, like those in the 
mourning of the girl in Matthew 9:23, were hired, Josephus, BJ 3.436-437. For more on mourning see Sanders, 
Judaism: Practice and Belief, 162, 258, 357, 625, 689, 764-766. 
742 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 480-481. The preparation of the body, step two, was likely conducted in the 
home, though on some occasions it may have been prepared in the tomb. See also Deborah Green, “Sweet Spices in 
the Tomb,” in Brink and Green. Commemorating the Dead, 159.  
743 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 483, 512-514. See also Green, “Sweet Spices in the Tomb,”147.  
744 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 486-487. 
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There was certainly a taboo against the disturbance of the resting bones or perhaps the 

separation of the complete remains. This can be seen with curses and warnings inscribed on the 

ossuaries.745 These warnings were by no means unique to the Jewish communities, but they 

indicate a certain fear regarding the remains being disturbed or opened.746 They believed the 

spirits of those whose lives were cut short would seek revenge on the living. Perhaps the odds of 

a vengeful spirit were decreased if the remains were kept peacefully intact, or perhaps the 

harmful spirit would not be released if the tomb remained sealed.  

Jewish burial and funerary customs may have varied because diverse Jewish sects 

differed in their afterlife beliefs. For example, the Sadducees did not believe in a resurrection of 

the dead while the Pharisees did.747 A common motif in some Jewish burials was the symbol of 

the nefesh. This was sometimes drawn or carved on the ossuary, sometimes the symbol was 

sculpted from stone or as a monument. A suitable carving of a nefesh was often in rudimentary 

form like a stick-figure house; a square with a triangle roof. In one sense, nefesh means “soul,” 

but in early Hebrew it indicated the neck, throat, or breath. Syrian and Nabataeans believed the 

soul of the deceased dwelled within the nefesh symbol.748 The idea is that the nefesh housed the 

soul or spirit of the deceased just as a tomb could hold the spirit. One monument mentions the 

nefesh is a substitute for the missing body. In any case, for some this symbol was necessary for 

burial.749 One common theme in the expanse of nefesh designs is the dome, or cone, or pyramid 

                                                 
745 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 494-495. Hachlili provides several examples through page 506.  
746 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 506. 
747 Acts 23:6-8; Josephus AJ, 13.297. The resurrection was not mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, in either the Law of 
Moses or the prophets.  
748 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 339-345. 
749 Mouton, “Les tours funéraires d'Arabie, nefesh monumentales,” 82. 
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shaped cap, much like the design of the pointed roof of the Jewish ossuaries themselves.750 For 

many Jews of the Second Temple Period the nefesh was required in burial to obtain an afterlife.  

Whereas Romans implemented brutal executions on a wide array of Rome’s enemies, 

domestic or foreign, they allowed the Jewish Law of burial. Based on the Semahot, the burial 

grant seems to have ceased by the third century CE.751 By this point, WHIPC bodies could not be 

removed; nonetheless, the empire still allowed funerary rites, as long as the body remained fixed 

to its post. Further, after multiple rebellions against the Roman Empire, the punishments against 

the Jews increased. Again, in the third century, families of Jews who had been crucified were 

expected, at least in Rabbinic tradition, to move away from the city, or to the opposite side of 

larger cities until the body had completely wasted away and the skeleton was no longer 

distinguishable as the person.752 Non-burial was a punishment frequently associated with 

WHIPC to increase the suffering of the victim into the afterlife, and to further punish the living 

family of the criminal. Other non-Jewish rebellious communities faced similar and identical 

atrocities.753 For the ANE cultures--including religious outliers like the Egyptians and Jews, and 

for the Greeks and Romans, burial was essential for peace in the afterlife. 

  

                                                 
750 Hachlili, Jewish Funerary Customs, 339-353; Picard relates this symbol to a pinecone related to the cult of 
Cybele or Isis, but the pinecone looking symbol long predated these cults in Assyrian art of Ashur and Ishtar 
worship. See Picard, “Sur quelques documents nouveaux concernant les cultes de Cybele et d'Attis,” 11, footnote 
32. 
751 The Semahot is the oldest Jewish texts describing the process of death and burial. It is a third-century Rabbinic 
text on mourning. 
752 Semahot 2.9, 2.11 (44b). Translation in Cook, CMW, 332. 
753 Tacitus, Annals, 1.61; 14.33; 15.44, Tacitus’s descriptions of Teutoburg forest where Arminius left Roman 
remains crucified, and the Romans’ annihilation of Boudicca’s forces. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GENDER AND CLASS 

Several topical debates regarding crucifixion exist. Two of the most common arguments 

are that women were not crucified and that the elite were not executed through the wheel, 

hanging, impaling, placarding, or crucifixion.754 The gender and status arguments currently 

center on the realm of Roman punishment. However, even in Roman accounts both women and 

the elite experienced crucifixion. This chapter discusses cases of Roman WHIPC of women and 

the elite and brings the debate into the Greek and Ancient Near Eastern context. The discourse 

on WHIPC and aristocracy in this chapter largely centers on the Romans as more sources are 

available for the debate. However, my hypothesis applies to the ANE as well. I will show that the 

WHIPC of elite Roman citizens was quelled during the Republic, but as political power became 

concentrated into the hands of emperors, elite status became a moot point when it came time for 

the blood-thirsty emperors to choose modes of death. When covering status in the ANE empires, 

I show that the social status of the WHIPC victim also mattered little. 

 

Women 

A common misconception in the Greco-Roman world is that crucifixions, impaling, and 

hanging were punishments enacted only on males. On the contrary, the ANE cultures, Greeks, 

and Romans all provide female WHIPC examples. To reiterate John G. Cook, “Women were 

crucified.”755 The Ancient Near East had five reasons for female WHIPC:  usurping power 

(Inanna’s punishment in the Underworld), breaking oaths, breaking social protocol as a female 

                                                 
754 See the chapter “The 'Slaves' Punishment'” in Hengel, Crucifixion, 51-63. Regarding women see Hastings, 
Selbie, and Lambert. A Dictionary of Christ, 680. 
755 Cook, CMW, 428. 
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prostitute, abortion or suspicious miscarriages, and infidelity. Oddly equitable, and seemingly 

unique to Egypt, breaking oaths to the pharaoh was a reason to implement WHIPC. They 

implemented this punishment to the elite, foreigners, slaves, and women.756  

 

ANE 

Inanna’s Punishment in the Underworld 

Though Inanna’s unconscious corpse hanged in the Underworld she was not completely 

dead. Her body was hanged on or by a nail. She was sentenced to hanging exposure in the Great 

Beyond because she tried to take the throne of her sister. When Nincubura, a queen goddess who 

was second in command to Inanna, asked for Inanna’s body she was told the body was a female, 

(Inanna had an androgynous nature). Nincubura answered, “Whether it is that of our king, 

whether it is that of our queen, give it to us.”757 Inanna was often depicted with both male and 

female characteristics, and associated with both fertility and war.758 In a sense, her gender was in 

as liminal a state as her corpse. Regarding gender roles in WHIPC, however, Inanna was female 

while she hanged. The text does not clarify the shifting gender roles or the reasons why it was 

necessary to clarify her as a female while in WHIPC status.  

 

                                                 
756 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 338-342. 
757 Inanna's Descent to the Underworld, 254-281. 273-281. “They were offered a river with its water -- they did not 
accept it. They were offered a field with its grain -- they did not accept it. They said to her: ‘Give us the corpse 
hanging on the hook.’ Holy Ereškigala answered the gala-tura and the kur-ĝara: ‘The corpse is that of your queen.’ 
They said to her: ‘Whether it is that of our king or that of our queen, give it to us.’ They were given the corpse 
hanging on the hook. One of them sprinkled on it the life-giving plant and the other the life-giving water. And thus 
Inanna arose.” Trans. The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature 1.4.1, University of Oxford. 
758 Harris, “Inanna-Ishtar as Paradox and a Coincidence,” 268. Weiher, Uruk: Spätbabylonische Texte aus dem 
Planquadrant U 18 Teil 5, 1-16. 
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Prostitution, Abortion, and Miscarriages 

Inanna’s myth is not the only ANE account of female WHIPC. The Curse of Agade, from 

Ur III, prophesied that the Agade’s prostitute would hang at the entrance of the brothel.759 

… May the cattle slaughterer slaughter his wife, may your sheep butcher butcher his 
child! May water wash away your pauper as he is looking for [......]! May your prostitute 
hang herself at the entrance to her brothel! May your pregnant hierodules and cult 
prostitutes abort their children! May your gold be bought for the price of silver, may your 
silver be bought for the price of pyrite, and may your copper be bought for the price of 
lead!760  

This curse mentions several taboos. Perhaps the correct interpretation to the curse is that a 

prostitute being hanged was a horrifying thought, as bad as butchering your own child. The curse 

against Agade uses a series of contradictions to bring Agade from height to ruin: cattle to wife, 

sheep to child, pregnancy to abortion. The phrase of interest, “May your prostitute [kar-kid] hang 

herself at the entrance to her brothel,” follows a series of direct comparisons and is followed by 

another set of comparisons. After invoking the incantation on prostitutes, the curse goes on to 

have other women, possibly priestesses, abort their children. The abortion and WHIPC 

connection is reiterated in later law codes proscribing WHIPC for women who have abortions.   

The Code of Assur may explain the connection between WHIPC, prostitution, 

miscarriage, and abortion: 

I.50. If a man strike the wife of a man, in her first stage of pregnancy, and cause her to 
drop that which is in her, it is a crime; two talents of tin he shall pay. 

I.51. If a man strike a harlot and cause her to drop that which is in her, blows for blows 
they shall lay upon him; he shall make restitution for a life.761 

                                                 
759 Notice the entrance is another liminal space connected to WHIPC. 
760 The Curse of Agade possibly dates to Ur II or Old Babylonian period. Lines 222-244. Translation from The 
Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian Literature. Part of the religious duties of the nu-gig were to assist in the birthing 
process. “Pregnant priestesses” is an inaccurate translation. Additionally, the nu-gig were not themselves sacred 
prostitutes. Westenholz, “Tamar, Qědēšā, Qadištu, and Sacred Prostitution,” 258-260. Note also the later Assyrian 
punishment for abortion is impaling.  
761 The Miles and Driver translation specifies that restitution for the life applies only if the fetus was male, page 149. 
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I.52. If a woman of her own accord drop that which is in her, they shall prosecute her, 
they shall convict her, they shall crucify her, they shall not bury her. If she die from 
dropping that which is in her, they shall crucify her [literally put on a stake], they shall 
not bury her.762 

Alternately, the Middle Assyrian code confirms the WHIPC and non-burial:  
 
A.53. If a woman aborts her own unborn child, and she has been charged and convicted, 
she is to be impaled and not buried. If she died during the abortion, she is (still) to be 
impaled and not buried.763 

In I.50 and I.51 the punishment for causing a miscarriage in a prostitute holds a harsher 

punishment than causing a miscarriage in one’s wife. The reproduction of the harlot requires 

restitution for the life. A woman who intentionally aborts is put upon a stake without burial. The 

later Middle Assyrian code requires her WHIPC whether or not she survived the abortion. 

Intentional abortion received eternal punishment through WHIPC and non-burial. The threat of 

WHIPC as a punishment for abortion becomes more evident in one letter written by a slave girl 

to her master.  

Tell my master: Your slave girl Dabitum sends the following message: What I have told 
you now has happened to me. For seven months this (unborn) child was in my body, but 
for a month now the child has been dead and nobody wants to take care of me. May it 
please my master (to do something) lest I die.764 

The fear of causing an abortion or miscarriage was taken seriously even in the context of a 

female slave. The complete aversion to abortions in the ANE was quite unlike the Roman world 

where abortion spells and potions were prevalent and infanticide was normalized.765 Even the 

                                                 
762 Assyrian Code I.50-52. 1075 BCE.  
763 The law is sometimes listed as law I.52 or A.53. The Middle Assyrian code dates to the fourteenth to thirteenth 
century. The copy from Tiglath-pileser I is from the twelfth century BCE.  
764 “Letter from Old Babylonia,” in Oppenheimer, Letters from Mesopotamia, 1967, 85. The primary document is 
here TIM 1.15-17. TIM is the abbreviation for Texts in the Iraq Museum (Baghdad/Wiesbaden 1964 ff.). 
765 While infant sacrifice still occurred in the ANE it seems abortions were illegal, at least in the Assyrian code. For 
debates on Greco-Roman infanticide see Harris, “The Theoretical Possibility of Extensive Infanticide,” 114-116; 
Wayne, “Demography and Dowries,” 246-254; Engels, “The Problem of Female Infanticide,” 112-120; Fantham, et. 
al. Women in the Classical World; and Pomeroy, Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves. On Roman abortion see: 
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late first-century Roman emperor Domitian forced his lover to have an abortion, which caused 

her death.766 The cases of ANE WHIPC for abortion re-emphasizes the connection of WHIPC 

and fertility, seen when WHIPC was used in human sacrifice to remove a drought or help in 

childbirth.  

 

Infidelity 

The next reason for the WHIPC of women in the ANE was infidelity. In Hammurapi’s 

Old Babylonian law code (153), an unfaithful wife was executed by a stake. “If the wife of one 

man on account of another man has their mates [her husband and the other man's wife] 

murdered, both of them shall be impaled [ina ga-ši-ši-im].”767 Sulzberger provides another 

translation: “If a man’s wife cause her husband to be killed for the sake of another man, they 

shall impale that woman.”768 Sulzberger indicates that only the woman was impaled. Her crime 

was treason against her husband. Other homicide cases in the code only require a fine or 

unspecified death.769 Law 153 is one of the few cases in Hammurapi’s code where a specific 

execution method was explicated. The law illuminates issues of gender as related to fidelity and 

WHIPC in the Old Babylonia period. First, women were subject to the law directly as opposed to 

indirectly through a male guardian. Second, women faced death on a stake, obviously a form of 

WHIPC. A common thread in the female WHIPC cases of the ANE was woman’s violation of 

                                                 
Jackson, Ralph. Doctors and Diseases in the Roman Empire, 107-111. ANE infant sacrifice: Foust Ewin, The Argei: 
Sex, War, and Crucifixion, 45, 54, 69. 
766 Suetonius, Domitian, 22. Nevertheless, many male Roman authors criticized abortion, e.g. Ovid, Amores, 2.13. 
767 Code of Hammurapi 153.  
768 Sulzberger, “The Ancient Hebrew Law of Homicide,” 137. 
769 Sulzberger, “The Ancient Hebrew Law of Homicide,” 137-140. 
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standard gender roles as faithful wife and mother. This theme follows through the examples in 

the Greek and Roman worlds. 

 

Greek  

While the Neo-Assyrians were at their height, Homer wrote about Odysseus having all 

but twelve of his female slaves executed through WHIPC because they were coital with the 

suitors, a violation of their gender expectations. Telemachus, son of Odysseus, masterminded the 

women's mass execution: 

So he spoke, and tied the cable of a dark-prowed ship to a great pillar and flung it round 
the dome, stretching it on high that none might reach the ground with her feet. And as 
when long-winged thrushes or doves fall into a snare that is set in a thicket, as they seek 
to reach their resting-place, and hateful is the bed that gives them welcome, even so the 
women held their heads in a row, and round the necks of all nooses were laid, that they 
might die most piteously. And they writhed a little while with their feet, but not long.770  

 Aristophanes, the late fifth-century BCE Greek comic playwright casually mentioned the 

WHIPC [κρεμάω] of a woman as if it was not uncommon, though her experience differed from 

Odysseus’s servants. Aristophanes’s sufferer agonized in chains, not cords, for a long time as 

opposed to writhing for “a little while.”771 Also in fifth-century Athens, in Aeschylus’s Suppliant 

Women, the Danaids, or fifty daughters of Danaus, fled to Athens in supplication as they avoided 

forced marriages to their Egyptian cousins. At one point they pleaded to Zeus. If he refused to 

listen they threatened hanging themselves.772 

                                                 
770 Homer, Od. 22.465-474. ὣς ἄρ᾽ ἔφη, καὶ πεῖσμα νεὸς κυανοπρῴροιο κίονος ἐξάψας μεγάλης περίβαλλε θόλοιο, 
ὑψόσ᾽ ἐπεντανύσας, μή τις ποσὶν οὖδας ἵκοιτο. ὡς δ᾽ ὅτ᾽ ἂν ἢ κίχλαι τανυσίπτεροι ἠὲ πέλειαι ἕρκει ἐνιπλήξωσι, τό 
θ᾽ ἑστήκῃ ἐνὶ θάμνῳ, αὖλιν ἐσιέμεναι, στυγερὸς δ᾽ ὑπεδέξατο κοῖτος, ὣς αἵ γ᾽ ἑξείης κεφαλὰς ἔχον, ἀμφὶ δὲ πάσαις 
δειρῇσι βρόχοι ἦσαν, ὅπως οἴκτιστα θάνοιεν. Trans. Murray.  
771 Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazusae, 125-127. 
772 σὺν κλάδοις ἀρτάναις θανοῦσαι “that we may die with a noosed branch.” Aeschylus, Suppliant Women, 154-168. 
Translation mine. See also Herbert Weir Smyth translation. 
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Josephus and First Maccabees confirm the Greek implementation of WHIPC on Jewish 

women. The Maccabees’ account of the Greek Seleucid monarch’s hostility toward pious Jews 

shows forced assimilation, forbidding circumcision and canceling daily sacrifices: 

Women who had had their children circumcised were put to death according to the edict 
with their babies hung round their necks, and the members of their household and those 
who had performed the circumcision were executed with them. Yet there were many in 
Israel who stood firm and found the courage to refuse unclean food. They chose death 
rather than contamination by such fare or profanation of the holy covenant, and they were 
executed.773 

The Maccabees passage has a generic word for death and used ἐκρέµασαν for hanging the 

infants. Josephus retold the history with more graphic detail:  

… they every day underwent great miseries and bitter torments; for they were whipped 
with rods, and their bodies were torn to pieces, and were crucified [ἀνεσταυροῦντο], 
while they were still alive, and breathed. They also strangled those women and their sons 
whom they had circumcised, as the king had appointed, hanging [ἀπῆγχον] their sons 
about their necks as they were upon the crosses [ἀνεσταυρωμένων]. And if there were 
any sacred book of the law found, it was destroyed, and those with whom they were 
found miserably perished also.774  

Josephus’s description is more telling of the gruesome execution. Perhaps his account was gorier 

because after seeing so much carnage, people were more willing to talk about the atrocities in the 

Roman period, or perhaps because Josephus was explaining and attempting to gain empathy or 

draw a parallel with the Greek and the Roman subjugation of the Jews. For whatever reason, the 

accounts change to fit the modern context; perhaps the execution practices themselves had 

changed. Josephus specifies that women were crucified and their babies were hanged [κρεμ-] 

round their necks.775 Later texts such as the Sanhedrin in the Mishnah give exact descriptions of 

                                                 
773 1 Maccabees 1:60-63 (set in 168 BCE).  
774 Josephus, AJ, 12.248.   
775 1 Maccabees 1:60-63. 
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how people were suspended and crucified, but more importantly, they include a conclusive 

debate on whether women were included in WHIPC punishments.776 

All who are stoned are hanged, according to Rabbi Eliezer. But the Sages say, the only 
[offenders] who are hanged are the blasphemer and the idolater. A man is hanged with his 
face toward the people, and a woman with her face toward the gallows, according to 
Rabbi Eliezer. But the Sages say, a man is hanged, but a woman is not hanged.  Rabbi 
Eliezer said to them, Did Shimon ben Shetach not hang women in Ashkelon?  They said 
to him, he hanged eighty women, and we do not [even] judge two [capital cases] in one 
day!777 

Rabbi Eliezer debates the Sages by including women in WHIPC, though they faced away from 

the people, probably because they were nude. In his exchange he included a contemporary 

example and a Hebrew Bible example. “The Sages say, a man is hanged, but a woman is not 

hanged,” Rabbi Eliezer combatted the statement with an example of the WHIPC of eighty 

women. Multiple accounts attest women experiencing WHIPC. 

 

Roman 

While many case examples exist of Roman WHIPC of women, including citizens and 

women of status, not just slaves, the accounts are preserved less frequently than the WHIPC 

accounts of men. In the Roman world, it was the job of the paterfamilias to punish his wife and 

daughters. When a woman would not submit to laws or to the paterfamilias, he had full authority 

to execute her without a trial. One example of a female punished to death within her household 

comes from Livy. Horatia grieved over her brother’s military victory because she was in love 

with one of the slain enemy soldiers. Her brother killed her and his penalty was to suffer 

scourges while tied to a post, in other words the beating during the WHIPC process. The father 

                                                 
776 Sanhedrin 6.4-6, Cook, CMW, 324. Eliezer dates around the early second century CE.   
777 Sanhedrin 6.5, Cook, CMW, 324. 
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intervened that his son had not committed murder, as he had approved of the death within his 

rights as paterfamilias.778 The father’s necessity in public death sentences for women also 

appears in the martyr text of Perpetua. Her father pleads with her to rescind her faith and he is 

beaten in the process.779 Because the paterfamilias had direct control over the fate of the female 

in his household, Roman WHIPC examples of women are more challenging to find, though 

examples exist. The Lex Puteolana specifically includes the laws regarding crucifying slaves. 

Female slaves were specifically included in the punishment.780 

Additional examples of Roman female characters facing WHIPC from Apuleius’s 

second-century novel include a thief’s suggestion that he and his fellow robbers attach a woman 

to a patibulum [patibulo suffigi].781 In another example from the Golden Ass, a female of high 

social status was permanently exiled while a male servant guilty of the same crime patibulo 

suffigitur.782 The thieves proposing cruel and unusual death for the maiden operated outside of 

the Roman legal scope.  

Nevertheless, the second emperor, Tiberius, did not excuse women from exposure 

punishments. He had all executed bodies thrown down the Gemonian Steps to receive 

postmortem abuse and exposure. They were forbidden burials and thrown into the Tiber; their 

bodies were dragged there by hooks. The brutal exposure punishments under Tiberius were not 

just implemented on men. Boys and women were strangled and dragged. “Since tradition held 

                                                 
778 Livy 1.26, note especially 1.26.9: “What influenced men most of all in that trial was the assertion of Publius 
Horatius, the father, that his daughter was justly slain; otherwise he should have used a father's authority and have 
punished his son, himself.” 
779 The Martyrdom of Saints Perpetua and Felicitas 6. 
780 Cook, “Envisioning Crucifixion: Light from several Inscriptions and the Palatine Graffito,” 265-266. 
781 Apuleius Met. 6.31.1.   
782 Apuleius Met. 10.12.4. 
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that it was despicable to strangle virgins, the executioner raped young girls before he killed 

them.”783    

The second-century CE Roman historian Justin criticized the mistress of the Greek king 

Ptolemy I, Agathoclia, and her influential mother, Oenanthe, as the puppet masters of the 

Ptolemy monarchy. These women convinced Ptolemy to kill his sister-wife Eurydice. In 

vengeance the people had the mother and daughter crucified.784 

 

Aristocracy 

While not an ironclad rule, the Roman Republic generally avoided WHIPC of elite men. 

In contrast, elites often faced crucifixion in the Roman Empire. The near-exemption of WHIPC 

on elites in the Republic was unique to Roman citizens.785 The Romans themselves had no 

qualms about using WHIPC on elite military enemies and provincials. Furthermore, the Greek 

and ANE cultures did not reserve WHIPC for the lower classes. In this chapter, I put forth that 

the exclusion of the elite from WHIPC was unique only to the citizens of Roman Republic. I will 

prove this by looking at the WHIPC cases that mention social status in the ANE and Greek 

context and then I will go into detail on the Roman transition away from and back to using 

WHIPC on the elite. 

 

ANE 

                                                 
783 Suetonius, Tiberius, 61.5.  
784 Justin, Philippic History, 30.2.6-7. Syme dates M. Junianus Justinus Frontinus to the late fourth century CE. 
Syme, “The Date of Justin,” 358–371. I agree with the traditional second-century date. Justin's style and purpose of 
the Philippic History fit nicely with the Second Sophistic propensity for reimagining of Greek history. Justinus is 
entirely anachronistic and seems to have no intention of writing actual history; perhaps, instead he was considering 
more current events like the Roman Emperors and their royal women. 
785 Dig. 48.19.9.11. Cook, CMW, 336, 389. 
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Initially, it seems a distinction in nobility existed with Neo-Assyrian executions because 

the annals of Assurbanipal specified soldier punishments were different for certain captive 

soldiers: “… cities on the other side of the Euphrates in the land of Laqai I overthrew, devastated 

and burned with fire; their crops I seized 460 soldiers their fighting men by (my) weapons I 

destroyed; I took 20 alive and impaled them on stakes.”786 In an earlier inscription, the 

indiscriminate use of war casualties was told: 

…and prowess of my warriors; like the rush of birds coming upon them, the city I 
captured; 800 of their soldiers by my arms I destroyed; their heads I cut off; many 
soldiers I captured in hand alive; their populace in the flames I burned; their spoil I 
carried off in abundance; a trophy of the living and of heads about his great gate I built; 
700 soldiers I there impaled on stakes; the city I overthrew, razed, and reduced to a heap 
of ruins all round; their boys, their maidens, I dishonored; the city of Kukunu facing the 
mountains of Matni I captured; 700 of their fighting men I smote down with my 
weapons.787 

Assurnasirpal did not differentiate the mode of death offered to the defeated soldiers based on 

social class. 

The primary victims seen in Assyrian accounts are enemy warriors. No clear distinction 

regarding the status of the impaled victims exists. The absence of class or status discrimination 

remains in the several accounts of impalement enumerated in the Annals of Assurnasirpal 

describing military defeat. The bodies chosen for impaling, the corpse pile, or decapitation to 

make a trophy of skulls were picked by the convenient location of where they fell, except for the 

prominent position of the fallen king’s corpse.788 

Sennacherib, r. 705 – 681 BCE, was not as brutal as Assurnasirpal. Instead of amassing 

piles of corpses to trample, he targeted his executions to the nobles and governors who rebelled. 

                                                 
786  Annals of Assurnasirpal, 3.32-33. 
787 Annals of Assurnasirpal, 2.107-110.  
788 Bonatz, “Ashurbanipal's Headhunt,” 93-96. 
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Assurbanipal admitted, “I flayed, and I spread their skins upon the wall; and I cut off the limbs of 

the high officers, of the high royal officers who rebelled.”789 Unlike Assurnasirpal’s widespread 

annihilation, Sennacherib was class conscious. The impaled bodies were the elite rebels, 

probably a tactic of punishment to prevent other nobles and governors from rebelling.  

I drew near to Ekron and slew the governors and nobles who had committed sin (that is, 
rebelled), and hung their bodies on stakes around the city. The citizens who sinned and 
treated (Assyria) lightly, I counted as spoil. The rest of them, who were not guilty of sin 
and contempt, for whom there was no punishment, I declared their pardon. Padi, their 
king, I brought out to Jerusalem, set him on the royal throne over them, and imposed 
upon him my royal tribute.790 

Sennacherib catered his punishment of nobles based on the level of their rebellion. In the above 

example the nobles were hanged on stakes, but the citizens became slaves. In other examples, 

Sennacherib let none of the warriors escape. “The warriors of Hirimme, wicked enemies, I cut 

down with the sword. Not one escaped. Their corpses I hung on stakes, surrounding the city 

(with them).”791 

Sennacherib did not treat all of his elite subjects so harshly. He took captives from 

Palestine, including Judeans, as slaves, but spared King Hezekiah’s life. Hezekiah, ruler of the 

Judah, caved to Sennacherib’s campaign and paid tribute to end the Assyrian siege. His 

submission saved his life. Even with Hezekiah’s surrender, he was still punished. Sennacherib 

decreased the size of Hezekiah’s realm, reduced him to a puppet king, exiled many of the Judean 

inhabitants, and took Jews as booty. In other words, Hezekiah’s people were sent into slavery, 

“young and old, male and female… he also sent his own daughters, women of his palace, and 

                                                 
789 Annals of Assurbanipal, 1.92.  
790 Annals of Sennacherib 3.8-17. See also Aster, “The Image of Assyria in Isaiah 2:5-22,” 256. Note also Isaiah 
37:15-20 in which Hezekiah asks YHWH to hear and see how Sennacherib has mocked Israel’s God. Note also the 
alternate account in 2 Kings 18-20. 
791 “Sennacherib’s Campaign to Judah,” line 42-48 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 114. 
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male and female musicians.” 792 Inhabitants of kingdoms that did not submit were punished more 

severely -- dismembered, burned alive, and exposed. 

The Assyrian emperor, Sargon II, subjugated his own soldier class to WHIPC; they were 

presumably his immediate subjects, but possibly the elite of the cultures under Assyrian rule.  He 

ordered WHIPC for soldiers late for military duty, even prefects. “Get together your prefects plus 

the horses of your cavalry collection points immediately! Whoever is late will be impaled in the 

middle of his house …Don’t delay; leave your business and come straight away!”793  Similarly, 

when the king of Mari had trouble mustering troops he ordered the decapitation of one of his 

prisoners. The head was shown around his kingdom to intimidate his subjects into assembling for 

war.   

I sent messages into these encampments once or twice to call them up, but they did not 
assemble; in fact, it is three days now and they are not assembling. Now then, if this 
meets the approval of my lord, one should execute some criminal kept in the prison, cut 
off his head, and carry it around outside the encampments as far away as Hutnim and 
Appan, so the soldiers will become afraid and will assemble here quickly.794  

Only one prisoner had his head flailed about the kingdom, but the threat was clear. The Mari 

king implied members of his soldier class would face WHIPC if they did not serve in battle. 

Similarly, a fragment letter from Mari threatens to have fugitives put upon wood. It has been 

suggested that these fugitives were draft dodgers.795  

The book of Esther, 485-200 BCE, provides a possible Persian example of WHIPC with 

the struggle between Haman and Mordecai for the Persian King’s favor. Haman and the two 

                                                 
792 Quote from Annals of Sennacherib 3.17-26, 3.41-49 quoted from Mayer’s Appendices in Grabbe, ‘Like a Bird’, 
186-190;  2 Kings 18; See also, Grabbe, 'Like a Bird in a Cage,' 23-33, 66-67, 79, 182, 186-190. 
793 Dezső, 36. Dezső quoted from Parpola’s translation of CT 53 (Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the 
British Museum), Letters from Assyrian Scholars, 136. 
794 ARM 2.48.5-24 in Oppenheim, Letters from Mesopotamia, 98. See also van de Mieroop, King Hammurapi of 
Babylon: A Biography, 22.  
795 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 329. 
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eunuchs were hanged [talah] on a wood beam [‘ets] along with Haman’s ten sons.796 Haman and 

Mordecai were members of the royal elite, though as eunuchs, Bigthan and Teresh may represent 

the servant class.797 

The Persian emperor, Xerxes, did not regard status as an exemption for WHIPC. He 

threatened to have his own cousin, Sataspes, killed through WHIPC [άνασκολοπιεισθαι]. 

Sataspes raped a virgin, daughter of an important elite man. Xerxes’s aunt, mother of Sataspes, 

pleaded for his life and promised a just punishment for her son.798 The Behistun Inscription of 

Darius only imposes WHIPC on rebel kings and leaders. Herodotus also shows Darius put on 

poles [άνεσκολόπισε] the prominent men of Babylon who revolted.799  

Most Jewish accounts of WHIPC, during and after the Neo-Babylonian (Chaldean) 

conquest of the Levant and through their experience under the Romans, reflect the WHIPC they 

received, as opposed to the WHIPC they implemented. The Hebrew Bible speaks of hanging in 

Lamentations in reference to the Babylonian captivity.800 “Princes [sar],801 are hung up [talah] 

by their hands; no respect is shown to the elders.”802 The verse reinforces the earlier claim that 

little reference was paid to the social rank of those who were executed in such a manner. 

However, to the Chaldeans, the Jews were war captives, young and old; their status was as war 

                                                 
796 Josephus, AJ, 11.207-208. 
797 “And in those days, as Mor'decai was sitting at the king's gate, Bigthan and Teresh, two of the king's eunuchs, 
who guarded the threshold, became angry and sought to lay hands on King Ahasu-e'rus. And this came to the 
knowledge of Mor'decai, and he told it to Queen Esther, and Esther told the king in the name of Mor'decai. When 
the affair was investigated and found to be so, the men were both hanged [talah] on the gallows [‘ets]. And it was 
recorded in the Book of the Chronicles in the presence of the king.” Esther 2:21-23. For the sons and others, the 
Jews were allowed to kill see 9:13-25, for Haman’s execution, for falling on the bed with Esther, see Esther 7:8-10. 
798 Hdt. 4.43.2. 
799 Behistun Inscription 3.92; Hdt. 3.159. 
800 Lamentations was written at the time of the Babylonian conquest of the Levant, ca. 586 BCE.  
801 “princes” is odd here, it is probably better to think of the sar as an official, leader or captain. 
802 Lamentation 5:12. 
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prisoners, not elders. The showiest executions, however, remain reserved for the king of the 

military opponents, as in the earlier reference of the Philistine’s displaying the bones of Saul.803  

The Israelites lamented the treatment of their leaders.  

The early Israelite history, written approximately 640-539 BCE, under Neo-Babylonian 

captivity, shows they also executed opponent kings through WHIPC. After executing the men, 

women, and children of the city of Ai and burning the town to the ground, the Israelites, under 

Joshua, saved the king of Ai for a special sort of ritual execution. They took the Ai king alive 

and delivered him to Joshua. Then,  

He [Joshua] hanged [talah] the king of Ai on a tree until evening; and at sunset Joshua 
gave command and they took his body down from the tree and threw it at the entrance of 
the city gate, and raised over it a great heap of stones that stands to this day. 804 

 

Fearing the strength of Israel, five Old Babylonian (Amorite) kings in Canaan united together 

against Joshua; the kings of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, and Eglon.805 The Israelites 

were victorious against the Amorite kings and instead of slaughtering the five kings as he had the 

rest of their armies,  

…Joshua smote them and put them to death, and he hung [talah] them on five trees. And 
they hung [talah] upon the trees until evening; but at the time of the going down of the 
sun, Joshua commanded, and they took them down from the trees, and threw them into 
the cave where they had hidden themselves, and they set great stones against the mouth 
of the cave, which remain to this very day.806 
 

As was the Hebrew protocol, he removed the bodies by sunset; however, on this occasion, the 

                                                 
803 2 Samuel 21:12. 
804 Joshua 8:14-29.  
805 Joshua 10:5. 
806 Joshua 10:26-27. 
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Israelite God lengthened the day.807 The five kings were not executed by hanging. Instead, they 

were first struck by Joshua. After they were killed they were each hanged on a tree of their own. 

The Israelite leader conquered, killed, and exposed the six kings through WHIPC.  

 New Kingdom Egypt also shows evidence of elite members as potential victims of 

WHIPC. In the Abydos Decree of Seti, workers in the temple of Osiris could be punished by the 

stake. Additionally, in the Late Period, a person transferring or transporting significantly high 

valued items swore an oath to the pharaoh, on threat of being placed on wood if he broke his 

oath.808 

 

Case Study of Elite Romans 

There was a change in exposure execution from the Roman Republic to the Empire. 

Emperors introduced WHIPC to the senatorial and equestrian class, when previously it was 

usually reserved as an execution for slaves, non-citizens, and traitors. Certain punishments were 

assigned for particular crimes and class level, but several first-century emperors stepped outside 

of the norms. Elite class members were supposed to be exempt from certain forms of execution, 

like crucifixion.809 However, under the first-century emperors, elites were executed in brutal and 

torturous ways involving public spectacle and exposure, though their legal rights had not 

technically changed.810 The excuse of treason allowed emperors to enact WHIPC on elite 

citizens. Treason cases removed social standing and allowed brutal executions. Legally, treason 

                                                 
807 “And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the nation took vengeance on their enemies. Is this not 
written in the Book of Jashar? The sun stayed in the midst of heaven, and did not hasten to go down for about a 
whole day.” Joshua 10:13. 
808 Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 333, 338. 
809 Digest, 48.19.9.11. 
810 Cook, CMW, 364. 
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and sacrilege could earn crucifixion. Once the emperor became a god, the two were one and the 

same.  

Roman WHIPC of elite persons changed from the Monarchy to the Republic and from 

the Republic to the Empire. Like the democratization in Greek city-states with the hoplite 

revolution, when the archaic monarchy ended in Rome, the elite citizens started to maintain a 

level of equality among themselves and a self-reinforcing class superiority mentality that 

eschewed shameful punishments within their class. In the Monarchy and Empire all elites were 

subordinate to one figure. In the Republic the debates on elite WHIPC centered on treason to the 

state whereas in the Monarchy and Empire treason was against the ruler (and at worst, any 

perceived slight to his maiestas or greatness). 

The primary sources, written by the elite senatorial and equestrian classes newly facing 

WHIPC, vilify the emperors for implementing WHIPC on their fellow elite class members.811 

The re-introduction of WHIPC for the elite class in the Empire reveals class struggles among 

elite senatorial families. Exposure executions became an extension of the elites’ power struggle 

vis-à-vis imperial power. Through all three periods Romans treated war captives, including and 

especially the elites and kings, with public abuse and WHIPC. They left the bodies of criminals 

and traitors exposed and displayed for several days, until they were dragged to the Tiber “by the 

hook” (uncu) and flushed away by the current, as were remains of animal sacrifices and other 

fleshly detritus.812 But the emperors’ implementation of WHIPC on the elite was keenly 

perceived as one of the more humiliating aspects of the empire’s emergence and the concomitant 

collapse of senatorial libertas.  

                                                 
811 Notably Tacitus (a senator) and Suetonius (an eques; see e.g. Galba 9.1). 
812 Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome, 213-228. This type of carnal detritus also ended up in the sewers; see 
Gowers, “The Anatomy of Rome from Capitol to Cloaca.” 
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Early Cases of Roman WHIPC 

The Roman Republic enacted its earliest exposure execution on slaves, prisoners of war, 

individuals leading or participating in rebellions, pirates, brigands, and shepherds.813 As in the 

ANE, Rome made clear distinctions in the execution style for people with different social 

statuses though they may have committed identical crimes. For example, in Julius Caesar’s civil 

war with Pompey, the slaves’ punishment is contrasted with that of the soldier: “four spies were 

captured, three slaves and one from the legion that had been locally levied; the slaves were 

crucified [crucem sublati], and the soldier’s neck was severed.”814 The latter punishment was 

considered more honorable. On other occasions as well, the penalty is contrasted based on class. 

As Appian noted, “Finally, Antony sent more soldiers and some of those who resisted were 

killed, others were captured, and of these the slaves were crucified [ἐκρεμάσθησαν] and the 

freemen thrown over the Tarpeian rock.”815 Another example is from the Mithridatic Wars where 

among those captured a Roman commander “crucified some of them who were slaves and cut off 

the hands of the freedmen.”816 The Roman general, even in dealing with prisoners of war, only 

crucified slaves. Servile supplicium, “servile punishment,” at least by the first century CE came 

to mean WHIPC.817 Servile supplicium also occurs when referring to implementing WHIPC on 

                                                 
813 Cook provides a source analysis of twenty-seven from the Second Punic war to Octavian in “Roman 
Crucifixions: From the Second Punic War to Constantine.” For more details on slaves and pirates executed via 
WHIPC see Cook, CMW, 164, 166-168, 170-171, 174-179, including young Julius Caesar's WHIPC reprimand of 
his pirate captors, and the WHIPC of Spartacus preceded by Spartacus's WHIPC of Roman citizen soldiers. 
814 Bellum Hispaniense, 20.5 translation from Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 9 and Cook, CMW, 175. The event was 
from the Battle of Ucubis, 45 BCE. 
815 Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 10 and Cook, CMW, 175; Appian, Civil Wars, 3.1.3. Translation from White in 
The Civil Wars. Appian. Horace. London. Macmillan and Co., LTD 1899. I prefer White’s translation to Cook’s 
translation “…others were crucified who were slaves, and the freemen were thrown down the Rock.” 
816 Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 6. Appian Mithr. 29.114. 
817 Cook, CMW, 358. 
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non-slaves as a greater demeaning insult. The elevated shame appears when centurions were 

“arrested and crucified, and punished with the punishment of slaves.”818  

The implementation of crucifixion on citizens and elite class members is seen more 

frequently after Augustus. During the civil wars before the rise of Augustus on relevant account 

is Cassius’s crucifixion of the rhetorician Theodotus of Chios who schemed against Pompey.819 

A similar example is in Plutarch’s Life of Antony where Theodorus, the tutor of Antony’s son 

was crucified for theft. However, in this example Theodorus’s status is unclear, for teachers were 

often slaves or freedmen.820 Prior to Tiberius such exposure executions were almost exclusive to 

slaves, war captives, and lower level non-citizens, at least in areas under Roman rule.821 

The Republic accounts of Roman citizen WHIPC occurred for treason and sacrilege. 

There are a few salient examples of the WHIPC of Roman citizens in the Republic. First, Scipio 

Africanus crucified [crucibus adfixit] the deserters from his legions after his war with Carthage, 

201 BCE. Desertion of a military post was an exception to the class restriction according to the 

Justinian’s Digest entry by Ulpian’s student Modestinus, composed three hundred years after the 

war.822 The deserting soldier became synonymous with an enemy and a slave, therefore 

deserving of WHIPC. By Valerius Maximus’s account Scipio even justified this behavior, “he 

                                                 
818 Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 24; Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Avidius Cassius, 4.5-6: viventis miserabiliter 
criminosi quam occisi. Cum exercitum duceret, et inscio ipso manus auxiliaria centurionibus suis auctoribus tria 
milia Sarmatarum neglegentius agentum in Danuvii ripis occidissent et cum praeda ingenti ad eum redissent 
sperantibus centurionibus praemium, quod perparva manu tantum hostium segnius agentibus tribunis et 
ignorantibus occidissent, rapi eos iussit et in crucem tolli servilique supplicio adfici, quod exemplum non exstabat, 
dicens evenire potuisse ut essent insidiae, ac periret Romani imperii reverentia.  
819 Cook, “Roman Crucifixion: From the Second,” 8-9; Appian, Civil Wars, 2.90.377. 
820 Plutarch, Antony, 81. 
821 This trend appears in archaeological finds, relief sculpture, and law codes of Greek and Ancient Near East 
cultures. 
822 Cook CMW, 163, 390; Dig. 49.16.3.10; Livy, 30.43.13; Valarius Maximus, Memorable Deeds, 2.7.12. Valarius 
Maximus wrote in the first-century CE under Tiberius. 
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punished the Roman deserters more severely than the Latins, crucifying [crucibus adfixit] the 

former as runaways from their country and beheading the latter as faithless allies.” While 

Scipio's action was justified, the first-century reporter still found it concerning, refusing to go on 

about their deaths with “no need to insult Roman blood that suffered the punishment of 

slaves.”823 

The Tribune of the Plebs, Valerius Soranus, was likely crucified in the early first century 

BCE for treason against the state. An early fifth-century CE grammarian, Maurus Servius 

Honoratus, relayed Varro’s anecdotal account of an aristocrat facing WHIPC because he uttered 

the sacred name of Rome. The plebian was raised onto a cross, in crucem levatus est.824 

In Livy’s sororicidal account of the Horatii mentioned above, the form of punishment 

nearly administered to the brother must be considered. When the lone surviving Horatius brother 

returned from battle to find his sister grieving Rome’s enemy (her Curiatus fiancé rather than her 

own lost brothers), he slew her. The brother was tried for treason because he had taken the 

punishment into his own hands. The law was very specific regarding his punishment. He was to 

be suspended from a barren tree (arbor infelix) and scourged. He was not convicted because of 

the stance of his paterfamilias.825 The brother was an early Roman soldier indicating at least 

membership to the propertied class, yet his punishment would have been scourging while affixed 

to beam. So certainly, in cases of murder and treason crucifixion was an early option for citizens. 

                                                 
823 Valerius Maximus, Memorable Deeds, 2.7.12. 
824 Severus A. 1.277; Cook CMW, 168-170. 
825 “The dread formula of the law ran thus: ‘Let the duumvirs pronounce him guilty of treason; if he shall appeal 
from the duumvirs, let the appeal be tried; if the duumvirs win, let the lictor veil his head; let him bind him with a 
rope to a barren tree; let him scourge him either within or without the pomerium.’” lex horrendi carminis erat: 
'duumuiri perduellionem iudicent; si a duumuiris prouocarit, prouocatione certato; si uincent, caput obnubito; 
infelici arbori reste suspendito; uerberato uel intra pomerium uel extra pomerium.' Quote from Livy 1.26.5-6. See 
Livy 1.24-26. Note the oath conferring the right to lead on the military dictator in 1.24.  
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The story is set in the seventh century BCE; while probably mythical, Livy was writing for an 

Augustan audience in the 20s BCE.  

The final example of Roman citizens facing WHIPC during the Roman Republic was 

enacted by Verres. Verres was the notoriously corrupt governor of Sicily in the early first century 

BCE. He crucified Gavius of Consa though Gavius offered to obtain proof of his citizenship. 

Cicero prosecuted Verres for the unlawful WHIPC, among other crimes.826 The incorrect use of 

WHIPC on a citizen could be taken to trial in the Republic. 

 

Reasons for WHIPC in the Republic 

In the Republic, accounts of exposure punishments such as crucifixion are almost 

exclusively reserved for slaves or war captives. The slaves receiving the punishments usually 

were blamed for theft, insurrection, flight, or denouncing their masters. Along with insurrection 

and war prisoners, the execution for slaves denouncing or accusing their masters is among the 

most consistent reasons for crucifixion in Roman written records. It was maintained even into the 

reign of Constantine.827 Normally, the slaves were returned to their masters for punishment, at 

which point the master could choose to have the slave crucified or enact some other punishment. 

The aftermath of Octavian’s victory over Sextus Pompey (36 BCE) shows Octavian acted as the 

paterfamilias for the fugitive slaves whose masters could not be found. “Those who were slaves 

                                                 
826 Cook, CMW, 171-173; Cicero, Verres, 2.5.161-169.  
827 CTh 9.5.1.1. “In the case of slaves also, or of freedmen who attempt to accuse their masters or patrons, 
respectively, or to report them to the authorities, the assertion of such atrocious audacity shall be repressed 
immediately at the inception of the guilty act itself, through the sentence of the judge, a hearing shall be denied such 
slave or freedman, and he shall be affixed to the cross [patibulum].” Trans. Pharr. In servis quoque vel libertis, qui 
dominos aut patronos accusare aut deferre temptaverint, professio tam atrocis audaciae statim in admissi ipsius 
exordio per sententiam iudicis comprimatur ac denegata audientia patibulo adfigatur. 
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were delivered to their masters for punishment. If his owner was not found, he was crucified.”828 

Orosius added the detail that Octavian “restored thirty thousand slaves to their masters, but six 

thousand who did not have masters, he led to the cross.”829  Through the master’s own private 

expense he could choose to have his slave (male or female) publicly crucified.830  

 For exposure executions via affixing to a stake or post, outside of slave victims, prior 

to Tiberius the examples are limited. As mentioned, the cases tend to involve prisoners of war, 

rebels, but also shepherds, thieves, and Roman traitors or enemies of the state as declared by 

the Senate. The cases of shepherds and thieves follow closely along the lines of the slave 

executions. Executions of prisoners of war show more variation.  

Romans depicted the on-site WHIPC of war prisoners as barbaric, though they clearly 

practiced it themselves. On the matter of executing prisoners of war, not all were executed on 

the battle site, though emperors Vespasian and Titus employed WHIPC at great length 

according to Josephus’s account in the Jewish Wars. They did not execute all war prisoners, as 

is obviously clear from Josephus’s own life. The leaders and rulers of the opposing military 

were put on parade, like the ANE committing WHIPC on rebel leaders. The war captives 

                                                 
828 Dio Cassius, 49.12.5 τιμωρίαν ἀπεδόθη: εἰ δέ του μηδεὶς κύριος εὑρίσκετο, ἀνεσκολοπίζετο. 
829 Orosius 6.18.33: quadraginta et quattuor legiones sub unius tunc imperio Caesaris erant; milites, multitudine 
ferociores, quosdam pro accipiendis agris tumultus excitauerunt; sed Caesar, animo ingens, uiginti milia militum 
exauctorauit, triginta milia seruorum dominis restituit, sex milia, quorum domini non exstabant, in crucem egit. 
Note Appian, Civil Wars, 5.131: “These orders related to the slaves who had run away during the civil dissensions 
and joined the armies, for whom Pompeius had asked freedom, which the Senate and the treaty had granted. These 
were all arrested on the same day and brought to Rome, and Octavius returned them to their Roman or Italian 
masters, or to the heirs of the same. He also gave back those belonging to Sicilian masters. Those whom nobody 
claimed he caused to be put to death in the cities from which they had absconded.” (ὅσους δ᾽ οὐκ ἦν ὁ ληψόμενος, 
ἔκτεινε παρὰ ταῖς πόλεσιν αὐταῖς, ὧν ἀπέδρασεν, White’s Loeb trans.) See Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 11 and 
above all his recent article “R. Gest. div. Aug. 25.1.” 
830 “Whoever will want to exact punishment on a male slave or female slave at private expense, as he [the owner] 
who wants the [punished] to be inflicted, he [the contractor] exacts the punishment in this manner: if he wants [him] 
to bring the patibulum to the cross, the contractor will have to provide wooden posts, chains, and cords for the 
floggers and the floggers themselves” This quote is from an inscription found in Puteoli (AE 1971, 88) quoted in 
Cook, “Envisioning Crucifixion: Light from several Inscriptions and the Palatine Graffito,” 265-266. 
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formed the acme of the military triumphs. Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus received honor and 

three forms of spolia.831 The captives were usually hanged or strangled, per Mary Beard, 

though no primary sources are offered for their form of death aside from general terms of 

execution.832 Before their triumphal procession, Titus and Vespasian crucified war captives 

on-site, instead of marching them back to Rome. A fourth-century CE Persian king had the 

Roman commander Aelianus and his companions put on patibula (patibulis sceleste suffixis), 

but the Romans also made WHIPC trophies out of their Persian enemies.833 In any case the 

Roman soon-to-be emperors, the Germans, and the Britons all used on-site WHIPC exposure 

executions on elites after battles.  

Tacitus maintained that the WHIPC done by the Germans and Britons in battle was 

barbaric, but the Roman soldiers knew the practice all too well. After a Jewish uprising 

following the death of Herod the Great in 4 BCE, the Roman governor of Syria “sent part of the 

army throughout the land seeking the instigators of the sedition. And when they were discovered, 

some he punished as the guiltiest, but others he released. He crucified two thousand on this 

charge.”834 Ironically, this governor was none other than Quinctilius Varus, whose own Roman 

                                                 
831 Bonfante, “Roman Triumphs and Etruscan King,” 53. Taylor, “Watching the Skies,” 1. Quirinus was an aspect of 
Janus involved in starting and finishing wars, not unlike the opening and closing of the Janus temple. For more 
details on ritual execution and exposure of prisoners via the Scalae Germoniae, carcer (jail), and Tarpeian Rock see 
Barry, “Exposure, Mutilation, and Riot,” and Cadoux, “The Roman Carcer and its Adjuncts.”   
832 Cicero, In Verrem, 5.75-77; Beard, The Roman Triumph, 129, 130, 135. If vanquished leaders like Vercingetorix 
suffered the same treatment as the Catilinarian conspirators did in 63 BCE (Sallust Cat. 55.3–4), we might presume 
they, too, were strangled with a rope. Cassius Dio and Plutarch do not say how Vercingetorix died, but that he was 
kept alive for the triumph. Plutarch, Caesar, 27.9-10; Cassius Dio, 40.41.3. 
833 Ammianus Marcellinus, Rerum Gestarum, 19.9.2; 24.5. 
834 Josephus Antiquities 17.295 (Thackeray’s Loeb trans.), cf. BJ 2.75; Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 12 and CMW, 
181. 
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soldiers would face WHIPC at the hands of Arminius’ Germans following the Teutoberg Forest 

disaster in 9 CE.835 

An episode from Carthaginian history epitomizes the most prominent example of the 

crucifixion of an elite prisoner of war. It involved a prominent general named Hannibal (not the 

famous victor at Cannae) who was fighting a brutal war against Carthage’s unpaid mercenaries 

immediately after the First Punic War ended in 241 BCE. According to Polybius:  

Hannibal pitched his camp on the side of the town nearest to Carthage, and 
Hamilcar on the opposite side. When this was done they brought the captives taken 
from the army of Spendius and crucified them in the sight of the enemy. But 
observing that Hannibal was conducting his command with negligence and over-
confidence, Mathōs assaulted the ramparts, killed many of the Carthaginians, and 
drove the entire army from the camp. All the baggage fell into the hands of the 
enemy, and Hannibal himself was made a prisoner. They at once took him up to the 
cross on which Spendius was hanging, and after the infliction of exquisite tortures, 
took down the latter's body and fastened Hannibal, still living, to his cross; and then 
slaughtered thirty Carthaginians of the highest rank round the corpse of Spendius. 
It seemed as though Fortune designed a competition in cruelty, giving either side 
alternately the opportunity of outdoing the other in mutual vengeance.836 
 

Prisoners of war faced several possible fates; not all were subjected to WHIPC, though it seems 

to have been a common result of losing a battle.  

Before the Common Era in Rome, exposure punishment was meant for slaves, rebels, 

pirates, other non-citizen like shepherds, thieves, and prisoners of war. There is a clear shift 

under the emperors, largely beginning with the reign of Tiberius. Starting with Julius Caesar and 

becoming common practice under Tiberius, the sources on torturous exposure executions 

become more plentiful, and the reasons for the punishments become more abundant.  

 

                                                 
835 Tacitus, Annales, 1.61. Discussed in Chapter 6. 
836 Polybius, Histories, 1.86.1-9. Trans. Shuckburgh. 
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Precedent for WHIPC of the Elite: Treason 

References to crucifixion of Roman citizens prior to the rule of the first emperors occur 

rarely. Later emperors, however, overtly stated the elimination of high social status in the event 

of high treason: 

Emperors Valentinian, Valens and Gratian to Olybrius, City Prefect. No one who, 
without our advice or knowledge is confronted with the torture with cords [fidiculas], 
should be forbidden to set up (in avoidance thereof), his service, birth or rank, except, 
nevertheless, in a case of treason, in which the status of all is equal.837  

At Julius Caesar’s insistence, the antiquated penalty of hanging on a barren tree for 

treason was resurrected in the trial of Rabirius in 63 BCE. Cicero defended Rabirius by pleading 

for exile instead of WHIPC, which he called an old and barbaric practice on a Roman citizen.838 

Remember, it was Cicero who prosecuted Verres for using WHIPC on citizens. More was at 

stake here, because as an elderly senator, Rabirius was no ordinary citizen. Clearly, for many 

Romans of the late Republic, WHIPC was an unacceptable punishment for citizens, much less 

social elites. Nonetheless, Caesar, and the others who voted against Cicero’s case, wanted the 

public display of the criminal’s body, citizen or not, reintroduced for political gain. As will be 

shown, Augustus expanded the treason laws against negative publications precisely for political 

gain. Tiberius’s implementation of WHIPC for treason also highlights the political theater, and 

the use of crucifixion on elite members continued to grow as a result.  

 

Why WHIPC Permeated into the Elites of the Empire  

In the Empire slaves continued to be crucified, but the status of all citizens dropped as a 

new rung was placed on the top of the ladder of social hierarchy, the emperorship. Several things 

                                                 
837 CJ 9.8.4 and CTh 9.35.1 (Blume and Kearley, Annotated Justinian Code.)  
838 Cicero, Pro Rabirio,5.9-17; Hengel, Crucifixion:, 41-43.  
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transformed in the new regime: extended citizenship, new treason laws, and the restructuring of 

the membership and purpose of the Senate in such a way that significantly altered the senatorial 

class and diminished its influence.  

 To maintain the ideology and support for their right to rule, early emperors used not only 

propaganda and consensus, but some attractive carrots as well.839 For example, they offered 

citizenship for cooperation and some autonomy for local elites.840 Over the course of the early 

imperial period, old republican era inequalities of every kind evened out, and the enfeebled 

senators could do little to check the emperors’ growing power. Taken together, these 

developments created the primary causes for the increased WHIPC in the Empire: the change in 

the role and prestige of the senatorial class, the democratization of Roman citizenship, and the 

height of the emperors’ power. This trend started early; Tacitus devoted the first six books of his 

Annales to Tiberius’s immoderate power, and Suetonius condemned that emperor for considering 

“every crime like a capital offense.”841  

The new democratization of WHIPC punishment that started in the early first century of 

the Common Era was preceded by a hundred years of transformative norm violation. According 

to Ronald Syme’s interpretation in The Roman Revolution, the ambitions of powerful families 

and the general population’s tendency to pour devotion into successful military figures created 

an unsustainable system brimming with potential civil war. The growing prestige and power of 

individual military heroes toppled the older family monopolies on power. Losing a stranglehold 

on power and tradition led to brutal and public squalls which strangled elites (sometimes 

                                                 
839 Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty, 58-59, 146. 
840 Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty, 58, 62. 
841 Suetonius, Tiberius, 61.3: Omne crimen pro capitali receptum. A list follows of Tiberius’s unreasonable 
punishments. 
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literally). The tug-of-wars between Sulla and Marius, Pompey and Caesar, and Octavian and his 

rivals, introduced a precedent of brutal elite executions through legal proscriptions. (Recall the 

exposure of Cicero’s head and hands in 62 BCE.) The Senate fractured. Julius Caesar increased 

the senators’ numbers from six to nine hundred and doubled the quaestor positions by which 

new men entered the senate. These new seats were filled by wealthy Italian centurions and 

soldiers, even farmers and bankers who were provincial citizens, as opposed to the aged and 

traditional Roman aristocracy.842  

Over the course of Octavian Augustus’s rise, all who opposed him were eventually killed, 

exiled, or quieted. Those who remained of the elite oligarchy maintained some power through 

mutual consent. Augustus completed multiple Senate purges and created the new system of 

government. The Senate no longer administered justice, debated, determined financial policy, or 

determined governmental policy. Augustus and his family built a new oligarchy.843 Rostovtzeff 

posits that Augustus firmly set and stabilized class structures, to increase “the gulf between the 

classes and to assign to each its part in the life of the state.”844  

Augustus and his associates controlled political, military, and religious offices. Though 

Augustus re-engaged the senatorial elite in politics and religion, he did not relinquish the reins of 

the State. Though new equestrians were introduced and equestrian authority was extended to 

govern some provinces, Augustus created an administrative hierarchy to serve under him, calling 

it the restored Republic.845 The military drew from all classes, and connected directly to 

                                                 
842 Syme, RR, 77-79, 82. 
843 Syme, RR, 125-126, 135, 152, 174, 201, 288-289, 303-306, 348, 408-410. 
844 Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, 47; see also 48. 
845 Syme, RR, 356, 387. 
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Augustus.846 Soldiers were personal clients of Augustus and interference with them was equated 

to treason.847 So too, Augustus adopted legislation making defamatory texts a form of treason.848  

When Augustus’s successor, Tiberius, learned of plots against his rule, he increased 

treason trials, fearing conspiracies and mere gossip that might undermine his power.849 More 

importantly, however, developments in Tiberius’s reign further blurred lines regarding the 

Senate’s duties and authority.850 Augustus had secured power by sundry sorts of violence, threats 

of violence, and illegal power grabs, setting a precedent for Tiberius’s attitude to treason cases, a 

trickle-down effect only a few generations removed from Sulla’s proscriptions. From Tiberius 

down to the late Roman Empire, elite status gave little protection to those accused of treason.851 

Cases of treason were often against elites who threatened the emperor’s legitimacy. Tiberius 

pursued treason cases more procedurally and vehemently than Augustus had. Instead of 

proscriptions he set up senatorial trials on the grounds of treason.852  

WHIPC enacted on Roman citizens directly tied into the transition to the concept of 

treason. What was the state and who was her enemy? At the fall of the Republic, with the model 

of Sulla, Marius, and Julius Caesar, the emperor was the state. Beginning with Augustus, 

                                                 
846 Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, 43. 
847 Syme, RR, 352-353, 369, 386, 404. 
848 Note Tacitus Ann. 1.72 and Chilton, “The Roman Law of Treason Under the Early Principate,” 75. Rutledge 
shows the first-century emperors going so far as to use slaves as informers to collect information on masters. He 
further shows the prosecution and exile of Cassius for writing slanderous material under the charge of maiestas. 
Rutledge, Imperial Inquisitions, 34 and 210-11. 
849 Suetonius, Tiberius, 65-66. See also Fuhrmann, Policing, 108-109. 
850 On the Senate’s confusion of duties see Tacitus, Annals, 1.11-12, note also the mutiny in 1.17. 
851 CJ 9.8.3: According to Constantine, in accusations of treason there is no differentiation of status, and no 
protection from torture. 
852 Tacitus, Annales, 3.60. Tacitus was referring to people taking sanctuary in temples, and Tiberius’s insistence on 
prosecuting cases of slaves, debtors, and capital offenses. It seems he charged the Senate with investigating these 
cases despite the religious taboo. Throughout the early empire, such matters might also be tried in the emperor’s 
own court. 
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interference with the soldiers or even negative literature against the royal family verged on 

treason.853  Tiberius radically expanded the scope of treason accusations, though the cases were 

usually taken to the Senate.854 Gone were the days of the Republic, when elite individuals guilty 

of the gravest public crimes could escape violent punishment by going into exile. The emperors 

now had the Praetorian Guard and other instruments of enforcement. Those found guilty of 

treason often received WHIPC, since, generally, their deaths involved exposure to some degree 

via a toss down the Gemonian steps and getting dragged into the Tiber; or after long torture, they 

could be thrown into the sea after execution at Capri.855  

Tacitus reveals the senators’ concern over their new role under Tiberius. The historian 

lamented “misfortunes befalling illustrious families” continued through “applying the severe 

terms ‘sacrilege’ and ‘treason.’”856 A rather influential event marking the transition of the Senate 

is its decree against Piso. Governor Piso “corrupted the common soldiers by sanctioning 

indiscipline and maltreatment of the allies.”857 Specifically, Piso, like Verres before him, had 

Roman citizens of his province killed through WHIPC.  The governor, holding the power of 

capital punishment, issued crucifixion sentences to citizens without trial. The Senate’s decree is 

specifically telling as Piso had 

inflicted capital punishment on many without their cases having been heard, without the 
recommendation of his advisors, and crucified not only noncitizen [soldiers] but even a 

                                                 
853 Syme, RR, 404; Rutledge, Imperial Inquisitions, 34 and 210-11. 
854 Tacitus, Annales, 3.38, 3.44, 3.50. The equestrian Lucius Ennius’s case of treason was not sent to trial in the 
Senate, which led to a Senate protest, Tacitus, Annales, 3.70. 
855 Tacitus, Annales, 6.29. “Fear of the executioner occasioned the ready acceptance of such deaths [suicide], as also 
did the fact that condemned men had their property confiscated and were forbidden burial –those taking the initiative 
themselves received burial of their bodies, and the continued validity of their wills, as a reward for expediting 
matters.” (Yardley trans.) Also note Suetonius, Tiberius, 61.4-62.2, and the contrast between Trebellenus Rufus and 
Sextius Paconianus, both sentenced for treason; Trebellenus killed himself while Paconianus “was strangled in 
prison.” Tacitus, Annales, 3.29. 
856 Tacitus, Annales, 3.24. Trans. Yardley. 
857 Tacitus, Annales, 3.13. Trans. Yardley. 
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centurion, a Roman citizen. [Piso] had corrupted the military discipline established by the 
deified Augustus and maintained by Ti. Caesar Augustus, not only by indulging the 
soldiers, [so that they would not] obey their superiors in accordance with our most 
venerable tradition...858 

It was the governor Piso who crucified citizens, not Tiberius, in this case, and it was received 

poorly by the population, the Senate, and Tiberius. The Senate convicted Piso of treason as an 

enemy of the state. The shame of the charge, regardless of the type of death Piso was to receive, 

fell to Piso’s family. His sons were even required to change their names, lose inheritance, and 

face exile.859 The entire family faced disgrace. The senatorial decree only indicates traditional 

punishment for Piso, not anything akin to crucifixion. He, however, evaded punishment through 

suicide. The statues of Piso, however, experienced WHIPC. They were dragged to the Gemonian 

Steps, an elite punishment seen in the Republic, possibly representing the anticipated treatment 

of Piso.860 

While Tiberius was against Piso crucifying Roman citizens, he also committed the same 

crime. In 19 CE, prior to the removal of Praetorian Prefect Sejanus, Tiberius crucified an 

equestrian, a freedwoman, and a priest of Isis.861 Later, the Roman emperor Caligula had a 

freedman crucified because he had supposedly witnessed Caligula’s murder of Tiberius.862 Under 

                                                 
858“The Senatus consultum de Cn. Pisone patre.” Trans. Damon, p. 23; cf. Suetonius, Tiberius, 52.3. 
859 In the hearing, one consul “held that Piso's name ought to be erased from the public register, half of his property 
confiscated, half given up to his son, Gnaeus Piso, who was to change his first name; that Marcus Piso, stript of his 
rank, with an allowance of five million sesterces, should be banished for ten years.” Tacitus, Annales, 3.17, trans. 
Church & Brodribb. 
860 Tacitus, Annales, 3.14. See also Cook, CMW, 183, 184. 
861 Josephus, Antiquities 18.79: “When Tiberius had examined the priests, attaining an accurate understanding, he 
crucified [ἀνεσταύρωσεν] both them and Ida.” Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 13, 22, 20. The female victim here 
disproves the common assumption that women were not crucified; I can think of no specific example in law or 
otherwise where women are specifically excluded. For other cases see Cook, “Crucifixion as Spectacle,” 94-96 
(discussing Justin Epit. 30.2.6-7 and AE 1971, 88 or the Lex Puteolana). Like slaves, women were generally passed 
to the paterfamilias for punishment but he could opt for crucifixion for either gender. For additional female 
crucifixions see also P.Oxy. 12.2339.25-26 (mid first cent.); Petronius, Satyricon, 113.2; Apuleius, Metamorphoses, 
6.31.1. 
862 Suetonius, Caligula, 12.2. Cook, “Roman Crucifixions: From the Second,” 15. 
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Emperor Claudius the executions escalated. One account has Claudius crucify Gaius Silius, a 

patrician and consul designate. Claudius’s wife had left him for Gaius Silius. Still, the illegality 

of WHIPC of a citizen of such position remained on the books while imperial custom 

digressed.863 By Nero’s reign, the trials like that of Piso and Verres for crucifying citizens were 

nowhere to be found. Florus, the procurator over Jerusalem, allowed his soldiers to crucify 

Jewish equestrians.864 By the time Galba was about to take the reins of power in 68 CE, the 

disregard for citizenship became rampant: 

He punished a guardian by crucifixion who had murdered his ward. …when he appealed 
to the laws and testified that he was a Roman citizen, Galba, as if he was going to lessen 
the punishment by some solace and honor, commanded that his cross be changed and that 
it be set up higher than others and whitewashed.865 

The guardian’s request, under law, for a proper judicial process indicates standard regulation 

against the crucifixion of citizens still existed, but the emperors and sometimes his governors 

were above the law, and status mattered little when the emperor observed treason against 

himself. The lines were blurred on who deserved crucifixion during the late first century. The 

ambiguity is due, at least in part, to the social churning and the instability within class structures. 

The punishment of crucifixion was set aside for the lowest social class and for elite members 

who had lost their station through perceived treason essentially received a status demotion. 

Treason became dependent on the emperors’ opinion.  

                                                 
863 The source for this is the ca. 400 C.E. scholiast to Juvenal’s book ten. Other accounts indicate beheading. Cook, 
“Roman Crucifixions: From the Second,” 16. Loeb translation by Susnna Morton Braund of Juvenal 10.345. 
indicates beheading: “you’ll have no choice but to offer your lovely white neck for execution” while the scholiast 
states “10.333 by Messalina’s eyes: while she watched. That is: before her eyes her lover is crucified.” Scholiast 
quote from Cook. Tacitus shares only Messalina’s death, Annales 11.26-38. 
864 “For Florus dared what no one before had done: he scourged men of the equestrian order before his tribunal and 
nailed them to the cross; even if they were of the Jewish people, their rank was Roman.” Josephus, Jewish Wars, 
2.306-308. Cook, “Roman Crucifixions,” 18.  
865 Suetonius, Galba, 9.1; this episode comes from Galba’s governorship of Spain, late in Nero’s reign. 
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With the emperor as the state, treason became any act or slander against him. Status and 

promotions became offerings via the whim of the emperor regardless of prior social status. 

Treason trials (or more readily, accusations) increased and WHIPC executions spread to the 

upper echelon. Two crucifixions ordered by Vespasian exemplify the correlation between 

WHIPC and the trifecta formed by the emperor, status, and maiestas. In both cases a freed slave 

became an equestrian and then was crucified showing class fluidity and disregard for class in 

terms of WHIPC. Vitellius (r. 69) freed a certain slave and subsequently made the slave an 

equestrian, only for him to be crucified under Vespasian.866 The churning of the social groups as 

well as the devaluing of status are evident. The second example is almost identical. Vitellius 

gave Asiaticus, another freedman, equestrian status. Vespasian also crucified Asiaticus.867  

Another category of treason cases ending in WHIPC of the elite befell Christians. 

Perpetua was from an upper-class family. Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, seems to have been from 

the local elite class, and he was certainly well educated. Tacitus says all who confessed 

Christianity in Rome under Nero, regardless of class, were publicly executed, many through 

crucifixion, crucibus adfixi.868 When conducting investigations, Pliny the Younger questions the 

extent of Christian punishment. Roman citizens he sent to Rome instead of implementing capital 

punishment himself.869 Pliny may have somewhat limited the investigations specifically because 

“for a great many individuals of every age and class, both men and women, are being brought to 

trial.”870 He seemed to be concerned about implementing capital punishment for treason based on 

                                                 
866 patibulo adfixus in isdem anulis quos acceptos a Vitellio gestabat. Tacitus, Histories, 4.3.2. Cook, “Roman 
Crucifixion,” 19. 
867 Cook, “Roman Crucifixion,” 20. 
868 Tac. Ann. 15.44. 
869 Pliny, Letters, 10.96. 
870 Pliny, Letters, 10.96.9. Trans. Radice, Loeb. 
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social class and gender himself. However, once tried and convicted of treason in Rome, these 

Christian citizens were likely stripped of their rank and subjected to WHIPC, if their experience 

mirrored first-century martyrdoms. 

Regarding the Roman use of WHIPC on aristocracy, there was clear precedent for 

execution of elite members via WHIPC for treason beginning with Sulla’s new use of 

proscriptions. There was a steady stream of cases trickling from the monarchy to an attempted 

revival of the barren-tree WHIPC under Julius Caesar. The sources, primarily written by the 

Roman senatorial class, vilify the emperors for using WHIPC on elite class members. Roman 

Emperors implemented WHIPC for power with three motivating reasons. First, WHIPC 

discredited the family line by degrading their social status. Second, the emperors conformed the 

use of WHIPC to their gain by eliminating all possible political competition. Third, emperors 

used the fear of WHIPC across class lines to seal their authority. The perfect storm fueled by 

political competition culminated in the trifecta (emperor, status, and maiestas) that facilitated the 

revival of WHIPC on the elite.  

WHIPC appears to have been administered uniformly across social class and gender in 

the ANE, Greece, and Rome, with a brief break during the period of the Roman Republic. It 

seems it was an anthropological development directly related to power and punishment. The 

most concentrated occurrences of WHIPC examples come from strong and powerful empires, 

especially Rome, Assyria, Persia, and New Kingdom Egypt, that dominated other cultures and 

made all but the emperors potential victims. While the outlines of the trend are observable, I am 

not prepared to say this was a certain trend. Empires produce more monumental architecture and 

a larger quantity of lasting documents. It may simply be a matter of more sources than a matter 

of increased practice. However, the trend exists.   
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CHAPTER 9 

LOCATION OF WHIPC 

Many accounts of the wheel, hanging, impaling, placarding, and crucifying specify where 

the exposure display occurred. This chapter explores the various locations and provides 

connections between the punishment, the deeds that earn WHIPC, and the location. The locations 

specifically named in WHIPC are the doorway of the house or in the center of the house; on the 

walls, gates, and towers of a besieged city; on the prow of a ship; on cliffs, hills, and bridges; and 

outside of and around the city limits.  

 

The House or Doorway  

Several deviant behaviors resulted in WHIPC at the house. The Hittites hanged certain 

traitors at the gates of their houses. The Hebrew Bible included WHIPC at a house or property, 

for treason and for obstructing the construction of the Second Temple. Robbers, if caught, were 

sometimes erected on a beam of the house they invaded. Prostitutes might be punished at the 

entrance of the brothel house. Men late for military service were erected at their house. Home 

builders overstepping borders were raised at the extended foundation. In all cases of house-

WHIPC the corpse became a warning to prevent others from committing the crime, and it 

marked the household with the crime. 

Deterring deviant behavior constitutes the main theme for WHIPC at the house. The 

Curse of Agade, from Ur III, previously mentioned, referenced prostitutes hanged at the entrance 

of the brothel in a poetic curse.871 As the quintessential liminal space dividing the domestic 

                                                 
871 The Curse of Agade. Possible date to Ur II or Old Babylonian period. Lines 222-244. The prostitute in the Agade 
Curse was a kar-kid, one of the female professions known from an occupation list from approximately 2400 BCE. 
Other female employment options included doctors, hair-stylists, scribes, and cooks. The Middle Babylonian period 
introduced new professions including midwife, nurse, sorcerer, and wet-nurse. Like the kar-kid, the Akkadian 
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sphere from the rest of the world, the entryway to the house held great significance for ancient 

cultures. Traditional ANE executions at the entrance of the house include stoning a daughter who 

engaged in a forbidden relationship while under her father’s household authority.  Deuteronomic 

law indicates that when a girl is found to be non-virginal in her father's house “they shall take the 

girl out to the entrance of her father's house, and the men of her town shall stone her and she 

shall die, for she did a shameful thing in Israel, playing the harlot in her father's house.”872 The 

family removed a daughter that engaged in forbidden sexual relations to the entranceway, in a 

sense exiled from her family’s house and proclaiming the shame brought on their house.873 She 

was removed from the protection of the house and left available to those outside of the house.874  

The Babylonians hanged robbers at the entrance of the violated house.875 WHIPC of the 

house robber constitutes the only one of two of the twenty-seven death sentences in 

Hammurapi’s Code that explicitly states the location of the execution.876 The other example of 

WHIPC at the doorway in Hammurapi’s code comes from code 227. “If a man has constrained 

the barber and he excises the slave’s mark so that he cannot be traced, they shall put that man to 

death and shall hang him at his (own) door.”877 These executions highlight the location as a form 

of ritual excommunication and warning. Later in Homeric Greece, Odysseus had the worst 

                                                 
harimtu, female tavern owner and prostitute, served in ritual prostitution at the entrance of the tavern. Lerner, “The 
Origin of Prostitution in Ancient Mesopotamia,” 245. 
872 Deuteronomy 22:13-14. 
873 For other examples on the significance of the threshold, note the origin of Passover; the entrance to the house was 
painted with lamb’s blood to protect those within the house. Exodus 12:1-13. For other examples see Exodus 21: 6;1 
Samuel 5:5; Ezekiel 45:19, 46:2. 
874 Fleishman, “The Delinquent Daughter,” 192, 204. 
875 Code of Hammurapi 21: summa awilum bitam iplus ina pani pilsim su’ ati idukkusuma i-ha-al-la-lu-su; Gelb et 
al., The Assyrian Dictionary, 330.  
876 Changfu, “Execution Spot in Mesopotamian Laws,” 131-132. The other mention of location is someone trying to 
market a slave for sale that cannot be sold. The person is "put to death, and buried in his house." Code of 
Hammurapi 272. 
877 Translation from Driver and Miles from Chapman and Schnabel, The Trial and Crucifixion, 327. 
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suitor, Melanthius, hoisted up on a beam in his house and his sexually promiscuous female 

slaves hanged along his gate. The ladies with crimes of sexual deviance get ushered out of the 

house and then killed. The suitors, especially Melanthius, had violated Greek hospitality 

protocol, but they may have also committed treason against Odysseus, the regional king 

(βασιλεύς).  

Two more cases of high treason earned WHIPC at the house, a Hittite decree and the 

story of a traitor’s execution in the court of a Persian official. A woman in the royal Hittite court 

began abusing her power. Her fate is unknown, but for any male who uttered her name, the king 

applied WHIPC. 

In the future let no one speak the Tawanna’s name… Let no one speak the names of her 
sons or her daughters. If any of the sons of Hatti speak them they shall cut his throat and 
hang him in his gate. If among my subjects anyone speaks their names he shall no longer 
be my subject. They shall cut his throat and hang him in his gate.878  

In the Mordecai-Haman struggle recorded in chapter 7 of the book of Esther, Haman made a 

WHIPC structure seventy-five feet high to inflict WHIPC on Mordecai at his, Haman’s, house. 

Once the Persian king released Mordecai from any guilt and proclaimed the guilt of Haman, the 

king had Haman executed on the structure at his own house. Haman had committed treason. The 

king punished him with WHIPC at his house, on the structure he built for Mordecai. Haman 

initially gained permission from the Persian ruler to hang Mordecai. However, Esther intervened, 

saving Mordecai’s life.  

The Hebrew Bible used the terms talah with ‘ets for Haman’s WHIPC, meaning that 

Haman hanged upon a beam or stake, though many Bible translations use the term “gallows,” 

                                                 
878 KBo 3.27; CTH 5 quoted from Bryce, The Kingdom of the Hittites, 98.  
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implying a traditional hanging, in fact the form of WHIPC used in the passage actually remains 

unclear:  

Then his [Haman’s] wife Zeresh and all his friends said to him, ‘Let a gallows [‘ets] fifty 
cubits high be made, and in the morning tell the king to have Mordecai hanged upon it; 
then go merrily with the king to the dinner.’ This counsel pleased Haman, and he had the 
gallows [‘ets] made. …Haman had just entered the outer court of the king's palace to 
speak to the king about having Mor'decai hanged [talah] on the gallows [‘ets] that he had 
prepared for him. …‘Moreover, the gallows [‘ets] which Haman has prepared for 
Mor'decai, whose word saved the king, is standing in Haman's house [bayith], fifty cubits 
high.’ And the king said, ‘Hang him on that.’ So they hanged [talah] Haman on the 
gallows [‘ets] which he had prepared for Mor'decai. Then the anger of the king abated.879 

Haman constructed the ‘ets, as a WHIPC device; therefore, the translation “tree” is inaccurate. 

The “gallows” was simply a beam of hewn wood. Haman constructed a stake in, on, or near his 

house. A structure fifty cubits tall, seventy-five feet or about twenty-three meters, would need a 

foundation to stabilize an upright position. With such a large height, the text’s ancient audience 

probably envisioned Haman sinking the stake into ground around the house instead of 

positioning it on the house.  

While the term bayith usually means house, it also translates as receptacle, temple, 

prison, place, or dungeon. However, the term generally denotes a sense of inside or within the 

structure. Haman harbored the large ‘ets, but not necessarily in his house. From this account, it 

also seems probable that the Persian king kept the power of execution. Haman needed the king to 

approve his request for Mordecai’s death, a spectacle intended as a public display because of the 

viewable distance of a seventy-five foot ‘ets. While scholars debate the historicity of the Esther 

story, the popularity of the story suggests the audience considered the execution scenes credible. 

Therefore, the description of Haman’s execution falls in this study as a grand spectacle of 

                                                 
879 Esther 5:7-14, 6:4, 7:9-10. 
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slaughter. The Midrash commentary on Esther also indicates criminals were erected at the place 

of the deed.880 

House WHIPC frequently represented the place of the crime. A Sennacherib law, 

preserved in Nineveh, stated that if a builder stretched the foundation of his house past the 

territory boundary into the royal road then they hanged the builder upon a stake above his own 

house.881 Another case of in-house WHIPC represented the punishment at the place of the crime. 

The Assyrian eighth-century king, Sargon II ordered in-house WHIPC for those late for military 

duty, even prefects. “Get together your prefects plus the horses of your cavalry collection points 

immediately! Whoever is late will be impaled in the middle of his house …Don’t delay; leave 

your business and come straight away!”882 Those facing WHIPC had presumably remained in 

their house instead of gathering for service. 

Around 400 BCE, the book of Ezra tells of another possible Persian example of 

crucifixion. Darius’s edict provided permission for the reconstruction of the Jewish temple that 

the Neo-Babylonian emperor, Nebuchadnezzar, demolished. The pronouncement threatened 

anyone who alters the edict or impeded construction with a punishment at his or her own home: 

Moreover I make a decree regarding what you shall do for these elders of the Jews for the 
rebuilding of this house of God; the cost is to be paid to these men in full and without 
delay from the royal revenue, the tribute of the province from Beyond the River. And 
whatever is needed …let that be given to them day by day without fail, that they may 
offer pleasing sacrifices to the God of heaven, and pray for the life of the king and his 
sons. Also I have made a decree, that whosoever shall alter this word, let timber [ָאע, 'a`, 
wood, tree or timber]  be pulled down from his house, and being set up [זְַקף, zĕqaph, can 
mean raise, lift-up, hang or impale], let him be hanged [ְמָחא, mĕcha', can mean hanged, 
struck, or killed] thereon, and his house shall be made a dunghill. May the God who has 
caused his name to dwell there overthrow any king or people that shall put forth a hand to 

                                                 
880 Esther Rabbah 3.14. 
881 Inscription from two stelae in Nineveh: Luckenbill, The Annals of Sennacherib, 153. 
882 Dezső, 36. Dezső quoted from Parpola’s translation of CT 53, 136. 
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alter this, or to destroy this house of God which is in Jerusalem. I Darius make a decree; 
let it be done with all diligence.’883 

The passage from Ezra, written in Aramaic, literally translates “let him be struck or smitten upon 

the beam.” Like the Haman account, the wood for the WHICP was made suitable for a house. 

The enforcers smote or struck the lawbreaker on the beam. The syntax of the passage eliminates 

the modern concept of hanging. They impaled or crucified the person obstructing the temple 

construction.   

 

On the Walls, Gates, and Towers 

 Heads and bodies posted around city walls, gates, and towers usually signified a military 

victory. Natalie May shows gates were a regular place of torture, execution, judgement, and 

punishment in the ancient world.884 In a military context, whether the victor placed the bodies 

around their own perimeter or the losers’ city depended on the culture and purpose. An account 

of WHIPC for treason comes from Barce, a city near the Greek polis of Cyrene in Libya. The 

Barcaeans had committed regicide, which prompted a local war. The Persian-ruled Egyptians 

assisted the Cyrene queen in her campaign against Barce.885 The queen put the bodies of the 

conspirators upon poles around the walls of her own city.   

Instead of covering their own walls, the Neo-Assyrians put WHIPC bodies around the 

walls and gates of the cities they had conquered. Assurbanipal had Egyptian rebels conspiring 

                                                 
883 Ezra 6:8-13. 
884 May, The Fabric of Cities, 100. The entire chapter by May “Gates and Their Function in Mesopotamia and 
Ancient Israel,” 77-105 in May and Steinert's The Fabric of Cities, gives a brief but important overview of the 
function and purpose of gates in the ancient world.  
885 Hdt. 4.202. “When the most guilty of the Barcaeans were handed over from the Persians to her, Pheretime 
suspended [άνεσκολόπισε] [them] around the wall. She cut the breasts of their women and stuck them too on the 
wall.” Also, Hdt. 4.162.1-164.3, 4.200-202; Polyaenus, Stratagems in War 8.47 (Pheretima). 
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against his rule put on stakes around the wall with their flayed skin posted on the wall.886 

Sennacherib had rebel bodies displayed on the watchtowers of the dissident city.887 The Lachish 

Relief of Sennacherib shows bodies of dead Judeans impaled in front of the enemy city of 

Lachish.888 

 
Figure 59:  Sargon II’s siege of Harhar shows men posted around the perimeter of the wall 
mid-battle. Drawing D.X.10 from Plate 8 from Botta's room 2, Wall 20.889 

Other examples of WHIPC at the walls, gates, and towers have the victors keep the 

corpse and display it at their own city. After decapitating the Assyrian general campaigning 

against Israel, Judith instructed the Israelites to post his head on her own city walls.890 The 

Philistines took the dead body of the Israel king, Saul, and his three sons. After decapitating 

                                                 
886 Assurbanipal, “The Campaigns to Egypt -Edition A,” Col 1.118.2 4 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 151-152. 
887 “Sennacherib’s Campaign to Judah,” lines 42-48 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 114. 
888 See Figure 35. Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 119. Image from Amin, “Siege of Lachish Reliefs at the British 
Museum,” Ancient History et Cetera, 2017.  http://etc.ancient.eu/photos/siege-lachish-reliefs-british-museum/.  For 
more on Tel Lachish see Ussishkin, “The 'Lachish Reliefs' and the City of Lachish,” 174-195. 
889 Guralnick, “New drawings of Khorsabad sculptures by Paul Émile Botta,” 23-56. Image from 
https://www.cairn.info/revue-d-assyriologie-2002-1-page-23.htm. For more details on the campaign see Chapter 4 
“Triumph over Urartu, 715-714 BC” in Melville, The Campaigns of Sargon II. 
890 Judith 14. 
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Saul, they fastened his body to the city wall of Beth-Shan (Beit She’an),891 their own Philistine 

city.892 They fixed the head of Saul in a temple to Dagon.893 When the victors kept the enemies 

on display in their own towns it seems to be as a trophy.  

 

On the Prow of a Ship or Bridge 

Egyptian pharaoh Amenhotep II (r. 1427 to 1401 BCE) brought bodies of his slain 

enemies back to Egypt to display at Thebes as a trophy along with the hands of the slaughtered 

enemy. Amenhotep II’s example shows another location of WHIPC, ships. He carried slain 

princes all the way from the region of Takhsi [in Mesopotamia] displayed upside down on the 

prow of his boat. From Mesopotamia he sailed the bodies back to Egypt where he put them on 

display permanently. He continued to Nubia where he hanged one of the Mesopotamian princes 

on the wall of the Nubian the city of Napta.894 The display on the boat symbolized triumph, 

                                                 
891 After centuries of Egyptian rule 1400-1100 BCE, the Philistines took control of the area. After the Philistine 
WHIPC of King Saul, David conquered the city merging it into the Kingdom of Israel. The Neo-Assyrians torched 
Beth-Shan, Beit She’an, in 732 BCE. Mazar, “Four Thousand Years of History at Tel Beth-Shean,” 62-76.   
892  1 Samuel 31:8-13 NASB: “It came about on the next day when the Philistines came to strip the slain, that they 
found Saul and his three sons fallen on Mount Gilboa. They cut off his head and stripped off his weapons, and sent 
them throughout the land of the Philistines, to carry the good news to the house of their idols and to the people. They 
put his weapons in the temple of Ashtaroth, and they fastened his body to the wall of Beth-shan. Now when the 
inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead heard what the Philistines had done to Saul, all the valiant men rose and walked all 
night, and took the body of Saul and the bodies of his sons from the wall of Beth-shan, and they came to Jabesh and 
burned them there. They took their bones and buried them under the tamarisk tree at Jabesh, and fasted seven days.” 
King David punished the wrongful murder of Saul’s heirs by showing their limbs in a public location within the city: 
2 Samuel 4:12-5:1. 
893 “It came about the next day, when the Philistines came to strip the slain, that they found Saul and his sons fallen 
on Mount Gilboa. So they stripped him and took his head and his armor and sent messengers around the land of the 
Philistines to carry the good news to their idols and to the people. They put his armor in the house of their gods and 
fastened his head in the house of Dagon.” 1 Chronicles 10:8-10 NASB. All of Saul's heirs may not have been killed, 
see 1 Sam. 31:6 and 2 Sam 4:4. There are contradictory accounts on this. Saul's body seems to have been retrieved 
for cremation or burial 1 Samuel 31:8–13; 1 Chronicles 10:12; 2 Samuel 21:12–14. 
894 Napta was the Nubian city closest to the fourth cataract, but from the text it is clear the corpse was displayed on 
the city wall, not the cataract. Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 313; Rainey, “Amenhotep II's Campaign to 
Takhsi,” 71-75. See Chapter 5 above for the quotation where the corpses were posted to the boats as the Egpytians 
sailed home to permanently erect their trophies.  
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clearly intended to invoke fear. His display in Thebes represented victory, while he utilized the 

Nubian display to impart a fear of rebellion in the Nubians.895 The view of the Takhsi prince 

upside-down on the boat reminded the Nubians of previous Egyptian conquests. Under the 

previous few pharaohs, the Egyptian military hero, Amose, son of Ebana, hanged Nubians 

upside-down on his boat as they brought the bodies back into Egypt.896 Eusebius, in the fourth 

century CE, notes a continued or revived use of Egyptian WHIPC involving the mast of a ship: 

“Some, even more brutally, were nailed in the opposite manner, head-downwards, and kept alive 

until they should perish of hunger on the mast.”897 The Greeks put Artayctes, a Persian general 

and tyrant, to death through WHIPC either on a hill or on the bridge of boats Xerxes built on the 

Hellespont in the early fifth century BCE: 

So they carried Artayctes away to the headland where Xerxes had bridged the strait (or, 
by another story, to the hill above the town of Madytus), and there nailed 
[προσπασσαλεύσαντες] him to boards [πρὸς σανίδας] and hanged [ἀνεκρέμασαν] him. 
As for his son, they stoned him to death before his father's eyes.898 
 

A Cliff or Hill  

As with WHIPC at the house, gates, and watchtowers, the Greeks purposefully chose the 

WHIPC site for Artayctes, either a hill or a bridge, for power and prevention. Likewise, a few 

examples of WHIPC on a cliff or hill exist. Orontes, a WHIPC example previously discussed, 

was erected on the “highest peak of mount Mycale.” Jesus was reportedly crucified at Golgotha, 

                                                 
895 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 313; Rainey, “Amenhotep II's Campaign to Takhsi,” 71-75.  
896 Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, 33. Amose’s inscription reads “His majesty sailed down-river, with all 
countries in his grasp, that wretched Nubian Troglodyte being hanged head downward at the [prow] of the ba[rge] of 
his majesty, and landed at Karnak.” Amose’s biography from Breasted, 34. 
897 Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, 8.8.1. See Cook, CMW, 8. 
898 Quote from Herodotus 9.120.4, trans. Godley. Herodotus 7.36 gives the account of Xerxes constructing the 
bridge. 
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which might have been a hill. (Only from the fourth-century CE on was Cavalry referred to as a 

hill or mountain.)899 The Athenians used the Areopagus cliff as a place of criminal trial and 

execution.900 Prometheus’s punishment was enacted on a cliff or hill.  

 

Outside of the City 

Accounts of WHIPC outside of the city, like on the city gates, walls, and towers, have 

two types. The first type of victors posted their enemies outside of the conquered city, largely 

seen with the Neo-Assyrians. The second type of WHIPC outside of the city comes by way of 

the Romans executing criminals outside of the sacred city boundary (pomerium) of their own 

city.901 Assyrian WHIPC outside of the city was essentially an extension of their display along 

walls and gates. They surrounded the cities they conquered with those they had slain or were 

slaying through WHIPC.  Assurnasirpal’s and Assurbanipal ’s statements mirror the wall and 

gate accounts. Assurnasirpal: “the soldiers whom I took alive I impaled on stakes close by their 

cities.”902  Assurbanipal: “I slaughtered the unsubmissive people of Acco; I hung their corpses 

on stakes around the city.”903 

The Roman purpose for WHIPC outside of the city boundary differed from the Neo-

Assyrians accounts. Though they did implement WHIPC within and without the cities they 

                                                 
899 Reilly, “Mount Calvary.” 
900 Allen, Why Plato Wrote, 200.  
901 Both the Assyrians and the Romans had both war captives and criminals displayed by WHIPC, but regarding the 
location outside of the city walls, there was a distinction. 
902 Annals of Assurnasirpal 3.84 (also known as AKA 372 iii 84). AKA is the abbreviated form of L. W. King, The 
Annals of the Kings of Assyria, I (London 1902). Transliteration: ina ziqipi ina … alanisunu u-za-qip.  
903 Assurbanipal, “The Late Campaign to Tyre, Edition A,” Col. 9.115-128 in Cogan, The Raging Torrent, 160. 
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conquered,904 the Romans executed and displayed their own domestic criminals outside of 

Rome’s borders, contrary to the ANE WHIPC at a house within the city. The Romans had some 

concern with displaying corpses, probably related to the restless spirits of the unburied and the 

purity of the city. The Romans confined WHIPC to certain zones outside their sacred boundary; 

for example, crucifixions often took place on the Campus Martius.905  Generally, they displayed 

the bodies outside of the pomerium, or in the case of war captives slaughtered at the mouth of the 

Tullianum prison, outside of the original pomerium that surrounded the Palatine hill. The city of 

Rome grew outside of the original boundary, but the sacred boundary remained fairly intact.906   

Many occasions of WHIPC happened in the Campus Martius, the area dedicated to the 

Roman god of war, Mars. In the third century BCE, twenty-five slaves were crucified [in crucem 

acti] there for conspiracy related to war.907  It was also there that Julius Caesar implemented 

WHIPC on two men because of military insurrection, using his influence to renew an archaic 

form of the October Horse sacrament.908 On Caesar’s orders, priests ritually killed the men by 

decapitation, their heads impaled and displayed like the October Horse victims.909  

                                                 
904 Again, in the third century, families of Jews who were crucified were expected, at least in Rabbinic tradition, to 
move away from the city, or to the opposite side of larger cities until the body had completely wasted away and the 
skeleton was no longer distinguishable as the person. Semahot 2.9, 2.11 (44b). (Semahot is a third-century CE 
Rabbinic text on mourning.) Translation from Cook, CMW, 332. 
905 Cook, CMW, 162, 428. Sometimes criminals were crucified where they committed the crime, though I doubt this 
was true within the pomerium, especially during the Republic. The jurist Callistratus gave an example of on-site 
crucifixion in Dig. 48.19.28.15, specifying roads outside of the pomerium. Cook, CMW, 482. For more on the 
pomerium, see Strabo, Geography, 5.3.8; Foust Ewin, “Campus Martius”; and Coarelli, Rome and Environs, 6, 261, 
264, 270, 274.  
906 In the fourth-century BCE the pomerium was extended; a few dictators (Sulla and Caesar) and emperors 
(Augustus, Claudius, Vespasian, and Hadrian) revised the boundary further; see Foust Ewin, “Pomerium.”; Cook, 
CMW, 428. 
907 Livy 22.33.1-2. Cook, CMW, 162. 
908 Puhvel, “Victimal Hierarchies in Indo-European Animal Sacrifice,” 335. Cassius Dio, 43.24.3-4. See Chapter 6 
for more on the October Horse. 
909 Cassius Dio, 43.24.3-4. 
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Figure 60: Map of Ancient Rome. The Wall of Servius was one of the earliest pomerium 
boundaries. Marked on the map are the Campus Martius and the Campus Esquiline.910 

WHIPC on the Campus Martius often punished military violations. Executions outside of 

military taboos happened on the plains of Mars. The traditional death of St. Peter, an upside-

down crucifixion, happened in the Circus of Nero, near the Campus Martius. Christians, charged 

with treason against the state, faced execution there. Regarding the location and death of 

Christians, Tacitus explained,  

Mockery of every sort was added to their deaths. Covered with the skins of beasts, they 
were torn by dogs and perished, or were nailed to crosses [crucibus adfixi],911 or were 
doomed to the flames and burnt, to serve as a nightly illumination, when daylight had 
expired. Nero offered his gardens for the spectacle, and was exhibiting a show in the 

                                                 
910 Smith, The Student's Manual of Ancient Geography, 536. Copied image from the public domain here: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c7/The_student%27s_manual_of_ancient_geography%2C_base
d_upon_the_Dictionary_of_Greek_and_Roman_geography_%281861%29_%2814768984432%29.jpg.  
911 The text has not included the word “nail,” though previously I have explained that those burned at the stake were 
sometimes nailed to a post. 
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circus, while he mingled with the people in the dress of a charioteer or stood aloft on a 
car.912 

Another popular WHIPC site outside of the sacred borders of Rome occurred at the Porta 

Esquilina. The adjacent Esquiline Campus was east of the pomerium while the Campus Martius 

was northwest of the perimeter between the pomerium and the Tiber River, northwest of the 

Capitol Hill. At the Porta Esquilina, Sulla entered Rome on his first march on the city, 88 

BCE.913 So too, the consuls executed Publius Marcius, an astrologer, at the Esquiline Gate in a 

manner called “the ancient custom” not further described by Tacitus.914 Perhaps Tacitus 

referenced the same old custom Cicero had mentioned in an argument against Caesar. As noted 

above, Julius Caesar attempted to resurrect the antiquated arbor infelix penalty for treason as an 

option in the trial of Rabirius in 63 BCE. Cicero considered the punishment too antiquated and 

barbaric to practice on an elderly Roman senator. The barren or infertile tree execution was old 

and religiously charged.915 Conceivably, Emperor Claudius perpetuated the ancient practice as 

well. Those who falsely claimed Roman citizenship or freedom he percussit-- “slew, pierced, or 

transfixed”-- on the Esquiline Campus.916  

The locations of WHIPC follow the three primary functions of recording and 

implementing WHIPC: power, punishment, and religion. The house, city-gates, bridges, and 

boats acted like billboards broadcasting the severity of punishment for those who crossed the 

ruler. These acted as a warning to prevent future rebellion or disobedience. WHIPC locations 

                                                 
912 Tac. Annales, 15.44. Trans. Church, Brodribb, and Hadas. 
913 Richardson, A New Topographical Dictionary of Ancient Rome, 164; App. BC, 1.7.58.  
914 Tacitus, Annales, 2.32. 
915 Cicero, Pro Rabirio, 5.9-17; Hengel, Crucifixion, 41-43. For other possible interpretations of Tacitus’ remark, 
compare Suet. Claud. 34, Nero 49, Dom. 11.2; Livy 1.26.6. 
916 Suet, Claudius. 25.3: ciuitatem R. usurpantes in campo Esquilino securi percussit. 
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outside of the house and city border physically represented the member being exiled from the 

household or community. Not only do the punishment locations act as announcements and 

symbolic exile, they also hold religious significance. The Romans, for example, banned WHIPC 

within the pomerium for religious reasons. They feared the restless spirits and refused to 

religiously pollute their city. So too, it may be argued that the removal of the non-virginal 

daughter from the Israelite house was religious, removing the sin from the house. Nonetheless, 

when specified, the location of WHIPC seems to be chosen for a specific reason. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation has answered old questions, raised new ones, and challenged 

generalizations about crucifixion. Additionally, the above chapters have brought the Ancient 

Near East fully into the scholarship of crucifixion.  Several important conclusions about WHIPC 

should be abundantly clear at the culmination of this dissertation. First, neither the Persians nor 

the Romans invented crucifixion or similar WHIPC punishments, which almost certainly pre-

dated written records. Second, crucifixion was certainly not unique to the execution of Jesus. 

Third, the nature, purpose, and implementation of WHIPC were not standard as evident by a 

great deal of chronological, geographical, and cultural variation. Fourth, WHIPC was not only 

used in military contexts, nor was it only used on the lower classes. Fifth, even women could not 

avoid WHIPC. Sixth, WHIPC was not only used for executions. Sometimes the already slain 

were displayed. Seventh, Displaying the body or body parts of an enemy was done for power, 

punishment, and religious motives. Eighth, the cause of death, when death was intended, was not 

necessarily asphyxiation.  

The first chapter covered the historiography and methodological approaches to the study 

of crucifixion including four anthropological approaches: theology, art, archaeology, and 

forensics; and four methods used in history: sourcebooks, linguistic analysis, political science, 

and digital humanities. I have endeavored to use all possible resources to bring the Ancient Near 

Eastern practice of WHIPC into the debate of ancient crucifixion, constructing a wig-wam of 

pieced-together sources in order to draw conclusions about who was crucified, when, how, 

where, and why. To do this I considered the previous definitions of crucifixion from Jerome, 

Lipsius, Hengel, Kuhn, Samuelsson, Chapman, and J. G. Cook. This chapter introduces the 
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novice to the topic and scholarship on crucifixion. Here I have made new arguments in the area 

of art history, that the Santa Sabina door panel does not depict Jesus crucified.  

The debate of WHIPC terminology, definitions, and etymology has been in play since the 

first century CE. In Chapter 2 I discuss definitions of WHIPC. While Greek and Roman WHIPC 

terms were used interchangeably, early church fathers, early modern scholars, and modern 

academics have all endeavored to sort out their use. I propose that the definition of crucifixion 

for the pre-Christian Romans and those cultures pre-dating the Romans must be general. While 

the modern English terms are specific, the ancient terms were not. Therefore, I use the acronym 

WHIPC. I define these ancient tortures including crucifixion, and all WHIPC, as an exposure of 

a body via affixing, by any means, to a structure, wooden or otherwise, for public display. In 

Chapter 3, I investigate etymology of Indo-European and Afro-Asiatic WHIPC terms. There, the 

most significant pattern that emerged was a consistent use of the preposition “upon” with 

“wood” or “stake.” I have discovered a trend to create compound words for the practice of 

WHIPC as the culture seems to increasingly implement, or at least discuss, WHIPC. I noticed the 

Neo-Assyrians created a standard word formula “upon wood,” while the Persians used a 

compound preposition and noun uzmayapatiy.  The Greeks began to contract “upon” with 

“stake,” “pole,” and “hang.” Early Christians created a new compound term for the execution of 

Jesus eschewing patibulum, instead combined crux with figo.  I have further proposed a new 

etymology for the Linear B paketere, suggesting that there may have been a compound with 

Proto-Indo-European pa- and the New Kingdom Egyptian khet. I note this is similar to the Latin 

patibulum, which I suggest is also a compound pa-tibulus. 

Chapters 4 through 6 unravel the purpose of WHIPC. Chapter 4 dealt with the purpose of 

WHIPC in written and visual records, including mythological material. For the purpose of 
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spurring further debate, I have created a model for the functions of WHIPC. I show that WHIPC 

records, written and visual, were kept for three primary functions: to advertise power, to punish 

and deter, and to perform magical rituals or fulfill religious obligations. I further continue that 

the physical implementation of the WHIPC followed these three functions. Manifestations of the 

three functions comes through WHIPC trophies, entertainments, propaganda, political 

commentary, executions, corrective torture, behavior modification or prevention, donative 

sacrifices, scapegoat offerings, curses, and healing rituals. Through the Greek mythological 

examples of Prometheus, Ixion, Tityos, and Marsyas I have shown how the Greeks used WHIPC 

for the three primary functions. I have further proved that mythological stories were altered as 

the Greek and Roman cultures debated capital punishment and variations in implementation of 

WHIPC. They used mythology to debate WHIPC, and the use and arguments changed over time. 

By looking at monuments, temples, and tombs I put forth evidence that those three functions 

fueled the creation of WHIPC artifacts. In Chapter 4 I also look at the Egyptian djed and the 

caduceus in various cultures. I have found that these WHIPC symbols were used for healing 

powers, showing that one of the purposes for depicting WHIPC images was magical. 

Chapter 5 looks at the purpose of WHIPC in war, more precisely, the use of human parts 

and human replicas to create victory trophies. WHIPC was consistently used to form temporary 

and permanent war trophies of both the living and the dead, which is contrary to earlier 

arguments that human trophies were only meant for temporary trophies. WHIPC victims, I have 

shown, were apotropaic, meaning they were used to turn away evil, and their body parts were 

coveted for magical rituals. To my knowledge, the idea of WHIPC bodies as icons that turn away 

evils spirits has not been previously suggested. These human trophies were also used for the 

three primary functions of power, punishment, and religion.   
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Chapter 6 considers the purpose of WHIPC in religious ceremonies, specifically human 

and animal sacrifice via WHIPC. Outside of the crucifixion of Jesus, previous scholars have not 

looked at the religious element of WHIPC in human sacrifice. I have shown that it existed and it 

was a cross-cultural phenomenon used in the ANE and Greco-Roman cultures regardless of 

Semitic or Indo-European cultural background. Human sacrificed often happened through 

WHIPC. The Hittites, worshipers of Inanna and Ishtar, the Assyrians, the Israelites, the Greeks, 

and the Romans all used WHIPC as a sacrificial execution. 

Chapter 7 through Chapter 9 consider who was a victim of WHIPC, where WHIPC 

happened, how the body was treated, and why the body was crucified and, in most cases, 

unburied. In Chapter 7, I reveal a common feature of nudity in correlation with WHIPC that also 

transcends the Mediterranean cultures. Nudity was used as a religious symbol and as a shaming 

mechanism, playing into the three primary functions I propose for WHIPC. Regarding the 

treatment of the body I considered several case examples and cultural contexts for nudity and 

bone-breaking as they often accompanied WHIPC. I add to the theories of the cause of death 

with WHIPC. Instead of asphyxiation, I have noted being eaten alive, especially by birds, 

bleeding to death, dying from torture, being burned to death, being mauled to death, perhaps 

being buried alive, dehydration, and starvation are commonly overlooked factors. The causes of 

death range drastically.  

Further adding to the historiography of WHIPC I show that WHIPC often forbade burial, 

an additional and eternal punishment. Frequently, the remains of WHIPC sufferers were exposed 

until they decayed, but on some occasions burial was legally mandated, stealthily obtained, or 

graciously allowed. In the frequent instances where burial was forbidden a second penalty, 

played out in the afterlife, was intended. I conclude that non-burial usually had the intent of 
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ruining the victim’s afterlife, which would have had a considerable deterrent effect in most 

ancient belief systems.  

In Chapter 8 I have oppose some common assumptions about who was subjected to 

WHIPC showing that all levels of society and both genders experienced WHIPC. I have tracked 

the transition of WHIPC punishments on the elite in the Roman World. A consistent trend is that 

the use of WHIPC increased as empires formed and expanded. The bulk of WHIPC cases in the 

Roman world come from the Empire, the majority of ANE examples come from the Assyrian’s 

Imperial height, the substantial examples of Egyptian WHIPC play out in the New Kingdom as 

they lost their isolationist tendencies and extended their power over Nubia and the Levant. This 

trend highlights the functions of power and punishment. Correlation does not always imply 

causality. Perhaps the correlation between empire building and the increased use of WHIPC 

exists because there are additional written and archaeological sources from which to pull 

examples. In any case, the correlation exists.  

Most WHIPC case examples were enacted on enemy soldiers and on male criminals 

WHIPC of women in the ANE, except for high treason, occurred because of infidelity, 

prostitution, abortion, or disregarding authority. This parallels the general role of women in 

society as the faithful wife and mother. The Greek and Roman examples, outside of treason, 

seem to follow this pattern as well. To be sure, high treason committed by either gender in all of 

the cultures of this study were prime candidates for WHIPC.  

Chapter 9 looks at the location of WHIPC. The pattern I found was that when not 

implemented at the location of the crime, WHIPC often occurred in liminal spaces like the 

doorway, cliffs, mountains, and city walls. I have noticed that WHIPC often represents a liminal 

state wherein the victim died slowly over hours or weeks. The victims being executed were in a 
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liminal state between life and death. There is more research to be done on the victim of a liminal 

life state being put in a liminal space. Certainly, the malicious spirits, who would come to being 

as a result of WHIPC non-burial, were often believed to reside in liminal areas. Further research 

needs to be done on the matter of liminality and WHIPC now that I have found a correlation.  

WHIPC appears to be a human behavior of which no Mediterranean or Mesopotamian 

culture was devoid. The practice of crucifixion and similar punishments still occur today, 

unfortunately. The continuity of the practice reveals a long-standing anthropological thread of 

brutality woven throughout human history, regardless of time and culture. 
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APPENDIX A 

DATA AGGREGATION
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*Pulled from the 77 main WHIPC examples used in this dissertation, most of which came from 
the Assyrians, Jews, Greeks, and Romans. 
 
I. Specific trends emerge by culture noted by the most common words used in the WHIPC 
passages:  
 
This section is ordered by the following: Number of Examples, Culture, Most Frequent Terms 
followed by parenthetical number of times the term was used. I have included the Voyant Tool 
N-GRAMS for some of the more fascinating correlations. 
 
20 Assyrian,  stakes (19); impaled (13); soldiers (11); city (10); gate (6); alive (6); cut (6); skins 
(6); flayed (6); men (6)  
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11 Greek   
feet (4); hanged (3); pillar (3); father (3); son (3) 
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10 Jewish 
hanged (14); Israel (10); gallows (7); king (7); said (7); death (6); man (6); day (5); Lord (5); 
people (5); trees (5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
18 Roman 
crucified (7); cross (6); slaves (6); punished (5); punishment (5);  
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II. Victim station and occupation in the 78 direct WHIPC quotes from this work 
12 unknown 
17 soldier 
9 king 
7 official 
6 god (goddess) 

6 slave 
5 mother-wife 
4 priest 
3 prince 
3 shepherds 

2 foreigners 
2 princess 
4 other 

  

rebellion
23%

war enemy
18%

disobeying
14%

religious violation
10%

unknown
10%

sexual violation
5%

suicide
5%

apotropaic or substitution
4%

usurper
4%

abortion
3%

conspiracy
3%

bribe
1%

WHO EXPERIENCED WHIPC
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III. Reasons for implementing WHIPC 
17 rebellion 
13 war enemy 
10 disobeying 
7 religious violation 
7 unknown 
4 sexual violation 

4 suicide 
3 apotropaic or substitution 
3 usurper 
2 abortion 
2 conspiracy 
1 bribe

   

rebellion
23%

war enemy
18%

disobeying
14%

religious violation
10%

unknown
10%

sexual violation
5%

suicide
5%

apotropaic or substitution
4%

usurper
4%

abortion
3%

conspiracy
3%

bribe
1%

WHO EXPERIENCED WHIPC
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IV. Was the victim dead or alive? 
37 unknown 49% 
28 alive 37% 
11 dead 14%
  

unknown alive dead
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V. WHIPC victim gender 
male 69% 
female 19% 
unknown 12% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

male female unknown
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

mother unknown abortion alive female unknown unknown unburied 

If a woman of her own accord drop that which is in 
her, they shall prosecute her, they shall convict her, 
they shall crucify her, they shall not bury her. If she 

die from dropping that which is in her, they shall 
crucify her [literally put on a stake], they shall not 

bury her 

mother unknown abortion alive female unknown unknown unburied 

If a woman aborts her own unborn child, and she has 
been charged and convicted, she is to be impaled 

and not buried. If she died during the abortion, she is 
(still) to be impaled and not buried. 

soldier unknown rebellion alive male gates unknown unburied 

600 of their warriors I put to the sword and 
decapitated; 400 I took alive; 3,000 captives I 

brought forth; …I sent; heaps of the heads close by 
his great gate I piled; the living soldiers I put on 

stakes at the gates of the town; … soldiers alive I 
caught; some I impaled on stakes; of others the eyes 

I put out: the remainder I carried off to Assur…. 

soldier unknown rebellion alive male unknown yes unknown 

I went after them in pursuit; 1,000 of their warriors I 
left in the rugged hills; their corpses on a hill I piled 

up; with their bodies the tangled hollows of the 
mountains I filled; I captured 200 soldiers and cut off 

their hands; their spoil I carried away; their oxen, 
their sheep... the city Zibate of Zuhi, cities on the 
other side of the Euphrates in the land of Laqai I 

overthrew, devastated and burned with fire; their 
crops I seized 460 soldiers their fighting men by (my) 

weapons I destroyed; I took 20 alive and impaled 
them on stakes. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

soldier soldiers war enemy alive male unknown unknown unknown 

… cities on the other side of the Euphrates in the 
land of Laqai I overthrew, devastated and burned 

with fire; their crops I seized 460 soldiers their 
fighting men by (my) weapons I destroyed; I took 20 

alive and impaled them on stakes. 

king king rebellion dead male wall unknown unknown 

They seized these kings and put their hands and feet 
in iron fetters and cuffs. … No one among them 

escaped. They hung their corpses from stakes; they 
flayed their skin and covered the city wall with them. 

soldier unknown rebellion dead male unknown unknown unknown 
…the fighting men of the foe who had been 

captured, those who had not submitted to my yoke, I 
slew by the sword and bound on stakes. 

soldier soldiers rebellion dead male wall unknown unknown 
…the warriors of Hirimme, wicked enemies, I cut 

down with the sword. No one escaped. Their corpses 
I hung on stakes, surrounding the city  

soldier soldiers rebellion dead male wall yes unburied 

Aziel as my lieutenant over them I placed; a trophy 
along the length of the great gate I erected: the 

rebellious nobles who had revolted against me and 
whose skins I had stripped off, I made into a trophy: 
some in the middle of the pile I left to decay; some 
on the top of the pile on stakes I impaled; some by 

the side of the pile I placed in order on stakes; many 
within view of my land I flayed; their skins on the 

walls I arranged; of the officers of the King's officer, 
rebels, the limbs I cut off; I brought Ahiyababa to 
Nineveh; I flayed him and fastened his skin to the 

wall; laws and edicts over Lakie I established. 

unknown unknown rebellion dead male wall unknown unknown 
…Their corpses they hung up on stakes. [With their] 
skins [which] they stripped off they covered the wall 

of the city. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

unknown unknown apotropaic -
substitution unknown male unknown unknown unknown 

As [regards the su]bstitute king about whom [the 
king, my lord, wrote to me]: “Let him sit for a 100 
days; [after] he has completed the 100 days, [he 
should go to his fate.]” … altogether three [men] 

have been sha[ved] and impaled by the priest 
Ahhisa. 

soldier soldiers disobeying  unknown male in or on the 
house unknown unknown 

Get together your prefects plus the horses of your 
cavalry collection points immediately! Whoever is 

late will be impaled in the middle of his house 
…Don’t delay; leave your business and come straight 

away! 

king king rebellion unknown male gates unknown unknown I impaled …their king, before the gate of his city and 
exposed him to the gaze of his countrymen. 

official nobles rebellion unknown male city unknown unknown 

I drew near to Ekron and slew the governors and 
nobles who had committed sin (that is, rebelled), and 

hung their bodies on stakes around the city. The 
citizens who sinned and treated (Assyria) lightly, I 

counted as spoil. 

royal court 
official soldiers rebellion unknown male unknown yes unknown 

…some upon the pillar on stakes I impaled, and 
others I fixed to stakes round about the pillar; many 

within the border of my own land I flayed, and I 
spread their skins upon the walls; and I cut off the 

limbs of the high officers, and the high royal officers 
who had rebelled. 

soldier unknown rebellion unknown male unknown unknown unknown 
… the children of 'Surri together with the soldiers, 

the rebels, (whom) they had taken they delivered to 
me. I fixed those soldiers on stakes. 

soldier unknown rebellion unknown male gates unknown unknown …I impaled 700 men on stakes in front of their city 
gate. 

soldier soldiers war enemy unknown male city unknown unknown The soldiers whom I took alive I impaled on stakes 
close by their cities.  
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

soldier soldiers war enemy unknown male gates unknown unknown 

…and prowess of my warriors; like the rush of birds 
coming upon them, the city I captured; 800 of their 

soldiers by my arms I destroyed; their heads I cut off; 
many soldiers I captured in hand alive; their 

populace in the flames I burned; their spoil I carried 
off in abundance; a trophy of the living and of heads 

about his great gate I built; 700 soldiers I there 
impaled on stakes; the city I overthrew, razed, and 

reduced to a heap of ruins all round; their boys, their 
maidens, I dishonored; the city of Kukunu facing the 
mountains of Matni I captured; 700 of their fighting 

men I smote down with my weapons. 

official nobles war enemy dead  male   wall yes unknown 

A trophy along the length of the great gate I erected: 
the rebellious nobles who had revolted against me 

and whose skins I had stripped off, I made into a 
trophy: some in the middle of the pile I left to decay; 

some on the top of the pile on stakes I crucified; 
some by the side of the pile I placed in order on 

stakes; many within view of my land  I flayed; their 
skins on the walls I arranged; of the officers of the 

King's officer [sic], rebels, the limbs I cut off; I 
brought Ahiyababa to Nineveh; I flayed him and fixed 

his skin to the wall... 

wife unknown murder unknown female unknown unknown unknown 
If a woman bring about the death of her husband for 

the sake of another man, they shall put her on a 
stake 

princes princes rebellion unknown male unknown unknown unknown Princes [sar],  are hung up [talah] by their hands; no 
respect is shown to the elders 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

unknown unknown religious 
violation alive female arena unknown n/a 

Though their [the martyrs of Lyons] spirits endured 
much throughout the long contests, they were in the 

end sacrificed, after being made all the day long a 
spectacle to the world to replace the varied 

entertainment of the gladiatorial combat. Blandina 
was hung on a post [ἐπὶ ξύλου κρεμασθεῖσα] and 
exposed as bait for the wild animals that were let 

loose on her. She seemed to hang there in the form 
of a cross [σταυροῦ σχήματι κρεμαμένη]… But none 

of the animals had touched her, and so she was 
taken down from the post and brought back to the 

prison to be preserved for another ordeal. 

carpenter lower class usurper alive male 
hill, 

mountain, 
cliff 

no buried  

And we are witnesses of all things which he did both 
in the land of the Jews, and in Jerusalem; whom they 

slew and hanged on a tree... And when they had 
fulfilled all that was written of him [Jesus], they took 
him down from the tree, and laid him in a sepulcher. 

foreigner unknown breaking oath alive male unknown yes unknown may I be mutilated in nose and ears and placed on 
the stake 

princes princes war enemy dead male wall and 
boat unknown unburied 

When his majesty returned in joy of heart to his 
father Amon, it was after he had slain with his own 
mace the seven princes who were in the region of 

Takhsi, they being hung upside down on the prow of 
his majesty's Falcon Boat .... Afterwards (the king) 

hung six of these wretched men before the rampart 
of Thebes along with the hands (amputated from the 
other slain enemies). Then (the king) transported the 
other wretched one to Nubia that he be hanged on 

the wall of Napata to demonstrate the victories of his 
majesty for ever and ever. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

princes princes apotropaic -
substitution unknown male 

hill, 
mountain, 

cliff 
unknown unknown 

Then he [David] gave them [Saul’s heirs] into the 
hands of the Gibeonites, and they hanged them in 

the mountain before the LORD, so that the seven of 
them fell together; and they were put to death in the 

first days of harvest at the beginning of barley 
harvest. And Rizpah the daughter of Aiah took 

sackcloth and spread it for herself on the rock, from 
the beginning of harvest until it rained on them from 
the sky; and she allowed neither the birds of the sky 
to rest on them by day nor the beasts of the field by 

night. 

god god unknown alive female mid-air no unburied 

Do you not remember how once upon a time I had 
you hanged [ἐκρέμω]? I fastened two anvils on to 
your feet, and bound your hands in a chain of gold 
which none might break, and you hung in mid-air 

among the clouds. 

god god disobeying  alive male 
hill, 

mountain, 
cliff 

no unburied He bound wily Prometheus with painful interlocking 
chains driven through the pillar center. 

god god sexual 
violation alive male 

hill, 
mountain, 

cliff 
no unburied 

Hephaestus, yours is the charge to observe the 
mandates laid upon you by the Father—to clamp this 
miscreant upon the high craggy rocks in shackles of 

binding adamant that cannot be broken. 

god god sexual 
violation alive male Underworld no unburied 

. The hands of Zeus set it as a trap for him, a 
beautiful misery. Ixion brought upon himself the 

four-spoked fetter, his own ruin. He fell into 
inescapable bonds, and received the message that 

warns the whole world. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

goatherd noble  disobeying  alive male in or on the 
house yes unknown 

bend behind him his feet and his arms above him, 
and throw him into the store-room, and bind 

[ἐκδῆσαι] his back behind boards [σανίδας]; then 
make a twined rope tight on his body, and drag him 

up the pillar [κίων], until you take him near the 
weight-bearing beams [δοκοῖσιν], so he may remain 

alive, and suffer grievous torment. 

soldier leaders war enemy unknown male 
hill, 

mountain, 
cliff 

unknown unknown 

So they carried Artayctes away to the headland 
where Xerxes had bridged the strait (or, by another 
story, to the hill above the town of Madytus), and 

there nailed [προσπασσαλεύσαντες] him to boards 
[πρὸς σανίδας] and hanged [ἀνεκρέμασαν] him. As 

for his son, they stoned him to death before his 
father's eyes. 

foreigner unknown conspiracy unknown both wall yes unknown 

When the most guilty of the Barcaeans were handed 
over from the Persians to her, Pheretime suspended 
[άνεσκολόπισε] [them] around the wall. She cut the 
breasts of their women and stuck them too on the 

wall. 

slave slave sexual 
violation alive female in or on the 

house unknown unknown 

So he spoke, and tied the cable of a dark-prowed 
ship to a great pillar and flung it round the dome, 

stretching it on high that none might reach the 
ground with her feet. And as when long-winged 
thrushes or doves fall into a snare that is set in a 

thicket, as they seek to reach their resting-place, and 
hateful is the bed that gives them welcome, even so 
the women held their heads in a row, and round the 

necks of all nooses were laid, that they might die 
most piteously. And they writhed a little while with 

their feet, but not long. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

princess princess suicide alive female unknown unknown unknown 

Diomedes, after the destruction of Troy, was cast by 
stress of weather upon the coast of Libya, where 

Lycus the son of Mars was king, whose custom it was 
to sacrifice all strangers to his father; but his 

daughter Callirrhoe falling in love with Diomede, 
betrayed her father and set Diomede at liberty; who 

presently went his way without any regard to his 
benefactress, and Callirrhoe hanged herself upon it. 

princesses princesses suicide alive female unknown unknown unknown that we may die with a noosed branch 

god god sexual 
violation alive male Underworld no unburied 

I saw Tityos too, son of the mighty Goddess Earth—
sprawling there on the ground, spread over nine 

acres. 

shepherd lower class religious 
violation unknown male unknown no unknown 

Apollo turned his lyre upside down in the 
competition and bade Marsyas do the same. But 

Marsyas could not, so Apollo was judged the victor 
and dispatched Marsyas by hanging him on a tall 

pine tree and stripping off his skin. 

unknown unknown conspiracy dead unknown gates unknown unknown 

In the future let no one speak the Tawanna’s name… 
Let no one speak the names of her sons or her 

daughters. If any of the sons of Hatti speak them 
they shall cut his throat and hang him in his gate. If 
among my subjects anyone speaks their names he 

shall no longer be my subject. They shall cut his 
throat and hang him in his gate. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

mother 
and priests subjects religious 

violation alive both unknown yes unknown 

They every day underwent great miseries and bitter 
torments; for they were whipped with rods, and 

their bodies were torn to pieces, and were crucified 
[ἀνεσταυροῦντο, literally upon a stake, which is the 
New Testament term used for Christ’s crucifixion], 
while they were still alive, and breathed. They also 
strangled those women and their sons whom they 

had circumcised, as the king had appointed, hanging 
[ἀπῆγχον, choking, hanging, throttling] their sons 
about their necks as they were upon the stakes 

[ἀνεσταυρωμένων]. And if there were any sacred 
book of the law found, it was destroyed, and those 

with whom they were found miserably perished also. 

unknown unknown unknown dead both unknown unknown unknown 

All who are stoned are hanged, according to Rabbi 
Eliezer. But the Sages say, the only [offenders] who 
are hanged are the blasphemer and the idolater. A 

man is hanged with his face toward the people, and a 
woman with her face toward the gallows, according 
to Rabbi Eliezer. But the Sages say, a man is hanged, 

but a woman is not hanged.  Rabbi Eliezer said to 
them, Did Shimon ben Shetach not hang women in 

Ashkelon?  They said to him, he hanged eighty 
women, and we do not [even] judge two [capital 

cases] in one day! 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

official leaders religious 
violation unknown both in the sun unknown unknown 

So Israel yoked himself to Ba'al of Pe'or. And the 
anger of the LORD was kindled against Israel; and the 

LORD said to Moses, ‘Take all the chiefs [ ro’sh, 
which  could be translated as “leaders” or “chiefs,” 

or as the physical heads] of the people, and hang [יַָקע 
yâqaʻ]  them in the sun before the LORD, that the 

fierce anger of the LORD may turn away from Israel.’ 
And Moses said to the judges of Israel, ‘Every one of 

you slay his men who have yoked themselves to Ba'al 
of Pe'or.’ And behold, one of the people of Israel 

came and brought a Mid'ianite woman to his family, 
in the sight of Moses and in the sight of the whole 

congregation of the people of Israel, while they were 
weeping at the door of the tent of meeting. When 

Phin'ehas the son of Elea'zar, son of Aaron the priest, 
saw it, he rose and left the congregation, and took a 

spear in his hand and went after the man of Israel 
into the inner room, and pierced both of them, the 

man of Israel and the woman, through her body. 
Thus the plague was stayed from the people of 

Israel. 

mother 
and priests subjects religious 

violation unknown both unknown unknown unknown 

Women who had had their children circumcised 
were put to death according to the edict with their 
babies hung [κρεμάω] round their necks, and the 
members of their household and those who had 
performed the circumcision were executed with 

them. Yet there were many in Israel who stood firm 
and found the courage to refuse unclean food. They 
chose death rather than contamination by such fare 
or profanation of the holy covenant, and they were 

executed. 
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occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

king king tyrant alive male unknown no yes 

He hanged the king of Ai on a tree until evening; and 
at sunset Joshua gave command and they took his 

body down from the tree and threw it at the 
entrance of the city gate, and raised over it a great 

heap of stones that stands to this day…. So afterward 
Joshua struck them [those who hanged Ai] and put 
them to death, and he hanged them on five trees; 

and they hung on the trees until evening 

soldier soldiers war enemy alive male wall unknown n/a 

I saw many captives crucified [ἀνεσταυρωμένους], 
and remembered three of them as my former 

acquaintance. I was very sorry at this in my mind, 
and went with tears in my eyes to Titus, and told him 
of them; so he immediately commanded them to be 
taken down, and to have the greatest care taken of 

them, in order to their recovery; yet two of them 
died under the physician's hands, while the third 

recovered.  

unknown unknown breaking law both male unknown unknown buried 

And if a man has committed a crime punishable by 
death and he is put to death, and you hang [talah, 

Septuagint κρεμάσητε, Vulgate adpensus fuerit] him 
on a tree [’ets, Septuagint ἐπὶ ξύλου, Vulgate in 
patibulo, but the following line used lignum], his 

body shall not remain all night upon the tree, but you 
shall bury him the same day, for a hanged man is 

accursed by God; you shall not defile your land which 
the LORD your God gives you for an inheritance. 

royal court 
official noble disobeying  unknown male unknown unknown unknown 

After this Pharaoh will take your head off and 
suspend you on a cross and vultures will tear your 

flesh …he hanged on a patibulum as it was 
demonstrated a interpretation. 
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occupation 

or 
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victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
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or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

royal court 
official noble disobeying  unknown male in or on the 

house unknown unknown 

And Zosara his wife and his friends said to him, Let 
there be a gallows [ξύλον, literally “beam” or 

“timber”] made for thee of fifty cubits, and in the 
morning do thou speak to the king, and let 

Mardochaeus be hanged on the gallows 
[κρεμασθήτω Μαρδοχαῖος ἐπὶ τοῦ ξύλου]: but do 
thou go in to the feast with the king, and be merry. 

And the saying pleased Aman, and the gallows 
[ξύλον] was prepared. …And Bugathan, one of the 
chamberlains, said to the king, Behold, Aman has 
also prepared a gallows [ξύλον] for Mardochaeus, 

who spoke concerning the king, and a gallows of fifty 
cubits high has been set up in the premises of Aman. 
And the king said, Let him be hanged [σταυρωθήτω, 
a better translation would be “staked”] thereon. So 

Aman was hanged [ἐκρεμάσθη] on the gallows 
[ξύλον] that had been prepared for Mardochaeus: 

and then the king’s wrath was appeased. 

king king war enemy unknown male unknown unknown buried 

…Joshua smote them and put them to death, and he 
hung [talah] them on five trees. And they hung 

[talah] upon the trees until evening; but at the time 
of the going down of the sun, Joshua commanded, 

and they took them down from the trees, and threw 
them into the cave where they had hidden 

themselves, and they set great stones against the 
mouth of the cave, which remain to this very day. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

murderer unknown murder unknown unknown unknown unknown buried 

He [the lawgiver] ordained besides another 
punishment, commanding those who took human 

life to be crucified [άνασκολοπίζω]. And, after 
ordering this, He hastens again to his philanthropy, 

being subdued toward those who had worked savage 
acts; and He says, “Do not let the sun set upon those 

who have been crucified [άνασκολοπίζω], but let 
them be concealed in the earth, having been taken 

down before sunset. 

royal court 
official noble bribe alive male unknown unknown n/a 

This man, who was one of the king's judges, had 
once before been taken and crucified [ἀνεσταύρωσε] 
by Darius because he had given unjust judgment for 
a bribe. When Sandoces had been hung on the cross 
[ἀνακρεμασθέντος],  Darius found on consideration 

that his good services to the royal house outweighed 
his offenses. The king then perceived that he had 

acted with more haste than wisdom and set 
Sandoces free. In this way he escaped from being put 

to death by Darius. 

king king war enemy unknown male 
hill, 

mountain, 
cliff 

no unburied 

But this man, whose felicity always held its 
prosperous course full sail, was crucified [cruci 

adfixit] by king Darius' viceroy Orontes on the highest 
peak of the mountain Mycale. Up there Samos, long 
crushed in harsh servitude, saw with free and joyful 

eyes his rotting limbs, his members dripping with 
putrescent gore, and his left hand, to which Neptune 

had restored the ring by the hand of a fisherman, 
drooping in decay. 
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or 
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victim status 
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reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

kings king usurper unknown male 
the 

conquered 
city 

unknown unknown 

[another king] was kept bound at my palace 
entrance, all the people saw him. Afterwards I 
uzmayapatiy him at Arbela.  … a town by name 

Uvadaicaya, in Persia--there I uzmayapatiy.   
…afterwards I sent forth my army in pursuit; 

Phraortes seized was led to me; I cut off (his) nose 
and ears and tongue, and I put out his eyes; he was 

held bound at my court; all the people saw him; 
afterwards I uzmayapatiy at Ecbatana. … and seized 

Cia(n)takhma … afterwards I cut off his nose and 
ears, and put out his eyes; he was held bound at my 

court; all the people saw him; afterwards I 
uzmayapatiy in Arbela. … Afterwards—there (is) a 

town in Persia Uvadaicaya by name—here, that 
Vahyazdata and what men were his foremost allies, 

them I put uzmayapatiy … then that Arkha, who 
called himself Nebuchadnezzar, and the men who 
[were his foremost allies they seized and bound]; 

[this Arkha] and what men were his foremost allies 
uzmayapatiy at Babylon. …He was kept bound at my 
palace entrance, all the people saw him. Afterward I 

uzmayapatiy him at Ecbatana; and the men who 
were his foremost followers, those at Ecbatana 
within the fortress I (flayed and) hung out (their 

hides, stuffed with straw).   
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or 
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victim status 
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reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
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or 
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buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 
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unknown unknown disobeying unknown unknown in or on the 
house unknown unknown 

Also I have made a decree, that whosoever shall alter 
this word, let timber [ָאע, 'a`, wood, tree or timber]  
be pulled down from his house, and being set up 

 ,[zĕqaph, can mean raise, lift-up, hang or impale ,זְַקף]
let him be hanged [ְמָחא, mĕcha', can mean hanged, 

struck, or killed] thereon, and his house shall be 
made a dunghill. 

king king war enemy dead male temple no buried 

On the morrow, when the Philistines came to strip 
the slain, they found Saul and his sons fallen on 

Mount Gilbo'a. And they stripped him and took his 
head and his armor, and sent messengers 

throughout the land of the Philistines, to carry the 
good news to their idols and to the people. And they 

put his armor in the temple of their gods, and 
fastened his head in the temple of Dagon. 

slave slave disobeying   alive both unknown unknown unknown 

Whoever will want to exact punishment on a male 
slave or female slave at private expense, as he [the 
owner] who wants the [punished] to be inflicted, he 

[the contractor] exacts the punishment in this 
manner: if he wants [him] to bring the patibulum to 

the cross, the contractor will have to provide 
wooden posts, chains, and cords for the floggers and 

the floggers themselves 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

priests priest religious 
violation alive male temple unknown unknown 

In Africa infants used to be sacrificed to Saturn, and 
quite openly, down to the proconsulate of Tiberius, 

who took the priests themselves and on the very 
trees of their temple, under whose shadow their 
crimes had been committed, hung them alive like 
votive offerings on crosses; and the soldiers of my 

own country (probably Carthage’s urban cohort) are 
witnesses to it, who served that proconsul in that 

very task. Yes, and to this day that holy crime persists 
in secret. 

soldier unknown unknown alive male gates unknown unknown 
I believe you’ll have to die that way outside the Gate, 

with your hands spread apart, when you’re on the 
gibbet [patibulum] 

king king war enemy alive male unknown unknown unknown 

Hannibal pitched his camp on the side of the town 
nearest to Carthage, and Hamilcar on the opposite 

side. When this was done they brought the captives 
taken from the army of Spendius and crucified them 

in the sight of the enemy. But observing that 
Hannibal was conducting his command with 

negligence and over-confidence, Mathōs assaulted 
the ramparts, killed many of the Carthaginians, and 

drove the entire army from the camp. All the 
baggage fell into the hands of the enemy, and 

Hannibal himself was made a prisoner. They at once 
took him up to the cross on which Spendius was 

hanging, and after the infliction of exquisite tortures, 
took down the latter's body and fastened Hannibal, 

still living, to his cross;  
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dead or 
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or 
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buried, 

unburied, 
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soldier citizen unknown unknown male unknown unknown unknown 

inflicted capital punishment on many without their 
cases having been heard, without the 

recommendation of his advisors, and crucified not 
only noncitizen [soldiers] but even a centurion, a 

Roman citizen.  

guard citizen murder unknown male unknown unknown unknown 

He punished a guardian by crucifixion who had 
murdered his ward. …when he appealed to the laws 

and testified that he was a Roman citizen, Galba, as if 
he was going to lessen the punishment by some 
solace and honor, commanded that his cross be 

changed and that it be set up higher than others and 
whitewashed. 

soldier centurian rebellion unknown male unknown unknown unknown arrested and crucified, and punished with the 
punishment of slaves 

shepherd lower class religious 
violation unknown male unknown no unknown 

“[Minerva] threw away the pipes and vowed that 
whoever picked them up would be punished 

severely. Marsyas, a shepherd, son of Oeagrus, one 
of the satyrs, found them, and by practicing 

assiduously kept making sweeter sounds day by day, 
so that he challenged Apollo to play the lyre in a 
contest with him. When Apollo came there, they 

took the Muses as judges. Marsyas was departing as 
victor, when Apollo turned his lyre upside down, and 

played the same tune – a thing which Marsyas 
couldn’t do with the pipes. And so Apollo defeated 
Marsyas, bound him to a tree, and turned him over 
to a Scythian who stripped his skin off him limb by 
limb. He gave the rest of his body for burial to his 
pupil Olympus. From his blood the river Marsyas 

took its name. 
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or 
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unburied, 
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priests priest unknown unknown male unknown unknown unknown 
When Tiberius had examined the priests, attaining an 

accurate understanding, he crucified 
[ἀνεσταύρωσεν] both them and Ida. 

unknown unknown unknown unknown male unknown unknown unknown 

I see before me crosses not all alike but differently 
made for different people some hang a man head 

downwards some force a stick upwards through his 
groin, some stretch out his arms on a horizontal bar. 
I see cords, I see scourges and instruments of torture 

for each limb and each joint.  

soldier soldiers war enemy unknown male unknown unknown unburied 

In the center of the field were the whitening bones 
of men, as they had fled, or stood their ground, 
strewn everywhere or piled in heaps. Near, lay 

fragments of weapons and limbs of horses, and also 
human heads, prominently nailed to trunks of trees 
[simul truncis arborum antefixa ora]. In the adjacent 
groves were the barbarous altars, on which they had 
immolated tribunes and first-rank centurions. ...They 

pointed out too the raised ground from which 
Arminius had harangued his army, the number of 

gibbets for the captives [patibula captivis],  the pits 
for the living, and how in his exultation he insulted 

the standards and eagles 

unknown unknown unknown alive unknown boat unknown unknown 
Some, even more brutally, were nailed in the 

opposite manner, head-downwards, and kept alive 
until they should perish of hunger on the mast. 

unknown unknown suicide dead unknown unknown unknown unburied 

The king devised a new remedy – unthought of 
before of since -- for he fixed all the corpses of the 
dead to crosses to be viewed by the citizens and at 
the same time be torn in pieces by wild beats and 

birds [of prey]. 
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victim 
occupation 

or 
unknown 

victim status 
or unknown 

reason for 
WHIPC 

dead or 
alive 

male or 
female 

or 
unknown 

location dismembered 
buried, 

unburied, 
unknown 

text 

slave slave disobeying  unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown 

In the case of slaves also, or of freedmen who 
attempt to accuse their masters or patrons, 

respectively, or to report them to the authorities, the 
assertion of such atrocious audacity shall be 

repressed immediately at the inception of the guilty 
act itself, through the sentence of the judge, a 

hearing shall be denied such slave or freedman, and 
he shall be affixed to the cross [patibulum] 

slave slave rebellion unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown 

Finally, Antony sent more soldiers and some of those 
who resisted were killed, others were captured, and 
of these the slaves were crucified and the freemen 

thrown over the Tarpeian rock. 

slave slave rebellion unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown 
restored thirty thousand slaves to their masters, but 
six thousand who did not have masters, he led to the 

cross 

unknown unknown rebellion unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown 

sent part of the army throughout the land seeking 
the instigators of the sedition. And when they were 
discovered, some he punished as the guiltiest, but 
others he released. He crucified two thousand on 

this charge. 

slave  slave war enemy unknown unknown unknown unknown unknown 

four spies were captured, three slaves and one from 
the legion that had been locally levied; the slaves 
were crucified [crucem sublati], and the soldier’s 

neck was severed 

god god usurper unknown female Underworld unknown unknown 

The afflicted woman was turned into a corpse. And 
the corpse was hung on a hook. One of you sprinkle 

on it the life-giving plant and the other the life-giving 
water. Thus let Inanna arise.  
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or 
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king 
(shepherd) king apotropaic -

substitution alive male Underworld unknown unburied 

They released holy Inanna, they [......] her. Inanna 
handed over Dumuzi to them in exchange for herself. 
“As for the lad, we will put his feet in foot stocks. As 
for the lad, we will put his hands in hand stocks: we 
will put his neck in neck stocks.” Copper pins, nails 
and pokers were raised to his face. They sharpened 
their large copper axes. As for the lad, they stood 

him up, they sat him down. “Let us remove his [......] 
garment, let us make him stand [.......]” As for the 
lad, they bound his arms, they did evil [.......] They 

covered his face with his own garment. 

prostitute prostitute suicide alive female entrance of 
brothel unknown unknown 

… May the cattle slaughterer slaughter his wife, may 
your sheep butcher butcher his child! May water 
wash away your pauper as he is looking for [......]! 

May your prostitute hang herself at the entrance to 
her brothel! May your pregnant hierodules and cult 

prostitutes abort their children!  
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266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 
271, 272 

Elpenor, 225, 228 
Enheduanna, 181 
Esarhaddon, 126, 155, 162, 

185, 186, 196 
Esquiline, 231, 284, 285 
Esther, 50, 60, 61, 65, 71, 

72, 73, 80, 81, 252, 253, 
273, 275, 276, 277 

Etruscan, 157, 159 
Evander, 166 
ewe, 196, 198 
exposure, 66, 225, 241 

F 
feet, 48, 83, 153 
Felix, 174, 175, 191, 325 
figere, 30, 35, 60 
flayed 

flays, 1, 67, 122, 123, 
126, 138, 139, 150, 
154, 155, 251 

forest, 220 
Foucault, 22, 25 
Frazer, 159, 183, 190, 191 
furca, 33, 63, 64, 191, 208 

G 
gallows, 11, 36, 44, 57, 63, 

69, 72, 75, 81, 247, 253, 
275, 276 

Gemonian steps, 268 
genital. See phallic 
genitals. See phallic 
Germanicus, 160, 193 
Gezer, 182 
gibbet, 11, 31, 62, 63, 65, 

160, 175, 194 
Gibeonites, 187 
Gilgamesh, 85 
GIS, 138, 139 
GIŠ, 68 
Givcat ha-Mivtar, 15, 16, 

235, 236, 362 
graffiti 

graffito, 1, 13, 14, 82, 
83, 84 

graves, 17, 58, 83, 119, 
127, 130, 172, 188, 226, 
230, 231, 232, 237 

H 
Hades, 52, 120, 121 
Haman, 50, 71, 72, 80, 

252, 253, 275, 276, 278 
Hammurabi, 1, 51, 52, 56, 

81, 127, 209, 244, 252, 
274, 332, 364 

Hammurapi, 209 
hand, 83, 149, 181, 188, 

250, 277 
hands, 11, 16, 22, 39, 48, 

49, 65, 81, 99, 107, 108, 
125, 136, 139, 140, 145, 
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 
153, 154, 156, 158, 162, 
168, 170, 184, 187, 202, 
208, 210, 253 

hang 
hanging, hangs, hung, 

hanged, 73, 74, 83, 
188, 242 

hanged 
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hang, hangs, hanging, 
hung, hanged, 71, 74, 
81, 253, 276 

hanging, 73, 153, 166, 182, 
191, 202, 234 
hang, hangs, hung, 

hanged, 225, 241 
Hatamanas, 144 
head, 3, 13, 31, 55, 56, 61, 

63, 69, 73, 83, 115, 116, 
128, 136, 142, 145, 146, 
147, 148, 152, 153, 154, 
159, 162, 168, 184, 185, 
186, 187, 192, 194, 196, 
224 

Heads, 140, 144 
Hebrew Bible, 2, 5, 6, 32, 

70, 73, 74, 75, 81, 132, 
161, 204, 212, 227, 232, 
233, 234, 238, 247, 253 

Hengel, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 29, 33, 35, 
37, 38, 67, 175, 191, 
192, 219, 264, 285, 353 

Herodotus, 15, 42, 50, 52, 
53, 59, 68, 69, 70, 75, 
76, 88, 93, 95, 96, 127, 
146, 157, 166, 169, 170, 
189, 206, 215, 216, 217, 
224, 229, 253, 281, 323, 
332 

Hesiod, 8, 40, 46, 47, 48, 
49, 55, 88, 89, 91, 92, 
96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 
103, 104, 219, 324, 332, 
345 

Hezekiah, 132, 232, 251 
Histiaeus, 224 
homeopathic magic, 173 
hook, 31, 57, 225, 241, 256 
Horatius, 191, 192 
house, 49, 56, 70, 72, 76, 

80, 81, 83, 112, 146, 
149, 185, 190, 225, 252, 
274, 276, 277, 278 

human sacrifice, 130, 166, 
177, 179, 180, 181, 184, 
185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 
190, 192, 194, 195 

hung, 67, 139, 225, 253 
I 

impaled, 1, 138, 150, 184, 
243, 244, 250 

ina, 41, 50, 52, 138, 139 
Inanna, 85, 180, 181, 182, 

202, 203, 204, 290, See 
Ishtar 

infant sacrifices, 183, 188, 
193 

infanticide, 179, 243 
innards, 46, 119, 182 
Ishtar, 85, 126, 132, 134, 

141, 155, 162, 180, 181, 
182, 183, 184, 188, 193, 
197, 202, 290, 361 

Isidore of Seville, 8, 63, 
64, 324, 333 

Ixion, 85, 86, 107, 108, 
109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 
114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 
119, 120 

J 
Janus, 159 
Jerome, 29, 30, 31, 32, 39, 

59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 
73, 175 

Jesus, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 18, 20, 21, 24, 31, 
34, 35, 37, 39, 42, 61, 
64, 69, 105, 106, 135, 
146, 195, 209, 212, 215, 
217, 235, 236, 281, 287, 
349, 351, 366 

Josephus, 6, 15, 21, 34, 42, 
55, 70, 71, 72, 73, 208, 
215, 216, 235, 236, 237, 
238, 246, 253, 261, 262, 
269, 270, 324, 349 

Joshua, 2, 60, 62, 67, 234, 
254, 255, 326, 357 

Judith, 146, 186 

Jugurtha, 175, 176 
Julius Caesar, 66, 124, 

175, 192, 194, 208 
Justin Martyr, 195, 196 

K 
Kreuzesstrafe, 21, 33, 355 
Kuhn, 5, 6, 9, 15, 20, 21, 

29, 33, 34, 355 
Kyle, 4, 23, 205, 206, 207, 

256, 356 
L 

Lactantius, 20, 155, 325 
lamb, 196, 198, 199 
Lares, 166 
Leonidas, 1, 146, 215, 229, 

366 
limbs, 1, 150 
liminal, 198, 241, 242, 

273, 291 
liminal space, 199 
Lipsius, 20, 29, 32, 33, 39 

M 
Maccabees, 70, 71, 153 
magic, 52, 82, 83, 84, 119, 

135, 136, 139, 166, 167, 
173, 175, 179, 195, 198 

maiestas, 256, 267, 271 
Mamilia Tower, 195 
Marcobius, 191 
Marcus, 24, 25, 170, 171, 

175, 269, 325, 333, 357 
Marius, 148, 168, 175, 

176, 177 
Marriage, 190, 203, 348 
Mars, 159 
Marsyas, 35, 36, 66, 86, 

121, 122, 359 
Medinet Habu, 124, 130, 

151, 156 
Melenthius, 157 
Merback, 9, 10, 14, 20, 

357 
Mishnah, 212 
Mordecai, 71, 72, 80, 252, 

275, 276 
mountains, 184, 250 
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N 
nail, 15, 69, 99, 225, 241 
nailed, 14, 28, 34, 35, 100, 

109, 119, 193, 194, 203, 
210 

nails. See nail 
naked, 202, 206 
neck, 16, 22, 38, 39, 52, 

53, 55, 69, 111, 125, 
128, 131, 137, 140, 142, 
148, 161, 168, 186, 196, 
202, 214, 216, 222, 226, 
233, 238, 257, 270 

nefesh, 238 
Nero, 25, 160, 194, 208, 

270, 271, 284, 329, 335, 
366 

New Testament, 2, 18, 21, 
32, 42, 59, 71, 146, 325, 
348, 362 

Nineveh, 1, 2, 82, 125, 
142, 143, 145, 150, 152, 
154, 162, 184, 185, 214, 
222, 226, 277, 345, 346, 
348, 349, 357, 359, 361, 
365, 366 

Ningishzida, 134 
nude, 202, See naked, See 

naked 
nudity, 202 
Numa, 166, 191 

O 
oak, 159, 166, 190, 199 
Octavian, 257, 260, 266 
October Horse, 194, 283 
Odysseus, 46, 48, 49, 85, 

119, 120, 153, 156, 167, 
168, 169, 245, 274 

Osiris, 85, 130, 131, 133, 
135, 159, 182 

Ovid, 36, 191, 327 
P 

Parpola, 155, 185, 186, 
196 

Passover, 212, 274 

paterfamilias, 247, 259, 
260, 269 

patibulum, 32, 33, 41, 58, 
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 
65, 105, 175, 211, 248, 
260, 261, 351 
patibula. See patibula 

Pausanius, 97 
peg, 52, 83, 225 
Peloponnesian War, 170 
penis. See phallic 
Perpetua, 195, 209 
Peter, 13, 17, 18, 165, 365 
phallic, 182 
Pheretime, 157 
Philistine, 156 
Philistines, 153, 164, 186, 

187, 279, 280 
Philo, 21, 75, 236, 327 
Phorbas, 191 
pierced, 83, 188 
Pindar, 108, 109, 110 
Pisistratos, 95 
Piso, 9, 25, 268, 269 
Plato, 22, 36, 88, 91, 99, 

101, 102, 103, 104, 122, 
123, 165, 180, 207, 219, 
334, 345, 357, 359 

Pliny the Elder, 38, 39, 64, 
139, 191, 195, 328 

Pliny the Younger, 271, 
328 

Plutarch, 159, 166 
Polycarp, 74, 195, 208, 

217, 271, 325, 330 
Polygnotus, 120, 121 
pomerium, 158, 191, 259, 

282, 283, 284, 285, 286 
prisoners, 159, 182, 190 
Prometheus, 4, 8, 16, 21, 

22, 33, 46, 47, 49, 85, 
86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 
103, 104, 106, 108, 109, 
112, 116, 119, 120, 121, 

122, 135, 219, 221, 321, 
344, 345, 349, 352, 355, 
356, 358, 364, 366 

prostitutes. See prostitution 
prostitution, 242, 274 
Puticuli, 231 

R 
rabbinic, 41, 74, 204, 235 
Rabirius, 100, 192, 264, 

285 
Ramesses II, 127, 128 
Ramesses III, 80, 124, 125, 

127, 128, 130, 151, 156 
Ranke, 78 
Rawlinson, 30, 68 
rebels 

rebel, 1, 53, 82, 127, 
136, 138, 149, 150, 
154, 155, 182, 213, 
235, 251, 261, 263 

Regia, 194 
Rizpah, 187, 188 
rope, 48, 128, 173, 189 

S 
sacred tree, 131, 140, 142, 

159, 179, 182, 184, 196 
Sacred Tree, 183, 351 
Samuelsson, 6, 21, 29, 33, 

34, 35, 37, 146, 362 
Santa Sabina doors, 10 
sarcophagus, 118, 119, 

128, 130, 131, 132, 134, 
170, 171 

Sargon II, 126, 154, 155, 
162, 163, 252, 277, 279, 
328, 334, 357 

Sataspes, 253 
scapegoat, 77, 190, 289 
Second Punic War, 20, 

147, 257, 348 
Second Temple, 5, 74, 81 
Semneh Inscription, 152 
Seneca, 25, 31, 64, 65, 

191, 217, 218, 334 
Sennacherib, 2, 126, 137, 

138, 149, 150, 154, 162, 
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163, 185, 214, 250, 251, 
252, 277, 279, 321, 328, 
330, 334, 351, 356, 357, 
362, 364, 365 

Septuagint, 32, 72, 73, 74, 
75, 146 

serpent. See snake, See 
Shalmaneser III, 150, 214, 

226 
Shroud of Turin, 13, 18, 

61, 236 
skin, 1, 28, 122, 136, 139, 

146, 150, 154, 155, 157, 
168, 179, 182, 199 

skins 
skin, 1, 138, 139, 149, 

150, 164, 251 
skull, 83 
slaves, 8, 45, 49, 63, 83, 

152, 156, 159, 160, 161, 
166, 210, 213, 230, 231, 
245, 247, 251, 255, 257, 
258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 
264, 267, 269, 275, 283 

snakes, 132, 133, 134, 135 
Socrates, 88, 103, 122, 

180, 207 
soldiers, 74, 125, 136, 137, 

138, 142, 143, 144, 145, 
147, 150, 152, 154, 157, 
158, 160, 162, 165, 172, 
184, 193, 194, 214, 226, 
228, 230, 247, 250, 252, 
257, 262, 266, 268, 270, 
282 

Solon, 89, 90, 93, 101 
Spartacus, 161 
spectacle 

spectacles, 23, 77, 99, 
155, 160, 207, 209, 
216, 217, 221, 255 

spirits, 82, 121, 145, 166, 
173, 177, 180, 184, 186, 
199, 216, 225, 229, 230, 
238, 283, 286 

stakes, 1, 138, 139, 150, 
184, 250 

status 
class, 3, 7, 22, 24, 25, 

26, 45, 97, 205, 206, 
208, 240, 247, 248, 
250, 253, 258, 264, 
267, 270, 271, 272 

strangled, 71, 160, 216, 
246, 248, 262, 265, 268 

substitute king, 180, 184, 
185, 186 

Suetonius, 25, 32, 175, 
208, 210, 230, 265, 267, 
268, 269, 270, 329, 335 

Sulla, 168, 175, 176, 177 
suspendere, 31, 44 
Sympathetic magic, 83, 

173 
T 

Tacitus, 25, 65, 160, 194, 
239, 262, 267, 268, 269, 
270, 271, 285, 335, 366 

talah, 32, 60, 68, 71, 72, 
73, 74, 75, 76, 81, 189, 
233, 235, 253, 254 

Tammuz, 181, 197, 198, 
199 

Tarpeian rock, 257 
Taurians, 146, 166, 189 
Tertullian, 64, 189, 192, 

193, 194, 195 
Teumman, 126, 140, 141, 

142 
Thargelia, 190 
Thutmose, 152 
Tiberius, 25, 32, 192, 193, 

248, 249, 258, 261, 263, 
264, 265, 267, 268, 269, 
329, 335, 361, 366 

Tiglathpileser I, 79 
Tiglath-Pileser III, 138, 

162, 226 
Titus, 160, 216, 218, 261, 

262 

Tityos, 85, 86, 119, 120, 
121, 122 

tomb 
tombs, 1, 11, 15, 79, 

124, 127, 130, 151, 
152, 164, 185, 220, 
222, 223, 227, 230, 
232, 237, 238 

Trajan, 147 
treason, 25, 191, 192, 244, 

255, 256, 258, 259, 264, 
265, 267, 268, 269, 270, 
271, 272, 273, 275, 278, 
284, 285 

tree, 73, 74 
trees, 2, 31, 49, 131, 140, 

160, 164, 166, 181, 182, 
220, 234, 254 

triumph, 157, 158, 159 
trophy 

trophies, 1, 136, 140, 
142, 149, 153, 154, 
155, 158, 159, 163, 
165, 166, 167, 168, 
169, 170, 172, 176, 
177, 184, 209, 221, 
222, 223, 250 

Tukulti-Ninurta, 183 
Tullianum prison, 160 
tyrants, 90, 95, 101 

U 
Underworld, 84, 85, 121, 

131, 134, 240, 241 
uzmayapatiy, 67 

V 
Velabrum, 160 
Vespasian, 160, 261, 262, 

271, 283 
Vulgate, 32, 61, 73, 74, 

132 
vultures, 61, 120, 148 

W 
wheel 

wheels, 1, 28, 29, 40, 
44, 56, 63, 77, 108, 
109, 110, 111, 112, 
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114, 115, 116, 117, 
119, 136, 201, 211, 
240 

Widow of Ephesus, 222, 
236 

X 
Xerxes, 229, 253, 281 

Y 
Yahweh, 179, 181, 187, 

188, 189 
yoke, 184 

Z 
zaqipi, 68 
zaqīpu, 139 

Zeus, 46, 48, 49, 85, 92, 
93, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101, 
102, 103, 104, 107, 108, 
112, 119, 120, 122, 166, 
245 

Zias, 15, 18, 188, 235, 362, 
366 

Zugibe, 18, 217, 366 
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